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ABSTRAc'r

The nineteenth and early twentieth century habit of comparing
Dickens and Thackeray sprang from the existence within the early
and mid-Victorian consciousness of certain diametrically opposed
ideas: empiricism and intuitive Carlylean spirituality; yearning
Romantic subjectivism and a belief in objective authoritarianism
and duty; and, in 11terature, realism and the idealism of romance.
Reacting against the excesses of the immediate past, the men of the
l8)01S and 40lS were yet unable to ignore the impressions left Qy

these. In particularJ they were affected b.1 the scepticism of the
empiricistsJ and this produced in their minds a tension between
faith and doubt, which, when suppressed by those unvilllng to face
their own divided nature, found an outlet in externalised comparisons
such as·that between Dickens and Thackeray.

In criticism of Dickens in the )O'S and 40's, he was separately
admired as optimist and attacked as pessimist, but only in the early
50's was the dichotomy of hope and scepticism openly stated, in the
shape of his antagonism with Thackeray. In the late 40's, the lattets
stylistic purity had seemed more objective than the self-indulgent
mannerisms attributed to Dickens, but later, when the centre of
contrast shifted to a distinction between optimism and cynicism, the
balance inclined in Dickens 1s favour, though the darker vision of his
rival, mirroring the repressed fears of the age, could never be ignored.
}~ of the other strands of comparison - the ascription to Thackeray
of restless self-consciousness and to Dickens of objectivity; the
contrast between the real and the ideal instituted Qy David Hasson -

related back to this focal point of hope and doubt, which continued
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to lie at the heart of the opposition in the 70's and 80's and even
in criticism of the 1900's. From the 80's onwards, however, interest
in the traditional comparison was declining.

The polarity of Dicirensian heart and Thacker~an head reflected
an import.ant aspect of nineteent.h century experience, but it was
often a distorted reflection, since the ideas of Victorianism were
being used by writers lees conscious of the problems of the time than
men such as Carlyle who had created the Victorian ethos. Concepts of
optimism, objectivity and realism were more naIvely and rigidly
applied than by the minds (themselves often naIve and inconsistent)
which had originally formulated them.
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,

INTRODUCTION

In October 1848 Dickens's closest associate, John Forster,
contributing a notice of Dombey and Son (1846 - 48) to the
Examiner, endeavoured to check a dangerous new tenden~ which
he had discerned in recent reviews or riction :

There has been a criticism in vogue 1ate11' which
consists in praising one writer at the expense or
some other writer. Iou are instructed to admire
A princiPall1 and pr1mari17 because you ought not
to admire B. We cannot tall in 'With this rashion.l

In spite or the oblique nature ot these remarks, Forster could re17
upon his readers recognising that "A" vas intended to denote
Thackeray and "B" Dickens, tor wen Vanity' Fair (1847 - 48) had
been published, several critics had cited certain ot its qualities
as an improvement upon teatures ot Dickens's work which had aroused
disapproval during the 40's. It vas against this practice that
Forster, jealous ot his triend's reputation (on which his own to

some extent depended) and never vell disposed tovards Thackeray, vas
protesting. His objections, hovever, did not prevent later critics
from pursuing the comparison between the two novelists. 0nl1 a few
months later, the first essay to be devoted entire17 to a discussion
ot their respective characteristios appeared in the English Review,
while the overlapping serialisation ot Pendennis (November l8~
November 1850) and David Copperfield (~ 1849 - November 1850) led
to the production in 1851 of three similar articles, in the North
British Review, the Prospeotive Review and the Times. By that date

1 E;aminer, 28 Ootober 1848, 692.
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the author or the second or these could conf'identl.y declare that

-the ord1ll8.l"1conversation of the day abounds in comparisons between

the authors whose recent performances fUrnish the subject ~ matter
2 . .

of this article" , and DavidMassonopened his North Br!tish study

'idth the words : "!hackeray and Dickens, Dickens and !hackeray - the

two namesnow almost necessari~ go together.-3 The comparison which

Forster attempted to sweep aside had becomean accepted fact of the

"li ter8.17 scene.

For more than sixty years af'ter Masson's article, ·the two names"

continued to ·go together". In the ear17 years ot this century,

George Saintsbu.I7 could still reter to their juxtapoSition as both

-inevitable" and ·common-4,and Levis Melville claimed I ·The thought

ot one vr1ter conjures up the other.·5 As late as 1921 George Santayana
, 6

telt that :"It is usual to compareDickens vith Thackerq.· At the

time or this last statement a:ny such comparison vas, in tact, an in-

creas1ng17 rare phenomenon. Santayana himself raised the subj ect

o~ to dismiss it off'handedly as allowing an importance to Thackerq

which he did not possess, and the tew critics wholater discussed·

Dickens in relation to Thackeray substantial17 endorsed this verdict.

In the eyes of George Bernard Shaw(1937), Osbert Sitwell (Trio, 1938)

2 Prospective ReView,May 1851, vii, 157.
3 North British Review,Mq 1851, XV', 57.
4 The EniUsb Novel (1913). p. 229.
5 SomeAspects or 'lbacker81 usn J rptd. from earlier art1cl~s), p.242.
6 Soliloquies in liipgland(London, 1922), p. 70 ; rptd. from 1.beDial

(NevYork), November1921, l.xx1, 547.
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and GeorgeOrvel! (Inside the Whale, 1940), the latter's vork vas

a dustl relic ot the past, possessing no relevance tor the modern

reader, v~e Dickens's, tor all the taults attributed to it,

nevertheless excited interest and enthusiasm. With the collapse

ot Thackeray's reputation, vhich vas complete by' the early 20's,

the customot setting him beside his contemporar,rnatura.l.ly declined,

and in the criticism ot the post - Wilsonian era, since 1940, the

habit ot comparisonhas. died out almost entirely. Thenameot

Thackerayhas virtuall1 disappeared trom considerations ot the

more tavoured novelist, as a glance at the indexes ot books on

Dickens published in the 60' s vil! confirm. Parallels vi th Dostoievsky'

and Kafka have been or more interest to recent admirers ot Dickens than

resemblances or difterences betveen:.Domberand Son and Vanity Fair,

Copperfield and Pendenpis. It is not, hovever, the purpose or this

present work to undertake the reversal ot this tr.and, but instead to

explore the Dickens - Thackeraycomparisonin the workot the nine-

teenth centur.r English cri tics, and to explain vq, throughout the

Victoria'l period, there should have been an interest in placing the

tvo menside by' side.

Fromits beg1DDi ng, the comparisonvas used tor pUrposesot con-

trast not or parallel- or as Saintsbury' phrased It, lt vas "a parallel

almost ent1re~ oomposedof ditferenoes.·7 Thepostprandial lapsus

linguae vhich led an Oxford don to speak ot ·DickeI7 and 1hacld.ns·

vas adopted by' Frederic Harrison in the 1850's to express his sense

that the tvo novelists vere interchangeable tigures whosevr1tings

had important tea~es in comm~n8,ba.t this vas not the general opinion.

7 English Novel, p. 229
8 AutobiographicMemoirs(2 vols., 1911), 1, 184.

See belo"" p. 351.
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Theliterary conversation ot London, as reported by' Massonin 1851,

vas more typical ot mid-Victorian reactions :

As the popular novelists ot the dq, Dickens and
Thackeray',and'again, Thackeray'and ntckens, divide
the public attention. Andas the public has learned
thus to think ot them together, so also • • • 1t has
learned to set ott the merits ot the one against those
ot the other • • • •• Oneparty' ot readers preters 9
ntckens ••• another party' years the Thackeraycolours.,- ••

Massonmadethe samepoint in his Br!tish Novelists and their Styles

ot 1859 :

the tvo are nov so closely' associated in the public
mind that vhenever the one is mentioned the other is
thought ot •••• Hq, not content vith associating
them, people have got into the habit ot contrasting them
and naming them in oppesition to each other.· There is a
ntckens taction, and there is a ~ckerq taction J and
there is no debate more common,vherever li terar,y talk
goes on, than the debate as to the respective merits ot
Dickens and ~ckerq.lg

HeIl17Morley~*l-ofF'~'1"f).tJl1&e*~ looldng back in 1881

on an era through vhich he himselt had Uved, substantiated Masson's

viev ot the situation: "1'hEfverethe great novelists ot their day',

and novel readers took sides in dispute about them • • • by' e:x:al~

ing one and running dow the other.lI11 A similar division into .

tactions vas also recalled by' Thackerq's tormer son-in-lav, Sir

LesUe Stephen, in 1903, as part ot the Cambridgeatmosphere ot

the 50's: ·Wehad our enthusiasts tor ntckens, vho had tierce

9 North British RevieW'.loc. cit.
10 British Novelists and their Styles (1859), pp. 234 - 5.11 .. .' .

English Lt terawe in the Reign ot Victoria (Leipzig, 1881), p. 377.
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encounters with the partisans of 1backersy.·12 The talk ot

Londonersand the disputes of the un!versi t,. alike reflected an

awareness amongVictorian readers ot a sharp and irreconcUeable

separation betveen their tvo great novelists.

Themajority ot critics vho tolloved Massonshared this con-
. -

sciousness ot absolute ditterence. 'To the unretlecting,' said

SamuelPhillips ot the Timesin 1852, '1backeray and Dickens repre-

sent one school or riction.' But the truth vas exactly' the reverse I

'The tvo novelists have little or nothing in common."13_Sir Archibald

Alison, in the first volume (1853) or his HistorY otEulype trom the

Fallot Napoleonvas able to see no distinction beween them,14 but

he vas qu1~ rebuked by TheodoreMartin in the Westminster Revlev I

lit is absurd to class themas belonging to one school. Inmatter

and in manner thq are so thoroughlJ"unlike that. • • ve can only'

attribute the mistake to a l1m1ted acquaintance with their vorks••15

Theprolific novelist and ess¢st, Margaret Oliphant, in Blackwood's

Magazineot 1855, vas eq'118.lq certain that it vas vrong to treat

them as literary twins :

Future generations will speak ot Dickens and Thackerq
as ve speak ot Pepys and Evel1n, and they are quite
as disa1m1lar • • • • Perhaps there are no tvo menamong
their host ot readers vho are further apart trom each

16other • • • •

12 SomeEarll Impressions (1924), p.39; rptd. trom National Revlev,
September1903, xl1i, 142.

13 Times. 22 December1852, 8.

14 HistorY ot Europe tram the Fall of Napoleonto the Aecession or
Louis Napoleon (8 vola.; 1853~ 59), i, 484.

15. Westminster Rev1,v, April 1853, n. s. ill, 371.
16 Blackvood's, JIIll18.17 1855,' lxxvii, 88.
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John Cordy'Jeattreson, in his Novels and Novelists (1858),approached

the question trom the sameaSSUJllptionot contrast, though he appar-

en~ believed that comparisons ought only to be based upon s1m1larit;y :

'the tvo great novelists ot the dq are so diametricall.T opposed, that

it is impossible to comparethem.,l7 Thus Jeattreson supported the

basic proposition that in all essentials Dickens and T.hacker~ vere

wolly' incompatible.

Noone, as Massonpointed out in 1864, te1t morekeenlJr than

Thacke~ himseltthat there vas la kind ot polar opposition between

his methodand Dickens's.118 He~s conscious thatV~iz Fair posed

a challenge to Dickens, and during its publication vrote to his mother

that he vas nov "all but at the top ot the tree: indeed there if' the

truth vere knownand having a great tight up there vith Dickens.,,19
20

In 1851 he told Masson, II quarrel ld th his Art in II1aD3' respects" ,

and on his seoond Americantrip (1855-56), he vas reported as maldng

a statement vhich explle1tl.3' acknovledgedhis vorks as a deliberate

denial ot Dickensian values : "Dickens doesn't like me : he knovs that

'I'fl1' books are a protest against his - that 1t the one set are true,

the other must be talse. ,,21 These commentsreveal the extent to vhich

Thacker~ vas convinced, not only that to 1dn tame he must engage in
.

publio rivalrT ldth Dickens, but also that his ow artistic practice

constituted a direct assault upon the other'. methods and attitudes.

17 Novels and Noyelists (2 vols., 1858), 11, 262.
18 Macmillan's Magazine. Febru.ar11864, ix, .366.
19 Letters and Private Papers (ed. GordonI. Ray', 194~6), 1i, .333.
20 Ibid. , 772.
21 GordonN. Ray', Thackeray. 'l'heAgeot \rl1sdom(1958), p.272, quoting

Lippincott's Magazine, vi11, 107.
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While desiring to be on trienclly terms vith his tellow author, he

could not avoid the knowledgethat "we're on ditterent sides ot the
22 .

house.D With this Dickenswouldhave agreed, but, unlike Thackeray,

he never openly admitted the possibilit,y ot ~ comparisonbetween

them. :.1houghhe criticised Thackeray-on several scores, he did not

claim that his ow vritings were in direct opposition to those ot his

rival. This reticence, it may be hypothesised, vas not due to gener-

ous forbearance or quiet modesty, but rather sprang from an obsession

vi th his public personal! ty as the In1m1 table Dickens. Without this

rale, he was nothing, tor he fled all his Ute trom selt-ex.am1nation23,

and could perhaps only' assert his identi t,y by meansot the parts -

popular author, social retormer, editor ot periodicals, stage-manager,

actor, reader ot his ow works~ whiChhe p1qed tor the ~es ot the

world. Becauseot this, ~ hint that another novelist might be set

beside him wouldpossibly act as a protound irr1 tant to his nervous

sensibilit1, and the need to preserve his unique place in the public

~e wouldprevent him trom deigning to notice that ~ such pairing

had been made. Various oblique contrasts betveen the tvo menby

Forster in his Emminer rmeW30t the 50's, always to Thackerq's

discredit, and the undignified squabbles whichmarred the novelists'

precarious relationship, can be regarded as Dickens's substitute tor

entering into odious comparisons.

It vould be wrong, however,to consider the divisions between

D1ckensand Thackerq themselves or between their respective admirers

simply as indicating that the Victorians· were spUt into two parties -

22 Ray, Opt cit., p. 153, quoting MS. letter trom Thackeray-to Forster,
1851.

2.3 See, tor instance, below, Pl.70·1.
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as Masson, Stephen and Morley suggested -:-tor it the novelists

vere opposed they' vere also, on Masson's ownshowing, complementaryI

There can be no doubt that the tvo writers bring out
and throv into reliet each other's peculiar! ties -
tha t they' are, in somerespects, .the oppositea ot
each other; and that each is most accuratelJr studied
vhen his ditterences trom the other are noted and
scrutinized.24

In 1864, the same cri tic reterred even more c1earlJr to the necessity'

ot maintaining a balance between them:

Fortmlate age to have had tllO BUch representatives
ot styles ot art the co-existence ot vhich -:-let us
not call it mutual opposition - is everlastinglJr
possible and everlasting~ deslrableJ25

A month earlier, in the Reader. exactly' the samepoint vas madeby a

cri tic whovas either Massonhimself or \lhose thought Massonhad

adapted :

But, though this habit ot talking ot the tvo as rivals
has been carried too tar - although the tvo ·vere not so
much rivals as contemporaneousexamples ot distinct
styles ot literary' art, the existence ot both ot \lb1ch
in any one time Is always to be looked tor and always
to be desired - ,.et, one cannot help teeling that, tor
tor the moment,by' Thackeray's death, the desirable
balanee Is someYhatdisturbed.26

In the commentsot Morley'and Stephen, the opposition betveen Dickens

and Thackerayvas treated as pure~ external, tald.ng the torm ot

pIlbl1c debate. Masson's notion ot ·co-:-existenceft, on the other

hand,- internallsed the discussion. Instead ot joining one party

24 British Noyelists and their Styles, p. 237.
25
26

Macmlll.M'S MagazineI 366.
Reader, 2'Januar,r 1864, ill, 3.
journal.

Massonvas, in tact, editor ot this
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or the other, the individual should hold both novelists together in

his mind and recognise their equal. validity'. But Massonvas almost

alone in attempting to preserve such an equilibrium. Most critics

vere eager to espouse a single side or the argument, and even in the

tventieth centur;r LewisMelville noted that "there are fev who\dll

assert that they' read with equal pleasure the vorks or both vri terse ,,27

Nevertheless, although it vas not developed by' the majority of re-

vievers, the concept of ·co-existence" vas an important one in terms

or the comparison as a whole.

On most occasions whenone novelist vas preferred,· it vas because

his yorksseemedto provide a vholesomeantidote to somesubversive

tendency-in those ot his rival. In terms ot the straightforward eon-

trast favoured by' the average critic, positive drove out negative.

ibis interpretation of the comparison is in harmony'with that m;yth

of the serene~ confident Victorians which prevailed amongst ear~

twentieth cen'tur7 vr1ters and vhich is still carried on in popular

histories of the time. Certainly, this picture contains a large

amountof truth. Most Victoriancri tics did express themselves dogma.-:-

ticalli, and imposedupon lite and art a clear-cut moral!ty' of blacks

and vhi tes. This is mirrored in the seeming certainty vith which they'

otten declared that Dickens vas superior to Thackerq and vice-versa.

At the same time, a:rq reading of the literature produced by the

prophets, poets and novelists ot the period soon dispels the idea

that the Victorianage vas one ot certainty' and settled bellet. The

vork too ot scholars such as Walter E. Houghton, in TheVictorian

Fram' or Mind, and Basil Willer in his tvo volumes of nineteenth

cen'tur7 studies, has accustomed the modern student to th1nlc of the

27 SomeAspects or Thackarar, p.243.
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more articulate figures of early and mid-Victorian England as men
tormented b.1 inward doubt and insecurity, attempting to ~econcile
the conclusions reached b.r the intellect with those offered by in-
tuition, and privately questioning the faith which publicly they,
championed with vociferous authority. Positive, so far from achiev-
ing a decisive victory over negative, was under constant attack from
it and the two were in uneasy nco-existence". One natural expression
of such conflicts within the individual and within the consciousness
of an enti~e age would be an interest in external polarities which
reflected the internal tensions, and this would particularly be the
case when inner disturbance was repressed into unconsciousness and
men convinced themselves as wel1 as others that their public face was
the only reality. The suppressed dualism of their natures would seek
a safety-valve in,the diametrically opposed persons of other men, and
no risk of self-analysis would be involved since the'dangerously "fierce
encounters" (to quote Stephen) would be placed at a safe distance in
the outside world. The Dickens-Thackeray comparison, as well as
reflectinG external clashes of opinion, had an internal significance of .
this kind. It certainly allowed ,the Victorians to assure themselves of
the potency of moral law, b,y an enactment of the banishment of eviL
~J good, but it also bore testimony, in part, to the latent fears of an
age divided against itself, and from this it derived much of its strength.

To understand the cGntrasts which were made between the two
novelists it is therefore necessary first to u.~derstand the climate of
opinion which produced them. If the antagonism between Thackeray and
Dickens was of interest to mid-century critics, it was because of
attitudes inherited from the men of the Jots and 40ts and constituting
the basis of Victorianism. The first chapter of this work outlines,
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mainly by' reference to the 'Writing of those decades, the particular

characteristics of Victorian thought vhich are relevant to the com-

parison. After this, the criticism itself is considered in relation

to these ideas. An opening chapter is given to the revievs of Dickens's

vork from 1836 to 1849, establishing not only the imagein vllch the

novelist vas cast by' his earliest readers, but also the existence of

a dichotomy, ignored by the critics themselves, in reactions to his

methodand subjec~atter. The three succeeding chapters deal with

the Dickens-:-Thackerayopposition, firstly as it manifested itself

in the reception accorded to Vanity Fair, and secondly'as it evolved

during the 50's and 60's. A f'urther chapter considers the differing

developmentsbetveen the death of Dickensin 1870 and the collapse

of Thackeray's reputation in the first tvo decades of the tventieth

century' - on one side a continuing but less urgent interest in the

comparison, on the other a decline, beginning in the latter decades

of the centur,r, in the reputation of both authors and a corresponding

diminishmentof the desire to set outthe differences betveen them.

'!he final chapter outlines very brietlJ' the fate of the comparison

during the renaissance of Dickenscri tic1sm since the 1940Is.

It vould be foolish to suppose that, by' concentrating on earlier

responses to the vork of the Victorian novelists, the more sophisti-

cated interpretations given by modernvriters are in any vay invalida-:-

ted. ThevieW'sof Dickensheld, for instance, by' EdmundWilson,

Jack Lindsay or J. Hillis Miller cannot be treated as misconceptions

simpl1 because the.y are not based on a proper comprehensionof the

Victorian background. Inevitably, each age must re-create the great

masters of the past. Nor can Victorian periodical journalists offer
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8If3' aid to the 1970's in respect ot critical method, tor - at

least whereDickensand Thacke~ vere concerned- the premises

uponvh1ch they' operated vere extrem~ naive. The justitication

or research such as that carried out in these pages can for the

most part be madeonlJ' in terms or the histo17 or ideas, moral and

philosophical as ve11 as cri tical and artistic. .Nevertheless, the

isolation or certain topics which the novelists' original audiences

thought important ma:r highlight areas in vMch the nature ot tiction

vas seen to alter in 18.36and in 1848. It vas felt at the time that

Dickens and later Thackerayhad, tor goodor tor ill, vital.ly re-

shaped the English novel, and critics, no matter hov outmodedtheir

equipmentor bov conservative their outlook on 11re, could not help

registering the changesvhich occurred. TheDickens- Thackeraycom-

parison, as vell as providing an account ot the relationship between

criticism and extra-llter&I7 modesot thought in a past age, can

assist understanding or the innovations which the twomenintroduced

into English fiction.



PART ONE

THE BACKGROUND



CHAPTER mm

GROUNDS OF COllTROVERSY

I

In 1831, John Stuart Hill, in the first of a series of essays
published in the Examiner under the title of "The Spirit of the Age",

recorded his opinion that no previous time had been so conscious as
the present one of its unique place in the histor,y of the world:

The "spirit of- the age" is in some measure a novel
expression. I do not believe that it is to be met
with in any work exceeding fifty years in antiquity.
The idea of comparing one's own age with former ages,
or with our notion of those which are yet to come,
had occurred to philosophers; but it never before
was itself the dominant idea of any age.1

Thomas Carlyle, in tha same year, contributed to the Edinbur~h Review
an article on the "Characteristics" of the age, in which he too drew
attention to the unique salf-consciousness of ~he modern world, with
its habit of intently 'listening to itself.,2 Traditional certainties,
he observed, had given way to a mood of doubt, and man was engaged in
constant specUlation about himself and his place in the universe

Never since the beginning of Time was there, that
we hear or read of, so intensely self-conscious a
Society. Our whole relations to the Universe and
to our fellow-men have become an Inquiry, a Doubt;
nothing will go on of its own accord, and do its func-
tion quietly; but all things must be probed into, the
whole working of man's world be anatomically studied.3

1 Examiner, 6 January 1831; rptd, The Spir! t of the A~e (ed.
Frederick A. Von Hayek, Chicago, 1942), p. 1.

2 Critical and Miscellaneous Essays, iii (Centenary Edition of Works,
cd. H.D. Tralll (1896 - 99), xxviii), 22.

3 lli_i., 19.

14
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BothMill and Carlyle thus isolated self-consciousness as the most

important teature of their era, claiming that man,' as never before,

vas preoccupied ldth the study of his ownnature and ldth that of

his surrounding circumstances. "Characteristics" and "The Spirit

ot the Age", together ldth Carlyle's earlier "Signs of the Times.

(EdinburghRevie"" 1829), vere themselves embodimentsot the self-

examination which the,y discussed.

The early Victorian ethos, on the other hand, evolving in the

.30's and 40' s through the ",ork ot Carlyle himself, John Ruskin,

F.D. Maurice and John Sterling, grey out ot a distrust for this

anaJ.ytical and introspective temper. A desire to shake:Dft the

questioning outlook ot science, joined to a distaste for the ver:r

ditterent selt-consciousness ot Romanticism,whichvas based on the

subordination ot external reality' to the subjective mind, led the

Victorians to take refuge in subnission to tho establlshed order of

an objective vorld ordained b,y God. Attempting to redivert the

current of a doubting age into the mainstreamof faith, theY'frowned

upon ~ opinion or creed vhich:emphasised self-conscious thought.

Mistakenly, they endeavouredto ignore the changes vhich empiricism

and Romanticismhad wroughtupon the English outlook, as it it vere

. possible to set aside the disagreeable consequencesof the immediate

past in tavour ot a return to the settled conviction ot previous

centuries. Carlyle, John Sterling wrote in an 1839 article tor the

Westminster Revie"" had been driven b,y his hatrediot inquir:r into

talse praise "ot blind ignorance", and envy-·ot Homer's \larriors, or

ot the peasants whoin England, in the nineteenth century atter Christ,
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are lef't almost as dark as they!_ 4 Of'Teufelsdr80kh in Sartor

Resartus (1833-34), Sterling likewise complainedin 1835 that he

would -perhaps be v.L1l1ngto exchangethe restless immaturity of

our self'-consciousness, and the promise of its long throe-pangs,

f'or the unavakenedundoubting simplioi ty: 'of the world's childhood-,

not realising "that, could ve go back five thousand78ars, ve should

only have the prospect of travelling themagain, and arriving at

last at the samepoint at vhich ve stand nov."5Life could only

be carried on, Sterling recognised, by the meansvhich the present

provided, and it vas not only undesirable but also impossible to

spurn the tools vhich lay immediately to hand.

(i)

The tendency of the age tovards dissection of lif'e in all its

aspeots vas, for Carlyle, a sure proof that the times vere out of

joint. The taking apart of an organismargued, not a disinterested

wish on the part of the anatomiser for pure knovledge, but a sick-

ness requiring treatment in the object anatomised:

'Ibe beginning of Inquir,y is Disease: all Science,
if' ve consider vell, as it must have originated in
the feeling of' somethingbeing vrong, so it is and
continues to be but Division, Dismemberment,and
partial healing of the vrong.6

4 "Carlyle's Works",WestminsterReviev, October 1839, xxxiii, 49.

5 Letter to Carlyle, 29 May 1835, quoted by the recipient in his
Life of John Sterling (1851 ; Centenar,r~, xi), 115.

6 .Characteristics", Essays, iii, 2.
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~sis could be considered, at,most, o~ a regrettable necessit,y,

Wich in an era of doubt could assist in locating the sources of

malady, but vhich, once the cure vas effected, vould be laid aside.

Instruments of morbid surger,r vere of use to none but sick people :

Metaphysical Speculation, if a necessa.r,r evil, is
the forerunner of muchgood. Thefever of
Scepticism must needs burn itself out, and burn
out thereby the Impurities that caused it; then
again vi11 there be clearness, health.7

Carlyle found h1!nself looking back vi th regret to a period of in-

stinctive faith, vhen ansvers to the eternal question - "Whatis

man,Whatare the duties of man?"- stood "ready vri tten" and did

not require to be sought out by speculation and scienceS. "Had

Adamremainedin Paradise,· he declared, "there had been no Anatomy

and no Metaphysics.,,9

Sterling, vho held that Paradise vould be improvedby the ad-

mission of anatomyand metaplzy"sicslO,attributed Carlyle's attitude

to science to the fact that he;vas on the recoil-from empirical
11corruption and mechanictheories or the essentially hyper-mechanicalIt ,

and this claim vas borne out by Carlyle IS vri tings. Hevas haunted

by the spectre of an Ifempirical" philosophy vhich traced all manIS

actions to material causes and denied him a spiritual nature. For

the nineteenth century in general such bell ttlement of humandignity-

7 Ibid., 40.
S Ibid., 29.
9 Ibid., J.
10 nCarl1lels Works",41 - 2.
11 1J2!.S.., 49~ .
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was associated with that period which later Leslie Stephen ironically
- 12called "the wicked, mechanical, infidel ••• eighteenth century."

The material viewpoint of the previous age was condemned, for instance,
b.1 G.H. Lewes in 1843 :

\fuen it was maintained that all ideas have their
origin in tho senses, and not in any intangible, .
inconceivable entity superadded to those senses,
men straightway came to the very false conclusion
that man was no better than the brute.•••• 13

Earlier, Coleridge had traced this degraded view of man to the·close
of the seventeenth century,-when :

science ••• put on a selfish fu~d sensual character,
and immediate utility, in exclusive reference to the
gratification of the wants and appetites of the animal,
the vanities and caprices of the social, and the am-
bition of the political, man was imposed as the test
of'all in~ellectual powers and Pursuits.14

The heirs of this debased tradition of regarding man purely as the
creature of his own senses were-the Utilitarians, against. whom the
wrath of Carlyle was directed. Bentham, in claiming that man was
motivated exclusively by desire of pleasure or fear of pain, had
continued the materialistic bias of eighteenth century thought. He
had trace1 all conduct, even that which a traditional estimate would
set down to virtue and piety, to "interest-begotten prejudice",

12
13

"Coleridge", Hours in a Library (1879; 2nd ed., 1892), iii, 363.
"The Modern Metaphysics and Moral Philosophy of France", British
end Foreign Review, 1843, xv, 357 - 8.
The Statesman's Manual (1816)I Appendix 0; .rpt.d, Bohn+s Standard
Library, Biographia Literaria and Two Lay Se~ (1904), p. 346.

14
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thereby" exposing, as John Stuart Mill said, 'the commontendenc;r

ot man to makea duty and a virtue ot tolloving his self-interest."l;

Mill himselt, vho agreed with the school ot Benthamand Locke that

knovledge cameonly' through sensations, rather than with Coleridge

that there vere ·truths : -,cognizable by"the mind's inward light,
16 - .

and grounded on intu! ti ve evidencen ,regarded the discover,y ot

dubious motives underlying human behaviour as Bentham's greatest

service to philosoph7.

It vas because ot the doubts cast by" empiricism ot this kind

upon man's spiritual. capacities that Carlyle so heartily' mistrusted

the scientitic trame ot mind. '!he.Bentham!te approach to llte, he

llrote in 1840, had driven from the vorld all reverance tor Godor

man I

Witchcraft vorshipped at least a living Devil; but
this vorships a dead iron Devil; no God, not even
a Devill - Whatsoever is noble, divine, inspired,
drops thereby" out ot lite. There remains ever'1'-
where in lit. a despicable caput-mortuumj the
mechanical hull, all soul ned out ot it. Hov
can a manact heroicaJ.ly"1 The' Doctrine ot
Motives' will teach him that it is, under more
or less -disguise, nothing but a wretched love ot
Pleasure,' tear ot Pain; that Hunger, ot applause,
ot cash, ot whatsoever victua1it mq be, is the
ultimate fact ot man's lite. Atheism, in briet
• • • • Theman, I say, is becomespiri tua.lly
a para:Q'tic man; this godlike Universe"a dead mecha-
nical steamengine, all vorking by' motives, checks,

15 nBentham~Westminster Reviev, August 1838, xxix; -rptd. Mill on '
Benthamand Coleridge (ed. F.R. Leans, 1950), p. 89.

16 IfColeridge" , Westm'nster Rey:ie!{,-March1840, -xxxiii; Benthamand

Coleridge,·p. 109.
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17balances, and I knov not what ••••

Thehorror ot the "Doctrine ot Motives· for CarlJrle vas its pover

of reducing the humanbeing to the status of a machine, functioning

by' the vorkings of certain cogs and weels and whollJrobedient to

the pull ot a lever marked tself-interest'. Man vas treated as if

he vere the puppet ot his ow animal desires. Noendeavour, hovever

high or heroic it might seem, could e:ny longer be taken at face-

value, but must be anatomised and invariably referred to someseU-

ish and material source. Moral choice, the freelJr-given adherence

to un!versal lav, had been replaced by' a credulous fat th in the

determ1n1n~pover of the lovest hUmanwishes I 'of Volition, except
•• •as the synonymot Desire, ve hear nothing; of Motives without e:ny

Mover,more than enough.n18 Theinstinct whichprompteda manto

perform actions that, though not in his vorldly' interests, vere

right, disappeared trom life as a motivating pover, and existence

becamea matter of mere calculation and balance as the pleasure

derivable trom e:ny single act vas veighed against the pain. Mill

too, though he did not, like Carlyle, think that moral principles

derived trom 8IJ:T intuitive avareness ot a divine 'Mover·, ,-et found

that Bentham's account ot human conduct took no account of conscience:

Man is never recognized by' him as a being capable of
pursuing spiritual pertection as an end; ot desiring,
tor its ow sake, the conform!ty' ot his owncharacter
to his standard ot excellence, vithout hope ot good
or fear of evil from other source than his ow.

17 On HerOes.Hero-Worshipand the Heroic in History (lectures
delivered 1840,·pubdo 1841; Centen8.17Works, v), 173•.

18 .Characteristics", Essays; iii, 9.
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inward consciousness.19

Here the "standard of' excellence" vas defined by' the individual,

not by' an external scheme of' pre-existent religiously orientated

values, but Mill nonetheless believed that man-possessed a

"spiritual" side and was mora-than-a· machine.

In spite of his defence of' anatolll7 and metaphysics, John

Sterling vas no less certain than Carlyle that the empiricism

ot Locke, Hume,Hartley and Benthamprovided a distorted idea

ot mankind. Above the conclusions of' the intellect there lay

a rea.l.mLof' truths which onl¥ tu th could enter :

Someone breaks ott a corner ot our nature - calls
it suggestion, or association, or selt-interest, or

sympa~, or pleasure and pain, or profit and loss;
or the nervous system; and lif'ting up the fragment,

says, "Beholdl this is the essence of man." • • • •
As these theories, which all have their plausibility',
their use, and their vestige of truth in them, take
in but some small grains, but some faint shadows of

what man is, therefore the living soul of' man, with

its longings and capacities of' tu th, refUses to

acknowledge them • • • • Of such speaulators it is
the inevitable and deadly lot that the overpowering

consciousness of' what is lowest and most chaotic in

us, rather than ot the higher and brighter - the

spirit-ms.n - supplies the materials which the in-
tellect yorks on, from which it draws 1ts thin unbroken

20clue of speculation.

It was to Coleridge, ot whom\.he was a disciple in the late 20's.

that Sterling ascribed his belief' in man's higher destiny. 'To

19 "Bentham",ed. cit., p.66.
20 "Carlyle's Works", WestninsterReview, 2.
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Coleridge", he wrote in 1836, "I oweeducation. He taught me •••

that an empirical philosophy' is none, that Faith is the highest

Reason.a2l F.D. Maurice, Sterling's contemporaryat Cambridgeand

f'ellow-memberof' the •Apostles·, traced the basis of' his own

theological convictions to the samequarter.22 FromColeridge's
. 23

distinction betW'eenintui ti ye Reason and analy"tical. Understanding

the early' Victorians derived muchot their thinking about the

relation ot religion to science.

At a f'ar less philosophical level, the distaste f'or empirical

interpretations ot humannature, and in particular tor the dis-

cover.r that all behaviour could be traced to selt-interested

motives, was shared by Dickens, whowrote to Forster in 1849 I

Wha t should you think of' this tor a notion ot a
character? 'Yes, that is ver.r true I but now,
What's his motive"~ I rancy I could makesomething
like it into a kind or amtlsingand more innocent
Pecksnirt. 'Well noW',yes - no doubt that was a
tine thing to dol But noW',stop a moment,let us
see - What's his motive?,24

Almost immediately'afterwards this sketch \l8.S utillsed, without a

great deal or point, in the person ot Mr. Wicktield in David

Copperfield. This character bore no resemblance to 'Thackeray, yet

it was not, perhaps, entirely' coincidental- that Dickens should con-

ceive his idea in the year tollowing the completion ot Van! tz Fair.

21 Quotedby J.C. Hare in his Pretace to Sterling's Essays and Tales
(18.48), I, xv.

22 Dedication of' 'lbe Kingdomof' Christ (2nd ad., 1842), I, xxv-vi.
23
24

Coleridge, '!'heFriend. passim.
Quotedby Forster in his Lite ot Charles Dickens (3 vols.,
1871 ~ 73; ed. J.W.T. Ley, 1928), p• .524.
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In that novel Thackeray had show, like Benthamand Mill, a keen

avareness of' the self'ishness f'romwhich apparently virtuous actions

could spring. 1he demure goodness of' an Amella Sedley, whenproperly

investigated, revealed i tsel! as sentimental self-indulgence. In

later books, the maternal devotion of' Helen Pendennis was partially

traceable to sexual. jealoUSY', and the courage or Henry' Esmond(1852)

in the forlorn cause of the Stuarts stemmedfrom his hopeless passion'.

for the worthless Beatrix. A remark passed by the cynical and vorld;ly

Major Pendennis vas true of' the entire Thackeray-vorld : "We all have

interested motives.·25 Dickens, whohad not questioned the creden-

tials or Ru.thPinch or AgnesWiektield, never attacked his contemporar.r

openly' on this subject, ba.t he put into the mouth or Mr. Slear,y in

Hard Times (1854) a refutation or Utill tarianism vh1ch might also

have served as a ~epr1mandto Thackeray-: "there ith a love in the
26world, not all Thill - interetht atter all.· While they did not

associate Thackeray-with the Bentham1tes, Dickens and Forster cer-",

ts1n11 did believe that he belonged, or afrected to belong, to a

'social group whose chiet characteristic vas an indolent scepticism

ot the type display-ed by Eugene 'W'rqburn. He vas a "gentleman",

wo shared in that "absence or high f'eelings· maniresting itself

in "sneering depreciation or all demonstrations ot them", which Mill,

in his AutobiographY (1873), attribl1ted to the Victorian upper

classes.27

Side by side vith the dangerous doctrine, supported by' Thackeray',

25 Pendennis, Ch. llx, Centenar,y Biographical edition ot Works
(1910 ~ U), lv, 278. . .

26 Hard Times, Bk. Ill, ea, viU, Gadshill Dickens (1897~190S), rD, 322.
27 Autobiography, Ch. 11 (World's Classics, 1924), p.49.



that man's behaviour vas altoraysdictated by' self-interest, there

existed the equal.ly degrading notion, as inimical to Mill as to

. Carlyle, that it vas also determined by' external circumstances,

and that manvas the prisoner of his environment. Carl.y'ledenied

this in "Signs of the Times" :

This deep, pa.ral.ysedsubjection to physical objects
comesnot fromNature, but from our ownuntdse mode
of viev1ng Nature •••• If Mechanism,llke some
glass bell, encircles and imprisons us; if the soul
looks forth on a fair heavenly'countl"1vh1ch it can-
not reach, and pines • • • yet the bell is but of
glass; 'one bold stroke to break~the bell in pieces,
and thou ,art delivered!' Not the invisible vorld
is vanting, for it dvells in man's soul, and this

. 28
last is still here.

Carlyle felt that mancarried 'Within him the seeds of his ownfree-

dom,vhich, if cultivated, vould spring into nover and makeof his

soul a nev Eden. He refused to believe that circumstances of ~

petty kind could f1nall.y triumph over the human spirit, if the

latter vould only assert itself. Mill llkevise:-fouild the disproof

of determinismin the human vill, vh1ch could be exerted at 8.!Il' time.

Onq the Fatalist, he 'Wrotein 18.34,held that character vas irrevoc-

ably fixed by education and surroundings. It vas not, of course, to

be doubted that these vere formative influences, but nor vas there

any question but that the individual could reshape his nature, if

he so desired. Thewish to mouldone's ownidentity, so far from

being incompatible with the vorkings of external circumstances, vas

itself a circumstance "and by no meansone of the least influential. It

Mill's conclusion vas thus an optimistic one: "Weare exactlJ' as

capable of makingour owncharacter, if ve v111, as others are of

28 EssayS, ii (~, xxvii), 80 - 1.
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makingit for us••29 Both he and Carlyle stood at the opposite

extreme to the hero of J.A. Froude's TheNemesisof Faith (1848), .

whoclaimed that menhadno control over their development, since

they could only act in accordance v.ith the faculties originally

bestoved on themand v.ith "the training which they have received

from the mm or things amongvhich they have been bred."30 Hovever,

the notions of humanliberty whichMill and Carlyle opposed to such

fatalism vere, as vill be seen, very different.

The idea of determinismvas especially damaging to the reputa-

tions of great men, for it denied them the credit for their achieve-

ments. The "Doctrine of Motivesa, as Coleridge had already pointed

out, underminedthe heroes of the past by' ascribing their "efforts

and enterprises ••• to this or that paltry viev of the most

despicable selfishness.a3l To this suggestion of self-interest

vas added the supposition, attacked by Carlyle in his 1840 lectures

On Heroes, that history's outstanding figures vere created by the

needs of the age 'in vhich they lived rather than themselves acting

as the visionaries and prophets vho first madethe age avare that

it had ~ such needs:

This ••• is an age that as it vere denies the
existence of great men; denies the desirableness
of great men. Shovour cri tics a great man, a
Luther for example, they begin to vhat they call
'account' for him; not to vorship him, but take
the dimensions of him, - and bring him out to be
a 11ttle kind of manl Hevas the 'creature of the

29 ASystemof Logic (1834; 10th ed., 2 vols., 1879), ii, 425 - 6.
30 TheNemesisof Fa!th (rptd. 1969 from 2nd ed, of 1849), p. 92.
31 TheStatesman's Manual (1904, Bohn ed.), p. 318.
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Time', they say; the Timecalled him forth, the
Timedid everything, he nothing - but vhat ve
the little cri tic could have done tool 32

Wishing to acclaim the great leaders by vhomthe course of events

could be decisively influenced, Carlyle vas confronted instead vith.
a scientific methodvbich salolin such mensimJ>l7the helpless tools

of an impersonal historical' process. Theyvere no more than parts

of a machine. Under the nev dispensation all tuman beings vere equally
slaves to the nforce or cirCumstancesn, "leashed together, uniform in

dress and movement,like the rovers or someboundless galley"33, or

as the eponymoushero of Maurice's novel, Eustace Conwgr(1834),

phrased it, "going quietly round 'in a millll.34, presumablylike mind-

less donkeys. Carlyle steadfastly refUsed to believe this, and exalted

the Prometheanhero whoin all ages and all spheres of life had brought

dow the tire trom heaven to give animation to his less inspired

brethren upon earth. But at the same time he vished to extend the

definition of heroism to include all llbelievingll men, every "god-

created soul vhich vi11 be true to its origin~ :

For as the highest Gospel vas a Biography, so is
the Ute ot every goodman still an indubitable
Gospel, and preaches • • • these gladdest tidings :
IlMan is heaven-bom; not the thrall ot Circumstances,
ot Necessity, but the victorious subduer thereot:
behold hov he can becomethe 'Annomlcerof himself
and ot his Freedom.'"35

Clearly, the "Freedom"vh1.chman possessed vas dependent upon his

32 On Heroes, Works,v, 12.
33 "Signs ot the Times", Essays, ii, 79.
34 EustaceConwgy(3 vols., 1834), ii, 107.
35 "Bosvell's Life otJohnson", Fraser's Magazine, 1832; Essays, iii, 90.
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obedience to universal moral law. Only b.1 acknowledging the divine
spark within him, his share in the immensity of the great "Mover",
could he fulfil his spiritual potential and so prove himself superior
to the trappings of worldly life b.1 which the,man of mere dull clay was
imprisoned. It was in this affirmation of the eternal spirit which
animated and directed mortal existence that the hero revealed himself.
For Mill, on the other hand, no such religious impulse entered into
the assertion of the human will. The decision to break the hold of
circumstances was wholly internal, proceeding from the intellect, not
from an instinctive sense of being in harmony with the infinite.

The question of the extent to which man vas free was especially
urgent in the early Victorian period because of the great power which
social conditions appeared to be assuming over his conduct. The
growth of industrial cities like Dickens's Coketown, in which, amidst
squalor and vice, poor men, placed in bondage to iron machines,
seemed to have no purpose beyond performance of the work demanded by

their masters; the conformity and narrowness of middle-class opinion,
and its power to exclude any who dared oppose its decrees; the in-

cr~asing interference of the state i~ the ordinary citizen's affairs,
and the rise of government 'machinery' of vhich no one understood
the workings and which, like the Circumlocution Office, developed
a life of its own quite independently from the politicians and Civil
Servants who supposedly operated 1t; these, among other ractors,
created a sense that man was the creature not of an arbitrar,r and
cosmic Fate, as in trageQy, but of a social system which he himself
had constructed. Carlyle, for instance, remarked in 1829 upon the
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humiliating sllaYwhich the materialistic climate ot the time held

over the individual :

Wonderful 'Force ot Public Opinion'! Wemust act
and valk 1zi all points as it prescribes; follow
the traffic it bids us, realise the sumof money,
the degree of' 'influence' it expects ot us, .2l: 'We
shall be lightly esteemed; certain mouthf'uls of
articulate v.1.nd'Will be blow. at us, and this
'Whatmortal courage can rronti36

Carlyle's fear was that the values of a society 'Whichconsidered

nothing important beyond'Worldlyreputation vould stifle moral per-

ception : "This and that may be right and true, ~ ve must not do

it."37 Exactly thirty years later, in On Liberty. Mill 'Wasconcerned

that the rigid application of authoritarian standards ot 'Whatvas

"right and true", 'WhichCarlyle had done muchto encourage, had it-
. 38
self' becomeone or the circumstances restricting human freedom.

'nle innexibili ty ot mid-Victorian morallty discouraged indilpendent

thought and erased eccentricity, while at the same time government,

acting as "the organ ot the tendencies and instincts 'or massesn,39

smothered individual opinions and desires. Mankind's newideal, in,

this age ot the 'mass' Toice, vas to attain a general level ot

mediocrity :

to be 'Withoutany' marked character; to maimby com-
pression, like a Chinese lady's foot, everr part ot
human nature"which stands out prominently, and tends
to makethe person markedly dissimilar in outline to
commonplacehuman!ty. 40

36 "Signs ot the Times",'79.
37 -Ibid38 _.

See below,pp. 4- 5' - ".
39 On Liberty (1859; ed. R.B. McCallum,Oxford, 1946), p.58.
40 ~., p. 62.
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To combatthis situation Mill called for a reaffirmation of indivi-

dual personality. "'Pagan self-assertion' ", he remindedhis

readers, "is one of the elements of humanvorth, as vell as 'Christian

self-denial' • .,41 This emphasisupon the importance of each aan

developing his ow unique identity vas total.ly opposedto the liberty

of the Carlylean hero, for, once again, Mill vas thinking in terms

of a vorld without a "Mover". While Carlyle claimed that freedom

lay in remaining true to man's commonorigin in God,Mill believed

that it consisted in truth to those features of one's character vhich

vere shared by no one else. Carlyle stressed the universal, Mill

the individual •

. Charles King::Il.ey, concernedtdth the problemof hov the human

soul vas to sustain itself amidst the horrors of llfe in the great

city slums, inclined to Carlyle's opinion that mancould only con-

quer circumstances by fide11ty to his divine birth. He could find

in the 11ves of the suffering poor no possibill ty of transcendence.

save that otfered by the "Christian self-denial" vhich Mill found

so limiting. Theaccount given in Alton Locke (1850) of the piety

and unselfishness, maintained under the greatest hardship, ot the

tvo lovez-class girls, Ellen and Lizzie,dramatised his bellef that

in the enactmentot Christian values alone lq the potential supez-

iori ty ot the spirit to its physical surroundings. In the mouthot

SandyMackayevas placed a pretace to the scene of their poverty,

drawing the appropriate moral :

Is no the verra idea at the classic tragedy detined
to be, manconqueredby circumstance? C8llll1.yesee
it there? Andthe verra idea of the moderntragedy,

41 Ibid., p.55
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manconquering circumstance? and I'll sLOwyou that,
top - in monya garret where no eye but the gude God's
enters, to see the patience, and the fortitude, and
the self-sacrifice, and the luve stronger than death,
, that's shining in thae dark places 0' the earth.42

Kingsley could do no more than counsel fa! th and endurance as the means

by" which the spark of human!ty could be preserved amidst the terrif;ying

ci~cumstances of urban life. If the heart remained conscious of its

affinity vith Christ its integrity could never be destroyed. This 'Was

a creed which could be extended to all men, regardless of class, assur-

ing themof their capacity for ultimate triumph' over all pressures of

environment.

The fiction of Thacker~, by" contrast, offered no examplesof

Christian forti tude, or of npagan self-assertion" or heroio vill. In

TheLegendof the Rhine '(1844), for instance, his narrato,r was gently

ironical at the expense of the hero-worship of Carlyle, and of those rom-

antic novelists whocontrived that circumstances should always be subser-

vient to their protagonists: nDependupon it there is somethingwe do not

wot of in that IIVsterious overcomingof circumstances by' great individuals,,43.

His owncharacters were capable of asserting themselves neither against

events nor against their ow worst selves. Mr. Sedley, in Vanity Fair,

allowed himself to be broken by" his business misfortunes, possessing no

identity outside 'that conferred upon him by' his public r8le in the world

of commerce. Theweak-willed Pendennis 'Wascarried by' his upbringing, his

environment and his first disastrous experience of love into a cynicism

as little the product of conscious moral choice as his original sentimen-

tality. EvenBecky, whogave the illusion of freedom(thoughof an

42 Alton Locke, Ch. viii, Collected Edition of Works(lSS0-89), Ui, 95.
43 ,CentenaI'Y'Biographical ed, , xx1v, 4,36 - 7.
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immoralkind), could only define her personal! ty, like all

ThackeraY"s "anobsIf, in terms of the hollov social splendours

to vhich she aspired. The successtul scaling of the upper class

barriers by' a girl vith no advantages of birth or fortune vas

not a proot of her pover over circumstances, but rather ot her

inabili ty to find for herself arrr vq of lite other than that

determined by' the talse values of' a ,materialistic civilisation.

She vas at the sametime the victim of her owninternal composit-

ion, for her plots and contrivances sprang not onlY"f'romambition

but also f'roma need f'or constant excitement, so that vhen, at

Pumpernickel, she no longer had an end for vhich to scheme, she

vas compelled to fall back upon the stimulation ot the roulette-

table and the brandy-bottle. Thevital selt-sufficient Becky,

"heroine" of' adeliberaie~ non-Car~lean "novel without a hero",

vas as muchthe dupe of her animal impulses,and the creature of her

surrpundings as a:tr:T ot the apparen~ feebler characters who, like

the drooping Amelia, bovedhelpless~ betore the shocks ot lite.

Thefamousconclusion to Van!tr Fair - "Come,children, let us shut

up the box and the puppets, tor our play is played out." ~ renected

the author's conviction ot manls universal veakness. Assigning a
" ,

decisive intluence to external conditions, as to motives ot selt-

interest, and having little faith in the erlstence of' strong moral

principle, Thackeray, like the empiricists, reduced manto a pOller-
. '

less prisoner ot material conditions.

Dickens, on the other hand, _"attached "greater importance to the

spir1 tual and moral aspects of human nature. Thefigure of Oliver

Twist, he declared in 1841, vas designed to shov "the principle of

Goodnrviving through everr adverse circumstance and triumphing at

last", vhile in NanCY'the prostitute (vhomThackerq had branded
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"the most unreal tantastical personage posslblen44, because she

was port~ed in a mannerfalse to her environment) he claimed

to have depicted the truth which lingered on amidst even the most

squalid conditions. 45 These characters, like the Ellen and Lizzie

of Kingsley (whowas certainly influenced by Dickens in his treat-

ment of commonlife), were emblemsof the ngod~created souln which,

in spite ot pressures trom without, remained "true to its origin".

The belief that even God's lovliest creature was capable of retain-

1ng his moral sense in the most degraded circumstances vas an essent-

ial part ot Dickens's vision, as he informed an Americanaudience in

1842 :

I have al~s had, and always shall have, an invincible
repugnance to that mole-e.yedph1losop~ which loves the
darkness, and v:l.nksand scowls in the light. I believe
that Virtue shova quite as vellin rags and patches as
she does in purple and fine linen. I believe that she
and every beautiful object in external nature, claim
somesympathyin the breast of the poorest manwo
breaks his scanty loaf of daily bread •••• I believe
that she dvells rather oftener in alleys and by-vays
than she does in courts and palaces, and that it is
good, and pleasant, and profitable to track her out•
••• ~ose rejected ones whomthe vorld has too long
forgotten • • • have the sameelements and capacities
of goodness as yourselves, they are mouldedin the same
form, and madeof the sameclay; and though ten times
verse than you, may, in having retained anything of
their original nature amidst the trials and distresses
of their condition, be really ten times better.46

44 "Going to See a Man Hanged"(Fraser's Magazine, 1840), Centenary
Biograpbical ed., xxvi, 427.

45 Preface to 3rd ed. (1841) of Oliver Twist, Clarendon ed. (e1.
K. Tillotson, 1966), pp.lxii, lxv.

46 Speeches of Charles Dickens (ed. K.J. Fielding, Oxford, 1960), pp. 19-20.
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This faith in "original" virtue and its survival in a hostile vor1d

vas several times stated by' Dickens to be the animating impulse of

his work. Thenovels of the 50's, no less than Oliver Twist (1837 -

39), embodiedthe samecreed. Theforce of circumstances vas re-

tuted in the victor.r of Esther Summerson'sgoodness over the

supposedl1'guiltY' heritage of her illegitimate birth, in the

virtual freedomot Amy- Dorrit trom the taint of the Marshalsea,

and in the enduring love of Stephen Blackpool and Rachel in.the

midst ot Coketown'sinhumansqualor. In each ot these stories

Dickens vas constant in his antagonism to "mo1e-eY'ed"c.yn1cism.

His comic characters too provided pictures or the defeat ot

circumstance. Thackera1vas particularly- interested as a novelist

in the vearing-downot character by' time. In Vanity·Fair the

alternation of the stories ot the tvo "heroines" involved the

periodical disappearance of Amelia, so that at each ot her returns

the reader, teeling that a long time had elapsed since he last saw

her (an ettect vhich vould have been enhancedby' 'serial publication),

noted with greater consciousness the alterations which had taken

place in her, as she passed trom innocent and j01rul girlhood into

the sadness and gr81 hairs ot later Y'ears. A similar process ot

ageing took place in Colonel Nevcome,but the humorouscharacters

of Dickens displayed no such subservience to time. In Copperf'ield,

the entries: 'OtMicawbercould be avaited in pertect confidence that:

the character vould be exactly- the sameas he had been in ever.r one

ot his earlier scenes. So tar from being disheartened and deteated

by' his setbacks (as Mr. Sedley-vas), .he achieved in Dlckens's hands

a glorification ot bis ownpersonal! ty" through the very-conditions

ot poverty' vhich should hav.enattened him. His famouscatch-phrase,
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instead of being a fain~hearted expression of hopes that would

never be tulf'illed, was an affirmation, not only or the bellef that

somethingvould turn up, but also, by'virtue of its inoessant repe.ti-

tion, a declaration of its user's unique individuality. Sairey Gamp,

employingher pattens and umbrella as well as the fictional Mrs. Harris,

gave a similarly endless performanoeof her ow immutableidentity.

Thesegreat Dickensian grotesques anticipated the "pagan self~

assertion" championedby'Mill. Theylived within the closed cirole

of their personalities, immunefrom time and circumstance, while the

more ever,rdaypersonages or ThaCker~ vere svept irresistibly along

in the stream of life.

At the sametime Dickensrecognised that nineteenth centur,r

manwas in grave peril or being acted upon rather than acting.

Arthur Clennamin Little Dorrit (lS55 - 57) vas veakenedby' the

Calvinist atmosphereor his childhood. Thevorkmenof Coketow

vere relegated to the impersonal status ot "hands" by the operations

of capitallsts such as Josiah Bounderby',while menlike Mr. Dombey

and Sir Leicester Dedlook, in comp8ll1vith Beckyand the "snobs" of

Thackeray, permitted the values ot the world to dictate their atti-

tudes and to suppress humanfeeling. Richard Carstone withered

av~ in the stale climate ot Chancer,r,and Little Dorrit's father,

. brother and sister vere oorrupted by' their contact, vith the prison.,

In these tvo latter cases, hOllever,Dickensindicated that the failure

vas due to moral weakness, and at all times he balanced his studies

ot degeneration with aooounts of triumph on whichhe generally

bestoved his final llord.

There vas, nevertheless, an ambiguity in Dickens's treatment ot

the relationship,betveen character and environment. Theformer

clearly could not exist vi thout the latter. Micavbermight shov pagan
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self~asserti veness, rut he vas still dependent upon his lov circum-

stances tor an identity. His catchphrase vas meaningless without

the backgroundot impoverishmentagainst vhich it affirmed his

irrepressibility. This inseparability between the humanpersonality

and its surroundings vas typical ot Dickens. Did Daniel Quilp spring

like a stunted weed trom the dockside vasteland, or vas the desolate

landscape in somewayan otfshoot from his ow. dry deform!ty? Were

Krookand Smallweedproducts ot the Chancerr fog, or partial causes

of it? Andin a world wheremenbecameobjects·- Grandfather

Smallweedtreated like a cushion - and objects, like Sairey's

umbrella or Joe Gargery1s hat, assumedanimation, could it truly be

claimed that mankindvas in control of either i tselr or ot the

physical vorld around it? Dickens, vhile publicly expressing his

certainty ot the powerwhich the soul exercised over circumstances,

had private doubts, conscious Dr unconscious, which issued in the

distorted shapes assumedb.1 many ot his creati~ns. Highly developed

indi viduall smwas imposedupon them by' external pressures, and vas

not the result ot tree choic~. ThusWemmick,in Great Expectations

(1859 eo:- (;l), dehumanisedb.1 his daytime existence in the office of

Jaggers, could only' recreate,: his human!ty each evening by retreating

into his Castle at Walworth. His .'ocentrici ty vas ,the direct outcome

of his restrictive situation. Even this half-victorr over society

vas accomplished only' at the cost ot his capacity for straightforward

utterance of his emotions, as vas madecomically plain in his in-

direct mannerof communicatingto Pip his impendingmarriage :

"HolloaJ Here1s a churchJ ••• Let's go inJ •••• HolloaJ •••

Here's Miss SkirrinsJ Letis have a v~dd1ng."47In Dickens1shumorous

47 Great Expectations, Ch. lv (Gadshill Dickens, x:x:11), p.529.
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and grotesque tigures, particu1ar~ those trom Bleak House

(1852 - 53) onwards, strongl1-marked character vas not simp~ a

declaration ot treedom trom the machiner.rot contemporar,rsocial

Ute, but also an acknowledgementof the abiUty' of that machinery

to "maimby' compression" (inMill's vords) and to determine even

indi viduall ty' by' forcing it to nov vithin a very narrov channel.

Thus, according to loIbichparts of his vork vere most emphasised,

Dickens could appear to the reader interested only in clear-cut

attitudes either sa optimist, exalting the strength ot the human

spirit, or pessimist, painting man crushed and deformedb.1 a gr~

mechanistic vorld. Taking an overall viev of his novels, on the

other hand, it is impossible to maintain that he committedhimself

vholly either to the ideal.:of man's treedom or to the doctrine

ot circumstances. His position vas ambivalent.

nus mixture ot hope and scepticism vas to be found in other

vri terse Car~le, in the sameessay quoted above in vh1chhe pro-

claimed that manvas -not the thrall ot Circumstances", painted a

darkly fatalistic picture of humanexistence, in vhich the mass of

mankindappeared as blind sheep whocould only be guided aright b.r

the great man. Heroism, it seemed,vas very muchthe exception to

the rule:

Amidthose dull millions, vho, as a dull nock,
roll hither and thither, loIbithersoever they are
led; and seemall sightless and slavish, accom-
plishing, attempting little save vhat the animal

instinct in its somevhathigher kind might teach,
.Tokeep themselves and their young ones alive, -
are scattered here and there superior natures,
whoseeye is not dest! tute of tree vision, nor
their heart of free volition. These latter,
theretore, examineand determine, not vhat others
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do, but what it is rlght to do; tovards 'lrlhich,
and vhich only, will they, with such torce as
is given them, resolutely endeavour: tor it the
Machine, living or inanimate, is merely ted, or
desires to be ted, and so Yorks ; the Person can
l!lll, and so £.2,. 'lhese are properq our Men,
our Great men; the guides ot the dull host, -
which tollovs themas by' an irrevocable decree.
Theyare the chosen ot the world. • • • while
others hovered and swamalong, in the grand
Vanity - Fair ot the world, blinded by' the mere
Showsot things, these saw into the Things them-
selves, and could walk as menhaving an ' .eternal

48loadstar • • • •
In this bitter and pessimistic passage Carlyle assigned the larger

part ot the humanrace to a state ot near-vegetation. While cling-

ing to the ideal ot man's potential divinity, he was agreeing with

the Benthamites that in practice most persons were animals motivated

by' physical instinct and machineswithout a moral will. Like

Maurice's Eustace Conway,vho wrote, "Reasonteaches meto believe

in the doctrine ot man's perfectibility - experience, to laugh at

it"49, Carlyle tound his hopes tor mannegated by' his observation
"

ot humanweakness. His optimismexpressed itself in hero-worship,

his doubts in an anticipation ot the unheroic vorld of Van!tY'Fair.

As a resu! t ot this avareness ot the darker side of lite

Victorian optimismwas not tacile. It was precisel:;r because man

was so open to moral stupidity, of the type condemnedby' Carlyle

in the passage quoted above, and to outright sin, that his attention

must be taken avay trom the purely material interpretations ot his

nature provided by' the scientitic analyses ot the empiricist and the

48 "Boswell's Life of Johnson", EssaY's,ill, 89.
49 Eustace Convar, 11, 310.
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determinist, and focussed on his spiritual aspects. Hemust be

remindedof the lower elements in his character only' in order

that he might rise above them,:or as Tennysonphrased it, "Move

upward, 'Workingout the beast".50 The samethought 'Wasuttered by

Carlyle in 18.32: "What, indeed, is mants life generally but a kind

of beast-godhood; the god in us triumphing moreand more over the

beast; striving more and more to subdue it under his feeU"Sl And

again in 1840: "Wemay pause in sorrow and silence over the depths

of darkness that are in man, if we rejoice in the heights of purer

vision he has attained to."S2 Modemthought, Car~le decided, had

paid too muchattention to the beast, inducing a moodof self-

distrust, and too little to the god, and it 'Wasfor this reason

that he evinced such deep hostilitY' to the self-conscious question-

ings of his time, and argued for the superiority" of intuition over

science. Yet, though he, and .TohnSterling voiced their "faith in

the imperishable dignitY' of man"S3,they could not ignore the con-
. -

clusions or the intellect vhich called on them to take a less ela-

vated view. Though Dickens, in a Litile Nell or a Florence zx,mb91,

might suggest that there vere mortal beings tota1l1 devoid of sin

C?rtolly, speculation and "experience" indicated otherwise. Nor

did the ear~ Victorians suppose that perfectibility vas eaS]' of

attainment even for those vho trulY' desired it. TheChristianitY'

of Kingsley's Ellen and Uzzie involved a re-enactment of the

sufferings of Christ himself, \1h11eall around lay the snares of

Satan. Ufe vas a Pilgrim's Progress attended 'Withthe utmost

SO In Memoriam(18S0), cxviii, line 27, Poems
Sl _,"Bosvell's Ufe of Johnson", 75.
S2
S3

(i:Ed. Ricks, 1969), p.970.

On Heroes, Works,v, 4.
"Signs of the Times", Essays, ii, SO.
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difficulty, and the figure of the hero vas to be seen in a constant

attitude of struggle.

Thegap betweenempiricismand this spiri tualised vision of human

experience remainedunbridged. Evenat the beginning of this centur.y,

Leslie Stephen still needed to voice a vish "that the time viII come

of true reconciliation betweenfaith and science, or the imagination

and the reaeonj . or vb.atever the right phrase may be, whichhas been

the topic of so ~ controversies.,,54 Thesewordsindicate the extent

to which the Victorians, under the influence of Coleridge and Carlyle,

had becomeaccustomedto thinking in terms of two opposedand apparent-

ly incomP,ltible interpretations ot life. There vasla natural hostill tyl,

wrote John Stuart Mill in the 70's, betveen, on one side, the manvho

insisted uponprobing the basis of existing creeds, and, on the other,

the upholders of la philosophy which is addicted to holding up

favour!te doctrines as intui ti ve truths, and deemsintuition to

be the voice of Nature and of God, spealdng vith an authoritY"

higher than that of our reason. ,,55 It vas this clash of opinions

that, in 1839, caused Sterling to commentz

Knowledgevi thout bellef, and belief vi thout knoW'-
ledge, divide in the main the English \Torldbetween
them. Theapparent exceptions are gener~ cases
or oompromise,\Theremenare content to half-
believe one thing, and half-say another.56

Theinevitable result of a division betweenemotionand intelligence,

intuition and analysis, was a race of half-men, either committed

to a single side of the controversy or paying lip-service to one

set of opinions while keeping a place in their thoughts for the

54 SomeEarlY Impressions. p.19l; National Review,December1903,
xlii, 581.

55 Autobiography,Ch. vii (World's Clas~cs ed.), p.232.
SG "Carlrle's Worksl, WestminsterRsview,1.
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other. Betweenthose vho accepted without demurthe traditional

fa!th of their ancestors (!tbelief without knowledge!t)and those

vho, on purely rational grounds (nKno",ledgewithout belief"),

questioned the old waysof looldng at the world, there existed a

third party vho, folloldng one group in publlc, in private gave a

certain amountof credence to the propositions of the other. Sterling

seemsto have meant, though the point vas not clearly made, that fa!th

vas in many cases only an external display, concealing serious doubt,

but he may also have intended to include in his argumentthe reverse

case of the sceptic whosesneering speeches gave no hint of the yearn~

ings of his heart. It vas the former situation vhich vas apparently

uppermostin his mind, hovever, vhen he cameto ponder a disquieting

and unanswerablequestion about the sincer! ty of his contemporaries :

nSemi~sincerepersuasions, semi-candid declarations, makeup our

limbo of public opinion. There is often, perhaps most often, heart

in the words; but often too - hov often vho dare ask? within the

heart a lie. ,,57. To the twentieth centur.y reader, this looks like

a description of h1Pocr!s,y, and no doubt this vas a factor in forming

the attitudes of Victorian England. Yet it vould be moreaccurate to

see in the inconsistencies and shiftings of ground discerned by

Sterling, as in the tension betweenpessimismand optimismin the

outlooks of Eustace Conwayand Carlyl~, the inevitable manifestations

of unease and uncertainty in an age of shaken fa! the Bellef in God

and manvas maintained with difficu1 ty, and scepticism persisted in

breaking through the surface of assurance.

57 Ibid •.
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(ii)

F.D. Haurice vas as anxious as Sterling and Carlyle that man's
nature should not be depicted as entirely bestial, but he was also
eager to avoid the opposite extreme of discovering in humanity a co-
equal of God. To each volume of Enstace Com-ray he prefixed' a quotation
from Pascal:

II est dangcreux de trop faire voir a l'homme
combien il cst egal alL~betes, sans lui montrer
sa grandeur. Il est encore dangereux de lui fairs
trap voir sa grandeur, sans sa bassesse. II est
encore plus dangereux de lui 1aisser~gnorer llun
et llautre. Hais i1 est tres avantageux de lui
representer l'un et llautre.

The'stor,y of Eustace Conway himself was designed to exempli~J this text,
showing him first ensnared by Benthamism and then, in reaction against.
its tenets, taking up the equally deluded position of the Romantic
idealists, who held that man, so far from beirg a brute or a machine,
possessed in his own powers of rndnd the creative centre of t~e world.
This doctrine, embodied in the attempt of the Byronic hero to subdue the
external world to himself and render the individua1conAciousness the
measure of all things, was, for ~fuurice, most associated lJith the poetr,r
of Shelley, whose Prometheus Unbound (1820) vas admired by Commy,. in the
second phase of his life, as "so splendid an assArtion of the majesty of

58 . .the human will." Initiated by a German transcendentalist, Herr Kreutzner,
into the mysteries of Promethean assertion, Conway came to believe that
in himself, and not in some God hidden"in the impenetrable vagueness
of the Universe", lay lithePrinciple and Soul of the World.n59

58 Eustace Com.ray, iii, 59 - 60.
59 . Ibid., ii, 196 - 7.
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lrlhensu1:m1ttedto the instinctive Christianity of his sister, and

to the reasonings of the Coleridgean clergyman,Wilmot, this enthrone-

ment of humanintellect 'Wasinevitably exposed as presumptuous.

Hpnoria Con~ dismissed the idea that mancould rise above the

van!ties of the 'Worldh1 an act of \lill alone, since she herself

felt that she possessed no "strength or visdom, surficient even to

r~sist the slightest temptation."60 Wilmotlikewise repudiated the

supremacyof man's mind, recalling hoy Shelley, ostensibly a Pantheist,

had not been able to brook the notion that the spirit 'Whichstirred

so strongly vithin him 'WaS no greater than that vhich animated trees

and flo'Wers, and so had been driven misguidedly to exalt his ow

spiri t as the source of all others :

instead of entering into the system, he took the
sySteminto himself'; he madehis ow soul the soul
..of the un!verse; he conceived a divin1ty 'Who11ved,
moved, and had his being within him; and he remained
himself the real invisible, inconceivable,inapproach-

61able sovereign.

Wilmotmaintrlned, in opposition to Shelley and the transcendental ...

ists, that man could not stand by' himself, but must dependupon God,

ldthout 'Whomhe 'WaS a moral cipher: n'Weare not menunless 'Weare

living free, and ••• ve are not free wess, 'Weare living in sub-

jection to the laW'loThichmadeUs so.,,62 Romanticegocentricity,

arising out of the need to free man from the tyra.nny of the physical

'Worldoutside himself, caused a return upOna religious creed 'Which

'WaS as restrictive as the bellefs of the Fatalist.

60 Ibid., 240.
61 Ibid" iii, 10~10.
62 Ibid., 287.
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Ayear earlier than Eustace Conway,John Sterling's novel,

Arthur Coningsby',had preached the sameviews, again with reference

to Shelley. A painting at the chS.teauof Coningsby"smistress,

Victoria de Valence, plainly contrasted the strength ot divinity

with the veakness ot mankind:

A man, vi th the awf'ulaspect ot a god, was seated on
a rock, in an attitude ot intent contemplation, and
vith his stern eyestixed on a rod that stood upright
in a clett near him, and trom the top ot vhich a
brilliant tlame gushed, and supplied the only light
ot the picture. In the middle distance, beneath an
over-hanging clift, appeared a humanfigure, fashioned
apparently' of clay, and supported on a rude pedestal.
The expression of the living form, still more than his
gigantic proportions, indicated that he vas designed
as a b~ng of.a different race from that whichhad
afforded the modelot the inanimate image. Fromthis
representation, it vas not difficult to discover that
the painter had in viev the subject of Prometheus
after his seizure of the celestial fire, and before
his communicationot it to man. 63

Prometheus, Sterling vas reminding his readers, had been a Titan and

a demi-god. It vould be wrong to argue that ordina.rymortals could

emulate him, and be the vorkers ot their ovn treedom by' an asser~

ion of ville Evenhe, after all, had been punished. Themythof

Prometheusthus became,in Sterling's hands, a symbolic representat-

ion of man's reliance uponGod. On.l.y whenthe spark fell from

heaven could "inanimate" clay be given meaningful existence. This

vas madeperfectly clear by' the insight granted to Madamede

Valence on her deathbed z

've seek in vain to construct tor ourselves a binding
. 'and Supporting law out of our ow tastes,impulses,

and notions, while we turn from that vhich exists

63 Arthur ConiMSby (3 vols., 1833), 111, 93,,:,,94.



llithout us, based eternal..lJr in the Being of God,
and refiected in every humanheart. Weare in-
sufficient to fulf'il its obligations I but shall
find, if only' ve seek, assistance from Onein
vhom,vith no mixture of our veakness, there is
inexhaustible charity for all our failings. 64

Ignoring his mistress's varnings, Co$gsby, at the end of the novel,

ranged the vorld in Byronic isolation and torment. Unable to feel

the presence of religious faith llithin him, though he admired the

splendour of its external symbolism,he vas throw back upon sterile

self-centredness: "Dieanand barren as the mindmaybe, I had rather

apply myself to it ••• than be busied about thitgs around me.,,65

Prometheanindividualism \18.8 doomedto fru! tlessness. Only'in sub-

mission to Godcould manfeel himself to be complete.

This authoritarianism again ovedmuchto Coleridge, whohad con-

demnedSatanic assertion of the vill, citing Napoleonas its most

recant proponent, and had contrasted it with the conscience, which

vas "an experience • • • of the coincidence of the humanvill vith

reason and religion.n66 Thedecisions of the individual conscience

wouldfind objective support in the authority" of the Bible, vb1ch

"contained rules and assistances for all conditions ot menunder all

cireumstances" and afforded to the humblest person "all knovledge

requisi te for a right performance ot his duty as a manand a

Chrlstian.n67 Thus,Colerldge believed that the intellect vas to be

employedonly as a meansot establishing truths a1rea~ halloved b.r

64 ~., 353.
65 ~., 375, 377.
66 TheStatesman's Manual, AppendixC (1904 Bohn ed.), pp. 341 - 2.
67 Ibid., pp. 307 - S.
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age rather than ot striving toW'ardsnev ones. Fromhim both

Sterling and Maurice inherited a trust in the joint infalllb1li ty'

ot the conscience and the Bible. Coningsbywas given valuable

counsel (W'hichhe foolishly' disregarded) by his childhood mentor,

the clergyman, Dr. Wilmot, vho varned him against "rollowing MY

rule, but that W'hichis written in the heart, and reproduced and

strengthened, for those vho read diligently, in every page ot the

Bible.·68 Maurice's Wilmot (clearly the shared namevas not coinci-

dental) vas equally' convinced ot the Bible's importance, holding that

it proclaimed lithe lav vhich connected each man vith his Creator,

and likevise that (dependent upon this primaq one) by vhich he is

connected with his telloW's.,,69 The samewriter's lectures on .!!!.!
Conscience (1868) repudiated the concept ot the selt as the express-

ion ot mere subjective indiv1duali ty and held up the inner voice

that said, HI ought to do this", "I ought not to do that", as the

on17 true self.

Naturally enough,Mill, vhe had championedthe cause of "pagan

selt-assertion", cameinto confiict with the "Christian selt-denial"

represented by' Maurice. '!he Calvinistic doctrines of conform!ty"

against vh1chhe fought for the rights of personal! ty vere exactly

those advanced by both Sterling and Maurice. He \lrote in

On Liberty:

According to [the Calv1.Jrl.sts], the one great oftence
ot manis self-ville All the good ot whichhuman!ty
is capable is comprised in obedience. Youhave no
"choice; thus you must do, and"no otherwise: 'what-
ever is not a duty', is a sin.' ••• To one holding
this theory ot life, crushing "out any of the human

"". faculties, capacities, and susceptibilities, is no

68 Arthur Comngaby, s, 245.
69 Eustace ConwaY,iii, 114.
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evil: manneeds no capacity, but that of' surrender-
ing himself' to the will of' God: and if' he uses any
of' his f'aculties f'or any other purpose but to do
that supposedwill more effec~, he is better
without them.70

Mill sav that the authoritarianism of' his contemporaries vas no

less imprisoning than the materialism 'WhichtheY'attacked, and he

opposed to their vie'Wshis bellef' in individual uniqueness. Maurice,

in TheConscienceI f'oundan opportunity to makeknow his dissent:

I do not doubt with Mr. Mill that diversities, even
eccentricities, are muchbetter than the dead level
f'rom'Whichall inequalities are removed• • • • But
I 'Wouldvam Y'outhat the Liberty 'Wehave been speaking
of' todq ••• is f'ar remote from eccentricity.
IEpictetus and MarcusAurellus] did not careto be
different in their W'aysfrom other men; they- 'Would
rather be like their f'ello'Ws.7l

Over-cultivation of' identitY' presented a threat to the acceptance

of' general moral standards, and must be discouraged. MattheW'Arnold,

though committedto Hellenism rather than the prevailing Hebraic

rigiditY' of' his time, vas no_'less certain than Maurice that the

particular must be subordinated to the universal. Culture and

Anarchy (1869) vas clear~ vri tten partlJr f'or the purpose ot

correcting Mill's ne'Ws. Both menconcentrated upon the idea of

self-development, and both claimed support in the 'Workof' the

Prussian educationalist, Wilhelmvon Humboldt,but 'WhereasMill

vas concernedwith the individual, Arnold vas intent upon the per-

f'ecting of the entire humanrace, and oneot the major obstacles in
--

his path vas the traditional regard vhich the Englishman, like Mill,

had f'or tree expression of personallt,r=

70 On Liberty (1946 ed.), pp. 54 - 5.
71 '!he-Conscience (1868), pp. 140 - 1.
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Theidea ot perteetion as a general expansion ot
the humantamily is at variance "With our strong
individualism, our hatred ot all limits to the
unrestrained s"Wingot the individual's personali-
ty, our maximot "every mantor himself." 72

To counteract the enthusiasm ot his countr,rmentor "personal

liberty", Arnold saw the need tor some"powerful authority".73

This cheek upon the atomistic tendencies ot societ7's separate

membershe tound in the State or "collective nation", against

vhieh, at least in its present torm, Mill vas fighting. Both

Maurice and Arnold, trom their ditterent vievpoints, held that

unrestrained cultivation ot selfhood must bring about the collapse

ot discipline, order and taith, and theretore that whatever was

peeul1ar to the individual must be, it not totally erased, then

subjected to the control ot an external power.

Nowherewas this authoritarian philosophy more extremely'_pre-

sented than in the work ot Carlyle, who, in 1840, advised accepb-

ance ot the "Necessity-Mot which, in 1832, he had declared that

manwas "not the thrallM74:

It has ever been held the highest wisdomtor a man
not merely to submit to Necessity, - Necessity
ldll makehim submit, - but to knowand believe well
that the stern thing which Necessity had ordered was
the wisest, the best, the thing wanted there ••
his part • • • vas to conformto the Lawot the
Whole, and in devout silence tollow that; not
questioning it, obeying it as unquestionable ••
this is 7et the only true moral!t7 known. Aaan
is right and invincible, virtuous and on the road

• •

• •

72 Culture and Anarchy (ed, J. DoverWilson, Cambridge,1932; revd.
1935)~-p.49.

73 !W., p.109.
74 See above, p. ~".
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towards sure conquest, precisely while he joins
himself to the great deep Law of the World, in
'spite of all superficial laws, temporary appear-
ances, profit-and-loss calculations; he is vic-'
torious while he co~perates Yith that great
central Law, not victorious otherwise •••• 75

Carlyle's definition of Duty was likeYise co-operation "with the Decrees
6 .of the Author of this World".7 Around the universe, as he conceived

it, ran an iron band of "law", which could compel man to observe it
and crush him if he would not. Freedom lay in choosing not to be
crushed. Though Carlyle spoke of nthe Author of this World", his 'con-
ception of the power which ruled human lives was certainly better des-
cribed by the word "Necessity". Later in the century, John Morley, as
a Positivist, accepted the scientific vision of "a cold and self-sus-
tained order in the universe".77 Carlyle struggled to keep alive the
sense of a deity, but in reality saw the world as guided ~ similarly
vast and impersonal forces against which there was no appeal. Even the
hero, as the 1832 "Vanity-Fairn passage quoted in the previous section

78 .'indicated ,had no liberty beyond that of submission and service •
.He was "chosen" not choosing, and his nforce" was not self-generat,ed
but "given". His heroism, in fact, Yas simply single-minded devotion
to carr,ying out the 'task alloted to him ~ law, in the face of all
difficulties. This Fatalistic acquiescence in an external scheme was
intended by Carlyle, not only as a rebuke to the questioning spirit of
science, but also as a conscious antithesis to the rebellious individual-,
ism of Romanticism, represented b.1 Byron and Shelley.

75 On Heroes, pp. 56 - 57.
76 6Ibid., r- 3•.
77 "Byronn, Criticall1iscellanies (1871), p. 278.
78 See above, p. '?J7.
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This Y1despreadbelief in the sacrifice of personalit,y to

an objective lav had important effects upon early Victorian ideas

of the rSle of the artist. Carlyle and Ruskin, turning avay from

Romanticegotism, empiricist self-consciousness and (in the case

of Ruskin) from the mannerismof the Dutchgenre painters, formula-

ted theories which emphasisedthe need, in artistic praduction of

s:n::r kind, for self-abegnation and loving reverence on the part ot

the creator tovards his material.

Dislike ot modernself-examination convincedCarlyle that man,

instead of studying himself as an individual, should set up his soul"

as a mirror to the universe around him. Thoughthe "paradisaic

Unconsciousness"of Edenwas nov an unattainable "poetic dream"79,

yet the healthiest state of man's soul had still to be defined as

one v.hich resembled:

a pure, perpetual, unregarded JlUsic; a beamof
perfect white light, rendering all things visible,
but itself unseen, even because it \laS of that per-
fect whiteness, and no irregular obstruction had
ret broken it into colours.SO

Carlyle spoke of the mind in terms of light but it is clear that he

thought of it as mirror rather than lamp. Man's function vas to

give :backa clear imag.aof the universe, not to interpret it through

his subjective consciousness. In the samewayart vas ideally the

mirror of the external creation, undistorted by" a:ny intrusion of

the artist's personality. Thegreat poet, painter or musician

possessed the "Unconsciousness"which Carlyle so muchdesired for

the vorld i tselt :

79 "Characteristics", Ess~ys,iii, 3.
80 Ibid., 2•.
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Iif the Debater and Demonstrator, whom we rank as
the loyest of true thinkers, knows what he has
done, and how he did it, the Artist, whom we rank
as the highest, knows not; must speak of Inspiration,

SIand ••• call his work the gift of a divinity.
ThU3 art was an articulation of the breath of God, and the artist merely
the passive speaking-trumpet through which it was transmitted. The
primary requirement for the artist was an attitude of complete self-
effacement before the objective facts of the vision which was vouch-
safed him. Only then would his representation bear the stamp of reality,
as Carlyle explained in "Biography" {1832} :

One grand, invaluable secret there is ••• which
includes a1l the rest ••• To have an open, loving
heart, and what follows from the possession of such.
Truly, it has been said, emphatically in these days
ought it to be repeated: A loving Heart is the'. 82beginning of all Knowledge.

That final sentence was as much a repudiation of the aspiring pride of
the Byronic hero as of the analytical scientific frame of mind. The·
writer must neither dissect his subject nor seek to gain intellectual
mastery over it and so subdue it to his consciousness. Instead he must
enter into its being, comprehend it and reproduce it in such a manner'
that his readers would see it set before them with all the force of reality.

The "open loving heart~ commended here was undoubtedly the "clear
mirror" referred to in the succeeding essay on "Croker's Edition
of Boswell's Life of Johnson", in which the great biography was
prai.sed as "a picture by onecf Nature's own Artists; the best
possible resemblance of a Reality; like the very image thereof in a

81 Ibid •• 5.
S2 "Biography" {Fraser's Magazine. 1832}, Essays, Iii, 57.
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clear mirror." Carlyle added: "let but the mirror be clear, this

is the great Point; the picture" must and will be genuine."83 If

the artist loved his subject and subdued the peculiarities of his

ownpersonality- in its presentation, he vould offer a pure refiect-

ion. If, on the contra.r;r, he thought only"of expressing his own

individuality through his material, his 1I0rk1I0uldoffer a distorted

picture of reality and lIould be as 1I0rthless as that of the three

thousand strong armyof modernBritish authors arraigned by Carlyle

in "Biography" :

Nothing but a pitiful Imageof their ownpitiful
Self, vith all its van!ties, and grudgings, and
ravenous hunger of all kinds, hangs forever
painted in the retina of these unfortunate persons;
so that the starry ALLuv.l.thvhatsoever it embraces,
does but appear as someexpandedmagic-lantern shadov
of that sameImage, - and natura.ll.y looks pitiful
enough. 84

This, as v.l.U be seen later 85, resembledvery closely the same

vriter's description of Byronand Shelley, vho similarly imposed

upon the universe their ow "ravenous" desires. Confronted by'

the heroic subjectivism of the Romanticpoets on the one hand and

by' the sceptical self-consciousness or inquiry on the other, Carlyle

advocated, as the necessary attributes of the true artist, humillty

and sympathy. As man must serve the great "Lall or the "'Whole",so

the creator's duty vas to identifY himself v.l.th the objective facts

of external reall ty, whichhe must present to his audience vithout

interference from his ownmind.

Ruskin lias as emphatic as Carlyle about the humanpurpose in

83 Essays, iii, 75.
84 I.12,!g., 58.
85 See below, p. "S.
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this world. "Man's use and function", he wrote in 1846, "are to

be the witness of the glory of God, and to advance that glory by'

his reasonable obedience and resultant happiness. ,,86 Art, in his

vieW',was an expression of this authoritarian obligation, and

therefore he laid stress in ModernPainters (1843 - 60) on the

beauties of God's creation which it vas the artist's duty to repre-

sent. The effect of a great painting - he vas thinking of landscape

in particular - shcudd be to make the spectator "depart with the

praise of God in his heart. ,,87 In view of this religious outlook,

it was not surprising that Ruskin, like Carlyle, should stress the

part which love and self-abnegation must play in the artist's treat-

ment of his subject-matter. A spirit of sympathy"and humilitY' W'as

indispens~ble in art's great task of discovering the divinity which
I

lay in even the darkest places of the soul :

No intellectual operation is here of aD1 avail • • • •
Here • • • the perception is altogether moral, and
instinctive love and clinging to the lines of light.

Nothing but love can read the letters, nothing but

s.ympathy"catch the sound; there is no pure passion

that can be understood or painted except b.r pureness

of heart; the foul or blunt feeling will see itself

in everything, and set dow blasphemies; it will see

Baalzebub in the casting out of devils; it will find

its Godof flies in every alabaster box of precious
ointment. The indignation of zeal tovard God it will

take tor anger against man; faith and veneration it

will miss, as not comprehending; charitY' it will turn

into lust; compassion into pride; ever,r virtue it

86 ModernPainters, ii (1846), Librar,r Edition of Works (ed, E.T. Cook

and A. Wedderburn, 1903 - 12), iv, 28 - 9.
87 Preface to 2nd ed. (1844) of ModernPainters, i (1843), Works,

iii, 22•.
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will go over against, like Shimei, casting dust. But
the right Christian mind will, in like manner, find its
own image wherever it exists; it vill seek for 'Whatit
loves, and draW'it out ot all dens and caves, and it
will believe in its being, often when it cannot see

it, and always turn away i ts ~es trom beholding van! ty;
and so it will lie lovingq over all the taults and

-. 88
rough. places ot the humanheart ••••

In this passage the salf-absorbed artist resembled more the empiri~

cist than the Romantic poet, since he was credited with that disposi-

tion to motive-seeking which characterised Benthamism. The "toul or

blunt teeling" which saw i tselt mirrored in all it looked upon,

could not help tracing all virtuous actions to the same poisoned

source f'romwhich its ownmorbidity fiowed. Ruskin did not suspect

that a "Christian mind", looking tor "its ow image", might like-

wise f'1nd it where it had never existed, and so degenerate into

sentimentall ty. The loving heart was credited with a total lack

ot bias. It sawall things exactly as they were, and like the imagina-

tion, vi th. 'Whichit vas allied, "no fairness of' f'orm, no majesty of'

seemlng"89 would deceive it into mistaking surface graces for true

beauty of soul. Its clear eyes vould instantq detect concealed

ugliness, while its ready sympathy'would find out even the smallest

remnants of goodness that lingered in. the sinful heart and would

cover "f'aults" with a snow-like mantle ot forgiveness. This con-

ception ot art vas markedq close tp the interest show by Kingsley

and Dickens in revealing the human!ty which dvel t "in alleys and

b.Y'-vays"90(the urban equivalent ot Ruskin's "dens and caves"), and

in demonstrating the spirit's capacity for survival in a vorld ot

88 ModernPainters, ii, H2l:Y, iv, 190 - 1.

89 Ibid., 285.

90 See above, p. az .
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hostile conditions. Dickens's claim, at the banquet given in

his honour at Edinburgh in 1841, that he had always endeavoured

lito tind in ev.t1 things, that soul ot goodness vh.1chthe Creator

has put in them,,91, sprang from the sameartistic ideals that vere

upheld by Ruskin. For these early Victorians, the love ot the

artist tor his material vas a moral torce, call1ng into lite the

inherent beauty' ot the persons or objects upon vhich it vas expended.

Thusis vas impossible tor an English novelist to take up the

posi tion with respect to his characters vhich Hippolyte Taine had

in mindvhen he vrote: II[Balzac] aime sa Valerie,,92• TheFrench

vri ter could "love" his vicious courtezan with the disinterested

passion ot the artist tor humannature in all its variety. Feeling

under no compulsionto use such a vomanas a peg on which to hang a

moral statement, he could allov her full scope to act out her per-

sonall ty to its utmost limit. Hevould allOY no external demandsto

divert him from the inner logic ot his creative vision, but vould

remain true to the mannerin vhich the tigures he had envisaged

vould natural.ly respond to the situation in vhich they vere placed.

Valerie Marneffe vas loved in a fashion tota.l.ly ditterent. from that

ot Dickensvhen he displayed charity' to Nancy,Allce Marvoodin

JX)mbeyand Little Em'ly. TheEnglish author could not sympathise

with a "tallen voman"·inany VB.y', unless he vas tirst assured that

her heart retained someremembranceof its "god~reated" nature.

TheEnglish mindot the early and mid~Victorian period, unlike the

91
Speeches (ed. Fielding), p. 9.

92 . "William Thackeray", Revuedes DeuxMondes,1 January 1857, 2nde
" _ .. >'. •.•

p6riode, vii, 190;rptd. Histoire de la Litt6rature anglaise (Paris,
1863 - 64), translated by H. VanLaun, History or English
Literature (2 vols., 1871), ii, 392.
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Continental mindof the sameera, did not recognise that the

artist might conceive a deep interest in the facts of his stor,r

for their ow sake and not for that of a. moral purpose to vhich

they-might be madeto conform.

Both Ruskin and Taine, as a result of their ver,r dif'f'erent

understanding of' the vord "love", believed that the artist must

ef'face himself entirely f'romthe consciousness of' his public. The

French 'oritic objected to the constant introduction into English

fiction of' authorial ref'lections on the morality of the personages'

behaviour. This interfered \l1. th the f'reedomand autonomyof' charao-

ter.93 Ruskinvas more concerned that the intrusion of' the artist:

vould distract attention from the glories of' the universe, oJ?vhich

all his etf'orts should be concentrated, and from the moral authority

vhich Taine decried. The tirst exampleot such self'-centredness

vhich he attacked vas the mannerismot the Dutchschool of' painting,

in vhich, he thought, the primar,r aim of the artists had been to

display', by" their skilful imitations of' minute details from every-day

lite, the marvellous nature ot their ow povers:

It is not, theref'ore, detail sought f'or its ow
sake, not the calculable bricks of' the Dutchhouse-
painters, nor the numberedhairs and mappedwrinkles
ot Denner, vhich constitute great art ••• but it
is detail ref'erred to a great end, sought for the
sake ot the inestimable beauty vhich exists in the
slightest and least of' God's vorks •••• 94

Instead ot intruding the cleverness ot his manneron the audience,

the artist must makethemsee the splendours of' his matter :

93 See, e.g., Revue. 169 - 70, 188 ~ 93; Hlstoty,371-2, 390 - 5.
94 1844Pretace to ModernPainters, r, Works,iii, 32.
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Theartist ha.s done nothing till he has concealed
himself; the art is imperfect which is visible
•.• •• In the reading of a great poem, in the
hearing of a noble oration, it is the subject of
the writer, and not his skill, his passion, not
his power, on which our minds are fixed. Wesee
as he sees, but we see not him. 95

This last sentence meantnot tliB.t the artist imposedhis subjective
I\l.

vision of the world upon his public, but that he s/ceeded in making

them see the higher objective beauty (corresponding to the "Law

of the Whole") to which their less inspired e,yesvere closed. He

brought out the inner meaningof the world around them.

Wordsvorthvas the modernpoet whosesuperior insights into

the divine creation Ruskinmost often quoted, and it vas Wordsworth

vho supplied him with the lines, prefixed to ModernPainters, rebuk-

ing self-consciousness in the shape of "Philosophers, vho •••

prize / This soul" and the transcendent universe, / Nomore than as

a mirror that reflects / Toproud Self-love her ownintelllgence.n96

He thus enlisted the Romanticpoet on his side not only against the

Dutchmannerists, but also against the Germantranscendentalists

vhomhe condemnedin the third volume (1856) for falling into the

grave error of supposing that external objects dependedupon'the mind,

of manfor their existence and that the universe vas a mirror to

the soul rather than vice-versa. All objects, these metaphysicians

had decided, possessed tvo sets of qualities, one objective, the

other subjective and deriving frommanls perception of them:

Fromthese ingenious views the step is very ea~ to
a farther opinion, that it does not muchmatter what

95 Ibid., 22.

96 Excursion, iv. 987 - 92,Poetical Works(ed, de Sel1ncourt and
Darbishire, Oxford, 1940 - 49), v, 140.
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things are in themselves, but only 'Whatthey are to
us; and that the only real truth of them is their
appearance to, or effect upon, us. From'Which
position, 'Witha hearty desire for mystification,
and muchegotism, selfishness, shallowness, and
impertinence, a philosopher may eas~ go so far
as to believe, and s8.T, that everything in the
'Worlddepends upon his seeing 'or thinking of it,
and that nothing, therefore, exists, but what he
sees or thinks of.97

Ruskin rej ected this notion as presumptuous, claiming that things

did have, after all, their ow reality, irrespective of the observer.

In art, the equivalent of this Germanidealism 'Wasthe pathetic

fallacy, the interpretation of nature by the light of 'Whatevermood~'

happened to hold the artist in its grip at the momentof perception.

Such distortions of external phenomenaconstituted an intrusion of

the artist's subjective consciousness between'realit,r and audience.98

EvenWordsworthwas not free from the crime ot casting the world in

his ownimage: "Hehas also a vague notion that nature 'Wouldnot be

able to get on vell without WOrds'Worth;and finds a considerable

part of his pleasure in looking at himself as well as at her.n99

TIleearlier Romanticwas thus guilty, in Ruskin's eres, of muchthe

samesin as Shelley- according to Maurice or as the Byronic hero,

that ot imposinghis ownmindupon the world outside himself. Walter

Scott, on the contraI7, whomRuskin thought to be the greatest man

of the age, had been "entirely humbleand unselfish" in his. apprecia-

tion of nature: "as Nature is bright, serene, or gloomy, Scott takes

her temper, and paints her as she is, nothing of himself being ever

97 ModernPainters I ill (1856), WorksI v, 202.
98 Ibid., 205.
99 Ibid., 343.
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100intruded." Nor did he have that desire to point out his ovn

skills vhich characterised the Dutchpainters, a virtue Yhlchhe

shared with Turner: "Connectedwith this general hum111ty, .is the

total absence of affectation in these men, - that is to sa:y, of BIlY

assumption of manneror behaviour in their vork, in order to attract

attention." These tvo great menneither lavished more care on their

"manner"than their matter, nor sought to maketheir ovn emotions

into a universal lave Theyvere the servants of a pover higher than

their O'Wll: nTheydo their vork, feeling that they cannot vell help

it.nlOl

This latter statement reflected Ruskin's belief - arising from

his fa! th in the subservience of the artist to his material and of

manto God- in the essenti~ passive nature of the creative process:

All the great mensee vhat they paint before they
paint it, - see it in a perfec~ passive manner
••• vhether in their mind's eye, or in bodily.
fact, does not matter ••• ,they not daring,
under the might of its presence, to alter one jot

102or tittle of it ••••
Thevisions of the artist - vhich vere not subjective, but glimpses

of a higher real1 ty - passed before his eyes vi th all the clearness

of actual life. Of his ovn part in producing themhe vas totally un-

conscious:
. 10.3

"Thegreat mennever knoW'hov or why they do things" •

Like Carl1le, Ruskinmadeuse of a mirror image to illustrate his

point, declaring that the great artist became,under the force of

divine possession, "a merevitness and mirror of truth, and a scribe

100
1121<1., .342- .3.

101 Ibid., .3.32.
102 l2!.!!., 114.
10.3 !l2!2., 119.
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104of visions". Exactly as Carlyle had been led into praise of

unconsciousness by' his fear of scientific self-analysis and Romantic

egocentricity, so Ruskinhymnedthe samecharacteristic in a reaction

against sceptical motive-hunting, DIltchmannerismand Germanidealism.

lhe artist became, for both men, a pro.phst, llhose llork vas not a sub--

jective account or the llorld as it appeared to him but a spontaneous

expression or divine inspiration and of universal truths endovedwith

the value or absolutes.

John Sterling vas able to take a moreflexible vieW'than either

Ruskin or Carlyle of the relationship betlleen the 0bjecti ve and sub--

jective llorlds. Heagreed that the mindY.h1chws perpetually looking

at itself lias an unhealthy one, but defendedintrospection vhen it lias

employedas a meansof attaining, through selt-knoW'ledge,a more com-

plete understanding of universal human nature. Aman's being vas

"the exemplar, and the onlycone that he can primarily study, of the

being of all other men." But Sterling W'asc8l"efUlto draW'a distinct-

ion betW'eenthe consciousness, llhich comprehendedmankindin general

by knowingitself, and indi viduall ty, llhich lias purely local and

particular:

MY consciousness is the windoll, the only possible
one, through llhich I look at the universe. My
individuality is the looking-glass - alW'aysa
small, often a cracked and dimone, that hangs
on the inner llall of the samechamber.

Man had three alternatives: not to open his eyes, vhich vas the pro-

ceeding of the majority; to look through the windoW'at the vorld

beyond, nas the greatest and best of menhave alliayS done"; or, in

the companyof "coxcombsor quacks" to see only "as muchof the

104 ~., 125.
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prospect as is reflected in the mirror". This latter contemplation

of "the particular monad,self, for its ow sake" divided aan from

his fellovs, but "self-interpretation", whenthe soul vas regarded

as analogous to all other created souls, vas "indispensable to all

true knovledgeof manand men". In this secondand morevaluable

activity" the self vas "dis-individualized, unisolated, rather

universalized and idealized". Carlyle's error, Sterling thought,

had been to confuse the tvo varieties of self-consciousness, and

so to condemnboth indiscriminately.

Hehad also committedthe secondarymistake of supposing that

creative menvere not avare "of their ownpartieular characters and

povers", that is, of their individuality. During "the clear discern-

menof the microcosmicalself" or consciousnessall "thought of the

atomic self" or individuality" vould certainly" be lost, but :

the light vhich has been thus gained and spread over
the universe illuminates also the tvig and cobveb
nearest us. The sunrise vhich enables meto see
the vide landscape through the vindov, no less
permits me, vhen I amveary of meditative enthus-
iasm, to see my ow visage in the mirror, and smile
at the vrinkles and the paleness vith vhich I have
confronted so fresh and gloving a natural vision.

The "atomic self" thus provided a contrast to the universe; the

"microcosmicalself" vas a reflection of it. Sterling's conclusion

seemedto be that the secondmust drav upon the first:

Accordingly, the fact appears to be that - except
in rude primitive ages, whengreatness could onl7
be spontaneous, not vol1llltary, instinctive, not
reflective - eve-rrgreat manknovs vhat he is;
knovs it so veil and habituall.y that he never needs
to spendhis time in affected sentimental speeulat-
. ions on himself. A fev flashing looks into his ow
stor,r, and the meditated experience of life, give to
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such a man a consciousness vhich he cannot lose if
he vould, and would not if he could, of all that
he is as an individual time-bubble. 105

Sterling, though his "consciousness" vas directed to the same end

as Carlyle's "Unconsciousness" - the perception of a divine creation -

yet admitted the impossibility of looking at the external vorld vi th

a purely' objective eye. Thoughhe maintained that the "atomic self"

vas forgotten in the momentof creation, he ala.o felt that individ-

uality could never be laid aside completely. L1ke Carlyle and

Ruskin, he looked outw.rds, but, unlike. them, he remained vithin

the chamber of the mind and did not entirely abandon the mirror

of self.

The theory of unconsciousness vas, hovever, borne out by the

testimoIlY' of at least tvo vriters in the first half of the nineteenth

century - by Coleridge, whose claim that Kub1aKhan vas the product

of a dream exactly matched Ruskin's description of the artist as

"a scribe of visions", and by Dickens, whowrote to Forster in 1841:

"some beneficent pover shovs it all to me and tempts me to be

interested, and I don't invent it - re~ do not - but see it,

and vri te it dovn; ,,106 A similar explanation was given by

Thackeraf's narrator of the origin of The Nevcomes :

!\ro years ago, valking vi th my children in some

pleasant fields near to Berne, in Switzerland,
I strafed from them into a little vood; and,'

coming out of it presently, told them hev the

story had been revealed to me somehov, which
for three-and-tventy months the reader has
been pleased to £0110101'.107

But if on this occasion Thackeray disclaimed personal responsibility

105 "Carlyle's Works", Westminster Reviev, October 1839, x:x:xUi, 39 - 41.
106 (Letters Pilgrim ed, , Oxford, 1965- ),. ii" 4ll.
107 Centenary Biographical ed, , xUi, 504.
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for his vork, he vas at other times the very opposite of the ideal
artist postulated by' Ruskin and Carlyle. Wri ting novels vas, he
declared in 1856, nThinking about one's selfnl08• This vas a
complete negation of the attitudes of his contemporaries.

Thackeray's avareness of his own individuality is perfectly
illustrated by' the story told of h:im by' Dr. John Brown and Henry
Lancaster in their memorial article for the North British Review
in 1864:

He vas fond of telling hov on one occasion, at
Paris, he found himself in a great crovded salon;
and looking from the one end across the sea of
heads • • • he sav at the other end a strange
visage, staring at him with an expression of
comical voebegoneness. After a little he found
that this rueful being vas himself in the mirror.l09

He vas so self-conscious that he vas capable of standing outside
himself and treating his own identity as an objective fact. The many
self-caricatures among his drawings, especially those showing the
characteristically Itruefuln round face and spectacles, vere witnesses

. .
to this. In opposition to Carlyle and Ruskin, he looked at himself
in the mirror, and took the veakness of his own personal! ty, vhich
he fairly thoroughly understood, as a representative sample of
human nature. ItIvant to leave everybody dissatisfied and unhappy
at the end of the story - It, he wrote during the composi tlon of
Vanity Fair:

ve ought all to be with our own and all other
stories. Good God don't I see (In that may-be
cracked and warped looking-glass In vhich I am
alvays looking) my ow veaknesses vickednesses lusts

108 Letters, 111, 645.
109 North British Review, February 1864, xl, 261.
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follies shortcomings? in company let us hope
with better qualities about ~hich we will pre-
termit discourse •••• You have all of you
taken my misanthropy to task - I wish I could
myself: but take the world b.1 a certain standard
(you know what I mean) and who dares talk of
having any virtues at a11?110

Instead of turning his eyes "away from beholding vanity", as Ruskin
advised, and encouraging men to follow a high ideal - the "standard"of
which he spoke vas Christ - he perversely insisted upon showing his
fellows their lower nature. He fully realised the fears of Ruskin
and Carlyle that the man who looked at himself too closely voul.d end
by imposing his own worst characteristics on the world as a whole. His
mirror, being both cynical and subjective, did not possess the purity
of a "loving heart". Nor did his art meet the requirements laid down
by Sterling. Certainly he employed introspection as an aid to wider
knou'Ledge of mankind, but he did so by peering into the "cracked and
warped looking-glass" of his individuality (which appeared in the hands
of a coxcombed fool on the original title-page of Vanity Fair) rather
than through the window of the consciousness. He thus took upon himself
the role of those "coxcombs and quacks" attacked qy Sterling for their
failure to proceed beyomd the "cracked and dim" glass which hung in the
inner "chamber" of the mind. Rather than seeing in his olinweary visage
a comical antithesis to the "fresh and glowing ••• natural vision"
outside the window, he took it as a typical specimen of the landscape
of the external world. The simi1arity·between the imagery which he
chose to describe his methods and that used by Sterling seems to argue
that he was deliberately recalling the 1839 article in the l-Testminster

110 Letters, ii, 423 - 4.



Revie1-1and was therefore consciously placing himself in antagonism
to the artistic and moral creeds of his day. The ugly reflections
captured in the mirror of self-analysis, so far from being distortions
of human nature, as the early Victorians claimed, here sadly, he suggest-
ed, only too true. It was the clear mirro,r of Rusldn, supposedly
presenting objective truths by revealing virtue, that lied. The
llvision" which Carlyle, Ruskin and Sterling all sought in art would
not come to pass on earth.

Thackerayls emphasis upon the "misanthropy" whi.ch resulted from
his self-examination would have served to confirm the Victorians in
their distrust of all types of subjective or analtical +.hinking.
For both Ruskin and Carlyle a subjective view of life was inevitably
a false one. Conversely, a religious outlook wns allegedly based upon
an apprehension of entirely objective truths. Whatever did not con-
form with external moral authority or minister to pre-conceived ideas
of human duty must spring from a misconception of manls relation to
God and therefore from substitution of a personal world-picture for
that which existed in reality. Immersion in the self would lead
either to cynicism, as in Thackerayls case, or to presumption, as
in that of the Romantic poets. Thus the terms "objective" and
"subjective" - "two of the most objectionable words", said Ruskin,
"that were ever coined by the troublesomeness of metaphysicians"lil -
held a moral rather than a purely philosophical'significance, and to
some extent were synonymous with "rightll and "wrong".

ill Modern Painters, iii, Works, v, 201.
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(iii)

An important aspect of late Romantic subjectivism, in early
Victorian eyes, had been the stress laid upon the longings of the
soul for a level of experience which would transcend that offered
by the prosaic and restrictive life of ever,yday. The aspirations
of the individual, finding no scope for their fulfilment in the con-
text ..of immediate reality, soared away into etherial regions where
the panting spirit could find the satisfaction it craved. ~ron and
Shelley were, for Carlyle, types of the man vho, dissatisfied with
present conditions, struggled desperatell to find a non-existent
happiness. "Behold a Byron, in melodious tones, 'cursing his dayaD,
he wrote in "Characteristics": "Hear a Shelley filling the earth
wi th inarticulate vail; like the infini te, inarticulate grief and
weeping of forsaken infants. "112 In Sartor Resartus (Fraser'·s
Haa,azine, 1833 - 34), a similar account of Byronic dissatisfaction
concluded with a famous injunction:

What if thou wert born and predestined not to be
Happy, but to be Unhappy! Art thou nothing other
than a Vulture, then, that fliest through the
Universe seeking after somevhat to m; and shrlek-
ing dole~ because carrion enough is not given
thee? Close thy ~; open thy Goethe.ll3

The arch-Romantic could not rest content with life as it vas, but
,

looked on the world from the isolated viewpoint of subjective dis-
content, complaining that actuality did not accord with,;his dreams.

112 Essays, lil, 31.
113 Sartor Resartus, Bk. II, Ch. ix (Centenar,y Works, i), 153.
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The great German, on the other hand, having outlived the "Wertherismn

of his younger days, humbly took up his position among the human
race and, instead of sighing for impossibilities, found in the
actual the ideal vhich he sought. His creed vas contained in a
sentence spoken by the mysterious Abb6 in Wilhelm Heister's
Apprenticeship (1795 - 6), vhf eh Carlyle presented to the English
public in translation in 1824: "The safe plan is, always simply to
do the task that lies nearest us"l14. This statement was clearly in
the mind of John Sterling, when he W'rote to his son in 1844 to
impress upon him nwhat a serious matter our Life is • • • what
a W'retched, insignificant, vorthless creature aD1 one comes to
be, vho does not as Boon, as possible bend his whole strength •••
to doing vhatever task lies first before him.nl15 The criminal folly
of evading one's responsibilitie$ vas a theme forever on the lips of
the early Victorians.

The Romantic unrest vhich Carlyle deplored loTasrepresented in
the late 20's and early 30's by the youthful works:of Edw-ard Bulwer.
This novelist's heroes lived in a Byronic vorld of vague and un-
satisfied yearning. They 107eregloomy, introspective and at odds
with the 1o7orldaround them. Falkland (1827) vas tortured by his
illicit passion for a married woman. ·Pelham (1828), the danqy hero

, 116(ridiculed by Carlyle in Sartor ), disguised his keen intelligence
under a mask of cold 1o7orldlycynicism. Devereux (1829), the eight-
eenth centur,r aristocrat, was a man of the nineteenth century born

114 Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, Bk. VII, Ch. i (Centenary Works.
xxiv), 2.

115 Letter quoted by Carlyle, Life of John Sterlin~, p.259.
116 See Bk. Ill, Ch. x, pp. 221 - 2.
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ahead of his time and never at peace ld th the age into vhich

he had unfortunately been thrust. EugeneAram(1832), a murderer

for sordid gain, vas torn by feelings of guilt and muchaddicted

to flights of impassioned prose soliloquy (parodied by Thackeray

in his Catherine or 1839 - 40 and "Georgede Barnve11"of 1847).

EvenErnest Maltravers, the hero both of the novel of that name

(1837) and of Alice (1838), vhose career vas supposedby his author

to be a "practical" equivalent to the "theoretical" one depicted

in WilhelmMeister's life of "artn1l7, appeared for the greater

part of his story in the guise or a vorld-veary vanderer upon the

face of the earth, devoid of vill or purpose. Each of these five

protagonists contained elements of the B,yronichero, suffering in-

vard torments and dri van by his daemoninto conf'lict 'With the

universe. Theyvere also seekers of that limitless and unattainable

Romanticideal vhich obscured "the task that lies nearest". Henry

St. John (Lord Bolingbroke) orfered in Devereuxa perfect summing-
up of that sensa of imprisonmentvithin the actual vhioh characterised

Bulver's fiction:

Nature places us alone in this inhospitable vorld,
and no heart is cast in a similar mouldto that
vhich ve bear vi thin us. Wepine for sympathy;
ve maketo ourselves a creation or ideal beauties,
in vhich ve expect to find it - but the creation
has no reality - it is the mind's phantasmavMch
the mindadores - and it is because the phantasma
can have no actual being that the minddespairs.
1hroughoutlife, from the cradle to the grave, it
is no real or living thing vhich ve demand;it is

117 Preface to 1840 ed. of Ernest Maltravers (Knebworthed.), pp.7 - 8.
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the realisation of the idea 'We have formed 'Within
us ,and 'Which, as 'We are not gods, \Ie can never
call into existence.lI8

Bulwer was irresistibly drawn to dramatisations of the discrepancy
bet'Ween men's desires and the external world which thwarted them.
Though claiming, no less than Carlyla, to be the disciple of Goethe,
he had no capacity for portraying the "here and now" of day to day
living, and perhaps, in his early novels at least, no real interest

in doing so.
The starn tones of Carlyle in Sartor sounded a rebuka to this

indulgence of "the mind's phantasma" :
l.fay 'We not say • • • that the hour of Spiri tual
Enfranchisement is even this: ',fuen'your Ideal
World, 'Wherein the 'Whole man has been dimly
struggling and inexpressibly languishing to 'Work,
becomes revealed, and thrown open; and you dis-
cover, 'With amazement enough, like the Lothario .
in Yilhelm Meister. that your "America is here
or nowhere"? The Situation that has not its- , ,

Duty, its Ideal, was never yet occupiedb,y man.'
Yes here, iri this poor, miserable, hampered,
despicable Actual, wherein thou even no'W standest,
here or nowhere is they Ideal: 'Work it"'out there-
from; and working, believe, live, be free. Fool I
the Ideal is in thyself •••• 119

While Bul'Wer strained in pur suit of a distant and shadowy "American,
Carlyle called the attention of his fellow-men to the fact that oniy
in the arena of present duty could they hope for true and lasting
fulfilment. Each man had a task allotted to him in the universal

•

ll8 Devereux (Knebworth edition), p. 124.
119 Sartor Resartus, Bk II, Ch. ix, p. 156.
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scheme, and in carrying this out he woulddiscover his true self.

The "Ideal" was no subjective dreambut an objective fact, a part

of "the Lav of the Whole"in subnission to which the individual

vould alone realise his f'ull potential. Yorkand duty were the

meansby whichmankindaffirmed its "god-created" origin: "Our

Yorks are the mirror wherein the spirit first sees its natural
120lineaments." Carlyle refused to recognise aQ1 concept of per-

BOnalitY'which did not define manin terms of his practical obllga-

tions vi thin the context ot material experience.

AsveIl as being formulated in opposition to the impracticali-

ties of Romanticism,the doctrine of workwas also evolved as an

antidote to the self-conscious speculations of the anatomist and

metaphysician. Carlyle wrote in lS)l :

doubt as wevill, manis actually Here; not to
ask questions, but to do vork: in this time, as
in all times, it must be the heaviest evil for
him, if his facultY' of Action lie dormant, and
only that of sceptical Inquiry exert i tse1f. 121

This contrast of action and analysis was echoed in the unheededadvice

given to J.A. Froude's hero, :Harkham Sutherland, in TheNemesisof

~, by his uncle :

he said ••• I must rememberthat the real
discipline of the mind is action, not specu-
lation; and regular activitY' alone could keep
soul or body from disease. To sit still and
think vas simply fatal; a morbid sensitiveness
crept over the feelings like the nervous tender-

ness of an unhealthy body, and unless I could
rouse myself to exertion, there wouldbe no end

120 Ibid" II, vii, 132.
121 "Characteristics", Essays, iii, 2S.
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at all to the disorder or vhich I complained.122

Heal~ vork vas a refuge rrom the enervating errects or scepticism

and doubt. The soul, flying the reelings or unrest produced by

speculation, discovered itself by losing itself in outward-

directed activity. "Our Saviour did not sit dow in this world

and muse, but labored and did good", Dickensassured a correspondent
123 .

in 1850 • Noneor these vri ters pointed out that this insistence

upon the virtues or vork might itself be morbid, since it orten

sprang not rrom a steadfast desire to do vhat vas right but rrom a

horror or the revelations vhich a.nalysis might make. Theimagel'7

or "disease" employedby Sutherland's uncle vas intended to rerer

to the errect or speculation upon the speeuIator. At the sametime

it threv a light back upon the speaker himself, indicating the extent

to vhich his objections against inquir,r stemmedrrom "the nervous

tenderness" or a sensibill ty uponvhich the uncertainties or a

questioning age jarred vith an almost physical pain. Theneed ror

action as check to conscious thought vas a symptomor restlessness

not health, as Thackeray, in a dirrerent context to that or specula-

tion, madeclear. Duringhis rrustrated love-a£rair \lith Jane

Brookfield in the late 40's he vrote to her: "Passion is but

a hypocrite • • • • Action rebrile continuous action should be the

pole star or our desolate being."124 He recognised that his ow

adherence to the Carly1ean ethos vas the result or a need to escape

fromunvelcomethoughts and emotional disappointments and that vork

vas itself a rever rather than the cure ror one. Dickens too, ir he

had been as honest in 1850 as he vas in 1857vith Wilkie Collins,

l22

12.3
124

TheNemesisor Fa!th, p•.39.
Letters (Nonesuched., 1938), ii, 203.
Letters,iv, .310.
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vould have acknovledged that his refusal to "sit dow" reflected

not only his belief in 'the moral necessit.1 for vork but also

the fact that when, in unoccupied moments,he stared himself

"seedily in' the face", his miseI7 vas namazing"125. Activity

constituted a flight from self-knowledge.

Thegospel of vork, seemingly a matter of simple manly resolu-

tion, was in fact permeated by the resUessness vhich the post-

Romanticera could not avoid. Carlyle adapted Goethe'sphilosophy

to his ow hatred of self-consciousness, but inherent in the German's

thought was a concept of self-development vhich Carlyle also inherited

and vhich involved.a long and painful process of that self~sis

he vas so anxious to discredit. In the eighteenth centUI7, identity

vas defined in terms of a fixed and pre-existent morality operating

vi thin an established social system. Fielding's TomJones had no

meansof fUlfilment outside those presented by the narrov circle

in which he was born and bred. Hevas the heir to Allworthy's

values as to his estates. Theprotagonist of WilhelmMeister, on

the other hand, jO~ed to a destination which vas determined from

vithln, by the special needs and capabilities of. his ow character.

Hevas at liberty, vithin limitations of circumstance which no man

could escape, to seek out the one place in the world whichwould

afford tull developmentto his invard nature. Instead of succeeding

his father as head of the family business, as a TomJones vould have

done, he vas able to folloW'his ow path out of the commercial

atmosphere of his boyhoodinto the aristocratic climate of Natalie

125 Letters (Nonesuched.), ii, 873.
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and to share with Lothario in "noble" but unspecified vork. Before

this position could be attained, hovever, there must be a lengthy

process of trial and error. Man must find out, firstly, vhat his

true nature might be, and secondly, hov he could best express it

in practical action. In TomJones, the repeated errors of the hero

vere simply retarding agents vhich kept him fromhis true station,

both moral and vorldly. In WilhelmMeister the,yvere necessar,r

steps on the road to certaint,y and no longer merely obstacles in

the vaJ", for only by ascertaining through sad experience and dis-

illusionment vhat he vas not fitted for could Wilhelmdiscover vhat-
he \Jas fitted for and so define his personali t,y. Neither Fielding Is

novel nor Emna, with their suddenaccessions of self-knovledge on-
the part of the protagonists - "A feW'minutes vere sufficient for

making her acquainted with her ownheart • • •• Her ownconduct

• • • vas before her in the samefev minutes. She sav it all vith
126 .

a clearness vhich had never blessed her before." - vere novels

concernedwith the process of education, vhereas Meister vas based

upon the belief that character vas an organism, perpetually growing

rather thanleaping from a state of static error into one of equally
static truth.

For all his authoritarianism it vas this concept of a search

for identity that Carlyle incorporated into the career and philosopy

of Teufelsdr6ckh :

Toeach is given a certain invard Talent, a certain
outvard Environmentof Fortune; to each, by 'Wisest
combinationof these tvo, a certain maximumof
Capability. But the hardest problemvere ever this
first: Tofind by study of yourself, and of the

126 Jane Austen, ~, Vol. III, Ch. xi (1815; ad. JamesKinsle,y,
1971), pp. 369 - 70.
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ground you stand on, vhat your combined inward and
outward Capability specia.l.ly is. For, alas, our

young soul is all budding vith Capabilities, and
we see not yet which is the main and true: one,

AlwaY'stoo the new man is in a nev time, under new

conditions; his course can be the fae-simile of

no prior one, but is by' nature original. And
then how seldom will the outvard Capability fit

the inward: though talented vonderfuJ,ly enough,

ve are poor, unfriended, dyspeptical, bashful;

nay vhat is verse than all, ve are foolish. Thus,
in a vho1e imbroglio of Capabilities, ve go stupidly'

groping about, to grope vhich is ours, and often

clutch the 'Wrongone: in this mad vork must several

Y'ears of our small term be spen~, till the purblind

Youth, by practice, acquire notions of distance, and
become a seeing Man. Nay, many so spend their
vhole term, and in ever-nev expectation, ever-nev

disappointment, shift fran enterprise to enterprise,
and from side to side •••• 127

The doctrine of work vas formulated as a counterbalance to the modern

spirit of ana.lysis and introspection, but could not be implemented

without a large measure of self~exp1oration. Carlyle combined

fatalism - to each was "given" a certain task, vhich it was his

dutY' to accomplish - with self-:-determination. Though the individual

could only' develop to his full extent in one particular direction,

yet the responsibility for ascertaining what that direction might

be vas entirely his. lliis quest for fulfilment vas imbued vi th all

the restless yearning of Romanticism for an undefined and undefinable

goal. Teu.fe1sdr8ckh, said the narrator of Sartor, "must enact that

stern Monodrama, No Object and No Rest". Carlylean man, vexed by'

"wild passions without solacement" and agitated by' "wild faculties
. 128
without employment" ,must strive continually towards the invisible

127 Sartor Resartus, Ek. II, Ch. iv, pp. 96 - 7.
128 ~., II, iv, 98.
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consummationof his nature. Isolated on a narrov spit of land,

one unique spark of consciousness in the darkness of surrounding

Immensities and Eternities, he must alvays puzzle over his ow

being and seek to unify it ldth the great vho1e, asldng himself

the questions: "WhoamI; vhat is this ME? • •• Sure enough,

I am; and lately vas not: but Whence?Hov? Whereto?"129 The

certainties of the eighteenth century had passed avay, and man,

forced into life b.1 the mysterious processes of universal 1av and

thrust into the midst of circumstances vhich he himself had not

created and vhieb seemedto restrict rather than assist him, vas

involved in a perpetual struggle for selfhood, albeit of a less

egotistical and impractical type than that of Romanticism.

Carlyle alvays emphasisedthat the end of this s..earchlias more

important than the search itself - "ve require that a man keep his

doubts silent, and not babble of them till they in somemeasure

becomeaffirmations or denials"130 - but it vas alw-aysthe latter

vhich engrossed his ow attention and engagedhis imaginative povez-a,

Nothing could be moreconcerned than his vork - "Silence" in

"thirty fine volumes", as JohnMorleycalled it131 ~ with the

subject of doubt or the turbulence of the humancondition. There

vas no greater sense of suret,y in Sartor or Heroes and Hero-Worship

than inManfredand Devereux. "TheByronic hero", said Morley,
. 132

"vent to clasp repose in a frenozy." Thesamelias true of

Teure1sdr~ckhand of his creator. The early llfe of the former vas

intended as an exposure of Byronism,his later bellef in the pow-er

of vork as an assertion of the mature spirit of Goethe, but the

restlessness of the one affected the assurance of the other, and

129 1.l?!S.., I, viii, 41.
130
131
132

On Heroes. p. 174.
"Carlyle~ Critical Miscellanies (1871), p.195.
"Dvronn.~1b1d•• p.271.
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it vas the moodof storm and stress vhich determined the atmosphere

of the book. The creed of Carlyle, as Morleyrecognised, offered

not peace but a moremasculine form of the B,yronichunger vhich its

propagator claimed to be attacklng.1.33

Theaccent in Sartor, and in the novels of Mauriceand Sterling,

fell upon the growth of the hero not uponhis final certainty.

Teufelsdr8ckhmovedfromyouthful love for a worthless object into

disillusionment and atheism (TheEverlasting No) and finally into

renewedfaith (TheEverlasting Yea). Eustace Conway,having fallen

successively into the twin pitfalls of empiricismand transcendental-

ism, cameto accept the conventional Christianity of Wilmotand his

sister. In Arthur Coningsbv,growthvas thvarted, but the process of

trial and error vas the same. Arthur, forsaking his vast political

designs (equivalent once again to the limitless aspirations of

Romanticism)took refuge in a claustrophobic, guilty and destructive

passion for Victoria de Valence. Unableat the end of the novel to

re-affirm his Christian belief - embodiedin his pious cousin, Isabel

Barrington - he vas left to roamthe earth in B,yronicdesolation,

ending his days in the Yilds of America, a geographical image designed

to summarisehis evasion of "the humbledaily duties , vhich are the

business and the consolation of humannature,,134. - Sterling in

particular seemedmoreinterested in the depiction of Romantic

longing and dissatisfaction, LotharioIS" America", than in the duty

'whichhe so strenuously urged as manls only salvation, but in each

of these three books the adoption of the bi1dungsromanform stressed

the unsettled quality of humannature. Later, the life of Thackerayls

Pendenn1sprovided an exact, though less poetic, parallel to that of

1.33 "Carlyle", p. 216.

134 Arthur Coningsbv,n , 288.
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Teufel sdr8 ckh. Pen rebounded from his generous but misguided love
for Emily Fothering~ into the worldly 'cynicism of his flirtation
wi th Blanche Amory, before returning to his childhood values by

marriage with his "sister" Laura. Thackeray's protagonist, though
of smaller intellectual stature than those of Carlyle, Sterling and
Maurice, reflected the nervous restlessness which underlay moral
assurances about the superior claims of action. Duty .did not lie
immediately to hand, but was hidden in the mists of the future, and
attention was focussed instead on the internal vacillations and
strivings of the soul.

(iv)

In literary terms the repudiation of Byron for Goethe, of Romantic
dreams in favour of "the task that lies nearest", meant a new emphasis
on depictions of ever:rd~ reality. Hill, compar-ing the popularity of
Wor"dsworth and Coleridge in 1837 with their far lower standing of
thirty years before, attributed the change to:

an insatiable demand for realities ••• of which
desire the literary phasis is, a large tolerance
for every feeling which is natural and not got-up,
for every picture taken from 'the life and not from
other pictures, however it may clash wi th tradi tion-
ar.1 notions or elegance or ·congruity.135

Belief in the importance of practical duty vas inevitably accompanied
b.1 an interest in representations of ordinar,r men and women engaged in
the commonplace occupations of daily life. The homely rusticity of a

135 "Carlyle's French Revolution", Westminster Review, July 1837, xxvii, 51.
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Wordsworth took preference over the soaring flights of a Shelley.
Walter Bagehot wrote in 1856 :

(Wordsworth] knew the hills beneath yhose shade
'the generations ~re prepared' :

'Much did he see of men,
Their passions and their feelings: chiefly

those
ES3ential and eternal in the heart,
That mid the simple forms of rural 'life
Exist more simple in their elements,
And speak a plainer language.' '

Shelley haS nothing of this. The essential feelings
ha hoped to change; the eternal facts he struggled to
remove •••• Ilis sphere is the 'unconditioned;' he
floats ayay into an imaginary Elysium ••• beautiful
and excellent, of course, but having nothing in
common with the absolute lays of the present yorld.
Even in tha description of mare nature the differ-
ence ~ be noted. Wordsyorth describes the earth
as ye know it, with all its peculiarities; vher-e there
are moors and hills, yhere the lichen grovs , where the
slate-rock juts out. Shelley describes the universe ••••
He rushes aW'ay among the stars • • • • His theme is the
vast, the infinite, the immeasurable. He is not of our

136home, nor homely • • • •
Bagehot, as a practical man, inclined to the side of WordsW'orth.
Attractive as the'infinite grandeur of Shelley might be, it possess-
ed no relevance to real life. The dissatisfied Romantic spirit
refused to be limited by the conditions of commonplace existence
to vhi.ch, in reality, men must conform. Flying aW'ay into a region
of absolute liberty, i'l;lost its hold on the truths of human

136 "Percy B,ysshe Shelley", rptd. LiterarY Studies (ed. R.H. Hutton,
1879), i, 116. The WordsW'orthquotation is from Excursion, i.
341 - 7, Poetical Works, v, 20.
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experience. ToBagehot, Shelley vas an escapist, unable to deal

vith the solid and familiar subjects vhich formedthe basis for the

poetry of Wordsvorth. "Ay, Shelley's gran'; alvays gran'; but Fact

is grander", declared Kingsley's SandyMackaye,in the sane vein1.37.

Amongthe manifestations, in the 30's and 40's, of this concern

'Wi th the real and the "homely"vere the works of both Dickens and

Thackeray. Sketches by Bo. (1836) vere described b,r their author

as "little pictures of life and mannersas they really are"1.38, and

ver-egiven the subtitle of "Every-dayLife and Every~ay People",

vhi1e Oliver Twist attempted to shov "the miserable reality" of

oriminal existence, avoiding the idealisation of thieves and bigh-

v~en carried out b,r less truthful vriters1.39. Dickens's characters,

hovever grotesque or romantic, lived and movedin the streets of

Londonand vere assigned a place in the social structure of

nineteenth century England. Thackeraytoo took his material from

the recognisable vorld, concentrating on the lives of the middle and

upper classes in a specifically modernsetting. His early vritings,

from TheMemoirsof Mr. C,J, Yelloyplush (1837) to TheBookof Snobs

(1846- 7) and Novels by EminentHands (1847), vere dedicated to

the pursuit of the real and the exposure of shams, vhether 11terary,

social or moral. Catherine. like Oliver Mst, vas intended to portray

criminals as they vere in actual! ty and to discourage the sentimentall~

sation of roguerYb,r the "NevgateSchool" of novelists, amongwhom

Thackerayincluded Dickens (on the strength of Nancyin Oliver) as

1.37 Alton Locke, ea, viii, ~, iii, 100.
Preface to 1st Series of Sketches by Boa (1836), fromCharles
Dickens (ad. StephenWall, Penguin Critical Anthologies, 1970),

pp, 43 - 4.
139 Preface to 3rd ed, (1841) of Oliv-er Twist, Clarendoned., p.lxii.

1.38
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yell as Bulver, vith Paul Clifford (1830) and Eugene Aram, and

Harrison Ainsvorth, vi th Rookwood(1834) and Jack Sheppard (1839).

In 1847, in his parodies of contemporary authors, Novels by E}ninent

Hands, he returned to the attack on "Nevgate" fiction, vith -George

de Barnvell It. The young hero of this tale, 'Whomurdered his uncle

for moneybut 'Whosetalk vas all of the Ideal, the Beautiful and the

True, vas chiefly intended as a satire on Bul'Werismand especi~

on the poetic criminal, Aram. The story- ended ldth a dismissal of

Romantic yearnings, as the chaplain 'Whoattended George in the con-

demnedcell drev the appropriate moral from the prisoner's ill-fated

career: "the lover of the Ideal and Beautiful ••• must respect the

Real likevise. ,,140 The conditions and values of the external vorld

could not be brushed aside simply to accommodatethe desires of young

dreamers.

The novel, as Thackeray understood it, vas the literary- express-

ion of this fact. It depicted manamidst the restricting circumstances

of commonplacelife, vhereas drama, poetry- and romance could free him

from the prosaic and raise him to levels of infinite heroism and

beauty. The art of the novelist, he informed Hasson in 1851, after

the latter's comparative reviev of Pendennis and Copperfield, vas

"to represent Nature: to convey as strongly as possible the sentiment

of reality", 'While "in a tragedy or a poemor a lofty drama you aim at

producing different emotions; the figures moving,and their 'Wordssound-

ing, heroicall1,,14l. Fiction, because of its ability to reproduce in

detail the dense textures of day to day living and to place man in

relation to background and environment, vas the natural vehicle for

conveying the 'feel' of raali ty. In opposition to the simplicity and

140 Centenary- Biographical ad., viii, 17.
141 Letters, ii, 772 ~ 3.
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freedom of romance literature, vhere extraordinary actions vere pet-
mi tted because extraordinary conditions prevailed, and to the long-
ings of Romanticism, vhich chafed at the restraining conditions of
the actual, the novel upheld Carlyle's conviction that "man is really
Here". Dickens, Thacker~ felt, could not claim to be a realist:
ItI quarrel vi th his Art in IIl8llYrespects: Ji. I don' t think re-
presents Nature duly"142. Like the "Nevgate" vriter~, and their
opposites, the "silvet-fork school", vho romanticised the life of
Mayfair high society, Dickens preferred fan~ to fact. He vas the
creator, Thacker~ vas later reported as saying, of "the most charming
extravaganza in the vorldn143• He dealt in "brisk, dashing, startling
caricature", inspiring not belief but "mirth and vonder" and appealing,
added Thacker~ in his 1847 notice of The Battle of Life (1846) for
Fraser's Magazine, "not to your reason and feelings as in a prose
narrative, but to your fan~ and feelings." He".vas not a novelist
but a npoet"l..44,wo turned his back upon present reality and vandered
av~, entertainingly but irresponsibly, into regions of the imagination.

Dickens, vho defended his characterisation of Nancy - "IT IS TRUE"145
- and entered into controversy vith G.H. Leves over the truth to life
of Krook's spontaneous combustion, clearly considered himself a realist.
Yet he also employed the vord "romance" to describe his work. In 1853,
he told his readers: "In Bleak House, I have purposely dvelt upon the
romantic side of familiar things. n146 And his declared intent in
Household Words, at its inception in 1850, vas: "To shov to all, that

142 Ibid., 772.
143 According to his cousin, Richard Bedingfield, Cassell's Magazine,

1870, n. s. ii, 231.
"A Grumble about the Christmas-Books", Fraser's Magazine, Januar,r
1847, XXX'I', 126.

145 1841 Preface to Oliver Mst, Clarendon ed., p. 1xv.
146 Preface to 1st ed. of Bleak House, from Charles Dickens (ed.Wall), p. 95.
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in all familiar things, even in those which are repellant on the sur-
face, there is Romance enough, if we will find it out,,147. 'rhese state-
ments, however, were not disclaimers of fidelity to life, but the ver,r

reverse. They were in keeping with his often-reiterated aim of seeking
out whatever beauty and goodness lay in the hearts of the poor and
outcast. In his delineation of humble poverty, often embodied in a
hapP.r domestic circle - the Nubbles family in The Old Curiosity Shop
(1840 - L~),the Peerybingles in The Cricket on the Hearth (1845).the
Cratchits in A Christm~s Carol (1843) - as much as in his detection of .
goodness in fallen women like Nancy, Alice Harwood, and Nartha in
Copperfield, he 'sought out integrity, love and piety in the lowest areas
of city life. He re-created amidst the dingy streets of London the
innocent joys of Paradise and the pen! tence of J.fary Uagdalene. It was
in this revelation of the poetry of "familiar" life that he thought of
himself as a-Yriter of "romance", and he would have argued that this did
not constitute a departure from immediate eXperience but rather a per-
ception of its deeper realities, which remained invisible to those who
looked only at its surface.

This tendency to dignify the human situation by raising it to
the level of poetry, and particularly of religious poetry, was not
peculiar to Dickens. By imbuing the commonplace with a semi-myst~ca1
significance, the hardships of duty were transfigured. The enactment
of the allotted task always placed a heavy burden on the individual,
and when it took the form of toil (whether manual or clerical) for one's
daily bread it was dreary and potentially destructive of both body
and soul.- Dickens's elevation of the decent working poor was one
tribute- to the dignity of honest labour, emphasising the presence in
the lowliest h~vel of the Christian spirit. The use by other early

147 aA Preliminary Word", Household Words, 30 }!arch.1850., 1, 1.
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Victorians of epic imagery, drawn from traditional ideas of Christian
warfare against the powers of darkness, was another manifestation of
this attempt to surround "the task that lies nearest" with the light
of a higher world. :Han had to be convinced that by carrying out his
duty, no matter how stern the demand it made upon him nor how great
the sacrifices he must make, he was assisting in the great eternal
battle of God against Satan. Maurice's Wilmot, for example,told
Eustace Conway that:

Our life has two divisions - during the first we
are occupied in girding on our armour, during the

'second in using it. Remember, the strife must con-
tinue till your death, and that from first to last
it is a strife against principalities and powers.148

Ruskin, in distinctly Carlylean phraseoJ;ogy, gave a similar view in
1856. The world, he said, was no dream or play-actor's stage, but:

a place of true, marvellous, inextricable sorroW'
and power; a question-chamber of trial b.1 rack
and fire, irrevocable decision recording continually;
and no sleep, nor folding of hands, among the demon-
questioners; none among the angel-watchers, none
among the men who stand:or fall beside those hosts
of God.149

The arena of common life, so far from being prosaic, was, for' Ruskin
and Maurice, a battleground between good and evil. In each man's
breast God and the Devil fought for possession of the immortal soul;
Ordinary existence was transformed into a re-enactment of Paradise
~ or Paradise Regained, as San~ Mackaye made clear to Alton Locke,
after their visit to the squalid garret of the dying Ellen and of her
friend Lizzie, who had become a prostitute in order to support her
sick friend:

148 Eustace Conway, 11i,287.
149 Modern Painters, iii, Works, v, 412.
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Poetic element? •••That puir lassie, dying on the
bare boards, and seeing her Saviour-in her dreams,
is there na poetr,r there, callant? ••• That
ither, prostituting hersel to buy food for her
freen - is there na poetr,r there? - tragedy -

With hues as when some mighty painter dips
His pen in dyes of earthquake and eclipse.

A3', Shelley's gran'; a1w~s gran'; but Fact is
grander _.,God and Sa tan are grander. All around
ye, in ever,y gin-shop and costermonger's cellar,
are God and Satan at death grips; every garret is
a haill Paradise Lost or Paradise Regained • • • .150

Disease ana squalor were here made interesting, not for their own sakes,
but in order to demonstrate the ~eroic qualities which they called forth.
Fact was grander than Shelley only when it could be ennobled into relig-
ious epic. The modern ~filtonic poem which Mackaye created out of the
lives of the poor was another assertion of the power which the human
spiri t had of rising above adverse circunstances, ,for it vas Paradise
Regained rather than ~ that \Tas shown in the characters of the two
girls. This descent into the ~epths had little to do Yith realism as
practiced by" Thackeray, for its 'purpose was to bring up light and to
see human existence in terms of literar,r modes older than the novel.

The poetic qualities which both Dickens and Kingsley descried in
humble life owed much to Christian! ty. But both writers were also
touched, consciously or unconsciously15l, b.r the spirit of Wordsworth.
Bagehot, in the passage quoted earlier from his ess~ on Shelley,
introduced some lines from Wordsworth's work which spoke of the
n [e]ssential and eternal" feelings which "mid the simple form or'
rural life" could be seen more clearly than would be possible in a

150 Alton Locke, Works, iii, 100. The Shelley'quotation is a misremem-
brance of The Revolt or Islam, V. xxiii. 8 - 9.

151 Forster testified that "Dickens had little love for Wordsworth",
Life a p, 421.
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state of greater sophistication. The poetry of Wordsworth, in fact,
for all the apparent realism of much of its subject matter, simplified
man qy removing him from the complexities and refinements of civilisat-
ion and showing him, stripped of all factitious adornment, in a state
of nature. The Old Leech-Gatherer, strandeG in the midst of desolation
like a huge rock, became, in his solitude, a ~e of resolution and in-
dependence, while the aged Nichael assumed the dignity of an Old Testament
patriarch. t.,rordsworthwas concerned, not with the details of commonplace
existence, but with the qualities of gram te-like endurance which were
brought out b.1 life at its most basic. He was an artist who sought, in
a grander manner than either Dickens or Kingsley, the romance of reality.
Drawing on material of the lowest order, he threw a light into places

..thitherto unilluminated and discovered there the "elements" of human
nature, those qualities which were common to men through the ages and
were independent of a man's individuality and of his place in time and
space. These shared characteristics ver-o for l.,rordsworth,as for the
Victorians, most often the ones which stressed the potential nobility and
piety of maruc1nd. Even so apparently debased a figure as the Old Cumberland
Beggar was linked to the essential principle of good which animated the
universes

'Tis Nature's law
That none, the meanest of created things,
Of forms created the most vile and brute,
The dullest or most noxious, should exist
Divorced from good - a spirit and pulse of good,
A life and soul, to every mode of being
Inseparably linked.152

This ability to perceive good in evil placed Wordsworth in opposition
to the motive-hunting Benthamites (who found evil in scorning good) and

152 The Old Cumberland BOG~ar (1797,pubd. 1800), lines 73 - 9,
Poetical Horks, iv, 2.36,
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anticipated the claim of Dickens to have revealed "in evil things,

that soul of goddness vhich the Creator has put in themn15.3. For

both the poet and the novelist the depiction of lov life vas bound

up l.dJth their belief that the accidental nature imposed upon man

by society' vas quite distinct from the essential nature vh1ch united

him to other menand to God. Humblepeople vere poetic because in

them essence vas not disguised b.1 the appurtenances and trappings of

society, vhich for the "snobs" of Thacker~constituted the only

reality.

Wordsvorth's closest associate, Coleridge, recorded that'the

aim of his friend's contributions to Lyrical Ballads had been to

open other men's eyes to the poetry of the prosaic :

to give the charm of novelty to things of every

day, and to excite a feeling analogous to the
supernatural, by avakening the mind's attention
from the lethargy of custom, and directing it to
the loveliness and the vonders of the vor1d before

us ••• for vhich ••• ve have eyes, yet see not,

ears that hear not, and hearts that neither feel
nor understand. 154

This insight into ordinary life, Coleridge recalled, had been the major

charm of W'ordsW'orth'searly verse, vhich shoved nthe original gift of

spreading the tone, the atmosphere, and \lith it the depth and height

of the ideal vor1d around forms, incidents, and situations of vhich,

for the commonnev, custom had bedimmedall the lustre, had dried up

the sparkle and the devdrops.n155 Unlike Byron and BulYaT, he had

153 See above, p.54.
154 Ch. xiv of Biographia Literaria (1817; ed, J. Shavcroas , Oxford,

1907), ii, 6.

155 Ch. lv of Biog. Lit., i, 59.
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sought the ideal in the actual, endeavourdng , as John Horley was later
to say, "to shape a paradise from the 'simple produce of the conmon

156day'" • Kingsley, who placed Hordsworth, together with Burns and
Crabbe, at the very beginning of the "democratic" tradition in modern
art, as one of those who had revealed "the poetry which lies in common
things" and thus destroyed the old aristocratic exclusiveness of
literature157, was certainly a,mre of the continuity betueen himself
and the Romantic poet. The new light in which the earlier uriter had
placed the homely objects and persons of rustic life was used by Kingsley
and Dickens to illuminate the louer levels of city society, eliciting
their inner meaning and moral significance, and forcing the r-eader-to
view them ,d th freshly opened eyes.

This poeticising of commonplace experience, arising out of the
need to dignify man's struggle against the harsh conditions of daily life,
clearly militated against an entirely realistic treatment of the con-
temporary uorld. Implicit in such phrases as "the romantic side of
familiar things" and the "soul of goodness" uas an optimistic interpre-
tation of life, based on faith in the survival of beauty and virtue
amidst unfavourable circumstances. The tI"tleartist vas he vho shoved
the kinship of immediate reality with that higher but no less objective
world, "the ideal world" of Coleridge, to uhose glories it provided a
mirror. Carlyle thought that the greatest function of art uas to
disclose the spirituality inherent in all physical bodies:

156 "WordslJorth", Studie~ in Literature (1891), p. 35. The Wordsworth
quotation is from the Preface to the 1814 Excursion, line 55,
Poetical Horks, v, 4.
Alton Locke, Ch. ix, p. 105.157
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is it not reckoned still a merit, proof of vhat ve
call a 'poetic nature', that ve:.'recognise hov every
object has a divine beauty in it; hov ever,yobject
still verily is la windovthrough vhich ve maylook
into Infinitude itself'? He that can discern the
loveliness of things, ve call him Poet, Painter, Ha.n

158of genius. • • •

Similarly, Ruskinbelieved that art was "the pure mirror that can

shov the seraph standing by the humanbody- standing as signal to

the heavenly landn159• Incarnate in the material was the celestial,

Wich it vas the artist's duty to exhibit. BothRuskinand Carlyle

were thus committedto the religious interpn3tationof art. Poetr,r,

said Carlyle, should :

bodyforth someglimpse of that unspeakableBeauty,
vhich in its highest clearness is Religion, is the
inspiration of a Prophet, yet in one or the other
degree must inspire every true Singer, vere his theme
never so humble.16O

G.H. LeW'es'Wasanother wo equated poetr,yvi th religion :

the end of both must ever be one and the same. The
end of religion, universally considered, is, not its
speculative belief, but its practical result; the
translation of that hieroglyphio alphabet of fa! th
into its corresponding s.ymbolsof action, thus lead-
ing ma.nkindto a higher, purer state of being than

the uneducatedinstincts and unrestrained passions
ever could attain. Suchis also the end of poetr,y,

161pursuing that end hoW'everthrough the Beautiful.
Beautyvas, in Leves's opinion, the poetic expression of p,ractical

158 On Heroes, p.10.
159 ModernPainters. ii,Works, iv, 206.
160 "On Histor,r" (Fraser's Magazine,1830), Essays, il, 94.
161 "Hegel's Aesthetics"; British and Foreign Review,1842, xiii, 20.
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mor~t,r, placing before the beholder that ideal state towards vhich
he ought alva.ys to be striving. The artist, most Victorians con-
sidered, could exert an ennobling influence over men by' presenting
for their emulation sublime images of human perfection or of the
struggle for that perfection. Leves's emphasis upon "the Beautiful"
differed from Bulver's in its supposed objectivity. The "ideal vorld"
tovards vhich mankind vas exhorted to look did not emanate from the
subjective consciousness, but vas firmly grounded upon accepted
moralit,r. The divinity vhich vas depicted by' the poet actually
existed, at least in potential, in the heart of eve-r:r human being.

Inevitably this didactic approach to art determined the choice
of subject-matter and its organisation. Ruskin, desiring to place
painting in the service of God, had ve-r:rclear ideas about the
nature of the truths vhich could properly be included in a picture.
Scenes of "human mise-r:r,slaughter, famine, plague, peril, and crime"
vere best avoided ~as of unprofitable and hardening influence",
except in those cases vhere "out of the suffering, hinted rather than

expressed, we may raise into nobler relief the eternal enduring of
fortitude and affection, of mercy and self-devotion", or vhere "the
angel of the Lord is to be seen in the chastisement, and his love to
be manifested to the despair of men.J62phySiCal ugliness too vas to
be introduced only to set off to advantage the attractions of its
opposite: "beaut,r deprived of its proper foils and adjuncts ceases

163to be enjoyed as beauty." The preponderance of beauty over deformity
in nature vas a sure sign that man vas intended by the Deity to be
constantly under the influence of the former 164, and the artist vho

162
163
164

Modern Painters. ii, 205.
I£1S., iii, Works, v, 57.
~., i, Works, iii, lll.
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sought exclusive~ after the latter, "though he might be able to
point to something in nature as the original of every one of his
uglinesses, would yet be, in the strict sense of the word, false,
false to nature, and disobedient to her laws.,,165 It is plain from
such remarks that Victorian notions of realism were governed b,y moral
considerations. The darker side of life - a substantial portion of
the human condition, though not, as modern usage of the word
"realism" would often seen to imply, the whole of it - was to be,
not excluded, but subordinated to, and defeated b,r, the forces of
light. As in A1ton Locke, evil only existed to prove the power of
good. Poetic truth was inseparable from a predetermined scale of
moral values, to which the artist mus't conform and which was expected
to dictate the shape of his work.

Ruskin, thinking large~ in terms of landscape, was certain
that the absolute beauty which it was the artist's prime task to
represent could be found in the present world. The "noble generic
form which indicates the full perfection of the creature in all its
funotions"l66 was a reality. Since this vas so, there vas no question
of the artist indulging in dreams when he drew a perfect form, and
Ruskin was therefore reluctant to call such pictures "ideal", since
this word, he felt, carried, in its primary sense, the entirely
inappropriate connotation of "imaginary,,167, and could be applied
to forms imperfect as well as perfect. Leves, on the other hand,
who had in mind depictions of men and did not believe that complete
faultlessness existed in real 11fe, had no hesitation in classifYing
as "ideal" that art which supplied men \lith depictions of human

165 ~., 155.
166 Modern Painters, ii, 167.
167 ~., 166.
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greatness. In 1843, he compared Schiller and Goethe:

The one vas alvays animated by the ideal; the

other alvays restrained by the real. Schiller
drev divine symbols of human!ty • • • • Gathe

took individuals out of humanity covered ldth

all their veaknesses and sufferings • • • •

GBthe in his ldsdom knev vhat menvere, the best

of them, and he had no exalted idea of them;
Schiller, in his poetical insight (ldser than

knovledge), sav that manvas greater than he

shoved himself, and that an indefinite perfection
awaited him - splendide mendaxl 168

The realist must reflect the mixture of good and evil vhich prevailed

in the menand vomenof ordinal"7 experience, but the idealist, free-

ing himself from the lavs of the material vorld, vas at liberty to

create menvho vere wholly good and great. The difference between

the tvo vas plainly that between empiricism ("knovledge") and faith

("insight"). Leves himself, hovever, could not claim that perfect-

ion vas a fact, only a splendid lie, corresponding to some "indefinite"

and as yet unborn state of the humanrace. Art movedavay from

ever,yday life to a region of endless spiritual possibilities, located

ei ther in heaven or in the future histoI7 of mankind.

Because of this insistence on the necessity for portrayals of

humanbeauty, courage and virtue, someVictorians demandedfrom their

literature not the romance of reality but a return to romance itself,

to that simple vorld of pure herofnesj brave heroes and black villains,

vhere the restrictive conditions of ever,ydayvere in abeyance and only

extraordinalj" circumstances prevailed, so that the characters vere

al10ved tull scope for the development of their moral natures.

John Stuart Mill wrote in 1838 :

168 "Character and Worksof G8the", British and Foreign Review, 1843,
xiv~ 127 -:-8.
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The time vas, wen it was thought that the best and
most appropriate office of fictitious narrative vas
to avaken high aspirations, by the representation, in
interesting circumstances, of characters conformable
indeed to human nature, but vhpse actions and senti-
ments vere of a more generous and loftier order than
are ordinarily to be met vi th by' everybody in every-
day life. But nov-a-days nature and probability are
thought to be violated, if there be show to the
reader, in the personages vi th vhom he is called
upon to s,ympathize, characters on a larger scale
than himself, or the persons he is accustomed to
meet vi th at a dinner or a quadrille party • • • •
those old romances, vhether of chivalry or of faery
••• if they did not give a true picture of actual
life, did not give a false one, since they did not
profess to give any, but (vhat \laS much better) filled
the youthful imagination vith pictures of heroic men,

169and of vhat are at least as much wanted, heroio vomen.
It vas only through personages greater than those to be met vith every-
day that fiction could hope to carry out its didaotic funotion. To
lie splendidly vas more efficacious than drably to tell the truth.
Thus, in the interests of morall ty, Mill proposed a return to those
older fictional modes vhich contrasted strongly with the faotual
nature of modern literature. He too desired an art of the spirit
not of ompirical realism.

It vas by stressing, as both Mill and Lewes did, the elevating
moral influence of imaginative fictions that the subjective and
escapist possibilities of the "ideal" vere avoided by the Victorians.
Inherent in idealism vas the notion that the artist imitated "ideas"
not "things". The Romantic poets had stressed the origin of these
ideas in the creative imagination, whereas their neo-Aristotelian

169 ·Letters from Palmyra", Westminster Review, January 1838, xxviii,
468 - 9.
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predecessors in the eighteenth centur,r had believed that the,r were
selected from life. In preference to either of these some Victorians
chose a Platonic interpretation, holding that the ideal had a real
existence on a higher level and that all human activity imperfectly
reflected it. It vas Carlyle's "unepeasabl,e Beauty", of \Thich man
\Tas vouchsafed only "some glimpse" and tovards which he must aspire.
Thus the ideal became associated vith the concept of perfection
rather than vi th the freedom of the mind to create what ideas it
would. The idealist did not folloll Shelley and Byron .into a non-
existent world \There subjective desires vere satisfied in irresponsible
fantasy, but rather r~firmed the duty llhich liaS imposed upon man of
bringing his own nature into conformity vith the moral Lavs of the
universe. Leves, hovever, seemed to some extent undeci~ed on this

. .point of subj ectivi ty and 0bj ectivi ty, for he began b.r declaring
that the realist, vho attached "almost exclusive attention to things",

,

was an example of the "objective" intellect, and the idealist, who
dealt in "ideas", of the "subiective"170. This implied that idealism
vas expressive rather than mimetic,' but in the distinction he made
betveen Goethe and Schiller this was not the case. There it vas
supposed that the idealist possessed prophetic "insight" into the
future possibilities of mankind. Though not portr~ing a present
reali ty, he lias able to cast his mind foward into the gulf of enter-
nity in order to depict an invisible reality, the 'Would be rather than

the~. His creations llere imaginative, but nevertheless objective
in the sensa that the,r raalised in a perfect form generally accepted
beliefs about the tasks and capacities of man. The,r \Tere in no sense
representations of the artist's personal llorld-viell,and "subiective"
~as therefore a misleading term to apply to the manner of their

170 "Character and Works of G~the", 119.
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conception.
Undoubte~, for all their dutiful pragmatism, the Victorians,

living in the post-Romantic era, continued to feel that "hunger" for
"the mind's phantasma" with which Car~le had reproached B.yron and
Shelley. The realist Thackeray, like Bulwer' s St. John, yearned for
the "one thing" he could not have - "That one thing everybody hankers
after, no doubt"l71 _ and concluded his most famous novel with the
melancholy sighing of unfulfilled desire: "Which of us has his
desire? or, having it.is satisfied?" Dickens was likewise haunted
by a sense "of one happiness! have missed in life, and one friend
and companion! have never made,,172, and Forster recorded of him that
he had sought in the world an ideal which it could not provide173•
This emotional dissatisfaction produced the wanderlust which played
so large a part in the lives of both novelists. Continual movement,'
like work, provided a refuge from their sense of incompleteness. "!
should never be at home if I could he1p,,174, Thackeray was reported as
s~ in 1857. Dickens's need for escape, stated partly perhaps in
jest, was even more extreme: "Restlessness worse and worse. Don't
at all know what to do with myself. Wish! had a balloon,,175. Both
Thackeray, who pilloried Bulwer in the 30's and 40's, and Dickens, who
admired him,shared the mood of his heroes, yearning for union with
the "unknown region which spreads beyond this great net ••• .:!:h!ll
limitless bgyond" and feeling trapped within the "perilous snare" of
material conditions, "from which we are unable to crawln176• The
emotional starvation apparent in their relationships with women was

171 Letters, iv, 436.
172 January 1855, Letters (Nonesuch ed.), ii, 621.
173 ~, p. 641.
174 Letter~, iv, 379.
175 10 May 1855, Letters (Nonesuch ed.), il, 660.176

D~X~l:~1:, p, 167.
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more than sexual. It vas a "hunger" of the soul, vhich neither the
stern duties of life in the vorld nor the vomanly affections of the
domestic circle could satisty. The search tor an ideal mate vas
doomed to failure in the context of immediate reality. Man's missing
half, the counterpart to his ow soul vhich his heart croated for him
in imagination, could only be found in the surrender of his material
personality to the absolute, and ultimately therefore in death.
Dickens, visiting Niagara in 1868, \lrote: "I seemed to be lifted
from the earth and to be looldng into Heaven •••• The 'muddy vesture
of our clay' falls from us as ve look,,177. The religious phraseology
of these remarks disguised an essentially Romantic experience, the
longing to enter into the soul of the universe and transcend the limits
of the body. In Thackeray, this urge tovards sublimation vas not in
evidence, but nonetheless vas present, in a subdued form, in his pet-
sistent feeling of discontent \d th present actual! ty and his "alvays
hankering after something unattalnable,,178.

The references madeb,y Dickens and Thackeray to their respective,
and not dissimilar, states of mind vere intended for friends and
relations to read in private, though for an attentive reader the
same vievpoints could be seen in their fiction. Publicly, hovever,
the yearnings of the heart had to be kept free from all suspicion of
subjective desire and aimless longing. The concept of the "ideal",
operating at the level of romance perfection, vas the means b.1 which
the Victorians legitimised their inability to rest content \d th the
here and nov and their gazing in the direction of "America". B.r

asserting the benefits to practical morality of non-realistic litera-
ture, as Mill did, they justified the escapist side of their nature,

177 Letters (Nonesuch ed.), iii, 633.
178 Letters, ii, 813.
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vhich chafed restlessly at the bonds of eveI7da:y'routine and re-

quired reassuring that somevhere, somehow,manmight be set free

from the circumstances vhich confined him in the physical vor1d,

and be admitted into a wider and more glorious region. The real

and the ideal vere not, in one sense, opposed, sinco many uelieved,

or tried to: believe, that the latter, like heaven, had an actual

existence or might have at somefuture time, and that it vas a

natural culmination of present experience, as heaven vas of earth,

or contained in it, as Christ vas in the flesh. The Christian in

particular held perfection to be an objective reality, and would not

accept as completely true ~ work of art vhich did not include a

humanfigure either possessed of complete virtue or arriving at it

by' combatwith the powers of darkness. The work of the realist must

encompass the ideal, and must interpret the phrase "11fe as it is" in

the manner of Bulwer in his lS40 Preface to Ernest Maltravers: ttr do

not mean by' 'life as it is,' the vulgar and the outward life alone,

but life in i tsspiri tuaJ. and mystic as well as its more visl ble and

fieshlJ" characterlstics.n179 It vas at this point that the idealist

and a realist of the Thacker~ school parted comp~, for the latter,

by' scrupulous attention to the influence of material conditions on

his characters, ran the risk of suggesting that menhad no llfe beyond

that imposed upon them by "the vulgar and outward" standards of the

society in which their being was cast. The idealist concentrated

upon the essential llfe of man, vhich for the Victorian meant his

moral and spiritual aspects. The realist concentrated upon his

accidental nature, the manners vhich he adopted as a memberof the

transient and purely local society of his time and country. Onewas

concerned with the untversal., the other with particulars. The distinction

179 Ernest Vtal travers (Knebworthed.), p. S.
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betyeen the tyO kinds of art Yas that betyeen determinism, debasing
humanity by' supposing it subservient to its environment, and belief
in man's infinite soul. The discussion of realism and idealism vas
therefore inseparable from the conflict of empiricism and falth Yith
Yhich this chapter commenced.

From the Yorks of the .30 's, 40' s and 50' s Yhich have been the
subject of this chapter four interrelated areas of difference emerge.
Empiricism, especi~ the motive-hunting of Benthamism,Yas opposed
by fal th in the perfectibility of man under God. Subj ectivi ty, re-
presented by German transcendentalism, Romantic egotism and Dutch
mannerism, produced a reaction in favour of the objective love,
humility and self-forgetfulness championed by Ruskin and Carlyle.
The lim! tlesa desires of Shelley, Byron and BulW'er for an imaginary
ideal Yere countered by the gospel of work and immediate duty, and
in literature by a ney interest in subjects drawn from the familiar
world of everyd~. Finally, the concept of realism yas in its turn
modified by the quest for the romance of reality, and undermined by

a continuing need for the purit,r of romance itself, yhich led a~
from detailed accounts of ordinary men and yomen into the vague
realms of the ideal, yhere mankind vas liberated from the bondage
of circumstances in order to allOY scope for the unlimited expansion
of his moral nature. One idea un!ted these four areas - the per-
fectibility of man through obedience to the moral laW's of the universe.
Against this one absolute truth the empiricist and the realist, vho
denied man's spiritual capacities, the subjectivist, who Yas either
an introverted cynic or a presumptuous upholder of his own individuality
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agair.st the objective facts of God's world, and the dreamer, who
evaded present responsibilities, all offended. The writers of the
30ls and 40lsende~oured to reaffirm the faith wbich empiricism and
Romanticism alike threatened. ~t the srune time, the past could not
be buried, and the work and lives of these writers contained strong
elements of the doubt, self-consciousness, turbulence and longing
which Victorianism sought to suppress.

The ideas discussed in this chapter were in the air at the time of
Vanity Fair and Dombev, Pendennis and Conperfield, and had inevitably
filtered down to the lower reaches of the Victorian world, where they
were taken up Qy ~nds both more dogmatic and more confused than those
(themselves often nalve and inconsistent) which had originally advanced
them. The comparisons made between Dickens and Thackeray, though re-
viewers apparently did not realise it, grew out of a climate: .of
opinion deriving from the reaction of tlle early Victorians to the
errors with which they charged the Romanticism and empiricism of the
preceding decades. The concepts of perfectibility, objectivity, duty
and idealistic realism were taken over by critics for whom the tensions
within the age - between pessimism and optimism, doubt and faith,:
immediate reality and esc~pe to a realm of poetic freedom - were Qy

no means so clear as they were for a writer like Carlyle. The average
reviewer of fiction in the early and mid-Victorian years (that is, from
the l830ls to the l8701s) did not fully comprehend the problems of
nineteenth cent~ man - sometimes, perhaps, did not feel their
existence at all. Yet he absorbed some of the attitudes of Carlyle
and Ruskin - not necessarily from personal reading of their works, but

simply as a portion of the intangible "spirit of the age" in 811 its
secondary manifestations, both written and spoken - and proceeded to '
apply them with unimaginative rigidity to the criticism of fiction, as
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dogmas above question. The idea of duty, for instance, given addition-
al strength by religious tradition, 'Was so thoughly absorbed by the
Victorian consciousness, 'With complete disregard for the restlessness
'Which accompanied it in Car~le, that it must have seemed to most
men an integral part of their moral nature, its origin lost
in the sense of a truth alyays known and endowed Yith the potency
of an eternal absolute by yhich all human activity must be judged.
Certain values yere so 'W'idelyaccepted, in this fashion, as 'good'
and 'right' that no examination vas ever made of their sanctions.
The standards employed in considerations of Dickens and Thackeray
vere thus of very limited range, and fey cri tics, if MY, yere
possessed of the flexibility to judge a work of art by its own
criteria rather than by the strict mora11t,y which resulted from too
insensitive an interpretation of an early Victorian ethos already
containing sufficient strictness in itself. Nowhere 'Was this more
apparent than in the fact that yhi1e the values of Car~le, Rustin and
Maurice vere not of equal validity throughout the century, either in
phi1osop~ or art - John Morley, for example, in the 1870's, con-
sidered that the vritings of Carlyle had been superseded by the
Positivism of Comte - the,r continued to be invoked by reviewers until
the 1890's (and even be.yond), so that studies of the tyO authors, at
least at the level of periodical journalism, showed almost no advance
between the 1840's and 1900, but instead degenernted into repetition
and clich6. This lack of progression clearly indicates the failure of
most Victorian criticism, already apparent in its moral stiffness, to
achieve more than a superficial response to the intellectual currents
of its time and so to transform itself into a powerful instrument for
the an~sis and comprehenai.on of the first great n.ovelists of the age.



PART 1"I'lO

THE CRITICISl1



CHAPTER n.1O

DICKENS, 1836 - 48 •• PURITY AIm MANNERISl1

By the mid - 1830 I S the opportunity vas ripe for a novelist
vhose York, grounded on the occurrences of ordinary life, vould
remind men that in the here and nov, not in "America", lay the
arena of human activity and duty. It is a far cry from the vild
Germanic rhetoric of Car~le to the drab London streets of Sketches
by Boz and the Cockney vit of Sam Weller, but nevertheless it vas
in the earliest vritings of Dickens that critics of fiction discerned
the first signs of a new realism. Recalling the original impact of
The Pickuick Papers (1836 - 37), the Illustrated London News in 1870
say in their author the leader of a revolution against Byronism and
Bulwer :

He did vith the pen vha t some of the old Dutch
painters - Ostade, and Teniers, and Jan Steen -
had done vith the pencil, revealing not onq the
picturesque effects, but the interesting moral
characberd.std.cs, that lie in the commonest and
even the basest forms of pleb;ian life. This vas
a reaction, about thirty-four years ago, as many
of us can ve11 remember, against the high-flow
affectation of classic and aristocratic elegance
vhich pervaded the romances of Sir Edvard Bulwer
Lytton. Just when Ernest MBltravers had posed
himself in a sublime attitude of transcendental
nobility, Hr.Pickwick of Goswell-street, in his
gaiters and spectacles, vith Sam Weller at his
heels, toddled forvard and took possession of
the stage. The school of refined aesthetic ideal-
ism vas broken up at once, having originated in the
example and poetry of Byron, vhich had so much in-
fluence on the last generation. It has never since

100
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revived in England; ror the ablest authors of
our day ••• have kept Yi thin the realistic'

1lines.

The difference betveen the characters of Dickens and Bulver vas part~
one of class. The centre of interest had been transferred rrom the
"aristocratic" top layer of society to the middle and lover. At the
same time, t..'1e"transcendental" and incorporeal "idealism" of late
Romanticism had given vay to the actuality or familia~ everyday
reality, represented by prosaic "Goswell-street". This extension of
subject-roatter vas not, hovever, entirely realistic. The search for
"picturesque effects" and "moral characteristics" in the details of
commonplace existence linked Dickens, not only vith the Dutch genre
painters, but vith Wordsworthian falth in the value and dignity of
humble experience. Though moving in the direction of greater realism
in his choice of characters and settings - in so far as he concerned
himself vith people and sights which might be encountered in the daily
life of London - yet in his interpretation of this material he always
attempted to elicit the romance of reality.

However, not all reviewers regarded his vork in this favourable
light. The realism vhich this critic praised seemed to others dangerous-
ly coarse, and the delineation of "picturesque effects" self-conscious
and grotesque. On the one hand, Dickens vas apparently in harmony vith.
the tendencies. of his age, vhi1e on the other he offended against several
of its most cherished opinions. The contrasting approaches to his art b.1

readers and reviewers of the 30's and 40's form the subject of this
chapter.

1 "The Late Char1e~ Dickens", Illustrated I~ndon News. 18 June 1870,
lvi, 639.
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(i)

Many of the earliest Dickens critics drew attention to the com-

paritlve novelty of this fondness for characters drawn from the lower

sectors of society. AbrahamHayt..rard,in the Quarterly Review of 1837,

considered him "the first to turn to account the rich and varied

stores of wit and humour discoverable amongst the lower classes of
2the metropolis". Cl1..ambers'sEdinburgh Journal, in the sameyear,

believed him to be the first vriter since Smollett, with the exception

of Washington Irving, to tap the "prodigious fund of character"

offered by London), while ThomasHenry Lister of the Edinburgh Review,

in 18.38, paid tribute to him as "the truest and most spirited

delineator of English life, amongst the middle and lower classes,

since the days of Smollett and Fielding.,,4 To the Metropolitan

Hagazine (of which Captain Ha.rryat was the editor), Dickens, having

"opened the inexhaustible mine of the domestic life of the masses",

appeared in 1840 as the creator of "a new era in our popular litera-

ture,,5. Only Charles Buller, writing for thg Westminster Review in

1837, st;ggested that Dickens had simp~ accomplished "on a larger

scale, and with far more striking effect, what manybefore him have

laboured to do. n The taste for low-life vas not peculiar to: him, but

had "long been gaining ground in our lighter literature" (probably in

the work of humourists like Theodore Hookand Pierce Egan). However,

even Buller granted the young author an unrivalled knowledge of life

2 Quarterly Review, October 1837, llx, 500•

.3 Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, 29 April 1837, vi, 109.

4 Edinburgh Review, October 1838, lxviii, 76.

5 J.1etropolitan Magazine, June 1840, xxviii, 51.
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in the capital. He vas "the literary Teniers of the metropolis",

vho painted "the humours of the lover orders of Londonvith all the

exactness and all the comic effect vith vhich lis prototype has
6handed dovn to us the comic peculiarities • • • of his time."

Clearly, Buller vas not prepared to grant. Dickens a very high place

in the literary pantheon. He vas primari~ a comedian vho extracted

humour from the situations and persons of low-bred London.

There vas, however, more to the appeal of Dickens's metropolitan

scenes than their comeqy. Sketches and Pickwick possessed for their

original readers the charm of introducing them to events vhich they

could recognise as true to their ow experience of life, particular~

in London. Huch of the joy vhich the young Ruskin felt in Pickwick

stemmedfrom this sense of familio.ri ty: "Dickens taught us nothing

with vhich ve vere not familiar, - only painted it perfect~ for us.

Weknev quite as nruchabout coachmen and hostlers as he did. 11
7 This

feeling that Dickens provided his public with a perfect coW of we11-

known features from the commonplacevor1d of daily existence was

shared b.Y ~ of his first critics. A reviever in the National

Magazine of 1837, probably Lewes, declared: "One of the peculiar

merits of 'Boz' is that of bringing before us things vhich ve have

all noticed hundreds of times, yet yhichve never thought of com-
8mitting to paper". Charles Buller held the same opinion: "His

excellence appears to lie in describing just vhat everyboqy sees

every day.,,9 But the interest 'Whichthese transcriptions from life

6 Westminster Review, July 1837, xxvii, 196.

7 Praeterita, i1 (1886), Works,xxxv, 303.
8

9
National' Hagazine and I·fonthly Cri tic, December1837, i, 448.

Westminst~r Review, 202.
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imparted to immediate reality yas often perhaps superficial. Parker's
London Magazine, looking back in 1845 to the manner in Yhich Dickens
had achieved fame b.r "describing trivial and familiar objects Yhich
yere Qaily before our e.yes", remarked: "When people first say them
graphically described, they laughed at the faithfulness of the picture,
and yondered that they, or someboqy else, had never thought of doing
the same thing. before."IO This critic appeared to perceive in the re-
actions of the novelist's contemporaries little more than simple-
minded vonder yhich found entertainment in seeing the surroundings of
ordinary life reproduced in the pages of a book. The same Judgement
m~ have been implied in ~he previous year b.1 a critic in the Westminster
Reviey vho remarked that "all people like to behold portraits of things

11and persons familiar to them."
None of these critics attributed to Dickens ~ special art or

even special povers of observation. All men had seen the objects he
described, and might have set their observations down on paper had
the.y realised the interest yhich such pictures voul.d arouse among the
public. R.H. Horne, on the other hand, in his A Ney Spirit of the Age
(1844), saw in Dickens a man set apart from his felloys by" extraordinary
povers of perception and a unique ability to give to the everyda:y vorld
an appearance to vhi ch other eyes had been blind. His talent vas more
than mimetic. He could see "so much more in a given space and time than
people usually do" and could exh.tbit "the most _trifling and common-

12place things in a nev and amusing lighto" Even here the accent vas
on the entertainment yhich could be derived from his paintings of the
ordinary life around him, but it vas at least apparent to Horne that

10 "Boz Versus Dickens", Parker's London Magazine, February 1845, i, 122.
11 Review of Horne's Ney Spirit of the Age, Westminster Review, June 1844,

xli, 374.
12 A New Spirit of the Age, i, 52, 56.
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he proceeded beyond imitation to illumination ot the tamiliar vorld.13

Hore serious veight vas attached to this aspect ot his vork by the
critic ot the Examiner, perhaps Forster, in a notice ot Sketches:

"He shovs his strength in brirgingout the meaning and interest ot

objects vhich vould altogether escape the observation of ordinar,y
minds. ,,14 In 1846, the same paper commented approvingly on the
"pover (so peculiar to Mr. Dickens) of presenting the commonest
objects with freshness and beauty,,15. The Morning Post found in
Sketches "infinite skill in giving importance to the commonplace

16scenes of ever,yday occurrence~ , and even Richard Ford, in the
Quarterly Review of 1839, although suspicious of the general trend
of Dickens's mtings17, could speak ot him in terms \lhich,more
poetically expressed, might to some extent have been used ot Wordsworth:

He translates nature and life. The identical
landscape or occurrence, vhen reduced on one
sheet, will interest and astonish those vho
had before seen with e.yes that sav not, and
heard with ears that heard not, on vhom
previously the general incident had produced
no definite eftect.18

Ford might equally veIl have applied to Dickens the words ot Coleridge
on Wordsworth, tor clearly this description of the novelist's aims
indicated that he too had awakened his readers "from the lethargy of
custom" by giving "the charm of novelty to things of ever,y day". His
pictures of familiar scenes did more than please the public by present-
ing it with accurate copies of its own experience. They showed it a

13 But see also below, p.12.9.
14 Examiner, 28 February 1836, 132.
15 Examiner, 26 December 1846, 821.
16 Morning Post, 12 Harch 1836, 6.
17 See belov,pp.12.1 - 3.
18 Quarterly Review, June 1839, lxiv, 90 - 1.
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world which often it knev at first-hand, and made it suddenly aware that
it had never looked at this familiar vrorld with open eyes. The common-
place assumed a ne," appearance, and was endowed with "freshness",
"beauty" and "importance" vht ch before no one had dreamed that it

possessed.
This effect of "novelty" was increased by the fact that not all

the material of Dickens's novels was lmown to his readers, as Forster
noted in a reviey of Nicholas Nickleby (18.33- .39):

Thousands read the book beeauae it places them in the
midst of scenes and characters with yhich they are al-

ready theseiv~s acquainted; and thousands read it
Yith no less avidity because it introduces them to
passages of nature and life of uhich they before
knev nothing, but of the truth of which their own
habits and senses suffice to assure them.19

While Ruskin fell into the first of these two categories, Harriet
11artineau exemplified the second, though emphasising more than Forster
the strangeness of Dickens's subjects. For her his excttrsions into the
lower areas of urban life plainly led to realms as unfamiliar as thoso
of 8..'11 Arabian Night, for she vrot.e in 1849 of "the Boz who rose up in
the midst of us like a jin with hrs magic glass among some eastern
people, shoYing forth yhat yas doing in the regions of darkness, and
in odd places where nobody ever thought of going to look. u

20 T'neexotic
nature of this comparison identified Dickens not as a realist but as a
writer intent upon discovering the romantic aspects of common life. He
"TaS an explorer in his own native land, bringing back wonderful tales of
lost tribes from regions hitherto unmapped. Thomas Hood, reviewing 1h£
Old Curiosity Sh02 for the Athenaeum in 1840, pointed out that:

19 EXaminer, 27 October 18.39, 677.
20 A Histo!Vof-the Thirty Year's Peace, 1815 - 46 (1873), iv, 439.
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It has been said that one-half of the vorld does
not knov hoy the other half lives; an ignorance,
by the vay, vhich Boz has essential.ly helped to.
enlighten: it is quite as certain that one-half
of London is not avare of even the topographical
e~ence of the other •••• 21

Thi-s deficiency also Dickens set out to remedy, setting his novels in
the Borough and Saffron Hill, St. Giles and Bevis Marks; rather than
in Mayfair.

The danger of these domestic explorations vas exactly the same
as that arising from the encounter betveen European civilisation and
African customs. Just as the black man vas regarded by the vhite as
both degraded and comical, so the poor could appear to the more fortu-
nate classes as beings of a lover species. This patronising attitude
vas evident in the york of Richard Ford, vho ascribed Dickens's popu-
1ar1ty to the "curiosity" excited by the "strange habits" of "her
Majesty's lover orders ••• in the higher, their antipodes", and vent
on to cast offensive aspersions on the humanity of the nation's
submerged population :

Life in London, as revealed in the pages of Boz, opens
a nev vor1d to thousands bred and born in the same
clty, vhose palaces overshadov their cellars - for the
one half of mankind 11ves vi thout knoving hoy the
other half dies: in fact, the regions about Saffron
Hill are less known to our great vorld than the
Oxford Tracts; the inhabitants are still less; they
are as human, at least to all ap~arance, as are the
Esquimaux or the Russians, and probably (though the
Zoological Society vi1l not vouch for it) endoved
ldth sOuls; but, wether souled or not souled, they
are too far beneath the higher classes to endanger
any loss of caste or contamination in the inquir,y.

pI

21 Athenaeum, 7 November 1840, 888.
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Secure in their own position, these really
22enjoy Boz ••••

Judged b,y the tenor of the remainder of his article 23, Ford seems
to have been perfectly serious in these remarks. His final point
at least had some possible justification, since it can be surmised
that some members of the vell-to-do classes regarded Dickens's lov-
life scenes purely as an amusement designed for their leisure hours,
enabling them to inspect the lover portions of creation from a comfort-
able distance vithout fear of compromising their own dignity. So far
from uniting the various levels of society, Ford vas arguing, the
novelist's descent into the depths actively furthered the contempt
felt b.r the rich and cultivated for the deni~ens of the city slums.
Dickens assisted prejudice rather than dispelling it.

Ideally the effect of his york was exactly the opposite of that
suggested by Ford. The value of his concern vith the middle and lower
classes.lay in the discover,y of a common humanity vhich joined all men
together, regardless of their position in society. J. Rain Frisvell,
looking back on the early novels from the vantage-point of 1870,
believed that Dickens's great achievement had been to break through
the snobbery ,of the 30's, b.r showing that the lover middle classes
vere not figures of fun but human beings. For the first time "common-
place good people, - tradesmen, clerks, and shopmenn had been treated
vith sympathy:

and at these ••• Theodore Hook, La~ Blessington,
and the silver-fork school, who were in the saddle
vhen Dickens was a young man • • • vere in the habit
of sneering; their novels vere made up almost entire1y
of abusive 'descriptions of the "shopocracy," vulgar

22 Quarterly Review, June 1839, lxiv, 87 - 8.
23 See below,pp. 1'2..1 - }.
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people whodropped their H's • • • • Charles Dickens
never stooped to this ••• ' • he often makeshis
youngmenof business his heroes • • • elevates his
merchants into an atmosphere of generosity and
benevolence, and finds a dozen better things to
laugh at than the old worn-out conventionaland
farcical resort of makinga mansay, " 'Qv do you
do? 'Ave somehapples."24

The "silver-fork" novelists, whohad invoked the values of Mayfair,

regarded tradesmen and clerks, according to FrisW'ell, wi th the un-«

involved amusementwhich elegant visitors to a zoo might bestoW'upon

the antics of monkeys. Dickens, on the contrary, had show that the

commercialclasses were often more dignified specimensof humanity

than the ladies and gentlemen vho ridiculed them. / Hahad given to

the English novel not only nev material but a nev attitude, his lack

of embarrassmentat presenting loW'-life to the public constituting

a refreshing change, as AbrahamHayvardsaid in 18.37, from the con-

descension of the fashionable society authors.25

Ofmore importance than his treatment of tha "shopocracy" was

his sympathyfor the poor, which appealed to the Victorian mind on

its practical side b.1setting in motion its philanthropical impulses.

JohnMorley, writing of the period from the mid-40's onvards, re-

called that, in an age vhen "rationalism and natural science bleW'
, ,

defiant bugles against the old tradition", Dickenshad helped in the

task of social reform b.1non-intellectual means. Hehad "kindled b.1

his concrete pictures, not b.1abstract reason, a neW'feeling for our

felloW's, nev knowledgeof themand their ways, and nev anger against
26the gross and stupid wrongs, social and legal, froDr.lJhichthey suffered. a

24 ModernMenof Letters Honestly Criticised (1870), pp• .35- 6.
25 Quarterly RevieW',October 1837, lix, 507.
26 RecQllect1Qns(2 vols., 1917), i, 25 - 6.
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In the vork of critics in the 30's and 40's it vas the "nev.feeling
for our fellovs" that vas most praised, rather than the "anger"
against social oppression. Dickens's novels, it vas held, encouraged
the more prosperous classes to look on their less favoured brethren
vith an eye of pit:fand love, and to aid them by acts of philanthropy.
The Edinburgh Review critic, Thomas Henry Lister, vrote in 1838: "'lhe
tendenc,y of his vritings is to make us practically benevolent - to
exci te our sympathy in behalf of the aggrieved and suffering in all
classes; and especi~ in those vho are most removed from observat-
ion."27 The imprisoned debtor (in Pickwick), the orphan pauper and
the juvenile criminal (in Oliver) and the pupils of the Yorkshire
schools (in Nicklebv), vere the victims of social neglect vhom Lister
mentioned as having been brought to public notice for the first time
by Dickens. The influence of the novelist's vork on "practical" be-
haviour vas also noted by Forster, vho regarded A Christmas Carol as
a book vhich vould induce in the "ve11-doing man of town or countI7
••• thoughts that vill make him uneasy till he sends a leg or a
ving [of Christmas turkey] to his nearest starving neighbour." All

vho read it vould "learn of Christmas the sacred lesson of its Founder,
and do the good they can", vhile even the vorst of men, under "its

28magic influence", vould experience a "sudden amendment of the heart" •
His social. philosophy thus had the great recommendation in Victorian
eyes of directing attention tovards the task that lay immediately to
hand, in this case the provision of assistance to the poo~. He vas
no ineffectual dreamer, brooding like Shelley or Arthur Coningsby over

29vast plans of social reform, but a "plain, practical and manly"

27 Edinburgh Revi ew, October 1838, lxviii, 77.
28 Examiner, 23 December 1843, 804.
29 EdIDr.t.l!"r,hRevi eu, 77.
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\1ri ter, vho led his public into "solid, earnest, practical thoughtsn30

upon the conditions of the poor. The difference betveeziJrls outlook

and that of Shelley and Byron vas hinted at by Lister: nThere is no

mavkish Yailing for idealdistresees - no morbid exaggeration of the

evils incident to our lot - no disposition to excite unavailing dis-

content, or to turn our attention from remediable grievances to:....those

vhich do not admit a remeqy.n3l Instead of attempting to persuade

men that they ought to feel dissatisfaction with their lot, Dickens

bent all his energies to discovering the yays in which the position of

one section of the community could be improved. He fixed his gaze upon

vhat vas nremediablen in the present situation, not upon a shadoyY'yorld

in yhich the entire human condition might be utterly transformed. The

limitless aspirations of Romanticism vere replaced by an interest in

tangible accomplishment. This vas one aspect of the light vhich

Dickens brought up from the dark and unfamiliar places of the earth.

The other vas the reassurance of human digni ty to be der! ved

from his s,ympathetic portraits of the decent poor. For many of his

original readers he was associated with a generally optimistic

interpretation of life. Mar,yRussell Mltford referred in 1837 to

the "cheerful vieY, a Shakespearian vieY, of humanityn3.2 to be f01.md

in Pickwick, and Hood testified in 1840 that: "Weinvariably rise

from the perusal of his volumes in better humour vith .the 'Io1or1d;'for

he gives us a cheerful viey of human nature"33. This verdict 'Io1as

endorsed by the Dublin University Magazine of 1847: "ve have scarcely

ever arisen from the perusal of [hiS 'Io1orks]without entertaining a

higher and a better opinion of humannature."34 One of the factors

30 Elcaminer, 804
31 Loc. cit.
32 Life of Mary Russell Hitford (3 vols., ed , A.G. LfEstrange, 1870),

iii, 78.
33 Athenaeum, 7 November1840, 888.
34 12UblinUnlyersitv tiagazine, January 1847, xxix, 1.35.
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in establishing him as an author vho gave a Rcheerful" impression
of mankind, quite apart from his humour, was his depiction of the
self-respect of the vorkingclasses, for out of this arose his faith
in virtue's capacity for survival in the face of the most unfavourable
circumstances. RTIle poor are his especial clients", claimed Hood :
RHe.delights to shoy Worth in loy places,,35. In asserting that good-
ness vas not extinguished by squalor and suffering, and might even
exist in a sinful breast, Dickens ministered to the belief in a per-
fection vhich ~ould be attained, not only in the depths of society,
but by all men. If the loyest creature vas eapabl.e of adhering to
the path of righteousness, the perfectibility of the human race was
not after all an illusion.

To Dickens's early critics the theme of "Worth in loy places"
vas an important element in his fiction. The Spectator, thinldng of
Nancy, said in 1838: "he has a hearty sympathy vith human! ty, hoy-
ever degraded by vice or disguised by circumstances, and a quick
perception to detect the existence of the good, hoyever overlaid"36.
The Dublin University Magazine, also revieving Oliver, commented more
guardedly that the novelist "occasionally elicits from the thick dark-
ness of the deepest human baseness and degradation faint sparklings
of a better spirit"37. In 1843, James Spedding, in the Edinburgh
Review, praised Dickens's "respect for the human soul, and the genuine
face and voice of nature, under vhatever disadvantages of person,
situation, or repute in the vorldn38, vhi1e, a month later, the
Westminster Reviev commended his "sympathy for ••• all that is good,

35 Loc. cit.
36 Spectator, 24 November 1838, xi, 1115.
37 Dublin University Haeazine, December 18)8, xii,
38 Edinburgh Rqview, January 1843, lxx:vi, 498.
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and true, and beautiful in the human heart, though buried in the

depths ofpcverty and covered in a guise too mean to be penetrated

by the eyes of superficial observers."39 In 1844, R.H. Horne dz-ev

attention, as many critics did, to the manner in 'whichDickens painted

scenes of low-life and vulgarity without ever degenerating into coarse-

ness, and continued:

Nor is the squalid place so bad as it was before he

entered it, for some "touch of nature" - of unadult-

erated pathos - of a crushed humanheart uttering a
sound from out the darkness and the slough, has left
its echo in the air,. and half purified it from its
malaria of depravity. 40

'ilie Examiner's review of The Chimes (1844) echoed this, finding that

Dickens threw "light and warmth on the coldest and squalidest placesn41,

and when The Battle of Life appeared in 1846 Forster commentedon the

author's "faculty of detecting the r~est loveliness of~fe in its
,

homeliest formsn42• Implicit in the praise of each of these critics

for Dickens's ability to trace beauty and virtue in places 'Wherethey

were least to be expected 'Wasa hopeful assertion of the po'Werof the

humansoul over adverse circumstance. The exhibition of goodness,

nunextinguished and unextinguishable", in the obscurity of poverty,

was more expllci tly connected by William Howitt in ·the People's

Journal of 1846 with the fact that "humanity is paramount to all

artificial [class] distinctions" and that "spite of the hardest

treatment of fortune, if we maintain our inward 'Worthwe never can

becomecontemptible.,,43 The primar,r aim of this reviewer was to

uphold the working classes against the aristocracy, the democratic

39 Westminster RevieY, February 1843, x:xrl.x, 146.
40 A Ney Spirit of the Age, 1, 13.
41 Examiner, 21 December1844,.$03.
42 Examinet, 26 December1846, 821.
43 People's Journal, 3 January 1846, r, 11.



novel of Dickens in which everyone was of equal importance against
, ,

the feudal novel of Scott, in which the hero was alw~s taken from
the upper classes44, but his remark upon the supremacy of uinward
worth" over external conditions could be applied to humanity as a
whole. ,The example of endurance set by the poor was one to 'be
fo11owed by all.

Dickens, it was felt by his admirers, had reiterated an age-old
truth which: could not be too,'Often repeated - that man was not the
puppet of circumstance, but could a1w~s affirm his Carlylean "god-
created" origin., Even the most degraded being, Nancy for instance,
was capable of moral choice, revealing that "soul of goodness in things
evil" which such men as Thomas Talfourd45, HoOd46, and "Christopher
North~ (Professor John Wilson) of Blackwood's47, ~inted out as a
leading characteristic of Dickens's work in the late 30's and 'early
40's. The divine spark was shown to be proof against all the assaults
which hostile' fortune could launch against it. The pure life of
Little Nell embodied the same lesson, standing for Hood as an emblem
of the uncorrupted soul arising triumphantly above the evils of a
decayed and fallen world: "How soothing the moral, that Gentleness,
Purity, and Truth, sometimes dormant but never dead, have survived,
and viII outlive, Fraud and Force, though backed by gold and encased
in steell,,48 And the girl's death 'Wasno less, in the mind of Horne,

44 Ibid., 10.
45 Letter to Dickens, 1837, quoted in Dickens's Letters (Pilgrim ed.),

i, 685.
46 Letter to Dickens, 1840, quoted Dickens. The Critical Heritage

(ed. Philip Collins, 1971), p. 95.
47 Addressing Dickens at the Edinburgh banquet of 1841, in a speech

quoted by the novelist himself in his reply, Speeches, p.9.
48 Athenaeum, 7 November 1840, 887.
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an occasion of hope. Pointing out the poetic r~thms of Dickens's
commentar,r on her funeral (nOf ever,r tear/That sorrowing mortals
shed on such green graves,/ Some good is born, some gentler nature
comesn), Horne remarked that these lines were "worthy of the best
passages in WordsW'ortb,and thus, meeting on the common ground of a
deeplr truthful sentiment, the two most unlike men in the literature
of the countr,r are brought into the closest approximation.,,49 His
feeling seamed to be that Dickens, having robbed death of its terrors
and turned it to good purpose by showing its softening effect on the
living, was united to Wordsworth, however "unlike" in other respects,
in his perception of good in evil. Other readers also saw resemblances
between the poet and the novelist. The presentation of the Peer,rbingle
household in The Cricket on the Hearth was described in Chambers's
Edinburgh Journal as "a picture of humble life, contemplated in its
poetic aspects, and at its more romantic crises", showing that Dickens,
while lacking "the pro fundi ty and stern power" of the great poet, was
"ambitious of becoming the Wordsworth of prose fiction.n50 And
Kingsley, through Alton Locke, linked together Dickens, Crabbe, Burns,
Wordsworth, Tennyson and Hood as "democratic" artists who, b.Y their
"revelation of the poetr,r which lies in common things", had destroyed

, ' 51the notion of literature as. the possession of an "exclusive" fev.
Finding the "soul of goodness in things evil". and the romance that
lurked in reality Dickens was, in aim at least if not in execution,
the heir of the great Romantic.

49 6OPe cit., p. 8.
50 Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, 17 January 1846, n.s.v., 44.
51 ,Alton Locke, Works, iii, 105. See above, p. g~.
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There vas, therefore, no danger of his committing the error of

the empiricists in attributing virtuous actions to diseased causes.

His intention vas to find good in evil, not evil in good. He \.TaS

tot~ devoid of c,ynicism, either of the Benthamite or the arista-

cratic Byronic type. His vein, said Richard Ford, was urich, racy,

sparkling, and goodnatured - never savage, sarcastic, malevolent, nor

misanthropic"52. He employed irony and sarcasm, Horne noted, but

these were "never of a morbid misanthropical kind" or "in the shape

of tranchant [sic] side hits and stabs at humannature" 53• The whole

purpose of The Chimes, according to the Economist, was to reprove a

social philosophy based on "mistrust of one another • • • mistrust of

ourselves, or of humannature and humanaffections"54.' Dickens \.TaS

thus associated 'W'iththe refutation of all views of life Yhich under-

estimated man. Forster too may have had this aspect of Dickens's work

in mind whenhe said in 1839: "We are never disguated . by misplaced

ridicule." However, Forster was eager to stress that the revelation

of the "soul of goodness" was never likely, in his friend's case, to

relax into toleration of all men regardless of moral distinctions :

"If there is good going on, there is a vivid and hearty style to bring

out all its beauty; and if there is evil, it runs no chance of being

mistaken for good."55 ThomasLister was equally confident of Dickens's

moral integrity: "He never endeavours to mislead our sympathies - to

pervert plain notions of right and wrong - to makevice interesting in

our eyes - and shake our confidence in those whose conduct is irreproach-

able, by dwelling on the hollowness of seeming virtue. "56 The boundary-

52 QuarterlY Review, June 1839, lxiv, 90.
53

54
Op. clt., p.45.
Economist, 18 January 1845, iii, 54.

Examiner, 27 October 1839, 677.55

56 Edinb-.lrr:hRevie"".,October 1833, h."Viii, 77 - 8.
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line betveen, on the one side, belief in the survival of goodness in
the midst of degradation, and, on the other, the rendering of vice in
a s,ympathetic light, vas a ver.y thin one vhich any artist vho Yished
to succeed in the Victorian era had to be carerul he did not cross.
Optimism must never take the form ot leniency tovards the Yrong-doer.

Vieved vith a friendly eye, such as that of Forster, Dickens
thus seemed, in all respects, to constitute a "cle~mirror. His art
was, first of all, realistic, in the sense that its subjects vere taken
trom a life that ~s known to, or at least suspected b,y, his readers.
Accounts of familiar scenes and persons gave a nev importance to the
ever,y~ vorld, atter the transcendentalism of the Romantics. It vas
this down-to-earth quality in Dickens's books Yhich was singled out
for attention b,y Forster in the late 1830's. "All of it is real life
and human nature"57, he declared after reading the Fleet scenes of
Pickwick. Two years later, on the completion of Nicklegy, he remarked
upon the anti-transcendentalism of the novel: "He seizes the eager
attenticnof his readers b.1 the strong poyer of reality. Our sympathies
are never left to vander off, into quarters vague or undefined, from
the flesh and blood to Yhich he allies them."58 Lacking the "undefined"
idealism of Romanticism, Dickens vas also tree from its egotism. His
sole wish was to remain true to nature and to reproduce faithfully the
characters and events vhich she offered. "We are never repelled",
wrote Forster in 1839, "b,y the abominations of egotism"59. And, in
1838, there vas admiration for his "singular command over the absolute

57 Examiner, 2 July 1837, 422.
58 6Examiner, 27 October 1839, 77.
59 Ibid.
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60realities of life" • B.r "absolute realities" Forster evidently
meant those qualities vhich existed in a person or thing independ-
ently of the mind and mood of ~ observer. The objective Dickens,
he vas claiming, never intruded his ovn consciousness betveen audience
and subject. Like most Victorian critics of both Dickens and Thackeray,
Forster made no attempt to set the novel against a background of recent
literature or philosophy - references to Fielding and Scottvere more
normal than to Bentham and Byron - but his standards vere plainly
those of early Victorianism, already so deeply absorbed by himself
and his contemporaries that they needed no further elaboration.
Transcendental vanderings and self-consciousness vere automatically
assumed to be faults, and no explanation vas required for their
condemnation.

In the 40's, for reasons which Yill be discussed in the following
sections of this chapter, it became necessary for Forster to emphasise
the more spiritual aspects of the "absolute realities" he had discerned
in the Dickens novels of the 30's. Of Martin Chuzzlevit (1843 - 44)

he wrote:

It seems to us that with no abd;emellt of the pover
which gives out sharp and bold impressions of
reall ty, we have more of the subtler requisi tea
which satisf,r imagination and reflection ••••
While ve witness the transactions of life
immediately in hand, lie are made conscious of
that higher and more permanent life which still

61hangs and hovers over all.

Later, in 1846, discussing The Battle of Life, he praised its "incessant

60 Examiner, 23 September 1838, 595.
61 Examiner, 26 October 1844, 675.
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springing upYard from ever.r-da~ realities into regions of imaginative
thought"62. The mirror of Dickens's art reflected not only present
llfe but that higher reality 'Which religion endowed 'With all the force
of objective fact. The bridge bet'Ween these t'Wolevels of truth, for
many of Dickens's readers, 'Was the aura of poetry 'With vhich he
surrounded human experience, and in particular his capaci ~, vhich he
shared 'With the "right Christian mind" of 'Which Ruskin vas to vri te
in Modern Painters63, to 1lllcovervirtue no matter hoy dark the den
'Which concealed her or hoy foul her outer covering. His penetration
into the "soul of goodness in things evil" and his search for the
romance of rea1it~ proved him to possess the "open loving heart" of
the Carlylean artist, and the Rusldnian "pure mirror that can shov

the seraph standing by th~ body ••• as signal to the heavenly land".
His realism.of subject-matter 'Was enlisted on the side of intuitive
religious optimism, vhich desired to see in the events of common life
glimpses of Paradise.

(ii)

Not all those 'Who drevattention to Dickens's loy-life scenes
did so in order to praise his Christian sympathy. Several of the
revievers of Sketches, for instance, took exception to the nature
of the contents. The critic of the Court Journal, in an apprecia-
tive notice, f01llldthe humour "real" but "~oarse", and added: "The
subjects of 'Boz' generally preclude refinement."64 The Atlas vas
more severe: "The difficult~ of truly describing cit~ life 'Without

62 Examiner, 26 December 1346, 321.
63 See above, p, ; 3.
64 Court Journal, 20 February 1336, 123.
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reflecting its vulgarities • • • ve admit; but this vri ter has a

gout for them vhich precludes him from the benefit of the argument

of necessity. n65 The l-fi.rror found that nthe incidents savour too
66strongly of lov London lifen ,and the Honthlr RevieW"spoke dis-

paragingly of "the undignified character of his subjectsn67• This

latter periodical vasscarcely less fastidious: about Pickwick, claim-

ing that it dealt specifically vith Cockney-landand contained nonly

that sort of sly satire vhich can be understood in the more vulgar

fields of that broad region of life and humour."68 Because of the

nature of his characters, Dickens vas often considered to be simply

an entertainer of the masses, the leading Cockney comedian of his day.

His vork vould afford little pleasure to the more discerning reader,

and could be easily dismissed.

More alarmingly, in Oliver Twist, he chose to focus his attention

on those membersof the lover classes, the criminals, in" vhon humanity

had been totally abnegated and bestiality had assumed entire sva:y.

The attitude tovards this novel of Lord Melbourne, as described b.1

QueenVictoria, vas not untypical:

nIt's all amongWorkhouses, and Coffin Makers, and

Pickpockets,n he said; "I don't like that lov

debasing style • • • I shouldn t t think it vould

tend to raise morals; I don't like that lov
debasing viev of mankind." Wedefended Oliver

very much, but in vain. "I don't ~ those
things; I vish to avoid them; I don't like them

in reality, and therefore I don't vish to see
them represented,n he continued; that ever,ything

65 Atlas, 21 February 1836, xi, 123.
66 16 April 1836,xxvii, 249.J.ftrror of Literature. Amusementand Instruction,
67 Monthly Reviev, J.1arch1836, n.s. r, 357.

68 Honth11 RevieY, Februazy 1837, 153.
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one read should be pure and elevating.69
The delineation of thieves and paupers constituted for Melbourne a
slur on human nature as a 'Whole. It should never be admitted by the
artist that there existed a darker side to life, or that man 'Was cap-
able of acts 'Which lo'Wered him to the level of the brutes. The purpose
of art 'Was to remind men of their higher nature. With this vie'W other
cri tics 'Were in agreement. nle Honthly RevieW', though it alloW'ed
Dickens "high and pure aims" and admitted that he had painted the
character of Nanc.y with delicacy, still felt that he "revelled while
painting loW' or degraded nature, among objects W'hich, unless merely
subservient to finer and higher elements equally W'ell draw and
finished, never can awaken our nobler sympathies"70. The Spectator
expressed a similar opinion, denying that it 'Would wish to banish
from fiction "all that is vulgar and loW''',but continuing:

At the same time, such materials should never be
made the staple of a long stor,y; because our
sympathies can only occasionally be excited for
the actors, and because, though the higher will
alW'ays yield moral instruction to the loW'er, the
loW'er will more rarely yield it to the higher •• 71

• •
Both of these revieW'ers felt that, in Oliver, Dickens had dW'e1t with
too great a fascination on the vulgar aspect of life to the exclusion
of its higher and more moral elements. Neither critic proceeded as
far as Melbourne, since they did not demand the absence from litera-
ture of debased personages, but they did believe, with Ruskin, that if
ugliness and deform! ty 'Were show they must be "subservient" to beauty.

B.r far the most violent attack on Oliver came from Richard Ford,
writing with scant regard for accuracy :

69 The Girlhood of Queen Victoria. a Selection from her Diaries. 1832 - 40.
(ed• .Viscount Esher, 1912), ii, 144.

70 Monthly RevieW'. Januar,y 1839, 40 - 1.
71 Spectator, 24 November 1838, xi, 1115.
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The lower we descend in the social scale • • •
the nearer we approach to the brute, devoid of
aqy thought beyond sensual necessities and

.gratifications, destruction, and reproduction
•••• It is perfectly' natural that Oliver
Twist, vhich is made up of delineating these
propensities, should be the joy of the ten-

72pounders • • • •
Ford, gazing into the depths of society, saw only animals. Recoiling
from the spectacle of bestiality with exaggerated horror - there was,
after all, no "reproduction" in Oliver - ha exhorted Dickens, in a
passage which amounted to a statement of preference for "silver-fork"
fi.ction, to shun such characters as Sikes, Fagin and Nancy, and to
seek out the "witty men and prett,y women ••• decent books and cooks"
with which London could so easily' furnish him.73 Throughout his review,
Ford questioned the wisdom of presenting the criminal classes in a
novel, and evinced particular anxiety about the effect of scenes of
degradation upon the young mind :

we grieve that the deform! ty of nakedness should
not only be exhibited to the rising generation, but
rendered agreeable by the undeniable drollery ••••
Our youth should not even suspect the possibility
of such hidden depths of guilt, for their tender
memories are wax to receive and marble to retain.
These infamies feed the innate evil principle, vhich
luxuriates in the supernatural and horrid, the
dread and delight of our childhood, vhich is never
shaken off, for no man entirely outlives the nursery.74

Elsewhere Ford referred to youth in terms of "the heart pure as a
pearl"75, but in the passage quoted here he vas certainly not charging

72 Quarterly Review, June lS39, lxiv, S6 - 7.
73 .Ibid., 101.
74 Ibid., 92.
75 Ibid., 97.
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Dickens vith the corruption of innocence, but rather vith assisting
in e process of infection vhich had alreaqy begun from vithin. The
young vez-e ntendern, but they vere also tainted vi th nthe innate evil
principle n of original sin. Ford vas not impressed with the goodness
of ,Oliver, on the grounds that nWorkhouse boys are not born vith

76 'original virtuen , and this doctrine he applied to the entire human
race. His excessive reaction to Dickens's novel sprang from a fear
of seeing reflected in fiction the darkness vhich he believed lay at'
the heart of mankind. His revulsion from the beasthood of men
revealed a fundamental lack of faith in their potential godhood, and
indicated the Puritan gloom yhich underl~ Victorian optimism.

It 'liasnever supposed b.1 critics, hoyever, even b,y Ford, that
the portr~al of criminals in fiction voul.d lead to an increase in
real life crime. Their fear vas that the adventures of Sikes, Fagin
and the Dodger voul.d encourage, if not admiration for vice, at least,
as Ford suggested, a morbid interest in it. 'Ibepublic, lamented
Thomas Cleghorn of the North British Review in 1845, "learn to demand
an insight into the haunts of crime, and to desire a familiarity vith
the habits and adventures of the profligate and brutal."77 Oliver,
appearing in the same decade as the nNevgaten novels of BulYer and
AinsYorth, was inevitably identified with an unhealthy appetite among
the popular readership for sensational literature. The Athenaeum, in
a review of Ainsvorth's Jack Sheppard in 1839, allowed Dickens a moral
aim, vhich distinguished him from his felloy-novelist, but the critic
suspected that this vas "precisely the excellence vhich • • • the
readers of Boz most frequently overlook". It was not their philosop~

76 Ibid., 96.
77 North British Review, May 1845, iii, 69.
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which sold his books so much as "the strong flavour of the medlwn"
by which he rendered his more serious purpose palatable to the multi-
tude. His popularity was in all likelihood due to the current
"incapacity for sympathizing with the elevated and the ennobling,,78.
Thus, although he was cleared from the charge of deliberately cater-
ing for the lowest tastes, the effect of this article was even so to
reduce his work to the level of Ainsworth's, since it was indistinguish-
able in effect if not in intention. The Metropolitan Naeazine, which
enthusiastic~ defended him from association with the "Newgate"
writers, likewise ended b.1 treating him almost as a member of that
group. He had been the initiator, albeit unconsciously, of the new
movement, for his interest in the life of the masses had given rise
to"the felon' school" of novelists. The tendency of his own fiction
had been "virtuous, and sometimes ennobling", but his followers had
depraved "the million, vho feed so greedily upon the coarse stimulants
that produce morbid excitement.,,79 This admission - which in any case
vas not chronologically accurate - that Dickens had been the innocent
cause of the literary disease of the .30's was scarcely the most effect-
ive way to dissociate him from the cruelities of Ainsllorth.

Throughout the 40' s he continued to be taken to task for his
predilection for low and vicious subjects, llhich sholled him to be a
wri ter incapable of dealing with the loftier elements of human exper-
ience. W.E. Aytoun, in Blackwood's of 1846, drew attention to the
coarseness of Dickens's tastes, in his advice to "T. Smith, Esq.", an
imaginar,y young novelist who possessed all the worst faults of "Boz".

78 Athenaeum, 26 October 1839, 803 - 4.
79 Metropolitan V~gaz1ne, August 1840, xxviii, 102.
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The aspiring serialist,was counselled to avoid material 'Which, though
real, could only discomfort and perhaps degrade the reader: "The
fetid den of the Jew, the stinking cellar of the thief, the squalid
attic of the prostitute, are not haunts for honest men, and the less
that we know of them the better • • • • Nature is not always to be

80pUnt.ed as she really is. n Later in his essay A3rtoun ironically
congratulated "Smith" on the accurate idea of life in England which
a foreigner would derive from his works: "You \dll convince him that
a great part of our existence is spent about the doors of theatres,
in tap-rooms, pot-houses, and other haunts, which I need not stay to .

. 81particularize." In the year preceding this article, Theodore l-fartin,
Aytoun's collaborator in Bon Gau1tie~ Ballads (1844) and later his'
biographer, had expressed similar opinions of Dickens's limited range,
through thellOuth of his character, "Young Scotland": "He is great
in the pot-house and theatre; quite a Smollett in the gin-shop; clear,
minute, and forcible in his delineations of Saint Giles •••• In

82his ideas he is essentially plebe:hn." This liking for unsavoury
localities vas also criticised b.1 the Oxford and Cambridge Review in
1846, which held Dickens large~ responsible for misleading public
taste, and warned him that imagination could not flourish in "stable
yards and coach-houses" or in thieves' kitchens.83 ~e blame for
prGvailing literary standards 'Was also placed on him by the Times,
which mounted a series of attacks on his minor 'Works, the Christmas
books and Pictures from Italy (1846), between 1845 and 1848. The

80 "Advice to an Intending Serialist", Blackwood's Har,azine, November
1846, lx, 594 - 5.

81 I12!.£., 605.
82 "Nights in the Hartello", Talt's Edinburgh Hagazine, April 1845, xii,

239.
83 . Oxford and Cambrid~e Review, January 1846, ii, 47.
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present tendency "to write downwardsrather than upwards" sprang,

the paper's critic argued, from Dickens's unrivalled and undeniably

impressive facility in "delineating the characters and imitating the

language of the humbler section of humble life". The unhealthy state

of popular llterature was in great measure due to his "vicious though

brilliant example, revarded \dth extreme success, and sustadned by

morbid appetite. "84 This vas much the judgement also of a writer in

the North British RevieW'of 1847, probably Coventry Patmore85, who

felt that Dickens yould be seen by posterit,r as "the leader of a

great llterary revolution" but that he had directed fiction "downyards,

despite the m~ beauties of this lover region"86. Patmore shared the

feeling of Aytoun and Hartin that an author vhose personages yere

almost entirely denizens of St. Giles and Saffron Hill could not

possibly be considered as a serious artist concerned \lith providing.

a complete account of man's soul.

During the 40's there was also some distaste amongcritics for

the Dickensian grotesques, in yhomthe image of divine human!ty vas

as distorted as in Bill Sikes. ThomasCleghorn, in the North British

Review of 1845, called Quilp "a grotesque monster, an impossible

incarnation of fiendish attributes", Yhile Sairey Gamphe found

"offensive and intolerable"87. In 1847, the Westminster Review

reserved differing responses for differing aspects of Dickens's York,

praising the death of Nell as "a tragedy of the true sort, that vhi ch

84 Times, 27 December1845, 6.
85 The author mayhave been David Masson; see Appendix.

86 "Popular Serial Literature", North British RevieY, May1847, vii, 114.
87 North British Review, May1845, iii, 70, 73.
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88softens, and yet strengthens and elevates" , but also declaring:
"There are no such monsters in God's creation as Quilp, the dwarf,
and Dennis, the hangman; powerful, but repulsive sketches, of which
we would fain banish the remembrance." The optimistic creed to which
Dickens himself claimed to subscribe was here turned against him,for
the critic, recoiling from Qui1p and Dennis, concluded: "Nothing that
br.eathes is wholly vile,,89. Earlier, in 1843, the same periodical's
notice of Martin Chuzzlev.i.t displayed a similar conviction that
Dickens's delineation of character was a libel upon human natUre.
The novel introduced the reader "to a world of knaves and fools,
desti tute of any one quail ty that could command respect." The reviewer
looked back nostalgically to the author's earlier productions:

we contemplate human nature in 'Hartin Chuzzle\lit'
only under an aspect which inspires loathing, and

we can scarcely believe that we are reading the
work of a writer once remarkable for a keen per-
ception of the poetry of humble life; one who had
shown us God's image reflected back from the haunts
r t· 90o pover y • • • •

The quest for "i-Torthin low places" had, for this cri tic, been
abandoned for the selfishness, violence and grotesquerie of young
Hartin, Jonas Chuzzlew1.t and HI'S. Gamp. The personages with whom
Dickens now occupied himself could offer no comfortable interpretation
of human! ty. Quilp and Dennis, and the characters of Chuzzlewi t, Uke
the low-Ufe figures in Oliver, represented all that vas most debased
in man. Though often reaayto accept Dickens when he wrote of Little

88 "The Province of Tragedy - Bulwer and Dickens", Westminster Rpvi~,
April 1847, xlvii, 6.

89 Ibid., 5.
90 "New Novels", Westminster Review, December 1843, xl, 457 -.8.
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Nell, some critics felt unable to face the darker side of his art,

vhich raised too many doubts about the dignity of the species.

Francis Jeffrey, formerly the opponent of Wordsvorth but by

1847 the self-styled "Critic Laureate"9l of the novelist vho had

some claims to be Wordsvorth's successor, had no hesitation in decid-

1ng to vhich of the tvo voices of Dickens he wished to listen. He

had vept copiously over Nell, and in 1843 vas so charmed by !
Christmas Carol that he \lrote to the author :

The 'Wholescene of the Cratchetts (siC) is like
the dream of a beneficent angel in spite of its
broad reall ty, and little Tiny Tim • • • almost

as sveet and as touching as Nelly • • • •
Andis not this better than • • • lavishing

your great gifts of fanr::yand observation on

Pecksniffs, Dodgers, Bailleys [sic] , and Mo~ds.
Nor is this a mere crotchet of mine, for nine-
tenths of'Your readers, I am convinced, are of
the sameopinion; and accordingly, I prophecy
that you will sell three times as m~ of this
moral and pathetic Carol as of your grotesque. 92
and fantastical Chuzzlevits.

Jeffrey sav in Dickens's vcrk, on the one hand, love for the higher

and more tender features of life, and, on the other, caricature and

grotesque fantasy issuing in a lov estimate of mankind. Having pur-

ported to shov the "angel" in man, he insisted, after all, on intro-

ducing into his fiction the uncouthness and deform!ty of the ape. His

exploration of the social depths revealed the light vllich glimmered at

the bottom of the abyss but it also uncovered levels of darlmess 'Which

vere, in the opinion of Jeffrey and Melbourne, best left unplumbed, or

at least, as others argued, should be set firmly in perspective ;

91 Lord Cockburn, tife of Lord'Jeffrey (Edinburgh, 1852), ii, 425.
92 .~., 380 -1.
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against the heights to yhich the human spirit Yas capable of rising.
Depending upon yhich part of his York yas emphasised he could appear
as both optimist and pessimist, though he could be praised only in
the former rSle.

(iii)

To those critics yho believed that art should paint man in his
higher moods, Dickens, with his liking for loy-life, failed to pro-
ceed be,yond the foothills of Mount Parnassus. He possessed, said
Theodore :Hartin's nyoung Scotland", "no high or exalted imaginatlonn93•
The Athenae1.unthought him equally restricted: nif he vere once lifted
from the earth he voukd lose much of his strength - he is not for the
'cloud-capp1d toY9rS and gorgeous palaces', for he could not be eas,y
in them or n~ar them.n94 For these readers the solid down-to-earth
reali ty praised by Forster vas not sufficient. One disadvantage of
Dutch painting yas its inability to rise from the realm of the purely
physical into that of spiritual truth.

From the very beginning of his career, Dickens had been regarded
as an author yho shoved a talent for observation and reproduction of
surface phenomena but vhose genius yas not that of a poet. He
mirrored the yorld yhich passed before him, but his vision only en-
compassed material objects and could not enter the reality Yhich lay
be,yond appearances. Even those yho admired him tended to stress his
mimetic rather than imaginative abilities. Thus R.H. Horne spoke
of his "copying ••• down95 yhat he sav, while the Dublin University
Maeazine in 1838, thought that he made "a faithful transcript" of

93 Tait's Edinburgh l-hr,azine.April 1845, xii, 239.
94 AtheriaeumI 3 December 1836 J 843.
95 Op. Cit. 52.
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"his own close and accurate observations of natur-e, "96 His future

father-in-lav, George Hogarth, praised Sketches in the Hornin;::Chronicle

as the york or an "acute observer"97, the ~ thought their principal

merit to be "their matter-of-factness, and the strict, literal v~

in vhich they adhere to nature"98, and the Horning Post vas impressed

b.1 the nev vriter's "graphic descriptions"99. PickW'ickalso earned

favourable reports of its "literal" truth to life. Chambers's

Edinburgh Journal commendedDickens for his "close perc~ption, not

only of character, but of every minute circumstance and local
100peculiarity" ,and J.raryRussell Mitford vrote of the book's

101"graphic" quality. To each of these readers of Dickens's first

publications their most astonishing feature vas their fidelity to

actual life. But the use of such W'ordsas "matter-of-factness",

"li tera! If and "graphic", and the insistence on the povez- of Dickens's

e,yes rather than on the force of his creative genius, madehim seem

little more than a camera, and lent substance to the vieW'that he

lacked imaginative insight into the humansoul.

Home, vhile himself offering some support to this approach,

vas also anxious to shoW'that Dickens's art possessed universal im-

plica tions. He vas certainly not a visionary: "Ills un1versal! ty

does not extend beyond the verge of the actual and concrete. The ideal

102and the olementary are not his region." The "elementary" characteristiC3

96 Dublin University Magazine. December1838, xU, 700.

97 Homing Chronicle. 11 February 1836.

98 §yn, 15 February 1836.

99 Morninr!Post, 12 l-1a.rch1836, 6.
100 Chambers's Belinbttrgh Joumal, 29 April 1837, vi, 109.
101 ~, iii, 78.
102 Op, .d t., pp. 48 - 9.
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of man, those yhich yere common to all ages and all countries and
yere not simply the products of a particular state of society, lay
outside his range, for he alyays commenced, said Horne, "by' shoving
hov the nature of the individual has been developed externally by

his lIhole life in ~,thelIorld."103 It vas thus man in relation to his
circumstances, rather than man in relation to .infinity, in \lhom
Dickens \las interested. He nonetheless treated of universal human
nature, even if only loTi thin the bounds of society. He shared vith
Hogarth a tragic pOller "not at all in the ideal \lorld, nor yet to be
regarded as mere harsh, unredeemed matter-of-fact reality - but of
the profoundest order." Neither the artist nor the novelist had por-
trayed tragic character "in the higher or more essential sense of
the term": "In their \lorks no one dies for a noble purpose, nor
for an abstract passion." Instead: "Their trageqy- is the constant
trageqy of private life - especially with the poorer classes.nl04

Betyeen the lofty- greatness of heroic drama, lIhere the characters
moved in complete freedom from the conditions of the yorkaday vorld,
and the "harsh, unredeemed matter-of-fact reality" of absolute truth
to common life, there existed, Horne supposed, a viable sphere in
vhf.eh true art could operate. Residing in the actual, Dickens vas

yet capable of turning his observations. of the material lIorld to a
higher purpose than that of simple mimicry. lfuile the "ideal"
artist portrayed humanity in its nobler flights, the novelist sought
out the incidents of ordinary life in lIhich some hint of the "ideal"
lay dormant. Clearly, for Horne, the romance of reality occupied a
loyer rank than romance itself. Though defending Dickens, he believed
that the novel of social realism allo\led a more limited expression of

103 Ibid. J p. 25.
104 ~.J pp. 8 - 9.
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human potential than poetr,y and drama. This was a proposition that
was later to be developed in Dickens's favour by David Masson.

Unlike Horne, the satirical magazine, Hephystopheles, in a
notice of The Cricket on the Hearth in 1846, denied that Dickens had
~ ta1ent~ other than those of a photographer. His subjects were
fi~ rooted in the world of physical objects:

You can limn capitally from small life, still or
locomotive, but you are the vorst of pencillers
tor a feat ot imagination. I will back you to
any amount against the whole banditti of our
literaires, penny-a-liners included, for a
microscopic description of a fractured arm -
chair or cracked teapot; but for an attempt
which would ask you to go one inch beyond the
nose of an actual palpable thing, I wouldn't
peril a single fourpenny. Poetr,y - creative
fiction - is not in your nature ••• to have
instinctive perceptions of the possibilities of
that infinite, human character, is the province
• • • of the interpreter of the hidden life of
nature, not of the surface nature of life. 105

The critic of John Bull, in 1848, Yrote in similar vein. After reading
The Haunted Man (1848), he invented a. fiction of his ow in which the
genius of criticism appeared to an anonymous but "inimitable" author,
to inform him that he stood "condemned in the high court of 11terary
justice." His men and women lacked soul, each of tha~ being nothing
more than a"wickervork of recollections, a string of transient sensa-
tions, skilfully twisted and spun out". Since he had "acknovledged
nothing beyond the present", his name would "perish with the present",
or would be known to posterity o~ as that of "one of the spoilers of

105 .Mephystopheles, 24 January 1846, s, 81.
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this miserable age, who threw his small share of poison into the
deadly cup of its materialistic existence." Not having seenfurther

106than the grave, he would not be remembered beyond the grave • ~
~ and Mephystopheles were thus agreed on the "materialistic" nature
of Dickens's fiction. His skill at Dutch painting, at the imitation
of chairs and teapots, imprisoned him in the petty and often sordid
circumstances of daily life. At the same time, Qy subscribing to the
empiricist doctrine that the character was composed only of "sensations"'
and denying that there was a life after death of which man had in-
stinctive knowledge, he reduced the human race to the level::of brutes.
His assumptions were, however, false, for man was "infinite", both
in his capacity to rise above his environment and animal impulses into
a purer region of the spirit and in his power of surviving death.

Thomas Cleghorn, of the North British Review, vas another who
took exception to the prominence which Dickens's methods gave to the
purely physical. He felt that the Dutch minuteness for which the
novelist had originally won fame, so far from revealing the poetry
of commonplace experience, degraded man b,y rendering him subservient
to inanimate objects. The effect of his pictures vas that of a
"photographic landscape" in which :

the imi tating agent takes exactly the same pains
with the dunghill and the gutter, as Yith the
palace and the forest-tree; and it is as busy
with the latchet of the shoe, and the pat~ern of
the waistcoat, as with the noble features of the
human face •••• Neglecting the effective out-
line, the charm of harmonious grouping, and of
contrasted light and shade, he crowds his canvass
[sic] with figures, and notes the very hat, and

106 John Bull, 30 December 1848, 839.
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neckcloth, and coat buttons of each; duelling upon his city
scenes, yhether connected or not Yith the business in hand,
till he has enumerated the tables and chairs, and even
counted the panes of glass. There is no judicious pers-

.pective, and withdrawing from viey of disagreeable
particulars.l07

Partly, Cleghorn's attack yas directed touards the materialism and
the low-life qualities of Dickens's fiction, in which "disagreeable"
features pl~ed so large a part, but he had become dimly conscious
too of that atomistic vision which recent criticism has seized upon
as a leading feature of the nOYels. If every inanimate object were
to be granted individuality, then all order disappeared from the uni.-

verse. HJJl no longer stood at the centre of a divine scheme but in-
stead had a value no greater than that of a table or a pane of glass.
1he relationship between humanity and its surrounding circumstances
had been totally falsified. Other critics perceived that there Yas
a further aspect to this distortion, which Cleghorn did not consider.
Not only was the·inanimate world unusual~ to the fore in Dickens's
work, it had actually assumed animation. R.H. Horne discerned proof
of Dickens's fertile genius in his endowing "inanimate obJects.
with consciousness and purpose"108, but Parker's London ~mr,azi~~
lamented the constant dl.scovery of" 'tongues in trees', ~r any other

109 .inanimate things" ,and Aytoun, bestowing ironical congratulations

• •

on his imaginary "3m! th", vas highly scornful of the animistic technique:
What I admire most ••.• is your fine feeling of
humani ty - the instinct • • • and dumb life yhich you
manage to extract from inanimate objects as

107 North British Review, May 1845, iii, 78.
108 A New Spirit of the Age, 1, 22.
109 Parker's London Magazine. February 1845, 1, 124.
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veIl as from articulate~-speaking men. Your
very furniture has a kind of automatonic life;
you can make an old chest of dravers wink:

vaggis~ from the corner, and a boot-jack
in your hands becomes a fellov of infinite
fancy. This is all very pleasant and delightful;
though I think, upon the vhole, you give us a
little too much of it, for I cannot fancy myself
quite comfortable in a room vith every article of
the furn! ture maintaining a sort of espionage upon
my doings.110

Though this criticism vas humorously phrased, it contained at the end
a hint of something more sinister; Aytoun, if only in jest, vas partly
avare of the interaction betveen men and things in the Dickens vorld,
and of the disquieting implications of this, but he did not proceed
beyond a condemnation of animism on grounds of mere comic vulgarity.

(iv)

In spite of the distaste for pictures of vulgar objects vhich
united Cleghorn and Aytoun, the latter critic vas clearly not corn-
plaining simply that Dickens limited himself to material reality.
His objection in the passage quoted above vas rathe~that the novel-
ist had \dfull.y distorted reality by imposing upon it his own fantas-
ies. As Horne fleetingly recognised, fiction in Dickens's hands could
no longer be regarded as a reflection of generally accepted objective
truths. It had become the expression of a subjective vision :

To his perceptions, old deserted broken-vindoved
houses grov crazed with "staring each other out of

110 Blackwood's, November lS46, lx, 600.
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. counbenance'", and crook-backed chimney-pots in
cowls turn slowly round with witch-like mutter
and sad whispering moan, to cast a hollow spell .

IIIupon the scene.
Dickens had shown life as it appeared 'to his perceptions' and to no
other personsls, and his work was therefore expressive rather than
miLletic. Thoueh dealing Yi.th features of the world around him, he,
interpreted them in a highly idiosyncratic fashion, and this, so far
from being accepted b,y critics as proof of the imagination which they

I

so often denied him, was, taken by some reviewers, less admiring -than

Horne, to indicate that; even in the restricted area from which he
had chosen to draw his material, he was an inferior artist. He was
not content to mirror reality but must always present it in his own
peculiar manner. His animism, like the pathetic fallacy of the
Romantic poets, constituted an intrusion of the subjective conscious- .
ness between reader and object. YEtthis fact was obscured in hostile
notices of his novelso Instead of attacking him as a writer who
insisted on substituting a personal world-view for the objective
facts of the universe, his opponents chose instead to consider him
in the less important role of a mannerist. This was perhaps an in-
evitable consequence of his reputation as a Dutch painter, for the ..,
artists of that school, as Ruskin pointed out in 1843, besides being'
interested only in the imitation of familiar things, were guilty of
self-consciously asserting their own mimetic skills at the expense
of their SUbject-matter. It was of a similar crime that Dickens was
convicted in the 40's. His minute description of commonplace features,

Iwhich had once seemed refreshingly perceptive, had, it was alleged,

111 OPt cit., p.22.
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degenerated into a frantic search for new points of strangeness in
the details of everyda:y life, merely for the sake of maintaining the
anthor's reputation for unparallelled observation. Ruskin himself,
as early as 1841, was probably the first to note that Dickens's
original talent had deteriorated into self-indulgent repetition:
"he ought to keep quiet for a long time, and raise his mind as far
as in him lies, to a far higher standard, giving up that turn for
the picturesque vhich leads him into perpetual mannerismn1l2• It
was in the limited sense of self-display, not the lrliderone of sub-
jectivism, that Dickens was considered a novelist whose art vas too
much affected b.r personality.

Several writers in the 40's commented on the self-consciousness
of his attempts to extract meaning from the everyday. His power of
placing the commonplace in a new light had betrayed him, said Samuel
t-larrenin Blac:hTood's of 1842, into "straining after. and forcing out,
these hidden qualities and effects, instead of ••• alloYing them
to exude before the eye of a minute and penetrating observation.n1l3
Thomas Cleghorn, in 1845, made a similar point. Dickens, he said, had
been famed once "for giving life to inanimate scenes, and catching
the little characteristic traits of conduct and character; but he now
carries minute description to an excess that sometimes, indeed,
degenerates into mere extravagance"l14. This verdict was echoed b.r
the Economist in the following year: "Mr. Dickens, and Yi th him all

the writers of his school, appear to expect increased popularity,
from car17ing the minute detail of trifling matters, which at first

112
11.3
114

Letter to W.H. Harrison, Works, xxxvi, 26.
Blackwood's, December 1842, lii, 785.
North British Review. May 1845, iii, 77.
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startled and pleased from its novelty, and vhich will continue to
please, if kept within bounds, into positive exaggeration."1l5
Inevitably, the Times, Dickens's arch-enemy in the second half of
the 40's, added its disapproval. His best passages, its critic admitted
in 1848, vere "those in vhich some visible object is set forth with all

its minutiae", but this microscopic skill had become a vearisome vice.116

For each of these critics, Dickens's interest in detail had become a
mannerism. Conttnually on the lookout for small points to vhich he

, ..
might give undeserved prominence, he had lost sight of the external
realities vhich he had begun b.r illuminating. Spurred on b.1 the desire
to reap the benefits of success, he had fallen into the trap of repeat-
ing over and over, to the point of excess, the type of observation

,
vhich had brought him fame and fortune. This belief enabled revievers
to discount the grotesque nature of his vision, by making it appear
that his very individual treatment of inanimate objects vas not the
expression of a genuinely personal vorld-viev but merely a clever
trick designed to keep the favour of the public.

In another area, that of style, the same critical failure, o~
perhaps even unwillingness, to grasp the full implications of his
art prevailed. The strongly-marked diction in vhich he embodied
his animistic, atomistic interpretation of life vas treated as a further
trick intended to impress the reader with the'author's ingenuity. i~en
Aytoun told "3mi th", "You have ••• undertaken to frame a nev code of

. 117grammar and of construction for yourself" ,he vas accusing Dickens

115 Economist, 12 December 1846, iv, 1622.
116 Times, 21 December 1848, 8.
117 Blackwood's, November 1846, lx, 605.'
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not of creating a style under the pressure of his own imaginative
needs, but of distorting language, as he had done reall ty, for pur-
poses of self-display. Ostentation ~as the great fault of Dickens
as a stylist, in the eyes of many of his contemporaries. Even
Forster ~ote in 1839, of the reflective rather than the descriptive
passages in the novels: "Hr. Dickens occasionally overlays his
thoughts Yith needless epithets, and is over profuse in his use of

118adjectives." The Athenaeum found the humour of Nickleby "minute
and 'Word,y,,1l9,'While the }fetropolitan Haeazine noticed in The Old
Curiosity Shop a tendency "'Which 'Wefind is increasing upon him, to-

120~ards the bombastic." By the mid-1840's, the exaggeration of his
style ~as a po'Werful 'Weapon in the armoury of his detractors. Cleghorn
believed that the earlier novels had shown "purity and unassuming
excellence", but that, b.r 1845, these qualities had given ~ay to
"impurities of expression" of the type favoured in Chuzz1ewit:
"impracticable nightcaps,' impossible tables and exploded chests of

. 121dra'Wers, ~ closets, inscrutable harpsichords" • Parker's London
}~~azine, in the same year, dre~ a similar line bet'Ween an early style
~hich perfectly mirrored its content and a later style indulged in for
its ovn sake. The style of the early "Boz" had contained "no. straining
after effect - none of the ornaments are fastened on, and fit ba~,
they arise, if at all, out of the essential structure", ~hereas the
later manner, that of Dickens rather than "Boz", ~as, b.1 contrast,
"laboured and artificial", betraying the influence of Carlyle's

118 Examiner, 27 October 1839, 678.
119 At.henaeum, 31 Narch 1838, 227.
120 Metropolitan Hagazine. December 1840, :xxl.x,Ill.
121 North British Review, Nay 1845, iii, 76.



German tone and the quaintness, of Tennyson. This second style, said
Parker's critic, possessed the "lifeless" beauty of a statue122, a
comparison Yhich hardly seemed to accord with any writing resembling
Carlyle's. Since Dickens vas taken to task, earlier in the same
article, for lndulging,.after Oliver, in an increasing "mixture of the
artificial with the natural"12J, the statue image must have been in-
tended to convey the idea that a spontaneous gift for fresh and original

,observation had hardened into the marble rigidity of contrived mannerism.
Dickens, Mephystopheles'pointed out in 1846, was "the priest of art"
rather than "the minister of naturenl24• Just as his search for the
romance of reality ,had become, as Samuel Warren remarked, a self-
conscious "straining after hidden'qualities", so his desire ,for
novelty of expression produced a "straining after effect", away from
life towards an exhibition of linguistic skills.

In the minor works of the 40's, the Christmas books and Pictures
from Italy, he was particularly vulnerable to such attacks. In Pictures,
said the Times, he amply availed himself "of his license to employ, at
any cost or risk, the most exaggerated similes and far-fetched meta-
phors." His style resa~bled "a madman let loose". Especiallyobject-
ionable was his habit of falling into "the literary ventriloquial"
manner, which aimed at "producing in words to the eye precisely the
same effects as ventriloquism achieves in sounds to the ear,,125. The
Times critic was thinking here of the cracking of the coachman's whip
described in Pictures ("Going through Francen> and of the chirping of

'.the cricket and the whistling of the kettle evoked in The Cricket on

122
123
124 r,rephystopheles, 24,January- 1846, it 81.
125 Times, 1 June 1846, 7.

Parker I S London 101aeazine,February 1845, i, 124.
Ibid., '122.



the Hearth. The latter book with its embarrassingly whimsical
narrator provided an easy target. The Union Hagazine, in l846,after
quoting from the story, commented: "Mr. Dickens's style is thoroughly

126decomposed into twaddle." Less offensively, the Economist, having
expressed a wish that the book had opened more simply, remarked:
"The ornate style, too, of Mr. Dickens might, ye think, have some-
times assumed Miss Austin's (SiC1plainness of writing vith advantage. "127
And HacFhail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal was irritated by' the
plentiful and exhibitionist similes:

The reader has perhaps met with a wearisome com-
panion, whose every expression was manifestly
intended to convey a bright idea. This is Mr. Dickens'
wit. A horse stamping with his foot is, in loU-.Dickens'
style, represented as "t~ing up the road with his
impatient autographs" • • • • Of TaCkleton Ye are
informed that his selfishness "peered out of one
little corner of one little eye like the concentra-
ted essence of ~ number of ravens." All this is

128truly wretched • • • •
More clear~ here than elsewhere, the objection was to the intrusive-
ness of Dickens's narrative voice. His only concern, this critic
decided, \TaS to impress his listeners with the cleverness of his
images. Manner had triumphed complete~ over matter.

Yet though all the critics quoted here on Dickens's stylistic
deficiencies would have agreed with Coventry Patmore, who wrote in
1847 that "Piquancy and quaintness have too much subsided into fixed
mannerism"129, and with Macphail's critic who discovered in 1849

126 Union Magazine, February 1846, r, 235.
127 Economist, 3 Janu.a.ry1846, iv, 9.
128 Macphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal, February 1846, i, 75.
129 North British Review, May 1847, vii, 114.
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that The Haunted Man abounded "vith the Author's vorst'mannerisms"130,
some of them vere probably as muoh influenoed, in their reaotions to
Dickens's use of language, by distaste for his matter as by dislike
of his manner. Clearly Cleghorn's objeotion to such coinages as
"~ olosets" and "inscrutable harpsiohords" vas in part a aondemna-
tion of the animistic method mocked by Aytoun, and the same vas per-
haps true of the Times's attack on "the literarY ventriloquial" style.
The distortions of language were inseparable from those of external
reall ty, and the stylistic madness disoerned by the Times was a fitting
expression of the turbulence of the Dickens world, in which, said
John Eagles of Blackwood's, "every character is in extreme ••••
every thing exaggerated."13l The darker aspects of the novelist's
vision, its restlessness and grotesquerie, were reflected in his
departure from what Ta1t's Edinburgh Magazine called "pure and classi-
cal writing". His. style confirmed that he was not the "pure" mirror
in which the age might see its spiritual reflection, but rather the
cracked glass vhich gave back only false images. When he was con-
victed of mannerism, it vas not simply because he had intruded himself
between audience and object, but because his minute Dutch descriptions
and strongly-marked style contributed to the debasement of man vhich
had been begun b,y his depictions of low-life.

!Yo quite different views of Dickens emerged from the criticism
of his work in the 30's and 40's. However, the standards whioh hostile
reviewers brought to bear on his books vere substantially those of his

130 Macphail's, January 1849, vi, 431.
131 "A Few Words about Novels - a Dialogue", Blackwood's, October 1848,

lxiv, 468.
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supporters also. The tyO parties differed only in the extent to
Yhich they believed that Dickens conformed to mut~ accepted
criteria.

To his admirers, his writings chimed in exactly with certain
aspects of the early Victorian mood. He had offered them pf ctures
of ordinar,r and familiar persons yho trod the cobblestones of London,
and so had ansYered the need for a literature more realistic and
less transcendental than that of Byron and Bulyer. At the same time
he had satisfied the emotional demands of the age by his fal th in
the unquenchable human spirit rising superior to circumstances and
by his talent for tracing the soul of goodness in things evil and
paradise in the commonplace. In the double rSle of realist and
seeker-out of virtue, he could be loved as the artist yho provided
the clear mirror of objective truth. To critics Yho looked into his
glass from a different angle, on the other hand, it shoyed only dis-
torted images of reality. The loy-life and criminal characters Yho
played so large a part in"his stories seemed morbid and unflattering
portraits of man's Lover nature, Yhile his grotesque comic and semi-
comic figures Yere monstrous disfigurements of the human race. This
tendency toyards grotesquerie vas apparent also in his vision of an
atomistic yorld in Yhich even the distinction betyeen men and objects
yas in danger of being lost. That minute Dutch painting Yhich had
once pleased by its novelty came to be regarded, since'its effect yas
to make the soul no more infinite than a teapot, as a denial of man's
spiri tuali ty, and vas condemned, together lo1ith the style that vas
employed in it, as self-consciously mannered. Thus, to his detractors,
Dickens Yas identified with cynicism, empiricism and, to some extent,
egoism.

Betyeen these tyO diametrically opposed attitudes to his york



there vas a complete separation. No one ventured to suggest, for
instance, that he vas a novelist in vhom optimism and pessimism yere
in conflict. Instead, the tyO sides of his outlook yere discussed in
isolation. Those who disliked him emphasised the darker aspects of
his vritings and minimised the brighter, vhile admirers._ dYelt upon
the latter and ignored the former. Even readers yho,' like Lord
Jeffrey, recognised that Dickens spoke with tyO voices, refused to

allOY that both vere valid or that they had any organic connection
with one another. Since all critics (supporters and opponents of
Dickens alike) yere dogmatically guided b.1 similar moral standards -
feY, if any, of 'them vould have claimed that the artist had any

right to be either gloomy or subjective in his approach to life --
they could not perhaps, for their own peace of mind, acknoYledge
the possibility of uncertainty or ambivalence, even in the minds of
others. A man must be either basically for or against the creeds
vhich they espoused. Thus, the existence, pointed out b.Y Sterling
in 1839, of the half-man, divided betveen belief and scepticism yas
ignored b.Y the early Dickens revieyers. The clash of faith and doubt,
evident in Jeffrey's distinction between the nbeneficent angeln of
the Carol and the "grotesquen apes of ChuzzleYit, remained external,
and vas never regarded as possessing any relevance to the inner
consciousness of the reader or critic.



CHAPTER THREE
DICKENS AND VANITY FAIR, 1848

Jane Carlyle, in a celebrated comment of 1847, made it clear,
even before the serial publication of Vanity Fair was completed,
that a new contender for fictional honours had appeared upon the
literary scene. "I brought away the last four numbers of 'Vanity
Fair'," she wrote to her husband, "and read one of them in bed,
during the night. Very good, beats Dickens out of the world."l
A lesser figure, Abraham Hayward, echoed this opinion a month later,
in a letter to Thackeray himself: "you have completely beaten Dickens
out of the inner circle a1rea~."2 And seventeen years later, shortly
after Thackeray's death, Henry Kingsley also recorded that Vanity
~ had taken precedence over the work of Dickens. "Its appearance",
he claimed, "was a kind of era in the lives of men 'Whose ages 'Were at
that time 'Within four or five years of t'Wenty; and, for aught 'Weknow,
in the lives of men older and wiser." The "educated world" had been
"taken by storm 'With the most remarkable novel in the English
language". At that time, Kingsley recalled, "we had got to love

!

Mr. Pickwick, the Brothers Cheeryb1e, and dear old Tom Pinch; and
'Were conceiving an affectionate admiration of Ed'Ward Cuttle, mariner",
but 'When the yellow numbers of this new work began to come out:

it became evident that the circle of our acquaintances
had been suddenly and singularly enlarged; that 'We'Were
becoming acquainted 'With people ••• who forced them-
selves on our notice, and engaged our attention, to a
degree 'Which none of our former acquaintances had ever
succeeded in doing.

1 Letters and Hemorials of Jane Welsh Carlyle (ed. J.A. Froude, 3 vols.,
1883), ii, 3.

2 Quoted by John Cor~ Jeaffreson, A Book of Recollections (2 vols.,
1894), i, 278.
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Since the "dearest friends" of a typical reader, prior to this, yere
supposed b,rKingsley to have been - in addition to the characters of
Dickens - Hamlet, Don Quixote, Robinson Crusoe, Uncle· Tob,r and Tom
Jones3, the intended compliment to Thackeray vas the highest possible.

Apart from placing Thackeray's most ardent readers among the new
generation born in the early 30's and therefore growing up entirely
in the early Victorian climate, Kingsley further nazroved the novelist:',s
public down to the "educated world". However great the challenge which
Thackeray posed to Dickens, it had no effect upon the latter's popular
reputation. In 1848, the English Reviev, the first periodical to print
a full-length comparison betveen the two authors, emphasised the
difference between their respective audiences. Thackeray, on the
strength of Vanity Fair alone, was entitled to rank with his immediate
predecessor4, but 'Whereas Dickens spoke "to rich and poor, high and lov",
his rival wrote purely "for the elect of mankind, for keen intellects
and lofty minds": "He exercises the most potent influence over the
greatest of his contemporaries, over those who in their turn are like
to s'Way the mental vorld."5 Thackeray did not have Dickens's wide
public, vhich cut across boundaries of class and education and vas
"the most mighty audience of all time", but Dickens, on the other
hand, even when he appealed to the "rich" and "high~could not be
supposed to do so on an intellectual level. Thackeray vas regarded
as addressing himself to a limited though important circle, and both

,friends and enemies vould probably have agreed that he had introduced
into the novel an element of intellectualism, 'Which - whether one
applauded it as realism or damned it as cynicism - had, for good or

3 Macmillan's Hagazine, February 1864, ix, 356.
4 "Dickens and Thackeray", English RevieW', December'l848, x, 266.
5 Ibid., 275.
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for ill, been absent from the york of Dickens. He vas primarily a
novelist for the discriminating and intelligent reader.

(i) .

The one feature of Thackeray's york vhich received almost un-
animous approval and established him as a writer for the more discern-
ing members of the public vas his style, vhich possessed the purity of
that "classical vriting" neglected by Dickens. The comparison betveen
the tvo men on this score vas seldom explicit, but the revieys of
Vanity Fair and other Thackeray yorks of the late 40's, vhen read in
the context of the attacks on Dickensian mannerism quoted in the pre-
ceding chapter, clearly show' that a contrast vas intended. Towards
the end of 1848, for example, the Spectator's notice of Dr. Biroh,
Thackeray's Christmas book for that year, followed immediately upon
one of The Haunted Man. The style of the latter, it vas alloved,
showed "less of stilt and struggle" than was usual with Dickens:
"but it is too often artificial; and, unluckily, the author seems
altogether to have depended upon mere vriting for his effects." The
standard objections to Dickens's style were here mustered once more.
It drew attention to itself, and vas the product of self-conscious
art rather than of spontaneous nature. In Dr. Birch, on the contrary,
the art was concealed and made to seem natural. There were "no mere
phrases to fill the ear or the page": "ever,y sentence is made to con-
tribute to the effect, like the touches of a great artist or the
movement of one cunning in fence. There is no 'damnable iteration',
and ver,y often a single sentence brings a vorld of character before
the mlnd"6. The j~taposition of these two books, one in which manner

6 Spectator, 23 December 1848, xxi, 1236 - 7.
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vas supreme and the other in 'Which it 'Was the perfect vehicle for
matter, vas plainly a deliberate one. Thackeray's virtues vere to
thro'W into relief the deficiencies of Dickens.

That other critics had the longer established novelist in mind
when discussing Thackeray's style is suggested ~ the fact that they
so often defined the latter, as the Snectator did, by reference to the
bad qualities vhich it did not have, as if they vere testing it against
some pre-existent standard of faultiness. Revie'Wing Mrs. Perkins's
~, Thacker~'s 1846 Christm'3.sbook, the Morning Chronicle commented

".

upon the "perfect simplicity of style and manner", and continued: "Hr.
Thacker~ never aims at 'fine vriting'. He never appear~ to care about
rearing a peculiarly smart or peculiarly pretty or picturesque sentence~ ,,7

Several revie'Wers used the vord "mannerism" to describe the 'smartness'
vhich Thackeray avoided. One of the great charms of Vanity Fair, said
Abraham Hayw-ard in t1;leEdinbt1.rp'hReviev, 'Was "its entire freedom from
mannerism and affectation both in style and sentiment", and :

the thoroughbred carelessness with vhich the author
permits the thoughts and feelings suggested ~ the
situations to flov in their natural channel, as if
conscious that nothing mean or umTorthy, nothing
requiring to be shaded, gilded, or dressed up in

8 .company attire, could fall from him.
Robert Bell, in Fraser's }~gazine, similarly remarked on "the absence
of peculiarities in the diction", adding: "No vriter vas ever less of
a mannerist n9. The Dublin University }~gazine noted likewise that there

. 10was "neither affectation nor mannerism ••• no straining a~ter effect" •

7 Morning Chronicle, 29 December 1846, 5.
8 Edinburgh Revie"" January 1848, lxxxvii,
9

50.
Fraser's Magazine, September 1848, xxxviii, .3.3.3.

10 Dublin 'University J.fagazine,October 1848, xxxii, 447.
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These references to "mannerism" and "straining" almost certainly
implied a comparison betveen Thackeray's villingness to let his
material flov in its "natural channel" and the artificiality
favoured by Dickens, betveen the self-effacement of one novelist
and the intrusiveness of the other.

At least tvo critics made a more or less open comparison be-
tveen them on these grounds. Coventry Patmore explicitly mentioned
the "far purer style both of thought and expression" vhich distin-
guished Thackeray from his fellov-novelistll, vhile the Times made
oblique but obvious references to the more recent yorks of Dickens in
its notice of Thackeray's Our Street (1847) :

There is no one vho can tell so much in so fey yords
[as Thackeray]. In a line throvn out artfully, in an
effortless reflection, perhaps in a name, he will give
you a sketch redolent of truth and individuality. He
is none of those vho try to cram a character dovn your
throat, by heaping it up with description, - he will
not set a kettle Yhistling through a.couple of pages,
or a whip cracking through a chapter. He is economi-
cal of his vords. He drops his sentences for those
to pick them up vho are able to appreciate them, but
with apparent unconcern vhether they are appreciated
or not. It is not by minute Dutch painting that
he hits of!his portraits, but a fey strokes, strongly
and skilfully dealt, are sufficient to execute his
design.12

Thackeray was therefore entirely free from what the Times had, in
1846, referred to as "the literary ventriloquial" manner practiced
by Dickens. The antithesis which other critics had hinted at between
the artifice of one author and the naturalness of the other vas here

11 North British Review, May 1847, vii, 120.
12 Times, 11 January 1848, 8.
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brought virtually into the open. Uoreover, the objection to "minute
Dutch painting" ~ent beyond style to hint at differences bet~een the
t~o ~iters' attitudes to human experience, an aspect of the compari-
son ~hich the Times was later to expand in its revie~ of Vanity Fair13•

So eager, in fact, vere critics to repudiate artifice and to pay
homage to nature, that they sometimes fell into the error of under-
rating Thackeray's technical skills. Lewes ~ote in the Horning

Chronicle of 1843 :
He never frames and glazes his ideas. He never calls
upon you to admire them by any trick of phrase or
oddity of language. He does not insist upon your
admiration - he wins it. The simplest ~ords, and
in the simplest manner, are used to bring out his
meaning; and wit of the finest quality, as ~ell as
hearty humour, seem to spring from him without an
effort. The ease of his ~iting is little less than
marvellous; and to judge from the carelessness of his
style in its idiomatic flo~, ~e should suppose that
it is really ~i tten with a facile, current pen.14

Le~es, like others, believed that Thackeray's style was dedicated, not
to self-display, but to the clearest and purest expression of his
subject. But, in stressing the spontaneous "flo~n of this unobtrusive
~iting, Le~es, eager to exalt nature above art, made it seem that
Thackeray achieved his aims without any labour or effort. Hayward's
praise of "thoroughbred carelessness" pointed·to the same conclusion,
and the critic vho reviewed Mrs. Perkins for the Horning Chronicle put
the point with even greater nalvet6: "He takes the ~ords as they come,

13 See belo~,pp.151 - ~ •
14 l10rnine Chronicle, 6 March 1348, 3.

Thackeray's style in 1350:
But cf. the same critic on

liltis devoid of trick though not
devoid of art" (Leader, 21 December 1850, i, 929).
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and the grand charm is, that what comes first appears to suit best.,,15
The apparent "ease" of his style deluded his readers into thinld.ng,
not that it possessed that art which concealed itself, but almost
that it 'Was 'Without art at all.

The carelessness for which Thacker~ was admired as a stylist
was a sure sign of that freedom from the necessity of self-display
which was an attribute of the well-bred man alone. An equation was
clearly made between literary and social good manners. Hayward, on
the same page that he praised Thackeray'sunostentatious style, called

16Vanity Fair "the work of a gentleman" • The Morning Chronicle,
reviewing his travel book From Combill to Cairo (1846), applauded
him for his skill in handling words "with a painter's knowledge of
effect", and on the following page made the simple statement: "the

17writer is a gentleman" • Similarly, Patmor~who remarked on Thackeray's
restraint, declaring that if his vein were to be characterised qy one
word, "that one word should be Quietness", had immediately before
observed that he was "first of all a gentleman,,18. Dickens, on the
other hand - though the fact was never phrased so bluntly - was not
a gentleman, but a vulgar Cockney with a taste for low-life and a
style as showy as his dress. \Gilbert a Beckett's Almanack of the Honth,
in its notice of Comhill to Cairo, urged its readers to buy the book
if they wanted "humour without vulgarity or Cockneyism,,19, a recommenda-
tion which surely glanced at Dickens. Thackeray's lack of ostentation
was a natural consequence of his social background and of his education
at Charterhouse and Cambridge. The natural modesty of the English

15 Horning Chronicle, 29 December 1846, 5.
16 Edinburgh Review, January 1848, lxxxvii, 50.
17 Morning Chronicle, 29 January 1846, 5 - 6.
18 North British Review, }hy 1847, vii, 119.
19 Almanac1$: of the Honth, February 1846, i, 107.
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gentleman suited exactly an age which distrusted. self-display and
advocated self-effacement.

As a stylist, Thackeray undoubtedly had, for many of his readers,'
the clarity and purity which the early Victorians demanded from their
art. His language vas placed at the service of his material instead
of distorting it. The same objectivity was manifested in his handling
of emotion and sentiment. As Charlotte BrontM commented approvingly
in 1848, his feeling "though he makes no noise about it, is about the

20most genuine that ever lived on printed pagen • This absence of noisy
exhibitionism was noted by others, who, while they. re.garded a measure
of pathos as one of the necessar,r ingredients of a good novel, found
Dickens's sentimentality too unrestrained for their liking. The latter
vriter's self-conscious theatricality was criticised by Bentley's
Miscellany in a review of Vanity Fair:

The power in Mr. Thackeray's book is great. It is
not the pover which foams at the mouth and clenches
its fist to shov you hov strong it is - not the power
which you see coming a very great way off, with
terrible things in its wallet, holding back the
same, as Mrs Peerybinp;le did the great fact of her
justification in the memorable duett [sic] with her
lord and master, that "the Cricket on the Hearth"
might close Yith the expectedly - unexpected, dear,
delightful stage embrace - but it is the power of
reality. Our novelist knows that great words do not
always come at great moments; that, in a crisis of
terrible suspense or frightful emotion, lesser im-
pressions strike, smaller feelings and fancies
intrude • • • than the wholesale passion-mongers
can either understand or reproduce.21

,

20 Letter to W.S. Williams, 29 March 1848, The Bront~s. Their Lives.
Friendships and Correspondence (4 vols., Shakespeare Head Bront~,
ed.'.J. Wise and J.A. s.rmtngton, 1932), ii, 201.

21 ,Bentley's UisceUan7, September 1848, xxiv, 254.
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The artificial quail ty of Dickens t s language was thus parallelled by

that of his melodrama, rendering even the "unexpected" totally
expected. Just as his style was indulged in for self-display, so
his great emotional scenes were designed not to mirror nature but to
impress the watching audience. Art had again triumphed over nature.
Thackeray, by contrast, was genuinely responsive to reality. He did
not attempt to shape it art~ficially, but was content to reflect its
simplicity and often its incoherence. The Times was equally apprecia-

tive of this lack of affectation :
There is no attempt to force the sentimental - not
the slightest approach to the maudlin, but the
touches of tenderness seem naturally to belong to
the characters and to the texture of the work • • • •
There is nothing more disgusting in a book than
a scene in which the domestic affections are badly
managed. A clumsy dealer in the sentimentalities
of the hearth is not only unskilful, but is
invariably obtrusive •••• 22

The target of these slighting allusions to "the sentimentalities of
the hearth" was, in view of the title of possibly the most notorious
of Dickens t s Christmas books, absolutely urunistakeable. The Times
was again using Thackeray as a weapon with which to assault his rival,
who introduced pathos into his work as a demonstration of his own
powers and so thrust himself upon the attention of the reader to the
detriment of his own responsiveness to life.

Respect for Thackeray as a man of feeling was not, however, so
lddespread as for his stylistic abilities. The English Review. draw-
ing attention, like the Times, to the way in which his pathos came
unsought out of the circumstances of the tale, thought it "vert deep
and vert sweet" and none the less so "because used with a certain • • •

22 Times, 10 July 1848, 8.
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reserve"23. Although this particular critic felt that Thackeray's
"reserve" enhanced the impression of genuine sensibility produced
b.1 his more emotional passages - there was "nothing • • • forced,
nothing artificial" in his work, whereas Dickens had sometimes shown
a"tendency to vague and pernicious sentimentalism,,24 - it seemed to
others that such restraint amounted to an almost morbid mistrust of
all gentler, purer feelings. Robert Bell, for instance, complained
that the novelist could not "call up a tear without dashing it off
with a sarcasm,,25, and Forster, though not denying Thackeray a heart,
criticised him for stepping in so often between his reader and the
nobler aspects of human existence :

we are seldom permitted to en joy the appreciation
of all gentle and kind things which we continually
meet with in [ Vani ty Fair] , without some neigh-
bouring quip or sneer that would seem to show the
author ashamed of what he yet cannot help giving .

26way to •
Leyes, both in his Athenaeum and his Horninr; Chronicle revieys of the
novel, was also disturbed by this internal struggle between sympathy

and mockery:
Laughter becomes yearisome when too much prolonged, -
for it is then a sort of blasphemy against the divine
beauty which is in life. Mr. Thackeray grovs serious
and pathetic at times - but almost as if he yere
ashamed of it, like a man caught in tears at the
theatre. It is one weakness of the satirist that
he is commonly afraid of the ridicule of others127

So far from being objective, Lowes and Forster thought, Thackeray was

23 En~lish Review, December 1848, x, 273.
24 Ibid., 273, 267.
25 Fraser's 1-1aeazine,September 1848, xxxviii, 322.
26 Examiner, 22 July 1848, 468.
27 Athenaeum, 12 August1S48, 795.
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so self-conscious that he continually had one eye fixed upon his audi-
ence in an attempt to judge the effect he was making upon them. He
was afraid to give full scope to the more generous impulses of the
heart lest he should cut a ridiculous figure before the public.

The Athenael~, reviewing Our Street in 1848, ascribed this
reluctance to show feeling to a quite justifiable dislike of current

fictional trends :
Ours are days when "heart" is so outrageously
traded upon, that we wonder not to see so fine
an observer and so 11vely a wri ter refusing to
join the company; displaying his sympathies
charily, and in an apologetic sort of way - as
if "the vulgar things" ought to be taken for
granted or kept out of sight. A little more
courage in the matter, however, would do Mr. Titmarsh
no harm - 'while it would still leave him at many
a furlong's distance from the manufacturing senti-
mentalists whose writings are almost enough to
drive decent persons into crusty cynicism. 28

~Jhether or not Dickens was to be identified with the "manufacturing
sentimentalists", the contrivance of pathos to which this critic took
exception was exactly the feature attacked by the Times and Bentley,'s
}tlscellany in Dickens's work. But the Athenaeum assigned a social as
well as a literar,r provenance to Thackeray's reticence. If he was·
envisaged calling sympathies "vulgar things" it was because he was
thought to be a gentleman, who believed in keeping his emotions to
himself and felt that an open show of them was ill-bred. Good manners
dictated his use of sentiment as they did his style. But while gentle-
manly reserve was perfect~ acceptable in the latter area, constituting
a welcome change from mannerism, it was clearly less so when extended

28 Athenaeum, 8 January 1848, 36.
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to the domain of sentiment. Even Abraham Hayvard, vho , like the
critic of the English RevieY, felt that Thackeray's restraint in-
creased the effectiveness of his sentiment, would have apparently..
preferred, Yith the Athenaeum, a "little more courage in the matter":
"His pathos (though not so deep as Hr. Dickens') is exquisite; the
more so, perhaps, because he seems to struggle against it, and to
be half ashamed of being caught in the melting moodn29• Delicate
as his effects vere, the heart was touched more deeply b.1 Dickens,
and the shame which Hayvard detected in Vanity Fair seemed to Leves
and Forster to verge on cynical mistrust of all genuine emotion. Thus
the absence of distortion in Thackeray's pure diction was offset, in
the eyes of some critics, by his self-conscious evasion of "the melt-
ing mood". His failure to combine clarity of style Yi th fullness of
sympathy prevented him from comp1ete~ satisfYing the needs of his age.

(i1)

For some readers the naturalness of his style was matched by his
capacity for accurately reflecting the realities of the world around
him. But the realism which they praised still often amounted to little
more than the presentation of scenes with. which they could feel they
were familiar. Thus Henry Klngs1e,r remembered that the characters of
Vanity Fair "were so amazingly common-place ••• were like ourselves
in detail. ".30 The HorninG Chronicle in 1346 had made much the same
point about J,1rs.Perkins,comparing it favourably with the latest

Christmas book by Dickens :

29 Edinbureh Review, January 1848, lx:x:x:vii,50•
.30 J.fucmillanlsMagazine, February 1364, ix, 356.
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What a perfect contrast does "Hrs. Perkin's Ball"
present to the "Battle of Lifel" The one is; the
ver,y embodiment of keen, shrewd common sense; the
other the very incarnation of riot-running fancy.
Did anybody ever meet, see, or hear of such a
monster as Clemency Newcome (in The Battle] ?

Never. But is there anybody in this' world of
London yho goes to half-a-dozen parties in the
year, or,indeed, vho walks its streets Yith his
eyes • • • ~pen, who cannot recognize in a moment
the wondrous truth which stamps and individualizes
every one of the ladies and gentlemen who meet at
Hrs. Perkins's in Pocklington - Squ.a.re?31

In this passage, the first important contrast between the two men, the
yardstick of reality was social life in London, particularly among the
pretentious lower reaches of the middle class. Thackeray's characters
were recognisable - though only by a certain part of the public - as
habitu~s of a particular section of London society, whereas Dickens's
were grotesque distortions of the human race, subjective fantasies
emanating from the author's own brain and bearing no resemblance to
the people who were to be met with every day in the streets of the city.
It was Thacker~ not Dickens who was the down-to-earth realist, basing
his work fi~ upon objective actuality, though, as the Times was
eager to prove, he did not fall into the error, attributed by some
critics to his predecessor, of becoming trapped in the petty details

of ordinary life:
Vallity Fair is widely different from those works,
excellent in their way, in which the author's chief
talent is shown in a faithful delineation of the
external details of human life. There are uri ters
who can give you a picture of a street or a room
full of furniture with a perfection that leaves

31 Morning Chronicle, 29 December 1346, 5•.
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nothing to desire •••• But often it happens that
the vri ter who shines so much in minutiae is puzzled
when he has to deal with humanity in situa tions where
it is less blended with outward circumstances.

In Thacker~'s novel, this critic continued, the humanities were
"alw~s the principal objects" and his details,' though "accurate",
were never permitted to "divert the attention from the main object
of the book."32 Readers of the Times, and of other journals, yould
have been at no loss to identify the nameless purv~orof minutiae
yho was here contrasted with Thackeray. Vanity Fair did not rely
upon Dutch painting for its effects - the same paper had already
made this point with reference to Our Street - but upon the artist's
knowledge of human nature. V~ was restored to his proper place at
the centre of the universe, and yas no longer on a level with in-

animate pbjects.
Yet the very nature of Thackeray's material meant that, like

Dickens before him, he ran the risk of being considered a photographer
rather than a creative artist. The truthfulness of OlIT Street, said
the Morning Chronicle, was sufficient to make the reader forget that
he vas perusing fiction.33 A critic in Douglas Jerrold's l-1eek1y
Nm'spaner vrobe of the same work: "His descriptions are so exact,
and hi s portraits so true , that we can only award him the meri t of
a historian"34. Here "only" seems to have been intended as compli-
mentary, but both of these critics nevertheless relegated Thacker~
to a place lower than that o~cupied Qy more imaginative Yriters. The
novelist who chose ordinary life as his arena was a chronicler of
facts, an historian not a poet. This was the view of Thackeray taken

32 Times, 10 July 1848, 8.
33 . Hornin'" Chronicle, 5 January 1848.
34 Do1lt11asJerrold's Weekly Newspa~er, 1 January 1848, 13.
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b.1 Coventry Patmore and ~J Robert Bell. According to Patmore,
Thacker~ and other (unspecified) authors of the same school did
not "yeave stories out of common things", as Jane Austen had done,
but left them exactly as they found them.35 This feeling that the
author of Vanity Fair had done no more than transcribe the surface
appearances of everyda:y life vas expanded b.1 Bell :

The universal traits and general truths vhich he
scatters about are ac.Cidental, not elementary; his
men and vomen are expressly denizens of Russell
Square and Park Lane ••• his heads are portraits
not passions; he describes less the philosophy of
human action than the contrasts and collisions of
a conventional yorld •••• 36

The faitl1fu1ness to "this vorld of London", vhich constituted the
prime charm of Hrs. Perkins for the J.forninr;Chronicle. indicated to
Bell that Thacker~ was interested in manners rather than men. Deal-
ing vith the artificiality of upper-class society, he had no insight
into the essential passions and feelings of human nature, but showed
humanity determined b.1 local conventions and as having no existence
above the merely temporal conditions of materialistic existence.

This adherence to local truth and neglect of the elemental
aspects of man vas one factor vhich prevented Thacker~ from being
accepted as a complete artist vho reflected all facets of the human
soul. The other serious - and related - flau in his outlook vas the
cynicism already hinted at in the remarks of Forster and Leves on his
treatment of sentiment. His concept of realism vent beyond that of
pictures of familiar and commonplace persons and objects to include a
ruthless assessment of human motivation, a fact vhich the Dublin

35 North British Review, ~fuy 1347, vii, 120.
36 Fraser's Har.azine, September 1343, xxxviii, 322.
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Un! versi ty Hagazine inci!-rect1ypointed out when, in 1848, it attempted
to consider his methods as a continuation of those employed by Dickens.
Before Dickens had begun to write, the Thlblin critic recalled, the

novel-reading public had loved tales of lords and ladies, "the most
miserable and flimsy trash". Dickens had altered the direction of
popular taste, by opening up "ancient wells .of fresh and living beauty
in the homely walks of eve~J-day life", and Thacker~ had followed his
example in Vanity Fair, "presenting ••• features with which we were
long far.t1liar,but which we had never thought before of observing, and
feelings vhich seemed hidden almost from ourselves.,,3? This could cer-
tain1y have been a description of the Dickens of the 30's, had it not
been for the final vords in vhich the critic registered an important
difference betveen 1836 and 1848. Realism was no longer simply a matter
of placing the known world in a nev and poetic light but of ruthlessly,

exposing "feelings".W'hich contained nothing of "fresh and living beauty"
and vhich ver,y often men had "hidden" from themselves because they vere
too ignoble to acknowledge. By- his analyses of character, Thackeray had
introduced into fiction a degree of self-consciousness which had been
lacking in the work of Dickens, forcing the unwilling reader, as Robert

,

Bell bore witness, by a merciless exhibition of "egotism, faithlessness,
and lov depravities" to gaze "into the depths of a loathsome trutll vhich
the best of us are willing enoUGh to evade, if we can.,,38 It was doubt-
le3s from a desire to escape the applicability to himself, and to mankind
in general, of the novelist's dissection of human conduct that Bell stressed
1ts purely social relevance, limiting it to Park Lane. nor did his

33 li'raser's,321.

37 Dublin University Haio;azine,October 1848, XJOd..i,445.
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admission of the "truth" of the exposure prevent him, on the very
same page, from invoking more optimistic values: "Is there any den
of vice so utterly depraved, any rotuld of intercourse so utterly
holloy and deceitful, that there is not some redeeming feature lurk-
ing somewhere, under rags or tinsel?"39 The spirit of Dickens breathed
through these lines, opposing faith in the "soul of goodness in things
evil" to Thackeray's discovery of universal selfishness underlying the
seeming virtue of the world. Like Eustace Conway, Bell fotuld himself
divided between Reason, which taught him to hope for human pefectibility,
and Understanding and experience, which led him to doubt its possibility.
Dickensian optimism was undermined by Thackerayan pessimism, and the

two remained .in unreconciled tension.
The tulflattering estimate of human nature made by Van! ty Fair

brought protests(from the majority o,f contemporary critics. Like
Bell, none of them challenged the truth or what the book showed them.
Instead they complained that it represented only a partial truth. Art,
as the mirror of objective reality, must reflect the whole world not a
portion of it, and the writer who did not include in his work at least
one example of human dignity and strength could not be accounted a true
realist. Reviewer after reviewer, confronted by the total impurity of
character in Vanity Fair, and taking the subjective world-view of the
novel as an attempted imitation of life as a whole, exclaimed indig-
nantly that human nature was not all as weak and vicious as Thackeray
portrayed it. If his novel failed to take a permanent hold, said the
Athenaeum, it yould be because its "Pen and Pencil Sketches" yere
rather of "mean persons" than, as its subtitle alleged, of "English
society"40• The critic of Bentley's l'dsce11any, though he used

39 Ibid.
40 Athenaeum, 24 July 1847, 785.
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Thackeray to attack the theatricality of Dickensian sentiment, vas
no less dismayed by this predilection for the smaller side of man :

Dobbin is its only personage ••• who is not, more or
less, cruelly, inconsiderately selfish. Nov the vorld
is UQ1 so exclusively made up of Egotism "in manY masks,"
as this vould imply. There are holier spots of repose,
purer bursts of .sunshfne , than any Mr. Thackeray has
chosen to dwell upon; and, inasmuch as ve mistrust and
despise that maudlin optimism which, trying to make us
love everything indiscriminately corrupts our taste,
hoodwinks our experience, and ends in plunging us into
severe; and cynical injustice against those who really
bear Life's burdens, so we cannot but deprecate that
perpetual tendency tovards the practice of morbid anat-
omy in vhich our author indulges.41

The "maudlin optimism" contrasted here vith Thackeray's scepticism
was perhaps that manifes~ed in the work of Dickens. The most interest-
ing point about this passage, however, vas its use of the phrase
"morbid anatomy", which set the tone for much of the later hostility
towards Thackeray. Whether consciouslY,or not, this critic had placed

# '--"';""-"

Vanity Fair on the side of science and~Piricism, for "anatomy" was
-,the spectre which haunted Carlyle, the practical expression of self-
\

consciousness which would not have gained admission to Paradise. Its-,
'- .

appearance in the criticism of fiction clearly marked the introduction-,
into the English novel of that motive-seeking vhich vas the distinguish-

. "ing feature of Bentharnism. Thackeray was identified with an analytical
approach to life which, takinz nothing at face-value, traced all conduct
to self-interest and took no account of spirituality.

41 Bentley's Hiscellany. September 1848, xxiv, 252 - 3.
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Bentle:r's claim that there were "purer bursts of sunshine, than
a~IMr. Thackeray has chosen to dwell upon" was voiced also b,y Lewes,
who believed that the novelist erred "as an artist and a teacher" in
showing "evemhere corruption underneath the mask" :

he is not attentive enough to hnnour , and to paint
what is high, and generous, and noble in human nature,

Let us not be understood to say that he fails to
honour the finer portion of our nature; but he does
not honour it enough •••• In Vanity Fair, his
greatest work, how litt,leis there to love! The
people are all scamps, scoundrels, or humbugs.42

Lewes objected specifically to the mixture of good and evil in the
cliaracters. The only people to show paternal affection were the
foolish Rawdon and the coarse Hr. Osborne, while the only man with
a noble heart, Dobbin, vas made ridiculous. Virtue was debased, for
Lewes, b,y this contact with vice and folly on the one hand and with
awkward 'spooniness' on the other. There was no denying the natural-
ness of such characterisations - "We are perfectly aware of the truth
of these portraits" - but Thackeray had ma.de "the exception stand for
the rule", b,y taking it for granted "that every one - reader and
author included - is no moro than a puny, miserable pretender; that
most of our virtues are pretences, and when not pretences are only
kept up because removed from temptation.,,43 Thus Thackeray was
associated for Lewes with the discovery of evil irllgood and with an
empirical reduction of virtue to the product of favourable circum-
stances rather than of conscious moral choice. His treatment of
human goodness contrasted unfavourably with that of Dicken~: "Dickens
has beautifully show us the union of the noble and the ridiculous;

42 Horning Chronicle, 6 March 1848, 3.
43 IJ&.g_.
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but in his writings this union is by no means the rule. He has painted

so m~y loveable people that people love him for it.,,44 The Dickensian

sympa~ with humanity vas to be preferred to Thacker~fs questioning

of all claims to nobility. Yet Lewes had high praise for Thackeray as

a realist, declaring that the attribute vhich most distinguished him

from "almost all his contemporaries" vas "the strong sense of reality

pervading his writing" : "you feel that he is painting 'after naturef,,45.

Drawnto Thackeray because of his fidelity to actuak experience, he vas

unable to accept the full implications of the new realism or to forego

the emotional satisfactionsvhich vere afforded by Dickens's uloveable

people". He vanted realism and love somehowto exist in a single vork,

and instead found them separated in the persons of Thackeray, the cynic,

and of Dickens, the optimist, vhom at this time, in view of his later

attitudes46, he would possibly not have credited with any great faculty

for truth to nature, except in those cases vhere sympathywas stirred

by sentiment and pathos.

The only other journal explicitly to compare Dickensian optimism

and Thacker~an pessimism at this time vas the Enp;llsh'Review.

Thackeray's view of life, its critic felt, vas "harsher" and "sterner"

than that of his rival, vhose predominant cha~acter1stic vas n [g] ental;

sympathy with his fellow-men, and more especially with the pure and

lovely, under a homely garb, and vearing the aspect of infantine

innocence,,47. In the scenes dealing with·Paul Dombey,Dickens had

soared "to a purer ideal" than had been attained by Thaclcera.y4S,and

was in general more poetic : "l-ho. Thackeray does not deal muchin the

44 ~.
45 .!.!>.!i.
46 See belowW. 2.~1 - Lt-.
47 Enr.lish Review, December1848, x, 272, 268.
48 ' Ibid., 274.
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flowers of fancy. ,,49 .Against these limitations of feeling and imagina-
tion on the part of the latter novelist, however, had to be set his
greater penetration into the secrets of character. He was "a far
more powerful moralist than Dickens; he understands groun men and
women better, at least in society: of the poor ••• he has exhibited
little cognizance.,,50 Even this praise, therefore, had to be qualified.
Thackeray's lesser knowledge of the poor was clearly a symptom of his
failure to deal with the more essential aspects of man, those elemental
features which vere obscured by the conventions of~society but which
Dickens (and Wordsvorth) had revealed in the humble virtues of common
life. Admirable as Thackeray's perceptions of human nature were, the
fiction of Dickens, since it was "purer" (that favourite Victorian term .
of commendation), offered greater comfort. Dickens, said this critic,
resembled spring, Thackeray autumn. This analogy was not pursued -

, the writer contenting himself with the observation that both seasons
were "good and beautifuln5l - but plainly spring was the period of
freshness and hope (and "infantino innocence"), whereas autumn could
only be associated with thoughts of mortality. Dickens concentrated
upon the strength of man, Thackeray upon his weakness. At the same
time the seasonal imagery might have been taken as an indication that,
just asspring and autumn were integral parts of the year's cyclical
progress without either of which it vas incomplete, so Dickens and
Thackeray vere organically connected, embodying quite different ideas
of life which must yet be united before a total response to human eX-

parience was possible. The novelists vcre not enemies, embattled face
to face, but the extremes of the arc described b,y the pendulum ot a

49 1121d.., 273.
50 lli.!!.
51 Ibid., 274•.
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clock, through each of which it must pass in order to complete its
full swing. They were, as Hasson vas later to hold, not mutu.all.y
exclusive but mutually co-existent.

One critic vho steadfastly avoided any direct opposition between
them, not only in 1848 but alvays thereafter, vas Forster. In the
1850's, he refused to acknovledge that the comparison even existed,
making no mention of it in his articles on either author. His only
concession occurred in his DOmbey review, quoted in the Introduction,
and even there, attempting to strangle the contrast at birth, he re-
ferred obliquely to novelists "A" and "B". In spite of this, he could
never refrain from making various underhand allusions to the differ-
ences which ensted between the two writers, and his notice of Vanity
Fair, while it contained no unfavourable comparison with Dickens, in--
c1uded one with Fielding, who provided a convenient exemplar of
Dickensian sympathy. The creator of Tom Jones had been praised in
one of Forster's Pic~~ck reviews for "honouring humanity while he
exalted literature", achievements with which, by 1848, the same critic
would not have hesitated to credit Dickens, who, as early as 1837, had
given promise of'following in the earlier master's footsteps and
perhaps of outstripping him52• Thackeray, on the other hand, in his
apprenticeship to the eighteenth century novelist, had not drunk at

the major source of his teacher's greatness:
If l-1r. Thackeray falls short of Fielding, much of
whose peculiar power and more of whose manner he
has inherited or studiously acquired, it is because
an equal amount of large cordiality has not raised
him entirely above the region of tile sneering, into
that of simple uncontaminated human affection. • • •
His is a less comfortable, and on the whole therefore,

52 Exa.rniner, 2 July 1837, 422.
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let us add, a less true view of society than
Fieldingfs.53

Forster was wedded to the notion that great art should be as "comfortable"
as possible, not simply becaus0 it was then more pleasant for the reader
but also because it was more true to nature. Virtue should be allowed
in literature the prominence which it had in life - though what the exact
proportion of good to evil ought to be, in order to provide an accuratp,
rescmbl~ce between fiction and reality, Forster did not p~esume to say.

Forster wont on to describe Thackeray's distortion of the world
around him by a .word which had often been flung at Dickens by his
detractors: "there is a tendency to caricature, to select in prefer-
ence grotesque and unpleasing lineaments even where no exaggeration is
indulged,,54. The use of the particular term, "caricature", which was
not very often connected with Thackeray, was probably deliberate.
Forster vas pointing out that the author of Vanity Fair, whom the Times
had acclaimed only twelve days before, clearly with Dickens in mind,
for avoiding "the fallacy so common to authors, that one isolated
quality may, somehow or other, be made to look like a human beingn55,
was himself guilty of a one-sided presentation of reality, since he
focussed attention upon the meanness of mankind and took no interest
in "simple uncontaminated human affection". Dickens had been accused

.of emphasising the -"grotesque" and the "unpleasing", but Thackeray
was no less guilty of ignoring manls higher nature.

It was to Fielding that Forster returned for a final illustrat-
ion of the limited scope of Vanity Fair. After commenting on the

53 Examiner, 22 July 1848, 468.
54 IM.i.
55 Times. 10 July 1848, 8.
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"unredeemed selfislmess" of even the minor characters, he continued:
liegasp for a more liberal alternation of refreshint7

o

breezes of unsophisticated honesty. Fielding, after
he has administered a sufficient dose of Blifi1's
choke-damp, purifies the air by a hearty laugh from
Tom Jones. But the stifling ingredients are ad-
ministered by Hr. Thackeray to excess, without the
necessar,y relief. 56

The later. novelist, Forster implied, would have traced Tom's laugh to
some selfish cause, and indeed Thacker~ did almost that in a letter
to Robert Bell of Fraser's, a fey yeeks after the Examiner article:

••• Forster s~s After a scene Yith Blifil, the air
is cleared by a laugh of Tom Jones - vlhy Tom Jones in
my holding is as big a rogue as Blifil. Before God
he is - I mean the man is selfish according to his
nature as B1ifi1 according to his. In fact I've a
strong impression that we are most of us not fit
for - never mind. 57

In these contrasting passages one of the oppositions betyeen Dickens
and Thackeray was clearly outlined. On the one side, there was a
determination to uphold the holiness of the heart's affections, and,
on the other, a preoccupation with the self-interest under~ing all
behaviour and an all-pervading sadness at the littleness of man.
There yas no attempt on the part of Forster, who yas entirely committ-
ed to Dickensian values, to suggest that truth might lie in a com-
bination of these vieys rather thruiin one of them alone. For him,
Dickens and Thacker~ remained utterly incompatible.

Ostensibly, the critics in this section yho condemned Thackeray
for painting only the loyer portions of human nature yere objecting,

56 Examiner, 22 July 1848, 468.
57 Letters, ii, 424.
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like Forster, to his cynicism. Depicting man the socially determined
animal, he knew nothing of essential humanity, and his anatomising
of character led him to the discovery of evil in apparent goodness
and self-interest in every action. His failure to proceed be,yond
the realm of manners and his sceptical denial. of hunan spiri tituali ty

\

alike placed him on the side of the empiricists. But something further
than this perhaps lay beneath the distaste which critics evinced for
his philosophy of life. In all probability, it was not from cynicism
pure and simple that they turned away but from the mixture of cynicism
and sentiment. That this was so is suggested b.r their irritation at
his inabill ty, as Bell phrased it, to "call up a tear without dashing
it off with a sarcasmn58• In the person of his narrator, Thackeray
had dramatised the temperament of his age, creating a persona who
shifted uncertainly bebveen sympathy and sarcasm, and this alternation
of moods jarred upon the nerves of readers such as Le\les and Forster.
Hi3 severance of heart and head in the characters of Amelia and Decky
respectively \las an externalisation of the same clash of opposites.
Neither of the two 'heroines' of,Vanity Fair, remarked R.S. Rintoul
of the Snectator, compensated for the absence of a 'hero, "since one
is without a heart, and the other without a head. ,,59 Tnis separation
bet\leen intellect without emotion and emotion without intellect corres-
ponded to Sterling's between knowledge Yithout belief and belief Yith-
out knovl.edge, though almost certainly the "head" which Rintoul
desired for Amelia \lould not have corresponded to that possessed b,y

Becky and the empiricists, but \lould have represented intelligence
working as the judging agent of the conscience rather than as the

58 See above, p. 15 It-.
59 Spectator, 22 July 1848, xxi, 709.
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instigator of a cynical attitude towards mankind. However, Rintoul
made no reference to the relevance which the polarity between the
two women had to contemporar,y situations, nor did Lewes or Forster
confess that the narrator provided an uncomfortable image of their
own unreconciled struggle between faith and doubt. That a dislike
for finding mirrored in 11terature the figure of the half-man (or
woman) influenced the reactions of these critics can only be inferred.

Thackeray, like Dickens, spoke to his original readers with two
voices, the first, in his case, being considerably muted b.r the second.
The clarity of his style and the quietness of his sentiment showed him
to be free from the self-conscious mannerism of his rival, while his
characters, for some revie\.[ers,displayed greater truth to life than
the grotesque distortions of Dickens. But, as Lewes's reference to the
latter novelist's "loveable people" indicated, there were also those who
felt tha,t the cyni?ism of Van!ty F'lir compared unfavourably with the
geniall ty and loving heart of Dickens. The world of knaves end fools
described by Thackeray was itself a distortion of reality, for it did
not include the her9ism, piety and affection which were so important in
the actual world. Purit,y of style was not matched b.Y purity of outlook.

By the end of 1848, the comparison between Dickens End Thackeray
was not yet fully established. Even the opposition on grounds of style
had only been obliquely made, and the name of Dickens remaining unmen-
tioned in praise of Thackeray's unassuming manner, while the contrast of
optimism and pessimism had har~ emerged at all. There was no sense
that the two novelists represented diametrically opposed views of life
or styles of fiction, as there was to be in the writings of J.~sson and
other critics of the 50's and 60's. Only with the pUblication of Pendennis
and Copperfield did the antagonism assume a more definite shape.



CHAPTER FOUR

AU1'HORITARIAN OPTDfISM:

DICKENS AND THACKERAI, 18S0-70 (1).

With the overlapping publication ot Copperfield and Pandennia

the DLckens-Thackerq comparison advanced trom the oblique ano1V'D'1tT

ot 1848 into the realm ot direct statement. Comparative revielolSot

the tva novels in l8Sl, in conjunction with commentsb.Y several other

cri tics between 1850 and l8S3, transformed. the contrast ot outlook and

method into a familiar point ot reterence. The earlJ" 18S0' s were the

h1gh~ater mark ot the contrast, Tet, even though the novelists never

again issued. s1mul.taneo~ works vh1ch so obviouslJ" demandedparallel

treatment as Pendennis and Copperfield, thq continued to be seEDas

polar opposites throughout the 50's and 60's. In the present chapter

the criticism ot those decades is considered in terms ot antagonism.
between optimism and pessWa and between objectivity- and selt~

consciousness. In the chapter wMch tollows attention is given to

the contlict between realism and idealism, Wich is show to be an

extension ot that between empirical scepticism. and tai th in human

dign1tr.

(1)

nwq IIlUStMr. fhs.ck:arq be alvqs 'going to the tair'? - is a

. question vh1ch will occur to JD8.D1' besid~s ourselves"l, ~te H8ll1"1'

F. Chorley ot the AthW!U1!l towards the end ot 18S0. It was a quest-

ion vh1ch vas indeed to be put maDi1 tim.s during the remainder ot the

noVelist's career, as critics waited, largelJ" in vain, tor some sign

1 AthW'UI!l, 7 Decemberl8S0, 1273.
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that he vas forming a higher - and th.r.rore more true - opinion ot

mankind, and 80 vas capable ot travelling on troll Van1t;r Fair to the

CitT ot Sion. Geraldine Jewsbu!7, reviewing Loye1 the Widower(1860)

tor the Athena!Wllin 1861, bore vitness to the tact that In the last

rears ot his 11te his C1n1cismhad lost non, ot its power to disturb.

She complained that the stor,r contained no elements ot generod t;r

or nobil1t;r, and objected to being told that there vas "nothing better

than the worst part or ourselves·2•

This persistent emphasis upon the lIeaner side ot 11t. attlicted

88Teral ot Thacker~'s readers with a distress which vas som.times

almost pqsical. H. appeared to th .. in the guise ot an anatomist,

whose probings ot character set DelTeS jangling and scraped along the

bone,· sending shiTers through the sensitiv. bodTot the q.. Images

ot the dissecting table and pperating theatre appeared trequentl1 in

criticism ot his work, recalling the reterence to ·morbid anatom;rn in

Bentlex" Miscellany ot 1848. Thus Chorley' spoke disparaging17 ot his

Itlabour~ or morbid anatoDl1'·3, J.Re Find.l.a7ot the ScotSDl8llin a notic.

ot Pendenn1s called him Ita sort or moral anatomist" whouncovered "the

mixed moUT.s and spr1ng~ ot humanactionn4, and Rintoul in the

SpeotatOr saw as a teature ot his charaoter a ·savage delight in

ana toaising all pr.tensions to goodn.ss and exploding all moUTes to

action •• S ThomasPowell, the author ot Pictures ot th.· LiT1ng Author.

ot Britain (18S1), likened him to a cold-hearted surgeon whoimplacabl;r

2 Athena'um, 7 Dlctmber 1861, 7S8.
3 Athena,UJI, 7 December18S0, 1274.
4 Scot•• aD, 18 Dec_ber 18S0, xxxiv, 3.
S Spectator, 21 December18S0, xxiii, iais,
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tortured his patients but alwqs sadistical:Q' kept them lalive tor

further operations·6, vhlle Charlotte Brontl, 1a 1852, vas repelled.

by' his ghoulish relish tor the ·relentless dissection ot diseased

subjects" : ·Thackerq likes to dissect an ulcer or an aneurism; he

has pleasure in putting his cruel knite or probe into quivering living

flesh."7 In the Westminster Rmew, in 1860, Francis Turner Palgrave

continued the surgical1mage17, referring to the novelist's "anatomical
8 .

microscope" and his"viv1sectionft or cJBracter , and Walter Bagehot, iD

his rev1ev or Phil' P (1861 - 62) tor the Spectator, vrote ot the taste

tor "minute anatoDlT"which the book displqed9• Even Hippoqte Taine,

vhose stomachmight be expected to have been strengthened by' such

spectacles as the deathbed ot Val'rie Marnette, vas sickened by' the

medical morbidity ot the English author's vr1tiDgsl -Whenve have read

to the end ot Thackerq, ve teel the shudder ot a stranger brought

betore a mattress in the operating-room ot a hospital, on the dq

Wen 110xasare applied or a limb is taken ott.lIlO Like Car~le,

these critics associated anato~ nth disease, tinding that Thackerq's

habit ot taking human nature to pieces torced them to look too closely

at the sickness underl11ng their ow apparent state ot health. Like

the uncle ot Froude's Markham SutherlandU, their attribution to

another man ot a morbid state or consciousness revealed their ow

morbidl.7nervous sensibill V, vh1ch, as the exaggerated. language ot '

Char10tt Bront. indicated, 11&8 excited iDto -quivering" ago~ b.r the

6 Pictures or the Liyipg Authors ot Britain, p. 104.
7 14 Februa.r118;2, 1.heBront1s, (ed.. Wise and SymiDgton), iii, 314.
S -W.M.Thacker~as Novellst·and'Photographer·, Westminst.rR.y1eK,

October 1860, D.S. xvill, ;06.
9 Spectator, 9 August 1862, xxxv, 886.
ao .William Thackerq·, Reme des Deux' Mondes,1 J'anu.ar;r 1857, 2nde

periode, 17.3; Histo17 ot _gllsh Literature (2 vols., Edinburgh,
1871), ii, 374.

USee above,pp. I.9 - 'TO.
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voicing ot doubts about the dignity' ot mank::l.nd.

One consequence ot these explorations into "the secrets ot the

human prison-house· (AWordsworthian phrase coined b.r Nassau Senior
. 12

ot the Edinburgh Review in 1854 ) was, as Findlq and R1ntoul pointed

out, a preoccupation with "motives". All human activit,', even that

which seemedpraisewo~, was exposed as selt-interested, and ~ beliet

in perfect purity becameimpossible. Tbacker~ followed Bentham - though

the comparison between the tvo menwas never made- in tracing good to

evil sources, rather than Wordsworthin the discover,r of a "soul ot

goodness in things evil". Nor did cri tics themselves alvqs dispute

the truthtulness ot his findings - thq simp11'wished that he had

preserved sUence about them. Flndlq declared I

There is much real goodness and beauty', moral and
pqsical, in the world, and it is better sometimes
to ignore the tact that such excellence is never
altogether pure and pertect - to torget the !.law
in the jewel, the t11' in the ointment, the Mordecai
si tting at the gate.1.3

Chorlq was s1m1lar11'&ttectedl

",e must to the utmost urge our objections to such
a monotonous crusade against an 8neJD1 [Humbug J
whose existence ever,r one adm1ts, - to such a
ruthless insistence on the blemishes, incomplete-
nesses, and disappointments which canker ever,r
human good and happiness.14

TheodoreMartin, in the Westminster Rev1'K ot 1853, was another who

vrote in the same vein &

That no human being is exempt trom trailties, ",e

12 "Thack.~' s Works", Edinburgh Reviey, .Tanuar,r 1854, xcix, 24l.
13 ScotPID, 18 December 1850, xxxiv, 3.
14 Athena!Up!. 7 December1850, 127.3. '
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need not be reminded. The "divine Imogen" her-
self, wedaresay, had her faults ••• and ye
~ll not undertake to say, that J~et may not
have cost old Capulet a good deal of excusable
anxiety. But why dash our admiration b.r need-
lessly reminding us of such facts? 15

,Each of these men admitted the accur~cy of Thacker~'s reading of human
nature, but none of them granted his right to make the canker in the rose
the leading subject of a fiction. If it was true that darkness l~ be-
neath the light, it was the function of literature to lead men nearer to
that light and this could only be accomplished b,y setting before the
reader images of "real goodness and beauty" which would encourage him

in the pursuit of perfection.
The qualities in the work of Dickens wluch stood opposed to the

motive-seeking of Thackeray have already been outlined. They were re-
iterated in tYoorations on the occasion of his death in 1870 :

By him that veil was rent asunder yhich parts the
various classe's of society. Through his genius the
rich man • • • was made to see and feel the presence "
of the Lazarus at his gate •••• lielaboured to tell
us all, in new, very new, words, the old, old story,
that there is, even in the worst a capacity for goodness,
a soul worth redeeming, worth reclaiming, worth regenera-

1&tinge
[His novels yere] parables of chad ty or love; and love is
everything in human life, and everything in rellgion.
"Love is the fulfilling of the law" - there is no command-
ment greater than love •••• "for God is love".17

While Thackeray, it might have been said, rendered the figure of the

15 "Thackerayls Works", 1.festmin8terRevieu, Apri1l853, n,a, iii, 374.
16 A.P'. (Dean) Stanley, 19 June 1870, Sermons on Snecial Occasions

(1882),pp. 134 - 5.
17 J. Panton Ham, Pa-ables of'Fiction: A Hemorlal Discourse on Charles

tnckens (1870), p. 16.
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beggar at the gate a reminder ot the hollowess ot the f'easting vithin
,

and. thus an image ot the vanity' ot human viahes, Dlckens applied all

his energies to fiNi ng in the low:Qrand the outcast someremnants of'

the d1vine spirit, so assuring all menot their capac!t1' f'or surd val

in the midst ot adverse circumstances. Working, 11ke the Christian

mind wos. virtues vere extolled by' Rusldn, to uncover virtue no matter

howdark the den in 1lh1ch she hid herself', he possessed that open lo~

1ng heart vh1ch could not be deceived by' f'air seeming but sav its ow

image onlT where it tru:q- existed. His opt1m1smmirrored the obJect-

ive presence ot Godin the vorld, and endowedhis vork vith a religious

purpose. 1ba.ck:erB1',by' contrast, sav onlT the f'aults that lurked in

good. His vas "the foul or blunt fee11ng1ldescribed by' Rusldn, vh1ch

tound the "Godot rues in evert alabaster box ot precious ointment-

(F1ndlq'. -t17 in the ointment-) and transformed -ever,r virtue" into

its oppo~ite vicelS•

It on:QrThaokerq had followed the Dlckensian exampleot love,

Forster implied in the earl1' SO's, he vould have been a great novelist.

EDployi.Dghis usual pol1c;r ot issuing oblique statements, the meaning

ot which vould be pertectlJr clear, Forster informed the public in lS50,

whenCopperfield vas published, that z•
There are tva modesot regarding the chequered and
varied torms ot humanexistence. Oneman discovers
the good that lurks in evil, vh1le the other is
labouring to detect the evil that mq linger in good.
Ha~ tor the world, vhich has profited so largel1'
b.r his writings, the better, larger, and viser part
has been chosen by' Mr. Dickens • • • • 19

Here Forster described Thackerql s methods vi thout oPenl1'mentioning hill.

18 See above, pp. S2 ~ 3.
19 Rplldpet, 14 December1850, 798.
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In his review of Esmond,two years later, he adapted the converse

tactic of invold.ng Dickensian values vith the sameindirectness :

If Mr. Thackerq could rot haTe taith in the hidden
spark ot the divinity- vh1ch tev menor vomenlose
out ot their hearts, it he could see his neighbours
really as the;r are and so describe them, if he could
be mought to teel that there is fairer pl.q in t1nd-
1ng the good that is in evil things than in dragging

out the evil that is in good things - his hold llPOn
a true tame, still tor the present doubttul., vould
be assured and strong.2O

DLckens, in Forster's eres, descended into the darkness in order to

throv light into its gloomiestcorners, bu.t Thaokerq vent into the

depths on:Qrto blacken them turther. Onedepicted the soul's"

triumph OTer evil, the other its defeat. Onemirrored objectiTelJ

men ·realla" as the;r are", the other gave a partial and distorted

account ot the vorld around him. Equating optimism nth truth,

Forster, at one nth the P1Wc moodot his age, f'olloved the vq

ot intuitive love in preterence to that ot empirical a.nall'sls.

The contrast betveen DLokena'I!I optimism and Thackerq' a pessimiam

natura.l.q tormed an important part ot the comparison betveen them, but

other critics did not alvqs find it so easy as Forater to makea

simple choice betveen the tva vqs ot 100ldDg at experience. David

Masson, tor instance, retrained complet~ from judging their respective

merits, reporting the antithesis, nth detachment, as a teature ot

current Londonconversation :

Go into azq c.1rcle vhere 11ter8.l"17.talkIs common•
and. the sameinvariable dictum will meet you - that
DLckensis the more genial, cheertul., ld.ndl.7, and

• •

20 Eppiner, 13 November1852, 723.
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sentillental, and Thacker81'the more harsh, acrid,
pungent, and satirical vriter. 1bis 18 said everr-
where. SOll.times the criticism even takes the torm
ot partizanship. Wehave know amiable persoDs, and
..speci~ ladies, express ••• a positive dislike
to [Thackerq] as a vri ter - grouncling this dislike
on his eTident tendenq to tasten on the veaknesses
and lIeannesses, rather than ODthe stronger and
nobler traits, or humannature •••• In print,
also, ve have seen Mr.' Thackeray'taken to task.
tor his exclusive preaching ot the max:1m ItHumbui
eve17Where,"and his perpetual exhibition ot the
skel.ton that 1, in eTerr house.21

There vere those, added Masson, wo preterred suoh honestl' to Dickens's

sentimentalltl', but there could be llttle .doubt 'that Mr. Thacker&1's

partizans· vere ·tever in numbers..22• Massonhimselt cleared the latter

DOTelist trom cri tical charges ot qnicisll, decicfj.ngthat the nUJIberor
rogues and tools in his novel~ tair17 accuratelr retleoted nature23•

He did not, hovever, claill that Thackerq's viev vas more true than
. .

Dickens's, and in tact he had reasons, which v1ll be g1ven in the tollo,,":,"

ing chapter, tor wishing to uphold the brighter lide ot the argument.

EYenso, he could not deq the valldit,' ot Tbacker81's scepticism, and

vas one ot the tev cri tics vho endeaTouredto maintain a balance betveen

the tvo Jlen.

Oneot the rerlevers against womMassondetended Thackerq in 1851

vas Charles L. Kann.,., author ot the tamous reviev ot Th. Kisleleburrs on

the Rhine in the Tille,. In the lat. 40IS, as has been show, this

paper'. hostilltr to Dickens had led it to velcolle Vanity Fait

with unall01ed enthusiasm, but, b,y the earq 50's,the situation

21 ·Pendenn1. and Coppertield I Thackerq and Dickens', North Britl@h
Rty1ev, Mq 1851, xv, 78 - 9.

22
23

~.t 79.
Xll!.!l., 80.
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had changed, ThackerrQ'"s persistent cynicism producing a reaction in

favour ot the man"'homin 1848 h. had supposed.lJ"supplanted. Th.

Times's response to the emphasis vh1ch Thack.~ placed on man's lack

ot nobili V vas most clear~ show in Samuel Phillips's unfavourable

1852 notic. of Esmond :
It is tearM to have an insight into the human
heart, and to detect in that hoJJ' ot holies not
even one soli t&.r7 spark of the once pure name.
We live and are supported b7 the conviction that
goodness still prevails in the earth ••• ve knov
and r.el that manmq ".t trust to his tellov man,
and that evil 11 not permitted to outveigh good.
A ser1es of novels, based upon the principle "'hich
Mr. Thackerq delights to illustrate, would utter~
destro1' this knovl.dge and render us a race ot un-
believers - animals less haPP.1than the brut.s vho,
dumband unreasoning as thq are, can still consort
together and der1ve someconsolation troll their
compan1onship.24

Fac.d with this horritying rlsion or evil, mistrust and disharmol31',it

vas as it an aesociativ. chord had been struck in Phillips's mind, tor,

beg1.nn1ng a nev paragraph, he rolloved thee. remarke immediattlJ' with

the vords alread7 quoted in the Introductlon to this York: "To the

unrenecting, Thackerq and Dickens represent one school ot fiction."

This commentdid not arise directl1 out ot his previous attack upon

the infidel tendencies ot 7hack.~·s outlook, so that c1earJJ' the

act ot writing about the dark qualities ot'the Vanity' Fair vorld had

produced a mental transition to thoughts ot their opposites, the good-

ness, trust and un1f)'1ng love or Dickens'.8 philosopq. This missing

connection betveen the tvo paragraphs onl1' emergedlater in the course

24 Tim.e, 22 December1852, 8.
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ot the general comparisonbetveen the novelists vh1ch ensued:

Again, Mr. Dickens sympathises deepl,Jrldth his species,
and is never so happ;y as vhen deal1ng ld th its better
qualities. Mr. Thacke~ never recognises such qualities,
or wen h. tinds themknavs not vhat to do with them.25

This leap trom a consideration ot Thackeray to the comparison ldth

Dickens pertectl,Jr illustrates the c1a1mthat thoughts ot on. noveUst

bred thoughts ot the other.

The Times's contrast betveen optimism and cynicism vas not, hovev.r,

as cleu-cut in tavour ot Dickens as the passages quoted above vould

suggest. Th. '--tirst allusion',to the existence ot such a division ot

outlooks, in Kennq's rev1ev ot Thackerq's Kicklebur;rs on the Rhine (1850),

certa1nl1 revealed a preterence tor Dickens z

To our ovn, perhaps unphilosophical, taste the
aspirations towards sentimental pertection ot '
another popalar author are intini telT preterable
to these sardonic divings atter the pearl ot
truth, wose lustre is eclipsed in the disp].q
ot the diseased o7ster.26

But Iennq vas praising Dickens here tor intentions ("aspirations")

rather than achievements. Tbenov.Ust's bellet in goodness sprang

trom t.eling, and vas thus superior to cruel sarcasm, but its express-

ion vas exaggerated. and unreal, as the phrase "sentimental pertection'

madeplain. It Thacke~'s "pearl ot truth" vas marred b7 the corruption
"

in vhich it vas _bedded and vh1ch the unrelenting anatomist insisted on

displqing, Dickens's pearl, vh11e more beautitull..1' present.d, vas never-
.

th,less otten artiticial. Th. heart JlUStal~s take precedence over the head,
but

25
.. l.l>li. .
26 T!a';' :3 Januarr 1851, :3.
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this did not mean that it vas always infallible. That Phillips llkcmise
thought Dickens guilty of sometimes enthusing over sham virtues ua:::!

apparent from the Gomparative review of Pendcnnis and Copperfield which
he wrote a few months after Kenney's article

•••Hr. Dickens frequently sins in excess.
contemplates human nature in its strenGth

He

• • •
Hr. Thackeray in its weakness •••• The con;:;e-
quence is, that the former verges on the sentiment-
al, the latter on the cynical, one being the re-

27action of the other • • • •

The two authors here emerged not simply as opposites but as extremes of
a sin~le emotional curve leading from naIve absolute faith in human
nature to the disillusionment which resulted when that faith was dis-

appointed - exactly the curve indeed which was described by Thackeray
in Pen's progress from gullible infatuation with Emily Fothcringay to
worldy-uise flirtation with Blanche Amory. T1lUsPhillips saw in the
polarity not a straightforward choice between right and wrong interpre-
tations of life but twin excesses to be mutually avoided. Though the
truth lay more with Dickens than with Thaclceray, it did not lie with
him completely, for he was liable to be led into admiration of unwortl\1
objects, just as Thackeray was too prone to discredit worthY ones.
Truth, if it was not to ba found at point exactly halfuay between
them (as the English R~vieu's nprin(?;-autunnanalogy might seem to imply),
was yet to be discovered at §ome point betweon them and not at either
pole. Tha.ckeray's picture of human smallness, while it vas not endowed
with the force of Dickens's portrayal of faith and resigna.tion in the

23persons of Mr. Peggotty and Ham ,had nevertheless to be taken into
account in any total apprehennion of mankind.

27 Times, 11 June 1851, 8.
23 SeG below, p. 2.." tj- •
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This conclusion could also be draw from the article on Pendennis

and Copperfiela vhich appeared a month before in the Pro§pect1ye

Reviev. Thepreference vhich this critic too shoved tor Dickens29,

did not prevent him from s¢ng :

There has been too much sentimental! t,. (though not
ot a bad case), too much ot the melodramatic and
unnatural (in the vorks succeeding Oliver]. It
Mr. Thackerq gives us an overdose ot self'ishness,
Mr. Dickens has heretofore treated us to too much

Quixotism; and vhat the former sqs ot vomen, that
they' are alvqs sacrificing themselves or somebott"
tor somebod;yelse'. sake, is strictlJr true ot too
large a proportion ot the characters drawn b.r the
latter •.30

Later th.e samereviever vrote or DLckens'. nexclusion ot selfishness·

as being ·ove~onscious, and sometimesmore tar--tetehed thal:L Mr.

Thackerq's introduction ot it •• .31 Both.artists inclined to erlreme

presentations ot lmman conduct, and their vievs c1earl1' needed balan~

1ng one against the other. B.r using Thackerqts perception ot the

selt-indulgence under~ self-sacrifice in order to correct the

sentimental seillessness or Dickens's ehs.racters, this critic shoved

that he responded to the tormer's realism ot assessment. The idea or
dubious motives underlying apparently virtuous behaviour had tound a

place in his consciousness and could not nov be erased. Like Ph1lllps,

hovever, he vas not inclined to question the integrity or goodness vhen

it manitested itself in the shape ot tortitude and endurance, o~ wen

he vas asked to shed maudlin tears over somespectacle ot vomanish

veakness. As the next section ot this chapter will make clear, he

demandedfrom fiction personages cEstrong moral principle. These he

29 See belov,pp. 2,.01. - ~ •

.30 IDavid Coppertield and Pendennis", Prospective Reviev. May 1851,
v.1i, lSO •

.31 .tl:l;14., 182.
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found in Copperfield, for all the facility of someot Dickens's

sentiment, and not at all in Pendennis.

The contrast betyeen optimism and pessim1smcontinued throughout

the 50's and 6O's. It vas apparent, for instance, in the distinction

vhich critics madebew'eenthe didactic methods ot the tvo novelists.

Oneof the contributors to a series ot eight articles in the BPUsh

Controveral,l1 at:ot 1858, debating the question "Whichis the Abler

Writer - Dickens or Thackeray?lf, vas tull. ot praise for the 'benevolent

humourot Dickens and disl1k:e ot the talent for "dissection" evidenced

by' his fello\Mlovel1st32• Dickens,~he vent on to point out, attempted
.

to v1n men to virtue Ifby' gentleness and persuasion, by' exampleand by'

precept", vh1le Thackeray, scourging men tor their tollies and crimes,

chastised imperfect human! ty vi thout otfering to correct i t.3.3• He

sawhis task as the negative one ot punisbment instead ot undertaking

vith Dickens the positive act of reformation. This division ot aims

vas noted by' two other cri tics already quoted in this section. Masson

vas ready, in accordance vith his policy' ot holding a balance betveen

the authors, to justit;y both methods, "that ot hanging forth betore

mentine and noble ideals" for their emulation, and ·that ot punishing

them sharplJr • • • for their actual vices" : nvh1le a vr1ter like

Dickens may do good in one vs:r, a vr1ter like Thackerq may do good in

another.n.34 TheodoreMartin noted the same ditference, also vithout

caring to state a preference : "Dickens seeks to amendthe heart by'

depicting virtue, Thackeray seeks to achieve the same end by' exposing

vice. Both are great mora11ets"35. C>nlJr ThomasPowell supposed that

.32 British Controyersi," st, Ju.l.y' 1858, n.e.vi, 25•

.33 Ibid., 27.
34 Ngrth British Review. May 1851, xv, 81.
35 Wegt.m1ngter Rlyiey. April 1853, n.e. 111, 3n.
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both vere equalJ.T intent OD uncovering stupidity' and vice, but even

he vas aware ot a ,divergence in, their, vays ot ea.rrying this out:

both scourge the offender, but (Thaekerq] does it
trom liking the ottiee, and the other~,beeause he is
8llg1'7, arid thinks the culprit deserves it. • • •
D1ckensbatters his opponent in a passion and gives
up wen tired : he rails and rltuperates all the
time, vh1l.e 1ba.ckerq, with more severity', tortures
at leisure •.36

1houghne! ther author vas interested in the depiction ot human perteet-

ion, D1ckensstill stood upon the side ot emotion, hovever misguided,

and Thaekerq on that ot intellect. The leading characteristic ot the

latter vas "eoolnesslt.37, vhereas D1ekensvas a manot "passion" whose

excesses vere at least based on "heart and teal1ng1t38, and therefore

had the merlt ot involTement, it nothing more.

The opposition betveen improTementb7 love and chastisement b7

the SCDUrgevhich Massonand Martin remarked upon vas par1i.Qr responsible

for the emergenceot a comparison beween Dickens the humourist and

Thackeray'the satirist. 1he joy ot the humourist in the richness of

human nature was in sharp contrast to'the satirist's concentration on

the mearmessesand indignities ot lite. 'People, in general, do not

like satirists", observed Chambers's Joumal1n 1856 I "Thaekerq •••

is a thousand times less popular than the ~, genial Dickens,

than whom,as an artist, he undoubted:lJ'stands higher.' This critic

vent so tar as to call Thaekerq nthe greatest Englisl;1novelistlt, and

ridiculed "Miss Fritter" whotound him IIdrea~ ill-natured" and .

"Miss M tterl whowas "tond ot romaneea and could not understand the

36 Pictures ot the I4.rlng Authors ot Brit8.1n, p. 104•
.37 illa.,' p.103.
38 illa., p.104~
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great vriter1s yor~9. Oneot the British Controversialist debaters,

on the other hand, perhaps \11th a touch ot 1ro~, avarded the palm to

the novelist vho coincided \11th rather than nouted publ1c taste.

Dickens, he said, had to be placed first, because humourvas more

acceptable to ·the mass ot the English people" than the "exquisite

satire ot '!hackeray", vh1ch vas not ·congenial to their mental tastes

and constitutional predilections." The cri tic himselt attempted, like

Masson, to hold the tllO styles ot art together as complementary'to

one another rather than as mutual.lJ"exclusive: -Wegenerally' think

ot one as supporting the other, and look upon them respectively as

the humourist and the satirist, by' wose combinedintluence ve are

amusedand instructed.-40 Both rtmctions, he thought, vere equal.l.7

important and necess8.l7. The Dublin University Magazine, in 1860,

agreed \11th this, but nevertheless Judged Dickens the more important

vriter ot the tvo. Hevas -the rarest ot all English Humorists",

1hackeray -incomparably'not one ot the greatest Satirists, but .1al2

Master Satirist ot our generation.- The critic concluded I -Admiration

tor !It!Humorist and admiration tor the Satirist-Humorist ot our time,

ve vould simplT insist, are in no vqincompatibl.e • ..4l Thoughnot

de¢ng the satirist possible equality \11th the humourist, the Dublip.

vr1ter's verdict on Tbacke~ suggested that a preoccupation vith mean

subjects vas the true cause ot his subordination to Dickens.

There vas scarcelJ" a single critic vho accepted, \I1thout reserve,

1hackerq's interpretation at lite in preterence to Dickens's. Even

39 "Mr. Tbackerq1s Ballads", Chambers's Journal, 2 Februar;y1856, v,
73, 76.

40 British Controversialist, November1858, n.s.vi, 225.
41 "W.M.Tback~rq : Satirist and Humorist", Dublin University Magazine,

J'anU8.171860, lv, Zl - 8. The deSCription ot Dickens vas quoted
tram an article on Bulver in a previous issue, J'u4r 1858, ll1, 49.
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Covent17Patmore stressed the more positive side or the tormer's

vision, pointing, in an essay ot 1855, to 'the great-minded gentleman,

Colonel Nevcome;the high and aveet ~, the Countess ot Florac; the

frank and honourable boy' Clivea42 as examples ot nob1l1ty. But

Patmore differed from JDal'J1' ot his contemporaries in the praise he

bestowed upon the gloomier aspects ot 'lhackeray's fiction, which, he

telt, possessed inexpressible value ator those whorea.l.l.7 believe in

original sin and human 1mpertec~b1l1t;y ••43 The novelist, he ~te,

'WaS accused ot painting too dar~, but could sxq reader ·candi~

sa:;rvhether, the numbers pre-supposed equal, he movs as JDal'J1' worthy"

people as Mr. Pendenn1s •• '. pretends to depict [in The Newcomes?]II

It would, indeed, be possible to convict the author ot under-statement,

"vere ve not convinced that a novelist vho should represent the vorld

vith its average amountot malice, stupidity, meanness, and vanity,

would be absolutelJ' unreadable.a44.: Patmore commendedThackera:;ralso

tor the abill ty, vh1ch he shared vi th Field1 ng and Shakespeare, ot

rorcing his readers to acknowledge their kinship vith scoundrels.

Dickens's bad people, on the other hand, had no connection vith average

human1tYA-5• Not only"did Patmore welcomethis revelation ot the evil

\Ih1ch lurked in all men, and the exposure ot humanmed10crity and

viciousness - he even vent so tar as to pay tribute to Thackeray's

Weare all ot us disciples ot that school of the
new science ot moral anato~, ot vhich Mr. lhackerq
is the master; and it is emphatically true ot him, as

42 "Fielding and Thackeray", North British Reviev, November1855, mv, 197.
43 Ibid., 199.
44 1Q1.g., 197.
45 Ibid., 198.
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ot all other great writers, that he is onl1
lIoutrllnn1ng the age in the direction vh1ch it
is spontaneous17 taki ng••46

1bis vi1l1ngness to associate himself vith the more unpleasant im-

plications ot Thackertq's works madePatmore the outstanding upholder
.

amongVictorian critics at the less nattering ot the two novelists.

Such pessimism was all the more surprising, even whenqualit1ed br

gloving reterences to the virtues embodiedin Colonel Newcomeand

Clive, in that this lS55 essq was contemporaneousvith the radiant

accouut ot ideal love which he gave in TheAngel in·the House (1854 -

56), though it should be rememberedthat the sto17 ot Honoria and

Felix in that poemwas nowhere presented as the rule but rather as an

exampleot exceptional honour and happiness. The publication at this

sceptical article on Thackerq between the:'first and second books ot

TheAngel was nonetheless a symptomot the division in the Victorian

mind between beliet in un] 1m1ted humannobill ty' and doubts based on

experience ot man's inadequacies. The Colonel was an exampleot that

virtue which could be attained by'men, vh1le a Barnes Newcomerepresen~.
ed the meanness to which in actual! tl'" they' so otten enslaved themselves.

It was tar more normal tor those reviewers whowished to praise

Thackerrq to do so, not, like Patmore, by' calling attention to his

cynicism, but by attributing to him qualities which madeit seem,

intentionall.7 or not, that he was cast in the samemould as Dickens.

~us the harsher teatures or his outlook were minimised. Leves, tor

instance, pointed out that he shoved ·a soul at goodness in things

evil, as vell as the spot at evil in things good": "Not a mocking

spirit but a loving spirit has he1l47• Other critics vere also quick

to veaken the force or his anatomising by' pointing out that he was

46 ~., 201.
47 Leader, 21 Dec9llber1850, 1, 9.30.
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never torgetful ot the purer aspects ot man's nature. "In the

midst ot his most brilliant satire," said TheodoreMartin, "somesimple

suggestion ot love and goodness occurs, somesveet touch ot pathos.u48•

In the sameYay, W.C·Roscoe, objecting to his "Wlconquerablehanker-

ing to Iq his t1nge~ on a blot,,49, in the Nati~nal Raviev ot 1856, vas

ret able to congratulate him on the possession ot ua heart as deep and

ld.nd as ever wrote i tselt in tiction"50 • Oneot the British
.\

ControyersiAlist ~ters, whenhe declared that Thackerayvas ·ot

opinion that 11te is not so bad as menare apt to describe i tu5l.,

might have been ta1ldng ot Dickens, as too might the LondonQuarterly

Reviev in 1864, calling 7hackeray a man"otlarge heart and generous

sympathies, Wo yould plead tor charity' to the tallen,,52. Atter Vanity

!!!!, there vas also a tendency to claim that its author, in his latest

books, had become, comfortingly, less ot a cynic. As earq as Pendennis,

Leves discerned "a broader and more generous viev ot humanity', a larger

admixture ot goodness \lith vhat is evil, and a more loving melloved

tone throughout.lt53 Forster reserved a sim1Jar verdict until tive rears

l.ater, whenhe perceived that in TheNellcomes,tor the tirst time,

Thackerayhad given h1mselt "an opportunity- ot shoving vith hoy deep

a sympa~ he can approach all that is good,,54. But, although each ot

these cri tics invoked Dickensian values ot "l.ove" and "sympath;rl to "

48 Westminster Rerlev. April 1853, n.s.111, 376.
49 .W.M. 7hackeray, Artist and Moralist", National Raviev. J8l1U8l'7 1856, ii,211.
50 ~., 209.
51 British COAtroversi,Hst. J'Ul.1' 1858, n.s.vi, 32.
52 ItThackeray'and ModernFiction", LondonQuarterly Reviev, Jul1' 1864,

x:rl.1, 387.
53 Leader, 21 December1850, i, 930.
S4 EJ!m1ner, l'September 1855, 548.
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describe the better features of his rival's vork, they did not, with

one exception, make a:tl7 direct reference to Dickens himselt.

That exception vas TheodoreMartin, vho explieitlJ' proposed that

the brighter aspects ot Thacker~'s outlook ought to be regarded as

arising trom the infiuence ot Dickens. According to Martin the gentle

spirit ot Dickens had. exerted a positive ettect on hcker81' as earq

as the mid-40's, wen he had exhibited enthusiasm in Fraser's Magazine

over the -national beneti til ot AChristmas Carol 55:

In a mter vho telt and wrote thus, it vas most
strange to find no ettort made to link himself to
the attect1.ans ot his readers by' someportraiture,
caleul.a.ted to take hold ot their hearts, and to be
rememberedwith a teeling ot gratitude and lovel
WhateverMr. Thackerq's previous experiences ~
have been,. hovever hisfdth in humangoodness mq
have been shaken, the verr infiuenees vh.ich he here
recognises ot such a vri ter as Dickens must have
taught him bov muchthere ls in his fellov-men that
is neither veak nor wicked, and hov DlSll1' SUJlll1' and
hopetul aspects our commonlite presents to lighten
even the saddest heart.

The salutarT infiuence ot Dickens's spiri t ~,
indeed, be traced in the mUngs ot Mr. Thacker~
about this period, tempering the b1tterness ot his
sarcasm, and suggesting more pleasing vieva ot human
nature. 56

In 1845, the ,.ear follov:Lng Thackerq's Carol reviev, Martin had, as

has heen already' seen, show markedhostilit," to Dlckans, on the score

ot his lowess, rot, atter a reading or Thaeker~, the optimism or

Dickens vas throw into sharper relier, and used as a corrective to

55 -A Boxot Novels", Fraser's Magazine, Februarr 1844, xxix, 169.
56 Westm1p.sterRey1;1I,AprU-'1853, n.s. 111, 370.
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the excesses ot his tellololl-8.uthor,bathing them in a 'glowot refiected

light \lhich sottened the cheerlessness ot the perpetual retrain ot

"Vanitas vanitatum". Martin in his folloldng comparisonsbetween

the twomen, \lhile treating one as the representative of emotion and

the other as moregiven to intellectual a.na.lJrsis, continued to stress

the presence ot feeling in Thackerq's work, minimising the harshness

ot his creed: "Themindot the one is as hoperul as it is loving.

That ot the other, not less loving, though less expansive in its love,

is consti tutional.l.1' unhoperul.1t Dickens spoke trom the heart, while

1ba.ckerq, in whomthere vas "no want ot heart", controlled his

emotional raculties by "intellectual energy-and the habit ot refiectionn57•. '

1his anxiety' to prove that Thackerq did not lack love emphasisedthat

Martin considered this qual!tr to be or greater importance than intellect.

He cer~ held no briet tor the c;ynicismof Thackel'83'"s 'Work,,as his

attempt to prove a conversion by' Dickens and his objection to being

confronted 'Withthe frailties ot virtue madeapparent58, and his

impatience with the novelist's gloominess vas also in evidence in his

claim that Dickens's laughter vas "broad and joyous", and tJuit even his

pathos lett 'bright atter-hope", bu.t that Thackeray'rarely' raised more

than a smile, \lhi1e his pathos 'too otten makes the heart sad to the

core, and leaves 1t so•• 59 On the other hand, there seemedsomething

to be said, atter all, tor the greater responslb1ll ties \lhich Thackerq

placed on his reader's intelligence: "Wesmile at tollT with the one,

the other makesus smile, indeed, bu.t he makesus think too'6O. These

57 laW.
58 See above,pp. 11 It- - 5.
59
60

Westminster Rertew, 371.'
Ibid., 370.
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last two passages expose a contlict inMartin's mind whichhe vas

f'inall7 unable to reconcile. Having been madeto think by' Thackeray,

he did not relish the "sad" conclusions to vh1ch this process led him,

and turned back to the instinctive hopes of'f'ered him by' Dlckens.

1heoreticallJ', he granted the importance of' intellectual inquir,y, but

in practice he vas loath to adm1 t the truthfulness or its less

nattering results, and so negated the superioritY' of' mindvh1eh

Tbacker~ possessed over Dickens. ,

Although the basic contrast between the novelists centred upon

the opposition or hope and disillusion outlined by' Martin there vas

another area, closely' allled, whicho~ Walter Bagehotdealt with.

Ol as muchinterest to the Victorian critic as the proper delineation

ol virtue vas the question as to howvice should be treated by' the

vr1ter or fiction. There vas a tbin,boundar,y-l1ne betweenwhat

might be show to the reader, and to the youngperson in particular,

and what must be at all costs concealed, a line vh1chDickenshad

earlier been charged ldth crossing in Oliver Mst. WhatBagehotround

disturbing in Thackeray, however, vas not that he actual.ly' vandered

over into the forbidden region but that he constantly' threatened to

do so. Theef'f'ect of' such ti t1l1ation upon the Victorian reader vas

or the samelebrile kind as that produced by' the practice, or morbid

anato1l1'. To lif't a corner of the curtain vas in somew~s worse than

to raise it altogether, and Thackeraypruriently tantalising his

audience, as in Chapter 64 or Vanity Fair, vith glimpses of the

mermaid'8 taU was as uncomfortable as Thacker~ exposing the skeleton

in everr virtuous man's (or worse, \loman's) closet. Yet Dickens, whUe

mercitul.l7 tree f'romsuch toyings vith the dark undercurrent or lite,

erred, in Bagehot's opinion, upon the side of' discretion:
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Noone can read Mr. Thackerq's writings ldthout teeling
that he is perpetuall7 treading as close as he dare to
the border-line that separates the vor1d vh1ch mq be
described in books trom the vorld which it is prohibited
so to describe. Noone knOllSbetter than this
accomplished artist were that line is • • • • The
charge against bim is that he knovs it but too lIell;
that with an anxious care and a wistful eye he is ever
approximating to its edge, and hinting ldth subtle art
hOllthoroughly' he is tamiliar ld th and hov interesting
he could makethe interdicted region en the other side
•••• Mr. DLckensis chargeable ldth no such detect:
he does not seemto teel the temptation. By' vhat ve mq
tairlJ' call an instinctive purity' ot genius, he not
onlJ' observes the conventional rules, but makesexeur--
sions into topics which no other novelist could sa.f'elJ'
handle, and, by' a telicitous instinct, deprives them
ot all impropriety' •••• At the same time it is
difticult not to belleve that this singular insensibility'
to the temptations to wbich IIIa.nY or the greatest novelists
have succumbedis in somemeasure connected ld th his utter
inaptitude tor delineating the portion ot llte to lIhich
their art is specia.l.l3'inclined. He delineates neither
the love-a.ttairs vllch ought to be nor those which ought
not to be.61

The absence ot taint trom DLckensIs approach to sexual matters in

particular vas thus ultimately to be ascribed to a total incapacity

tor portr~ passion. It derived trom a limitation not a strength.

It Dickens and Thacker~ represented tor Fh1ll1ps and the Prospective

Reviev unnecess8.l"1extremes or sentimental! ty and cynicism, and tor

ThomasFovell or passion and coolness, ther seemedto Bagehot to

stand tor excessive innocence and misused experience. In this var
Bagehot too, though:'tar trom ldshing to identit,r Dickens as the spirit

61 "Charles Dickens", : National Rev1EtW. October 1858, vU, 478 - 9.
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ot love incarnate, associated Thacke~ ldth the over-conscious

subtleties ot a lapsed world in vh1ch knowledgeot good and evil

vas put o~ to perverted use.

By' hinting at vhat lq be;yondthe proper and disclosing the

motives which underlq outward tairness, Thackerq continua.ll¥ jarred

upon the nervous sensibilities or his time. He vas, said Bagehot,

tb1 nk1 ng nowot his taste tor discovering impertection in all he sav,

"an uncomfortable vr1tern62. His ohsession \lith corruption and his

questioning ot the virtues vh1ch other mentook tor granted tocussed

Victorian attention on those aspects or existence which vere most

calculated to excite discontent \lith the human lot, and made the heart,

as w.e. Roscoe complained, ·unsatisfied, restless, anx1ous" : "to drop

the curtain and leave the mind jaded vith small discontents • • • and

saddened \lith the shortcomings ot truition, - this is to be talse to

the high and soothing innuences ot art·63• 1.b.epessimism ot his work

combined.the ~ca1 power or science with the sighing unfulfilment

or Romanticism, leaving no sure ground beneath the reader's teet.

The onl1' refuge vas to claim that the novelist's picture ot the

world might be true to part or it but cer~ not to the part 1n~

habited bt the reader. Thacker~'s friend, the Rev. Whitwell Elvin,

rev1eldng 'Ibe Newcomesin 1855, wrote :

People tound themselves turned inside out, - their
trailties hung as badges about their necks, vr1tten
upon their backs, pinned upon their sleeves. The
natural impulse vas to deny the resemblance, and
declare the exposure a cal1.lDl1V'.

'Fiction holds a double mirror,
One tor truth, and one tor error:

·Sterne and Thackerqlt, National Review, April 1864, mll, 553.
63 National Reviey, JanuaI')"1856, 11,193.
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That looks hideous, fierce and f'rightful :
This is flattering and delightful;
That ve throw aVlq as foul,
Sit by this and dress the soul.' 64

. .
The flattering (Rnskin1an) mirror vhieh menchose to hang on their

valls in preference to the clear glass vhich truthtul.ly reflected

their crimes and follies mq have been intended by' Elvin as an image

of' Dlckensian fiction, though there vas no exp11cit indication of'

this. It vas certainly appropriate to the function vh1.chhis vork

could serve as a corrective to Thacker~'s. Whatevertheir reserva-

tions about his exaggerated methods, for cri tics such as Ph111ips and

Martin he gave voice to the hopes vhich they' cherished of the human

race, and Wieh they' pref'erred as 11terar,y themes to the doubts:nt

Thaclcerq. At the sametime, they' could never act~ "throwaway"

the fouler mirror, Wich remained alvqs present to their reluctant

gaze. This tact vas underlined by the Family Herald in 1868 I

DLckensmakes;yougood-humouredwith ;yourself,
because ;yous~, "Goodnessgracious, vhat good
people ve arel" Thacker~ makes;yousad, because,
although ;youdon't sq so, 70u feel, "Alasl this
human heart has sores, and veakness, and wretched-
ness; it is vile after all."65

TheVictorians could not forget Thackerq's vision of the world as

Vanity' Fair, because it vas a part ot their ownconsciousness, as ws

indicated by the passage quoted !'romCarlyle in the first chapter of

this vork, on the blindness ot the mass ot menvho It!l:0veredand swm

along, in the grand. Vanity-Fair ot the worldll66• TheHeraldIS

64 Quarterly Rerlev, September1855, xcvii, .354. Elvin's quotation is
untraced.

65 "Charles Dickens and WilliamMakepeaceThackeray''', Family Herald,
24 October 1868, xxvi,' 414.

66 See above, p.37.
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distinction betveen open utterance and silent thought, llke Sterling's

betweenhalf'-sqing and halt_believ1ng67, pointed to a contradiction

ot public optimism by private pessimism. The fiction at Dickens

dramatised tor Victorian readers their taith in humanpertectib1l1ty -

though it also revealed undercurrents at humandarlaless, \Ih1ch~

critics tound little to their taste - vh1l.e that at Thackerq brought

betore them their ownsuppressed tears. The tva could be regarded

as mut~ exclusive but it vould have been more true to sq that

they corresponded to the tva halves ot the Victorian mind. IIOne

has most head, the other most heartn6S, declared Povell, seeing in

them the samedichotoDIy'that Rintoul had noted iD Becq and Amelia.

Headand heart, he might also have recorded, vere not separate entities

but organic parts at a single body. This anatomical imager,ystressed

that the clash between instinct, emotion and love on the one hand

and experience, intellect and knovledge on the other vas not only'

ot an external but also at an internal nature.

67 See above, pp. 39 - 40.
68 Pictures ot the I4.ving Authors of Britain, p. 105.
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(ii)

Thegloomattributed to ThackeraT's fiction vould have been more

acceptable to DlBllTof his cri tics it, amidst the vices and follies of

his VaniV Fair, there had been shownsomeearnest Christian battling

vi th the forces of darkness and vinning his vs:r patiently" ·through the

snares ot the world to the Cit,. ot Sion. Since the Victorian emphasis

on moral pur!V, so tar trom being·alWTs the product of a tacile

optimism, otten rose directly" trom a sense of the wickedness of the

human heart and its inherent susceptibility' to temptation, perfection

vas presented as a state vhich could on17be achieved vi th the utmost

ditficult,. and maintained with the greatest courage. Life, as vas

suggested in the tirst chapter, vas a Pilgrim's Progress beset by

doubt and danger, and the journey could not be undertaken vi thout a

stern guide to point out the pitfalls vhich attended manIs progress

at everr step. Onesuch guide vas the Bible, another vas the Cluttcl1,

but the one vhich vas perhaps ot most importance vas the conscience.

lbe salvation ot the individual dependedupon his ow. recognition of

the principles ot goodand evil and upon his possessing the necessar,r

v11l-pover to obse"e these in his practical conduct. Fiction, in

order to be entireJ.r correct in its tendencies, must therefore delineate

not o~ the vanities ot man's fallen state, but also the process b,y

vhich humanitY',exerting its moral vill, could rise superior to its

lover nature. Tbeartist must strengthen his readers' awareness of

the obligation imposedupon them to be u.nfiinching in their making

of moral choices. It vas precisely' this strictness of purpose that

vas lacld.ng both in Thackerq himself and in the mediocre characters

he depicted.·

This deficienCY'in his vork vas pointed out by' cri tics of various
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denominations and persuasions. William B. Rands ot Tait'e Edinburgh

Magazine, in 1855, complained that he had no perception ot "CONSCIENCE

as a supreme, regulating principle in human characterll69, and Richard

Simpsonot the Catholic Homeand Foreign Reviev, in 1864, lamented

that he possp-ssedno "sovereign principle" helping him "to choose
. 70

vhat is true, and to reject vhat is false and unreasonable" • Dickens,

seventeen ;years betore this latter critic, had been simUarl1' minded,

accru.singhis feUov-author ot "jesting much too l1ghtl1' betveen wat

was true and vhat vas talse, and vhat he oved to both, and not being

sufticiently stead;y to the former,71. For Dickens, as tor the re-

rlevers, 'lbackerq vas a man wo had no tixed values b.r vh1ch to live.

This vant of decisive moral pover vas treated at greater length br

W.O. Roscoe, wo believed that the artist vho professed to paint real

lite must 'base his conception on that religious substructure Wich

alone makesit other than shreds ot tlying dreams". 'lhackera.;y,for

his part, recognised "the sentiment" but nof.lithe rea" ties" ot fa1th72•

By this Roscoemad that vh1le he boved to the vi1l or God, he possessed

in himselt DOprinciple vMoh vould enable him to maintain his soul

intact against the battetings ot fortune. He believed in "Godout or

the 'World' rather than in his OVD breast iD the form ot the still

small voice ot conscience, and so he represented man as "tossing on

the vild sea, driven to and tro br ldnd and vaves ••• destitute ot

all knovledge of navigation, and vith no port to steer tor and no
73 .

compassto guide his course.' This type ot religion, devoid ot a:a:r

69 •Aproposot Mr. Thackerq", Ta!tIs Edinburgh Magazine, November
1855, xxii, 675.

70 .'lbackera;y", Homeand .Foreign Reviev, April 1864, iv, 5U.
71 Let~?rs (Nonesuched.), 11, 28.
72 National Rey1ev. Janua.r;y 1856, ii, 201 - 2.
73 lRil<l., 194.
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beliet in the internal strength ot purpose vhich gave a mancourage

tor "hardened endurance ot adverse tate", vas 11tUe more than tatal-
74 .

ism • Unlike the UlJ'sees ot TeDDy'son- a comparisonnot madeb.r

Roscoe- Thackerq vas not "strong in will/To strive, to seek, to tind .

and not to 1ie1d', but instead put out to sea without resolve and with-

out a rixed destination. It vas undoubt~ this veakness in his

approach to llte that caused Carlyle, vrit1ng to MoncktonMilnes a

tev dqs atter Thackerq1s death, to remark that he had had Ita big

mass or a soul, bu.t not strong in proportion; a beautitul. vein ot

genius 1q struggling about in him. n7S This restless mass ot great-

ness had clearly' never round heroic utterance, because it lacked the

moral ldll ",herewith to shape itselt into positive bellet and action.

The lack or moral fibre in the novellst1s vork vas the chier

topic ot the compari.tive notice ot Pendennis and Copperfield vhich

appeared in the Prospective Reviewot 1851, were the Carlylean values

or vork and dut;r vere invoked as the proper corrective to the philo-

sophy'ot Thackera;rand vhere the outlook ot Dickens, though never

actua1l;r def'ined, vas otrered as a counterbalance to that ot his rival.

'lbiB cri tic took Thackerq to task tor his inabi11 t;r to reach a firm

conclusion on matters ot ethical concern. In dealing ldth the ;youth-

tul love attair betweenHelen Pendennis and Frank Bell, tor instance,

he vas not at all clear in his ownmind 'WhetherFrank should have

married Helen or honoured his engagementto the elderl1' Martha Coacher,
76and so he passed the ditticult;r ott \lith a sneer • Topose a dilemma

74 ~., 193.
75 T. Wem,rSB Reid, Idte. Letters and Friendships of Richard Monckton

Milnes (2 vols., 1890), n , W.
76 See Pendenn1s, Ch. v11i, Centena.rr Biographical ed., ill, 98.
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in this manner without offering an indication of the correct solution
~as dangerous, since it raised questions in the reader's ~nd and
left him in a state of irresolution77• This demonstrates the desire
of the Prospective reviewer for clear-cut moral statements. Later
he was to commend Dickens for making his chief personages "men and
~omen po~erful for good or evil" rather than beings in ~hom there ~as
a mixture of qualities78• Ho~ever, the passage which follo~ed this
attack on the treatment of the Helen-Frank episode made a point which
did not arise direct~ out of this one isolated incident, except in
so far as the critic was still considering TIlacker~'s failure to
ground his 'fiction on a well-defined moral basis:

Perhaps the chief reason ~hy ve call so many of the
works of.imagination produced in the present day
"unhealthy", is the self-consciousness of the beings
~hich they depict. The books called moral, and those.
called immoral, are alike occupied ,d th the actions,
thoughts, and sensations of men and ~omen, who are
striving, not to act out their inmost selves, but
to determine ••• what their inmost selves ~ould
really be about. There is a consta~t sense attending
the reader, of the preponderance of moral sensibility
over moral vigour. We admit that fictions of the
quality to which we refer, mirror but too truly one
phase of our own daily life. They do. not mirror the.
whole of it, or anything like the whole, but in so
far as they delineate modern society falthfu1~, they
point to the existence of a ~orbid weakness of moral
fibre, joined to or rather producing, an uncertainty
or mo~al insight. This ~ant of tonicity often cuts

77 Pro~pective Review, Hay 1851, vii, 176 - 7.
78 I12!.i., 182.
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oft persons.ot tender conscience trom the practical
class vho do the vork ot the vorld.79

This constituted a condemnationot the bildungsroman, in vh1ch the

hero vas show Ifstriv1.ng'to discover his "inmost" selt. All "selt-

ccnacfous" seeking tor personal identitY' vas to be set aside in tavour

ot active vork. Thoseyho stayed too long debating, albeit over their

ow moral choices, vould tall into morbid passivity', unable to reach

a decision or pertorm a task, and shitting continua.lly' trom one view-

point to another. Thepractical man, on the contra.r;r, toUoyed the

straight path ot duty', never questioning established values.

It vas not to the bildungsromanitself, though, that this critic

objected, so much as to Thaekerq's use ot it. It he could have telt,

vith DavidMasson, that the author's design had reallT been ato

represent a mindot the thoughtful order, struggling through doubt and
80 .

error toyards certainty' and truth" , he vould almost certainly have

applauded zea1ously". But it seemedto him that the sametailure to

york out the moral1mpllcations ot a si1uatlon to a conclusion, vhich

characterised the novelist's approach to the relationship betweenPen's

mother and Laura's tather, vas evident in the overall structure ot the

book. It va~ a bildWgsromap.vithout an ending. So tar from arriving

at ·certaintY' and truth",· the protagonist vas drawn in such a vq "as

to leave the reader vi thout S1J1 impression ot his having rea.1l1 gained

one vhit more strength ot character at the end ot the book than he

started vith at the beginning.IfSl Possibly' the critic might have telt

that such vorks as Eustace Conm and Sartor Reeartus also charted

the wanderingsot "moral sensibility'" rather than the active but

79 lli.a., 177.
80 British Noyelists and their Styles (1859), p.266.
81 Prospeqtiye ·R$viev,172.
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firm-rooted existence of the practical worker. Certainly he could
have argued that Arthur Coninf'{sby,nOuless than Pendennis, was the
stor,r of a weak-willed man, one of those whom Carlyle characterised
in Sartor as shifting "from enterprise to enterprise, and from side
to side", unable ever to pass thr~ugh doubt anduncertalnty to fixed
fa.1th82.But in the,works of Caz:lyle and Maurice the moral viewpoint
vas easily definable, not indeterminate and inconsistent as in
Thackeray's case, and in Conin~sby it was made perfectly clear that
an: alternative and better way of llfe lay open to the main character

, ,

if he chose to take it, whereas Thackeray, also portraying a weakling,
. .

had seemed to feel that no such choice of paths was possible, so that.'
'.. .the critic felt bound to protest against "the debilitating and dis-

heartening assumption of a weak, nerveless, springless dilettantism,
as a normal state which m~ be deplored indeed, but which can scarcely
be avoided."83 The earlier books had preached, either by positive
demonstration or negative v~rning, the necessd ty for carr,ring out
the task that lay nearest, and it vas ,from the climate of,opinion
vhich they had ere~ted that th~ Prospective reviewer drew his own
fai~h in the virtues of practical duty. However, in doing so, he
ignored, or at least,'discoWlted" the self-consciousness which attended'
the gospel' of work in the writings of Carlyle himself and which vas
indeed the only means by vhich modern man, a Ueister rather than 'a

Tom Jones, could come to knowledge of himself and his relation to
universal law. The disciple was naIve and dogmatic, less open to the
full complexity and difficulty of experience than the master.

Tha:c this' critic voul.d have read with pleasure a bildungsromaz:t

82 S~e above, p. '1~ •

83 Prospective Reviev, 172.
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vi th a moreheroic protagonist and a more satisfactory ending vas JI)~de

plain elsewhere in his essay. Hefound particularly oftensive the

suggestion that Pen's suppression of his passion tor FanqyBolton re-

presented a deterioration trom the boyish generosity' ot his infatuation

vith the Fotheringay. Thackerayshould have recognised that the teelings

of a grow manvere superior to the illusions ot an adolescent, and should

have show his hero leaving undisciplined sensibi11ty: ',behindnot tor

sentimental regrets but tor the reall ties of duty and domestic

aftection:

Theworkand struggles ot lite divert the mind trom
dvelling on i tsel.f, and give occupation and training
alike to the intellect and the conscience. The
dreamermerges in the man; he tirst teels the
existence of realities (oppressivel1 and painfU1l1
enoughtor sometime), and then, as by' slov degrees
he masters them, he learns that the ideal of 11te
cannot be snatched, must be vorked out indeed vith
the sveat of his brov, but nevertheless has a real
existence, and is attainable by' the brave and true.
'!henv1ll his affections, having tound out that they
need a homeas vell as a temple, cometo discem that
the homeand the temple are one. Woebetide him if
he regrets, and dreams, and plq"s the poetaster,
instead of learning, and vorking, and battling.84

This vas the process of education which this reader wished to see de-

lineated in fiction. '!he standards of this passage vere eminently

Victorian. The self'-torgetf'ulness ot eamest labour and the sveet

sanctities of the hearth drove out emptY'dreams. Man must find his

ideal in the actual (a doctrine vith vh1ch '!hackerBY'himself' con-

curred). It is eaQ to inter from this vhy, on the tinal page ot this

article, Copperfield, without further e:x:planation,vas preterred to

84 rus., 174 - s.
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Pendennis because its author's view of life was "by far the more com-
plete and the more healthy, and therefore in the highest sense the more
true. "as Dickens's hard-working hero displayed little tendency towards
that morbid self-examination condemned Qy this oritic, and his progress
from the dream-temple, Dora, to'the temple-home, Agnes, was exemplary.
Externally orientated character development of this kind, ending in the
individual's affirmation of the truths which others had found before him,
was very different from, the tremulous uncez-tatntd.esof Pen, whose creator
did not make marriage with Laura a satisfactory metaphor for spiri tual
conversion or final arrival at a scheme of fixed values. Instead of en-
couraging young men to 'work out' the ideal through the stern realities
of life, Thackeray taught them "alternately to weep •• • •

. 86and to sneerll . •

This unsettled outlook showed him totally ~~able to come to terms with
the conditions of the world around him, and it was in this, it is to 'be
presumed, that his inferiority to Dickens lay. For this critic he was not
primarily a Benthamite motive-seeker, butyather a Romantic who sighed
for impossibilities and turned on life with bitter sarcasms when it
failed to satisfy his desires. He was the idealist, Dickens the clear-
sighted realist.

In the self-conscious search for the "inmostt'seIFand in the placing
of dreams before the realities of experience Thackeray showed, this
critic might have argued, a tendency towards subjectivism. He substi~uted
for moral absolutes the unhealthy states of mind of weak men, as if the
weeping and sneering of thwarted desire and the vacillations of uncommit-
ted dilettantism were the yardsticks b.r which the universe was to be
measured. But Dickens, an upholder tor the Prospective Review ot

objective actuality', wasno less tainted, in the eyes ot

85 ~., 191.
86 lli,.q., 175.
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other critics, ldth the sin ot attaching too little importance to

moral authority. It Thackeray's characters were too weakfor the

exercise ot conscience those ot Dickens vere too se1t-suf'ticient to

teel. dependenceupon God. Thevery quality, trust in humannature,

vhich endeared him to his admirers, provided the basis tor a charge

ot irreligion trom the tamoushistorian, J.E.E.D. (later Lord) Acton,

vho argued in 1861 that man himself vas the novelist,"s only deity:
-."

Certain Germansot the last centur,r remind meot
him as to religion. They sav 'no divine part ot
Christianity', but div1nified humanity, or humanized
religion, and taught that man vas pertectible, but
childhood perfect. They hated intolerance, ex-

clusiveness, positive religi:_on, and ldth a compr~
hensive charity embracedall manld.nd and condemned
alike ditterences ot faith and distinctions ot
rank, as insurrection against the broad common
humanity'•••• SurelJ' Dickens is very' like them.
He loves his neighbour tor; his neighbour's sake •• 87• •

Acton, a Catholic, vas not .prepared to cauntenance a secularised

religion vithout Churchor ...God. Hebelieved,as did Maurice and

Sterling the Protestant.s, that man, in add!tion to the exercise ot

conscience, must rely upon external aid, not upon his ow ldll, for

salvation. Both parties, Protestant and Catholic alike, fotmd Dickens

vanting in respect tor authority, whether enshrined in God's Church

or in invard moral principle. Thus Acton's viell vas in agreement

both with that ot the Catholic convert, John MooreCapes, into vhose

reviev ot Great ExPectations for the Ramblerthe remarks quoted above

vere inserted by' the journal's editor, and ldth that ot the non-

87 Lette,r to ~chard Simpson, editor ot the Rambler, 8 December1861,
quot~d,by ~v1d Mathev, Acton. The FOrmativeYears (1946), pp. 128-9.
Simpson's version ot these remarks appeared in the Rambler, Janu.a.r;r
1862, n~s.v1, 275.
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Catholic Family Herald in the samedecade. Capes 'Wroteot Dickens's

treatment ot death :

[His intelligent readers] do not choose to be insulted
vith the negative sermonsot those pathetic death-
beds vldch are madeso muchhappier by the vant ot all
spiritual assistance, and vhere the "babbling ot green
fields" is the all-sufticient substitute tor the.
sterner truths ot vhich dying Christians natural.ly
think.SS

Theneglect ot Christian! ty in such scenes by Dickens provided the

Family Herald in lS6S vi th a reason tor setting him beloW'Thackeray :

Dickensmakeshis people die 'Witha jolly' satistact-
ion, secure ot being angels, and yet vithout mention
ot a Mediator; Thackeray'makes the end comeavf.'ul to
the vicked, saddening to the defeated and broken man,
wholearns, and has learnt, sufficient to distrust
himself', and to begin to trust in the goodness ot
P-od.89

Thackeray's pessimismvas p]e1nlT held up here as ot greater moral

service than facile Dickensian optimism, since it led to the con-

fession that manvas not selt-sufficient. Probably because of this

ethical soundness, this cri tic regarded Vanity Fair as "the greatest

novel ot the century". and "W'orthsn:r three ot Dickens's best". It

should be noted, however, that he was not rea~ to accept the veakness

ot the novelist's characters without the imposition upon them ot

religious standards. His attitu.do to the self'-distrust induced by

a reading ot Thackeray's workswas no less l1m1ted by moral considera-

tions than that ot the majority ot his contemporaries. Hevas simply'

morevi]] 1ng than th81 to derive trom the author's vr1tings explicit

ss Ramblet, Ja.nu.aI7 IS62, n.s.vi, 275 - 6.
89 Family Herald, 24 October lS68, xxvi, 414.
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Christia.'lteachings which provided a reflection of his OtID beliefs.
For other critics, the idea of "trust in the goodness of Godn, if

present at all in Thackeray's outlook, was barely visible, or, as
Roscoe alleged, was unsupported by the equally vital element in moral
conduct,the conscience.,

The remarks of the Family Herald, like those of Patmore quoted
in·:·theprevious section of this chapter, show that for those who'
believed "in original sin and human imperfectibility", the religious
implications of Xhackcray's work were sometimes more vholesome than
those of Dickens. To those vho inclined tovards Catholicism, his
philosopny appears on occasion to have been especially acceptable.
Patmore, his most pessiID1stic supporter, vas to enter the Roman Church
in the 60' s; Newman too admired Thackeray , and saw in his death an
exemplification "of the text,' of vhich he was so full, Vanitas
vanltatum, omnia vanft.as"," Newan endorsed this text a few lines
later: "What a world this is':" how wretched they are, who take it
for their portion.n90 In other letters 'written at the same time, he
referred to Thackeray' s ndravingslt tovards Rome9l (a theory'vhich the
available evidence scarceJi supports). The attraction of the author
ot Van! ty Fair for the Catholic mind, and the feeling that he had
Roman leanings, 'undoubtedly stemmed from his pessimism. The Cath611c
reader could infer from his gloomy account of human weakness the
necessity for grace, even though this was never stated, but for the
Protestant and especially for the Puritan it vas often impossible
to find satisfaction in a description of man's insufficiency which,

90 )The Letters and Diaries of John HenrY Newman ( ed. C.3. Dessain, 1961- ,
xx, 566.

91" .'"..
. ~., 569.
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while it might afford implioi t evidenoe for his relianoe upon God,

offered no indication ot the need for inner strength ot moral purpose,

and even seemedto deny'that manIdndwas oapable of moral exertion.

Onereader wo felt that neither Dickens nor Thackeraypossessed

sufficient religious prinoiple vas Rusld.n, who..'sav a relianoe upon

purely' human values, unlike the Family Herald, as charaoteristio ot

both novelists, and ignored Thackeray's pessimism entirely. In his

catalogue of the types of moderngodlessness in the third volumeof

ModernPainters (1856), the tvo menrepresented together a single

aspeot ot the general malad;?':

our popular authors either set themselves defini teq
against all religious form, pleading for simple truth
and benevolenoe, (Thackeray, Dickens,) or give them-
selves up to bitter and truitless statement ot faots,
(De Balzao,) or surtaoe-painting, (Soott,) or oareless
blasp~, sad or smiling, (B,yron,Beranger). ~2

Out ot all possible manifestations ot the oontempora.r,rmood,Ruskin

thought, Dickens and Thaokerayhad chosen that variety' whioh stressed

the generous impulses of mankindat the expense ot religion. Their

elevation ot human'feeling took no more aooount of Godor oonscienoe

than did the rai 11ngs of Byron. It vas based on love and kindness,

quall ties vhioh in themselves vere good but Wioh required the support

ot tal th and \lill to makethem tru.l.y valuable. As Aotonknev, to love

oneIs neighbour tor oneIs neighbour's sake was to allow no part in

lite to love ot the divine spirit.

tis absence ot a tixed centre ot beliet, vith which the works ot

both novelists vere charged, vas retleoted, though critios did not seem

to realise the tact, in the shape ot their novels as vell as in the

92 Works, v, .323.
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content. Neither had provided their public vith that careful. struct-

uring of vb1chTomJones provided the perfect example. Yot, although

Jlineteenth centUl'7critics complainedvith tedious regularity', from

the .30's to the 90's, that first Dickensand then Thackeraycould not

construct a plot in vhich wer:r incident assisted the stor:r to its

destined conclusion and ever,ycharacter had a function allotted to

him as an agent in the unfolding of the narrative, none of them

appears to have seen that the abandonmentof the Aristotelian completed.

action vas an inevitable consequenceof the collapse of Fielding's

static vorld of fixed values. Theform of fiction, at least on a

conscious level, possessed no metap~sical significance for the

Victorian reviever. Nevertheless, there vas a parallel betveen

lamentations over the lack of moral principle in the yorks of Dickens

and bckeray' and complaints that their fiction vas vi thout a unity-

ing shape.

Theparallel appearedmost obviously in vhat, surprisingly, vas

almost the only' occasion on vhich Dickens'and Thackerayvere taken

Jointly to task for their failure in constructive skill, in the

National Reviewof 1855 :

Theinfluence of Dickensand Thackeray,vith their
vonderful.pover of insight into special moodsand
phases of moderncharacter, has tended to shake the
conviction, that 8IlY' art beyondthat of genial and
penetrating observation, is needed for the delineat-
ion of humanlife, so as to awakenthe deepest
interest of perusing man_ • • • A character is
casually' taken, and set up in various casual lights,
and turned about, and put in different positions, and

. socially strained, and inquisitively tapped, and
generally put through its paces; and the samething
is done for several other characters, and the
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aggregate 1s called a novel •••• In the tale -
the action - lies the proper fusing pover for the
individual elements; and 1t these elements have
been originally' separate studies, no power on
earth wi~ success~ group them, so as to bring
out all the intended characteristics of each • • • •
Theneglect ot the plot until after the characters
have been determined and surveyed, 1s as fatal as
the neglect of statuary grouping till after the
individual figures have been modelled. 93

The subordination ot structure to character - often pointed out by

revievers of Thackeray1n particular94 - was a reversal of the natural

order, matching 1n formal terms the change in emphasis from the divine

to the secular. The traditional notion of a plot with beginning,

middle and end, in vhich each character played his part in a pre-

existent series of events, provided a literar,r equivalent to the

Christian universe in vhich the individual vas subjugated to a pre-

determined historical course running from the Creation to the

Judgement. Anovel without narrative baekbone, like a world no

longer controlled by" Godand lacldng the assurance that human

histor;r vas happily completedin the divine mind betore it had even

commenced,broke downinto a chaotic heap of individual be1ngs each

of vhomvas of equal value. Just as in the landscapes of the Pre-

Raphaelites -ears ot com and blades ot grass" vere transformed

into separate centres of interest, so, complainedJustin McCar~,

the Irish historian and novelist, in 1864, every character in the

93 -ANovel or !Vo", National Reviev, October 1855, 1, 337.
94 See, e.g., Dublin University' Magazine,August 1851, xxxviii, 194.

JamesHannay, Leader, 8 September1855, vi, 870, and Broad!:T8.I"
September1868, n.3.i, 41 ; TheMonth, June 1869, x, 518.
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novels of D:l.ckensbecamean epic in himself95• Without plot the

universe dissolved into atomism, subjective "moodsand phases" of

personality' usurping the place of objective truth.

Neither Dickens nor Thackerq could tully' satisty the demand

for an interpretation of life founded on authoritarian premises. The

comparison betW'eenoptimism cd pessimism did not extend into one

betW'eenstrength of principle and moral indecisiveness, except in the

undeveloped opposition ot the Prospective RevieW'. Their novels present-

ed a W'orldtrom which not onlT Godbut also conscience had been,ex:1l.ed.

Thackerq depicted the individual searching restlessly tor identity

W'i thout t1xi t;r of purpose or firmness of \li11. Dickens mademankind

his god and set ld.ndly benevolence in place of religious taith. But

unwittingly', somecritics had themselves accepted the replacement ot

Godby' man. The deity which the;r W'orshippedvas either the inW'ard

voice Wich delivered judgements on good and evil, or, in the case of

the Prospective RevieW',the laW'sof everyday existence' to W'hichman

must conform. Any' IDJ"sticsense of Acton's "divine part ot Christianity"

- or even of Carly'le's cosmic "Necessity" - vas missing trom __.

authori tarianism of this kind. Thoughcri tics W'ouldnot have admitted

it, Godin his heaven had, for them, as for the novelists they attacked,

given va;r to man on earth.

(iii)

Another consequence to fiction of the disappearance ot divine

control vas that the personality' ot the author himself (or of a

narrator betW'eenwhomand the novelist the Victorian cri tic drev no

95 "ModernNovelists I Charles Dickens", Westminster RevieW',
October 1864, n.s.xxv:l, 426.
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distinction) becameot more central importance. Hebecamethe 'ordez-

ing divinity ot the novel, imposinghis ow meaningupon disparate

experience, or, less exaltedly, the showman,vhose display- vas no

less, and might be more, ot himselt than ot the puppets vhose \dres

he manipulated.

In the vork ot Dickens the most obvious meansby'vhich, tor

Victorian revievers, the novelist intruded his ow personal! ty on

external reality vas, as has already been show, his strong~-

markedstyle. This aspect ot his fiction continued to be remarked

upon in the 50's and 60's. Fraser's Magazine, in its Obit'Ual"1notice

or 1870, commented:

As to his liter8l7 style, that vas his ow - str1Jd.ng,
brilliant, not seldomodd, sometimesavkvard, ;ret even
then v.l th its ow sort or tact. Hevas artful and sldl-
tul, btlt never attained, and never seems to have sought
to attain, the kind ot art which conceals i tselt, a
certain care and elaboration vere never absent; he took
his aim carerullJ" (he vas in dress and in eveq other
respect the opposite ot a negligent man)and usual.ly'
hi t the mark.96

Not all cri tics vere as lenient as this in their appr~sal. Evenhere

there vas a suggestion that Dickens's "elaboration" ot style, being

linked to his shoviness ot dress, vas the markot a manwhosesocial

standing vas not quite ot the best. Elsewhere, this se1f'-conscious

ostentation, contrasting unfavourably \d th the gentlemanly purl ty ot

Thackeray's language, excited the samedistaste vhich it had aroused

in the 40's. Theideal art vas still, as Fraser's indicated, that

which conce81editselt. "In the one", said a British Controversialist

vrlter, distinguishing betveen Dickens and 1hackerq, "a striving atter

96 "Charles Dickens", Fraser's Magazine, July 1870, n.s. ii, 133.
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effect is visible in almost every page; in the other, the style is

easy, pure, natural, and unaf'fected."97 Samuel PhUlips, in 1852,

agreed. Whateverthe faults of' Tba.ckerq1s philosophy, he admitted in

his notice of' Esmond,it vas presented v1.thout nfactitious adornmentn,

wereas the mannerof Dickens betr~ed "effort and constant straining

for ef'f'ect." 98 TheodoreMartin drev the same comparison in the follov-
I

ing year. Dickens's style, vh1.chhad once been "lucid", vas nov

"vicious, affected, and obscure", but Thackeray1svas alvays "manly

and transparent, presenting his idea in the veri fittest garb."99

Such compliments to Thackerayon his clarity of expression vere rather

empty, since both Phillips and Martin objected to his viev of life.

To divorce style from content, as these critics must often have done,

vas a pointless exercise. By contrast, their hostility to Dickens's

style vent hand in hand with dislike of his material. Phillips, in

the course of his Esmondreviev, objected to the monstrosities painted

by' DLckens"in his more recent productions"lOO, and Martin mentioned

that "especially' of late" Dickens had been preoccupied ldth the

"rantastic and unnatural"lOl. Both critics clear~ had in mind the

characters of Bleak House (1852 - 53), vh1ch vas being serialised at

the time they' wrote. Their responses to the grotesqueries or this

novel vere inseparable from their accusations of distortion in the

style. Onceagain, the objection to Dickensian mannerismvas as much

the result of a concern v1.thmatter as ot a reaction to manner.

97 British ControyersiAlist, August 1858, n.s. vi, 71.
98 TimesI 22 December~852, 8.
99 Westminster Rev1w, April 1853, n.s.
100 See be10\l, p. 2... (" It- •
101 See belo\l, p. t5~ .

111, 370.
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'!he distinction betVe:8DIl1.ckensianself-indulgence and

Thackera:yaIlpurity seemedto be accepted, in 1851, by DavidMasson,

vho remarked: "in Mr~ Dickens's sentences there is a 1eafiness, a

tendency'to words and images, for, their ownsake; whereas in Mr.

Thackeray-'s one sees the stem and outline of the thought better ••102

In Copperfield. hovever, Massonadded, Dickens had indulged in "fever

of those recurring tricks of expression, the dead remnants of former

felicities,which constituted what vas called his mannerism."103 B.r

1859, these old offences had been forgotten, and Masson, in his British

Noyelists and their Styles, vas eager to find in the forcefulness of

Dickens's appeal to the feelings adequate atonement for 8IJY technical

deficiencies :

'!here is an Horatian strictness and strength in
'!hackeray-vhich satisfies the most cultivated taste
and vins the respect of the severest cri tic; but
Dickens, if he is the more rapid and careless on
the vho1e, seemsmore susceptible to passion, and
rises to a keener and vilder song.104

Unlike Martin and Phillips, Massonattempted to reconcile Dickens's

style vi th his poyer to movethe humanheart. '!his he could on..ly

accomplish by dropping the charge of mannerism,vith its implication of

insinceri ty, for one of carelessness, vhich involved the ver:r opposlte

fault of neglecting mannerunder the uncontrollable svay-of spontaneous

emotion.

ToMartin, again reiterating one of the comparisonsof 1848, a

great deal of the "passion" admired by Massonvas marred by the same

qualities vhich disfigured Diclcens's style, and vas far from genuine.

102 North British Reviev, May 1851, xv, 62.
103 ~., 63.

104 British Novelists and their Styles, p.240.



Dickens's pathos, he thought, though "first class" at its best, was
"frequently far-fetched and pitched in an unnatural key ••• elabora-
ted by the artifices of the practised writer", but Thackeray's was
"unforced" and went litothe roots of the heart. ,,105 TIus opinion on
the respective sincerity of the two authors was shared by Richard Holt
Hutton of the Suectator, who declared in 1869 that no other writer's
genius was "so utterly devoid of passionll as Dickens's, "so almost
certain to be theatrical and falsetto in its tone whenever it attempts
passion". TIlepower of his melodrama derived from "consciously" adding

I

stroke after stroke to the desired effect", and even his humour was
without feelins, unlike that of Carlyle and Thackeray, which seemed,'

106to register "the highest wave of scorn or pity in their nature."
Hutton, like Hartin, saW'a distinction between the artificer, who in-
sisted upon intruding his own skills upon the public, and th~ artist,
in whose work technique was concealed and subordinated to true emotion.
Dickens reduced passion to mere stage-gesture, designed to impress a
susceptible audience. Thacker~ and Carlyle, whose attitudes were
natural not manufactured, vere guilty of no such playing to the public.
But, intentionally or not, Hutton was emphasising the expressive aspect
of Thackeray's fiction- the "scorn or pity" for which it was a vehicle -
rather than its objective reflection of life, and so the author, less
obtrusive~ than Dickens, remained at the centre of the novel.

The theatrical self-display which Hutton discerned in Dickens's
writings also produced a hostile reaction from Rusld.n , for whom, in 1870,

the novelist "was essentially a stage manager, and used ever,ything for

105 Westminster Revie'!,1,April lS53, n.s. iii, 370. But cf. Hartin's
very different assessment of the novelists' pathos, at p.190 above.

106 "Hr. Dickens's Hora1 Services to Literature", Spectator, 17 April 1869.
xli!", 475.
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effect on the pi tnl07. 'lhis vas in accord with Ruskin's earlier remarks

of 1841. In spite of muchadmiration for Dickens, he believed that,

like those of the Dutch genre painters, his productions vere too fr&-

quently' intended to :throv into prominence the talents of the artist

rather than the truths of the scene or person depicted. Ruskin con-

tinued to condemnDickens as a mannerist, but Thackeray, at least on

one occasion, he regarded in a different light. In 1884, he vas to

dismiss the contrast at the end of Chapter 32 of Vanity Fair, betveen

Ameliapraying for Georgeand Georgelying dead on the field of

Waterloo, as nbla.sph~ of the most fatal and subtle klndnl08,

presumably because it cast doubt on the efficacy of prayer, but in

1856 his reaction to the samepassage vas a favourable one :

A great deal might have been said about it. The vriter
is very sorry for Amelia, neither does he vant falth:
in prayer. fie knovs as vell as any of us that prayer
must be ansvered in SOMesort; but those are the facts.
Themanand vomansixteen miles apart - one on her knees
on' the floor, the other on his face in the clay. So
muchlove in her heart, so muchlead in his. Makevhat
you can of it.109

This often-quoted commentar,rfrom the third volumeof ModernPainters

can only be understood in context. It occurred in the midst of' RuskinIS

attack, fromwhich excerptswere quoted in the f1rst chapter of this vork,

on the Germannotion that things existed not in themselves but in the

mind of man, and on the Romanticapplication of this theory through the

pathetic fallacy. Ruskin vas commendingThackerayfor his freedomf'roll

such egocentric interference with objective "facts" and his willingness

to stand between reader and action only in the Tale of a transparent

glass. Nocomparisonvas madewith Dickens, but the qualities praised

107 Works, xxxvii, 7.
108 The Storm-C1oudof' the Nineteenth Century (1884), Works, xxxiv, 72.
109 MS.note to ModernPainters, iii, Works, v, 2l3n.
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in the famousconclusion to the Waterloo chapter vere exac~ those vhich

Ruskin alvays missed from the vork ot Thackeray's rival - humilitY' and

self-etfacement.

ThackeraY',hovever, vas by no meansa standard of 0bj ecti vi ty" for

his contemporaries. Roscoe,wo believed him to be of allliving

novelists the least self-conscious, could not grant him total immunitY'

from subjectivitY' :

..
All artistshave an ultimate aim vhich shapes their
working. Miss Brc5nt8wishes to depict markedcharac-
ter; Dickens bends himself to elicit the humorous
element in things; Bulver supposes that he has a
philosophy to develop; Disraeli sets himself to be
himselt admired. Thackerayonly desires to be a
mirror, to give a true but a brilliant reflection;
his vision is varped, no doubt, by peculiarities
of his· ow, but his aim is to reproduoe the world
as he sees it.110

Thevarping of Thackeray's glass plainly derived from that Itunconquez-

able hankering to lay his finger on a blot"vhich Roscoe, in the same

article, savas his beset.ting sin; Dickens's search for strange points

ot humorousinterest and Thackerayls for impuritY'of motive both

resul ted in the personal outlook ot the artist influencing the pre-

sentation of external reality (though it 'WasDisraeli vhomRosooe

credited with simple self-d1splay). But in the main, Roscoe thought,

Thackeray-'s aim, unlike that of Dickens or ot any other contempor8.l7

novelist, vas to mirror the world around him. This mirror-image,

hovever, Roscoeseemedto qua.l1f',yin his final sentence, by the phrase

"as he sees it", vhich argued that Thackeray's refiection or external

realitY' vas, even at its most objective, affected by his personal

idio~crasies, and perhaps also that no realistic artist could tota.l.ly

110 .
. National Review, Januar,y1856, ii, 18.3.
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escape the limitations of his individualit7. This latter interpreta-

tion is suggestei by' the fact that the words, "his aim is to reproduce

the world as he eees it", apparent~ constituted a definition of the

purpose ot realistic literature in general, as well as of Thackeray's

in'particular, and reterred to a subjectivism different to that con-

tained in the preceding phrase, "pecu1iariti~sof his own". Whether

consciously or not, Roscoewas conceding that absolute realities could

not be realised by' art, and that no twopairs of eyes saW'humanexist-

ence in exact~ the sameway, though there were clearly greater and

lesser degrees ot objectivit,y to which a writer might attain.

Dickens's intrusiveness manifested itself, Victorian critics

believed, in unnecessary tricks of style and contrived emotional dis-

plays, and, as Roscoeindicated, in the discovery ot oddit,y in familiar

things where often none existed. '!he supposition was still that he was

a mannerist rather than a writer whoexpressed a personal vision of life.

Thackeray, on the contrary, was sometimesregarded as a novelist who

interpreted the world from his ownindividual point of view, and even

one whocast humanityin his ownimage. 'lhis subjective approachwas

justified by SeptimusBerdmoreof the WestminsterRevieW'in 1864.:

that man [ThackerB3'lis, in our eyes, greater whodigs' in
his ownheart for less beautiful traits of humannature,
and is not afraid to expose the weaknesseshe himself has
felt, than the writer whogives us airy romanceand
fictitious sentiment, slurring over the desolate hovels
of habit and customin whichW'elive, together vith
himself: one is material and honest, the other imagina-
tive - perhaps honest also, but still more fond~.of
exhibiting the beautiful produce of the brain than the
said, sad ugly picture whichhis ow heart wouldafford.111

'1his was a contrast not betweenobjective and subjective types of art,

111ItTha ckerayn, Westminster Reviey, July 1864, n.s. xxvi, 181.
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but between two modes of subjectivity, that vhich ignored reality in.
pursuit of a realm of fantasy created by the imagination of the artist
and that which extracted general truths from its oYn experiences and
feelings, finding in the individual a type of the universal. The self-
analysis practiced by Thackeray, and approved Pr this critic, vas
clearly a contradiction of the aesthetic propounded by Carlyle and
Ruskin, since the ,"weaknesses" of the conscious ~d introspective
observer were allowed to colour extern~ reality. It had the support
of Sterling's contention that self-examination was a means of gaining
knowledge of onetS fellow-men, though Sterling, opposing "the wrinkles
and paleness" of the face in the mirror to the "fresh a:ndglowing • • •
natural vision" outside the windoW', would perhaps have disagreed with
Thackeray's tendency, praised by Berdmore, to identify the "sad ugly
picture" of his ow heart with hunan nature as a whole.

To the eyes of Forster, Thackeray's self-consciousness presented
itself in a very differen~ guise from that in which it appeared to
Berdmore. The novelist's attitude, he thought, so far from being
one of sympathetic comprehension based on self-knowledge, was that of
the detached and egocentric showman. While the ~.festminstercritic, in
his glance at the writer of "airy romance and fictitious sentiment",
quite possibly had Dickens in mind, Forster in his notice of Esmond,

W'as certainly upholding Dickensian standards :
The truth is that Hr. Thackeray hangs, over the fictit-
ious people on his paper too much as their creator and
their judge. liedoes not think his O\IU way in among
thorn and talk of them as a man should talk of me~. If
they be men and women, he must be the God who judges
them; if he be a roan, they must be puppets.
case they lie vithout him and beneath him.

In every
There is

not a character in Esmond, not the most spotless, over
which ve do not constantly feel that Hr. Thackeray is
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bending with a smile of pi ty • • • exhibi ting to us
something adorable, that he may aggravate our per-
ception in it of something detestable ••• producing
for his ow satisfaction, in a word, mere distortions
and unnatural defects, - all because the wires are held
by him, and it is his sovereign will and pleasure to
shov the world.ngor his menand llomenthoroughly.112

The charge that Thackerayhad reduced his creations to the status of

puppets llould, in the hands of later critics, constitute (supposedly)

a pure~ artistic objection, based on interference 'Withthe autonomy

of character. In Forster's review, the accusation vas a moral one.

Thackeray's insistence on playing Godvas directly linked to his

analytical exposure of "detestablen evil in "adorablen good. Ultimately,

Forster vas more interested in refuting Thackeray's pessimismthan in

the question or subjectivity. Heaccused the novelist of intrusivenes3

only because he disagreed with the impression of man given in his books.

Just as opponents of Dickensminimised the effect of his grotesquerie

by cla1ming that he vas a mannerist endlessly repeating the sametricks

of style and observation, -and deforming reality in order to produce an

impression on his public, Forster attempted to believe that the sceptic-

1smof Thackeraysprang not from genuine conviction but rather from a

desire to prove his ownsuperiority by" the production or distorted

images or humanity. Whatprecise ·satisfactionn vas to be obtained

from this manipulation of figures bearing little resemblance to the

real! ties of nesh and blood, Forster did not seemable to suggest.

Thoughespousing ,the Ruskin1an-Carlylean ideals of love and

sympathy-,which he round fulfilled in the \lorks or Dickens, Forster

did not claim that Thackeraytreated mankind, as Ruskjn's man or ·foul

or blunt feelingn did, as a monstrous reflection of his owndiseased

112 Examiner, 13 NovemberlS52, 724.
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consciousness. In his notice of Bleak Housea year later, on the

other hand, he camenearer to envisaging such a self-centred inter-

preter of humanlife :

[Dickens's] main strength has lain in the ability to

concentrate his thoughts on objects external to
himself. If his mere personality vere at eveI7 turn
set up as the limi t and bound to his perceptions, if
it vere still his recurring habit to take his own
character as the infallible teat of all other charact-
ers, he vould in each fresh essay be alvays retracing
only the old weary ground. But rendy and eager at all
times, vi th genial varmth and fulness, to enter in all
the peculiarities of others, wehave him continual.ly
throughout his books apprehending and interpreting
newforms of character and truth • • • his genius
is his fellow-feeling vi th his race.ll3

The task of sympathetic identification vith other humansouls, neglec-
ted by- Thackeray, vas achieved by- Dickens, whocompletelJrsubdued his

ow personality to his material. It is tempting to see in the remarks

above another oblique comparisonbetween the tvo novelists, particularlJr

as they folloved almost immediatelJrupon somein which a contrast plainly

vas intended11.4. The entire passage quoted here vas an unacknowledged

rearrangement of part of an article on Dickens contributed to the

North AmericanReviey by- Edwin Percy-Whipplein 1849115, but this does

not necessarily invalidate the idea. of a comparison, since Forster may

have seen in the Americancritic's vords an applicability beyondthat

of their original context. Themain stumbling-block to supposing that

Forster had Thackerayin mindvould rather be that there vas in fact

a difference betveen the type of self-consciousness described in this

second article and that attributed to Thackerayin the first a year

113 Examiner,8 October 1853, 644.
11.4 See below,pp. 2...50 - 1.

"Novels and Novelists: Charles Dickens", North AmericanReviev,
1849, lxix, 394-5; rptd, in Whipple's L1tara ture and Life (1851),

October
p.3l.

ll5
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before. Thehypothetical vri ter in the Bleak Housereview madehis

own.character the measure by which the rest of his species was to be

judged, whereas Thackerq, in the Esmondnotice, set himself apart from

his fellows, dissecting themvith no hint that tleir errors were also

his. Forster, as had been said, madeno equation between Thackeray's

distortions of humannature and morbid introspection. Nevertheless,

an unstated distinction did emergefrom these tvo articles, between the

narrow invard-looking mentality of 'l'ha.:.keray-,vhose "own.personality"

~ "set up as the limit and bound to his perceptions", in vhatever

fashion, and the rich humanitarianism of Dickens, vhose art vas a1vays

exte~ orientated.

Roscoe, Berdmoreand Forster, in describing the types of self-

consciousness which they variously ascribed to Thackeray, madeno use

of the term tlsubjective". Only Richard Simpson,in the Homeand Foreign

Reviewot 1864, specific~ classified Thackeray's art in this manner,

on the grounds that the novelist allowed the peculiar! ties of his per-

sonal theories to intrude between the reall ty of a character and his

audience. In Esmond,Simpsonalleged, there were tvo Beatrixes, one

the "deUghtful. vision" ot the narrative, the true Beatr1x, the other

an "attendant vra! th" whofigured in the authorial commentaryas a peg

on which Thackerq vas able to hang his favourite notion of the vicioUs-

ness of intelligent women. The two halves of this character clearlY

represented the two kinds of art which Simpsonvent on to distinguish,

the Itobjective self-developing" which employeda Itdramaticmethodlt and
116. the "subjective theoretic" vhich favoured a "descriptive method" •

Subjectivity', as defined here, referred to the advancementof individual

ideas which vere disproved by the facts of Ute itself, but elsewhere in

ll6 "Thackeray", Homeand Foreign Review,Apr1ll864, iv, 495.
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the sameessay 'lllackerayvas also discussed as an exampleot the

author vhose characters vere merely reflections ot himselt, "confes&-

ions and exhibitions ot his ovn inner lIorld" :

In Mr. Dickensve do not see a man \110 even pretends
to otter us his heart to read, or vho identifies his
characters ldth himself, as Sir EdvardBulller Lytton
does. Wedelight in his stories, but lie care nothing
tor him, except as a productive national property.
But in 'nlackeray've see a manvho cannot help telling
us ot himself, and vho disdains to give us a talse
picture; vho dravs trom his ow image in a mirror; vho
does not knovhov to separate himself trom his own

. al ll7creations, or to leave them to stand one.

SimpsonlIould presuma~ have considered Dickens's vork "objective"

and "dramatic", since his personages vere at least alloved to be

individuals in their ow right. Hemadeno attempt to intorfere

vith the lite he depicted, vhile 'lllackeray's characters had no

existence apart from their creator (a supposition called into doubt

by' Simpson's ovn testimony to the vivid reality ot Beatrix).

Superficially, the distinction vhich this cri tic drev betveen

"dramatic" and IIdescriptive" .t'iction anticipated the belief ot post-

Jamesianvri ters such as Percy Lu8bockthat the artist must dramatise

more than he must relate and that Thackeray"s novels vere naved by

the intrusion of the author in his ow person, interfering ldth the

autonomrof character. Essentially, hovever, the attitudes of 1864

and those ot 1921vere far apart. Lubbockobjected to Thackeray's

commentar,yon aesthetic grounds alone. Simpson's reason for attacking

it, on the other hand, vas purely moral. Hedisliked Thackeray's in-

sistence on the foolishness of goodvomenand the immorality of

intelligent ones, teeling that virtue and intellect (in the sense of

117 6Ib1d., 47 -:-7.
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strength of moral principle) ought to be shownas sometimesco-

existent. Like Roscoeand Forster, he associated subjectivism

with absence of sympathy'for the nobler aspects of man's existence.

Only vhen Thacker~ vas deemedto have underestimated humancapacities

vas he ac~sed ot being overly self-conscious, just as, it has been

suggested, Dickensvas called a mannerist, ver,r often, not because of

distaste for his mannerso muchas because of dislike for his grotesque

.matter. Ruskin and Carly'le supposed that the artist vho in any vay

drev "fromhis ownimage in a mirror", or obtruded his personal skills

on his audience, vas guilty of a moral sin, and this vas the verdict

of Victorian reviewers of Dickensand Thackeray-also. They were in-

capable of conceiving a subjective llterature whichvas not a belittle-

ment of humanspirituality, and therefore self-consciousnsss, of vhatever

type, vas for the::l ethically' 'wrong', and objectivity necessarily'

'right'. Whateverdid not coincide with pre-extstent notions ot

human nature, based on faith in man's perfectibillty, constituted a

threat to divine authority and could only' be interpreted as proceeding

from egotism.

Fewcritics, however, showedany interest at all in the question

of subjectivity, even within the morallimitations observed by Simpson,

Forster and Roscoe. Nowhereis this moreapparent than in the almost

completeneglect ot the p~ems raised b.r Thackeray's allege~

authorial intrusions. AlthoughSimpsonraised the matter of their

interfering with the autonomy'of character, other reviewers scarcely

seemedto observe their existence. TheSaturdaY'Review, for instance,

in1862, contented itself with remarking simply'that Thacker~'s con-

stant sermonising vas a "padding" device, employedto eke out into a

full-length novel the lim! ted material afforded him b.r the conventions



of Londonsociety1l8. WilliamMackay,in the NevMnnthlyMagazine'of

1870, suggested, like Simpson, that the novelist's "preachl,ng" passages

invited the reader to form a lover opinion of his characters than vas

varranted by their narrative appeerencea, but he then naIvely shelved

all further consideration of this subject,', by' declaring that, in the

case of a \.Triter so great as Thackeray, it vould be impertinent and

irreverent to condemnhis methods1l9• Ayear earlier the samecri tic

had voiced an important query: "The great enigma to solve \11th refer-

ence to Thackeray's \.Tritings is this : hoy he contrived, in spite of

these constan~ recurring moralisings • • • to leave us vorks so
120artistica.lly perfect." Yet, having madethe point, Mackaymadeno

attempt to discuss it further. Neither he nor the Saturday Reviev

cameto close grips \11th Thackeray's discursive technique. Theydis-

cussed his commentariesonly in terms of their digressiveness, as an

obstacle vhich impeded the flov of the narrative not as a form of

self-consciousness.

Onereason for this surprising lack of interest in what for ~

later critics, from the 1890's onvards, constituted perhaps the most

important t'eature ot' Thackerq's art, may have been the familiarity

of the average nineteenth century reviever \11th the narrative methods

or Fielding, vh1ch gave the sanction of novelistic tradition to the

presence of the supposedauthor in his vork. But perhaps the most

immediate reason vas precisely that moral bias lffiichmaybe discerned

in the reactions of those readers, Roscoe, Forster and Simpson, vho

did concern themselves, in various \l81's, \11th Thackerayas a subjecti ve

artist. Each of these critics associated self-consciousness vith

118 Saturday Rev!evI 23 August 1862, xiv, 224.
11~ "Thackeray's Later Manner", NevMonthlyMagazine,May 1870, cxlvi, .530-4.
120

-Thackeray"andStemen, NevMonthlyMagazine, December1869, cx1v, 629.
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cynicism, and revealed themselves more eager to refute the lov

account of mancontained in Thackeray's sermons than to enter into

considerations of the relationship in art betveen the mindof the

creator, the object created, and the external vorld of reality.

Similarly, attention vas diverted avay from the fact that Thackeray

apparently spoke so often in his ownperson (no distinction being

madein Victorian cri tici SIl betveen the author and an impersonal

dramatised first-person narrator) tovards the outlook on life vhich

his addresses to the audience expressed. It vas again his pessimism

vhich vas at fault. As E.S. Dallas, of the Times, re~ked in 1862,

his preaching had generallT been condemnedon grounds of morality.

Dallas himself felt that the charge of cynicism vas, bf the 1860's,

seen to be unvarranted, and that the charge should rather be that these

intrusions held up the progress of the stoq and vere too muchof one

kind 121. Evenhe, hovever, vas perhaps finding an artistic justifi-

cation tor objections to ThackeraySsvork vhich still at the roots. .

vere moral. His claim of monotonyvas only another mannerof stating,

as so many of his predecessors had done, that he did not wish to be

continually' remindedof the van!ty of all earthly endeavour.

In this almost total neglect of Thackeray's discursive methods,

the subordination of the issue of subjectivism to morality is most

plain. Critics vere more concernedwith the novelistSs scepticism

than with his egotism, and on the yeq fev occasions vhen he vas seen

as in somevay a self-conscious vr1ter the true cause of complaint

vas the unfiattering picture he provided of humannature. Though

p1a1nl7 there vas a small measureof avareness that the personality

121 Times, 5 December1862, 6.'
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of the novelist himselt, in the vork ot both Dickens and Thackeray,

vas possessed of an importance not telt in the fiction ot Scott,

Jane Austen or even Fielding, there vas not only no sense ot the

concepts ot subjective autonoIDY'employedin the tventieth century,

but 11ttle use even ot the theories of self-consciousness and

artistic impersonal!ty to be found in the aesthetic ot Carlyle and

Ruskin. Theantagonismof humility and egotism vas at its most

obvious in the opposition of Thackeray's pur! ty of style to Dickensian

mannerism,but elsevhere it vas all but buried in the vider conllict

ot optimismand pessimism, vi th vhich, in the vr1tings of Carlyle

and Ruskin, it had been inseparably linked, but ot vhich it had never--

theless still formeda distinguishable part. Themoral bias of

Victorianism, alvays to the tore in the teachings of its prophets, vas

in yet greater evidence in the criticism of the period, vhere all the

problems arising from Germantranscendentalism and Romanticself-

consciousness vere often unrecognised and never debated in tull.

Theaccusations of subjecti vity levelled at Thackerayin the 50' s

and 60's vere theretore entirely part of the division betveen optimism

and pessimismoutlined in the opening section ot this chapter. The

objective novelist vas he vho manitested s,ympa~ tovards mankindand

encouragedhis fellovs in the pursuit of perfection, the subjective vas

the cynic wo distorted human nature b.r concentrating upon its lover

features. This contrast ot hope and scepticism vas the continuous

thread vhich ran through the Dickens- ThackerayCOJlparison,forming

a counterpart in terms ot the novel to that strite betveen faith and
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science, reason and understanding, vhich played so important a role

in nineteenth century experience. As veak-willed dilettante {in the

Prospective Review),sneering Mephistopheles and cold-hearted anatomiser

of men's conduct, Thackeraystood opposed to:_the moral earnestness and

attempted bellef in humanperfectibility of the majority of his con-

temporaries. ToForster, he exemplified the motive-seeking tendencies,

leading to the discover,r of evil in good, vhich (though the parallel

vas not draw) the early' Victorians associated with Benthamism,vhile

Dlckens, like the Christian mindhymnedby Ruskin, lovingly' sought out

the good that lingered even in evil. SamuelPhi111ps also, with lesS'~'

certaint,r than Forster, preferred the voice of feeling to the probings

of the analyst, 'lbeodoreMartin did his best to re-cast Thackerayin

the mouldof Dickensian hopefulness, softening the harsher aspects

of his creed as muchas vas possible, and even ThomasPowell, though

far from identifying Dickenswith the spirit of human!ty, nevertheless

found in his booksmoregenuine emotion than in the surgical dissection

carried out by Thackeray. In the Prospective Reviewmore emphasisvas

placed on the mental restlessness of the latter's fiction than on its

scientific qualities, but the difference betveen the tvo novelists

vas still betweenacceptance of established values - workand domesticity -

and self-conscious ~sis, since this critic associated Pendenniswith

the morbid introspection and irresolution of the age. On those

occasions whenDickenshimself vas regarded as offending against

authority, then 'Thaekerq might be preferred, as he was for pos,sessing

a style vhose purity contrasted favourably' with his rival's mannerism,

or for painting characters vho vere not too self-sufficient to depend

upon divine aid. But, on the very important count-of trust in human

nature, so important to the larger proportion of his cri tics, he failed
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to offer BIlY' support to the public opinions of the age, vhile he

mirrored onl7 too faithfully its private fears. For this reason,

whateverreservations revievers might have about Dickens's religious

principles or about the darker andmoregrotesque elementsof his

fictions, he often appeared, in comparisonvith Thackeray,as the

clearer mirror, in \1hichvere reflected the hopes of his readers.

As the following chapter tdll shov, this samecri tical bias towards

intuitive perception of man's spiritual capecities determinedthe

nature of the discussion about the relative realism of the tvo authors.



CHAPTER FIVE

"MEU AS THEY IN 'l'H]}tsELVES" ••

DICKEUS AND THACKERAY, 1850 - 70 (2)

Theneed for faith in man's perfectibility, renected in the

opposition of optimismand cynicism, inevitably influenced Victorian

concepts of artistic truthf'ulness. Any novel lIhich claimed to be 'real'

must include at least one exampleof humandignity, casting the light of

heaven upon the earthly life around and so leading mentowards perfect-

ion. Fiction in the 50' s and 60' s continued to be judged by external

cri teria - by the extent to lIhich it embodiedaccepted vieW'sof man's

spiri tual potential in a story of the duties of ordina.ry"life. At the

sametime, in their search for a higher real1 tY', somecri tics became

aware that clear-cut distinctions betW'eengood and evil vere incompatible

with depictions of everyday experience in all its complexitY'. In real

life, character vas a combinationof various qualities, good and bad,

each affecting the other and all operating under the influence of

ciraumstanees. 0nlJ' in the vorld of romance,vhere the restrictive

conditions ot actuality" vere removed,could moral characteristiCBbe

developed to their tull extent, without interference from the qualifY-

ing factors of ordina.t'1existence. Yet, although the desire, already

voiced by ~all in the ,30IS, to retum to this older and simpler

literary genre grev out of a desire for glowingpictures of illimitable

humanglory, it vas also a silent confession of the justification which

11fe afforded for the vieW'sof the cynic, since it implied that per-

fection was impossible in the present vorld. Theupholder of romance,

onlJ' able to discover the ideal in someimaginary region, vas more

sceptical (though he did not admit as much) than the believer in the

romanceof realitY', vho located the ideal in llfe itself. Both, however,

identified the purely realistic novel with the bell ttlement of' human!tY'

229
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\lhich the;r sought to escape, because, treating manas a purely

social animal determined by' artificial conventions and customs, it

ignored those more real and essential features of humannature vhich

\lere universal and eternal rather than local and temporal. Since

these former qualities vere generally, for the Victorians, spiritual

ones, the contrast of elemental and accidental truth \las inseparable

from the opposition of optimismand scepticism.

(i)

For somecritics, Thackerayvas to be morehighly valued than his

contempora.I'1as a delineator of humannature, because his characters,

draw from familiar experience, \lere more true to general human!ty than

the highly individualised eccentrics draw by' Dickens. John l-fooreCapes,

rev1ev1ngGreat Expectations for the Rambler, objected (with Wemmickin

mind) to the author Is methodof "describing a manby' an ever-recurring

absurdi t1 • • • by' his having a mouthlike, a letter-box, or by his

firing a gun at sundown. He concluded: "Anovelist of a more creative

genius describes not a particula.r individual, but a general character,
1summedup in one, but fitting many, like J.fajorPendenn1s." Another

critic, S.F. Williams, in his Essays of 1862, also pointed to this

contrast of "particular" and "general" as a leading aspect of the differ-

ence betveen Dickens and Thackeray: "(the figures J of the former ar~
"2individul11men, but those of the latter are individual and representative •

JamesHannay, by' implication, madea similar comparisonbetveen the t\lO

authors in his Course of English Literature (1866). Thememorable

1 Rambler, January 1862, n.s. vi, 275.
2 "Thackeraylf,Essays. Critical. Biographical and Miscellaneous, p. 57.
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characters ot Dickens, he remarked, Yere umore or less odd and ir-

regular specimens ot human!ty", and each ot them vas "an individual n
3 .

instead ot na species". His commentson Thackeray, six pages further

on, vere certainly intended to be read in the light ot these earlier

comments:

Given a born oddity, a natural, it is comparatively

easY' to raise excf tement about h!!!lJ but it is a
rarer taculty to valk into a club and pull out a
gentleman exceedingly like his neighbours in talk

and look, and to makeall England feel an interest

in him. nus is Thackeray's art, and in this he
is unrivalled •••• This ·is a deeper kind ot art

than the more sho'WY'kind Yhich tickles the vulgar • 4• • •
Hannay's oblique comparison vas partlY' based on the proposition that

the vulgar Dickens, unlike the yell-bred Thackeray, vas incapable of

painting a gentleman, since the upper classes ot societY' could not offer

him the same rough and bizarre surfaces as the loyer. But added to this

vas the assumption shared vith Capes and Williams, that the artist Yas

more properly engaged upon the depiction or those general features in

vhich one man resembled another than those YMch marked oft the

individual most sharply trom his fellovs.

In part, this eupposition derived trom the nco-classical tradition

vhich, a centur,r earlier, had produced Johnson' s dictum : nIn the v.ri tings

ot other poets a character is too often an individual; in those ot

Shakespeare it is commonlya species. u5 1his dislike of particularity

vas, hoyever, strengthened b.1 the distrust of individualism characteristic

or some inhabitants of the post-Romantic era. Dickens's delight in the

3 A COurse ot English Litera.ture, p. 322.
4 ~., 328.

5 Preface to Shakespeare (1759), Johnson on Shakespeare (ed. Walter
Raleigh, 1908; 1925 ed.), p. 12.
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grotesque, declared the Spectator approving17in 1870, had donemore to

makementolerant of nindividual eccentricity" than Mill could ever do
6 .

in an essay on the subject of Liberty. Thecharacters of Dickens, as

this cri tic sall, could very easily be taken as examplesof the "pagan

self-assertion" championedb,y Mill, for the,yllere without doubt

"markedlydissimilar in outline to commonplacehumanit.r."7 To thos~

vho follolled the path of "Christian selt-denial", and believed with

Maurice that menshould "be like their fellovsn8, Dickens's more

strongly-marked comicand semi-comicfigures, like his menand voaen

of original and selt-sufficient virtue, denied the supremacyof moral

authority, since the,y recognised no lall other than that of their own

personalities. Thepersonages depicted b.r Thackeray, on the other

hand, resembling so closely people of the everyd:rJvorld, vere more

readily assimilated into the mass of humanity. In their preference for

the genera!;:over the particular, Ha.nnay, Capes andWilliams, vhether con-

sciously or not, placed themselves against Mill anden the side of Maurice.

At the sametime, the habit, peafsed by Hannay, of taking unremark-

able gentlemen from the clubs of Pall Hall and representing themas

average specimensof humannature seemedto morehostile readers of

Thackerayto indicate a deterministic outlook. B.1 virtue of their very

ordinariness, which recommendedthem to those repelled b,y Dickensian

abnorma.l1t.r, 'his characters vere mediocrities, vhc had no life except

in relation to social customand vhose realit,y vas therefore limited.

Theyvere characters of manners, vho, in a vay different to the grotes-

ques of Dickens, llere of particular rather than general relevance, since

6 "Charles Dickens", Spectator, 11 June 1870, xliii, 716.
7 See above, p. %..L
8 See above, p, 'r 10 •
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they vere inseparable from the conditions of a purely l~cal state of
society. Thus, as the Prosnective Review noted, Yhile Dickens was .
"perhaps too anxious to invest all his characters vith some particular
interest or to distinguish them h".r some striking quail tyll,mar!dng them
"by direct eccentricities of speech and person", Thackeray wearied the
reader "by his profusion of common-place people,,9, yho were prisoners
of their environment :

With scarcely an exception, his men and vomon are not
only common-place, but utter veaklings, cased in con-
ventionalitie3 of eve~J sort •••• He introduces us
to nature it is true, but to nature in fetters ••••
A helpless sense of oppression haunts us all throv~h
his books •••• His men and women ••• are all
presented as hardened, fixed, moulded, ~f the
• .j.-- f . t 10c~rCtWs~lces 0 soc~e y ••••

Objecting elsewhere, as vas seen in the last chapter, to the morbid
modern taste, indulged by Thackeray, for clmracters vho vere "striving
• •• to determine ••• vhat their inmost selves vould really be about",
this writer here showed an equal aversion to those who remained stat.- .
icully subservient to circumstances. Thackeray apparently lent support
both to the restlessness of post-Romanticism and to the determinism of
the empiricists, uni, ting the tvo in the person of Pen, the dissatisfied
veakling. Yet the Prospective critic himself, emphasising the necessity
of work as an antidote to self-consciousness, was, like Carlyle,
fa.talistically inclined. He alloyed the human viII to operate only
as an instrument of unbending moral lay.

The belief that ThAcker~ was restricted to the portrayal of man

9 Prosnective Revie~", Hay 1851, vii, 169.
10

j:bid., 170.
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on his merely' conventional side vas-:\ddespread. Roscoe, in his

1856National Reviey essay, treated him consistentlf as na painter of

manners, not of individual mennll. This was seemizglJra cu..1mfor the

superior! ty of the particular over the general.. RoscoeIS \Ulderstanding

of the word nindividual" was, however, boundedby his adherence to an

objective religious viewpoint :

[Thackerayl never penetrates into the interior, secret,
~ life that ever,ymanleads in isolation from his
fellows, that chamberof being open only up1lardsto
heaven and dovnvards to hell •••• The faculty that
deals vith and represents the individual soul in its
complete relations is higher than that whichwehave
ascribed to Mr. Thackeray.12

In spite of someapparent uncertatnty as to whether heaven and hell

actuall.y existed or were simply terms for the dichotomies of the human

consciousness, Roscoevas ostensibly committedto a schemeof values

which transcended individuality. It was manin relation to the universe

whowas tae proper subject for art. In the inner chamberof the mind

he wasmo~thimself, but only because there he wasmost in touch with the

essential and eternal verities. Be,rondthe local trappings of life in

the material world, Roscoe supposed, there lay another life in which the

elemental nature of manvas freed from the restraints of an impermanent

society. Behind the facade observed so accurately by the social realist

vas the region of the really real. Roscoe, in spite of his phraseology,

vas thus movingaWB7from the particular towards the general, and not

vice-versa. The individual for him was only of interest in so far as it

was representative of the spiritual experience of mankindas a vhole.

His opinion of Thackerayas a painter of "manners"rather than "men"

was shared by" others~ Walter Bagehotwrote in 1864 that the novelist at

11 Nati~nal Review, Janua~ 1856, ii, 179.12 aLd.
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times alloyed himself "no room for a purely intellectual and just
estimate of men as they really are in themselves, and apart from
social perfection or defects.,,13 Like Roscoe, Bagehot believed that
man's essential nature could be separated from his accidental identity
as a social being. Francis Turner Palgrave, in the l{estminste!'Revie,.,
of 1360, clearly held the same faith. The title of his essay, "~.H.
Thackeray as liovelist and Photographer", epi tomi.eed the approach of '
those yho disparaged TItackeray as a writer capable of seeing no further
than the surface characteristics of socially ~etermined existence.
nCloudland and the clear heavens", Palerave declared, yere outside the
scope of the photographic method, so that T'nackeray vas obliged to ex-
elude from his fiction "almost ever,r mode of life which does not fall
vithin social precincts,,14. ~~s same unwillingness to step outside
social life caused ll'argaretOliphant, the prolific novelist and essayist,
to describe him in 1855 as "an historian of human nature ••• in its

15 'company dress" , and the Spectator to claim in 1861 that: "As a
picture of human life, nothing could be more inac1equate than Hr.
Thackeray's works. As a satire upon social life, nOthing could be

. 16much richer or more comprehensive." Satirist, daguerrotypist or
photographer, painter of manners, portrait painter - these yera the
labels affixed to Thackeray throughout the Victorian period, reflecting
tha eonYiction that ha was restricted to the depiction of a pure~ local
truth. Even admirers clas~ified him in the same yay. One of the British
Controversialist debaters, for instance, squashing the idea that·
Dickons possessed "life-like poyers of description", compared his

1.3 Uationti Review, April 1864. xviii, 552.
14 vle~tl!lin3terReviel.f, October 1860, ns s, xviii, 516 - 7.
15 "l1r. 1ha.ckeray and his Novels", Blackvood's, January 1855, lxxvii, 96.
16 -Mr. Thacker~'s Satire", Spectator, 30 November 1861, xxxiv, 1314.
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"caricatures" with Thackeray's "unmistakable photographs,,17. Among

his detractors, hovever, this methodof describing .himserved a partly

defensive purpose. By proving that his fiction transcribed particular

features of contemporar;rfashionable society, they diminished the

applicability of his pessimismto general humanity.

S.F. Williams, influenced by Ruskin, attributed to Thackeray's

photograp~ a pover far beyondthat granted it by Palgrave. Thackeray,

in his eres, vas an artist-hero cast in the Carl.yleanmould, vhcse

glance pierced to the heart of reall ty in all things, and vhose camera-

like accurac,yshovedhim to be possessed of that objective humility

vhich constituted the prime requisite of the Rusldnian painter: .

our novelist asserts that nature should not be altered
and modified·••• that truth, in hovsoevermeanand
insignificant clothing, is beautiful; that art is not
the corrector, but the exponentof God's vorks, that
everything should be photographedwith stern exactitude,
as in a camera••• the artist's fancies, the ideal
beauties, the ought to be, must be trodden under foot
•••• Thefirst and essential matter is that he
apprehend the soul of the thing; that, as Ruskin says
of Turner, he "dvell and communewith nature," vatching
her subtlest vorkings: and then art comesin as an
assistant, in the description or interpretation. IS

Thephotographer, for Williams, so far from being lim!ted to the repro-

duction of surface che.racteristics, vas the passive servant vho faith-

fully mirrored the inner reality of God's creation. Hevas a viSionary,

but one vhose visions vere of the truth, not of subjective fantasy.

Dickens, by contrast, had plainly given himself to lithe ought to be" :

"BetweenThackerayand Dickens • • • there is an immensedifference in

17 British Controversialist, Julr lS5S, n.s. vi, 30 - 1.
18 Essays, pp. 44-5.
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this matter of naturalness •••• [Dickens's] characters are not like-

nesses of Ithe things that be.1 ..19 Later, this point vas reiterated:

('lhackeray's] persons are more true to life [than
DickensIS] in the sphere in vhichthey move. He
sees deeper •••• He delves into the depths of

humannature. He adheres rigidly' to the outvard

manifestations and circumstances of life as they

comebefore him. He rejects the heroic and the
20ideal • • • •

ToWilliams, ",:theought to bon vas a dream, and "the ideal" had no place

in serious art. This vas thoroughly in accordance vith the Victorian

reaction against Romantic yearnings. Hovever, if to banish "ideal

beauties· and "the heroic" from art meant to exclude all images of

perfection, an occurrence vhich vould hardly" have been deemedcompatible

'Withobjectivity by' Ruskin himself, then there vere many-Victorian critics

vho vould have argued that the idealist had a deeper perception of the

essential nature of man than the realist. While Thackeray vas, as Mrs.

Oliphant said, "an historian", and therefore limited to copying vhat ~,

Dickens presented vhat might or ought to be, and so could aspire, for

critics more admiring than Williams, to the title of poet. The relation-

ship between the tvo novelists vould then be the reverse of that suggested

by' Hannar and Williams, since the statements of the poet, in Aristotelian
, 21

terms, ver-e "universals· and those of the historian "singulars" •

T.he"Spasmodic" poet, Sidney Dobeli, writing in 1850, vas the first

to make a comparison of this kind :

Thackeray-has drawn uniforml.y from 'Without; Dickens

from 'Within. Thackeray-has painted his portraits to

the 11fe, 'With a nicety of instinctive taste vhich

19 Ibid., p.47.
20 Ibid., p. 57.
21 Aristotle, Poetics, ix (trans. Ingram B,yvater, 1920), p. 43.
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madethem1nf'alllble; but then they were portraits,
and 11m!ted to the circle of the author's outward
experience. Dickenshas drawnprincip~ b,y
amplifying and pursuing ideals • • • • 22

Drawing character froll within, Dickenswouldnaturally have a surer

hold upon that "interior, secret, ~ life" of the soul which

Thackeray, in the estimate of Roscoe, had so fa~ neglected. The

difference between themwas that while one was confined to empirical

"experience", the other had. entrance into poetic realms, wheremore

than the social surfaces of man were revealed. Dobeli did not specify

what he understood b,y the term "ideals" as applied to the personages

of Dickens, but it vas clear from later remarks in the sameessay that

he meant it to have a moral significance, since he referred to the

creation of images "of humangrandeur and beauty" as the highest task

of art23• Hebelieved that the function of literature was to set before

menpictures of humanperfection, the oUf,htto be, and that the aim of

the artist vas to instruct. Thepoet wrote, he thought, "for the worship"

of men(that is, in order to encourage in thema reverence for nobill ty

and virtue), and the novelist "for the uses of men" (that is, to en-

courage themin the active pursuit of goodness)24. TheRomanticyearning

for unlimited expansion of the spiri t vas thlls maderespe:otab1e b,y

Dobeli, by imposingupon ita framevorkof moral discipline. Shorn

of the impracticality and 1imitlessness of Romanticlonging, the "ideal"

vas given the purpose of refuting the materialism and determinismof a

vriter like Thackerayand providing an account of life's more spiritual

possibilities. Generally, whenused in praise, the wordindicated a

deeper and w!der range of truth than that which camewithin the purely

22
"Currer Bell", Palladium, September1850, i, 161; rptd, Life and
Letters of Sidn~ Dobel! (ed. E.J., 2 vols., 1878), i, 163.

23 Pall adiwn, 162; ~, 164 - 5.
24 Palladium, 172; Ufe, 182.-
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local observation of the photographic realist. Theidealist painted

the essential features of man, tJhich the social historian ignored in

favour of the accidental. Theformer, therefore, could, in fact,

claim to b~ the greater realist, since his art took a moreextensive

vietJ of life.

(ii)

In the year folloving Dobell's contrast of the ttJOnovelists, a

comparisonbettJeenthe real and the ideal styles of art formedone of

the mainpoints of DavidHasson's essay on Pendennisand Copperfield in

the North Br!tish Reviev. In this case, hovever, the moral function of

the latter style vas less in evidence than in Dobell's essay.

lhe general concept of idealism, as first expoundedby' Massonin

this article, vas expressed in terms of heroic (or "high") painting,

fromtJhichit appeared that Dickens's serious characters rather than his

comicgrotesques vere the basis of his classification as a non-

realistic artist :

In the real style of art, the aim is to producepictures
that shall impress by their close and truthful resemblance
to. somethingor other in real nature Or llfe • • • • A
picture executed in [the ideal1 style strikes, not by

recalling real scenes and occurrences, but by taking the
mindout of itself into a region of higher possibilities,
v.hereinobjects shall be moreglorious, andmodesof
action moretranscendent, than a:ny ve see, and y:etall
shall seemin nature •••• the real style is sometimes,
thoughperhaps not very happily, called LovArt, and the
ideal style, IIighArt.25

25 North British RevietJ,l·fay1851, xs , 69 - 70.
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Therealist, as defined here, vould be a met!lberof the Dutch school

(despised by' Ruskin for its merely imitative skills), vhile the idealist

vould belong vi th the Italian painters. Thedifference betveen them

vould be approximately the sameas that betveen Jan Steen andMichelangelo,

or, perhaps moreappropriately, Y.P. Frith and Sir Frederick Leighton.

While the former class of painter dealt vith facts, the latter concen-

trated upon "transcendent" poetry, shoYingmenin situations vhich enabled

themto be greater than they appeared in ordinary. life. Yet, although

}~sson stressed the elevating effect which such art could have upon the

beholder's mind, raising it above the petty concerns of everyday into a

purer air, he novhere suggested that the purpose of idealism vas to en-

courage menin the pursuit of perfection by' presenting for their emula-

tion images of humangreatness and goodness. The "glorious" objects

and actions depicted by the idealist vere "possibilities" not in the

sense that they could be achieved by' manon earth or in heaven, but

rather in the sense that they afforded glimpses of vhat manmight be,

if he vere freed frommaterial conditions and so given the opportunity

to realise to the full the qualities of heroism, virtue and beauty

vhi.chexisted in real llfe but only in conjunction vith other quality-

ing factors and in subjection to the influence of time and circumstance.

The characters of Shakespeare, said Hasson, vere "grand hyperbolic
, '

beings created by' the breath of the poet himself out of hints taken

fromall that is most sublime in nature ••• humanitycaught, as it
26vere, and kept permanentin its highest and extremest mood" • The

permanencewhichvas attributed to the ideal removedit completely

from the changes vrought by' time on the characters of the realist. But,

by' liberating manfrom the bondsof actuality, the art vhich l-Iasson

26
Ibid" 75.



descztbed approachedthat "unccndftd.cned" sphere "'hich, .five years

later, Bagehotsav as the setting for th~ poetry of Shelley27. The

ideal, as l·fassoninterpreted it, lacked the explicit noral, significance

attached to it by Nrs. Oliphant, for instance, in 1855 :

1-11". Thackerayis no poet; for one of the highest of
the poet's vocations, and perhaps the noblest ",ork
of W'hichgenius is capable, is to embodythe purest
ideal soul in the most life-like humangarments; and
this is an effort vhich our author has not yet attempted.
• • • the highest ideal of the poets is but a fit and
seemlyaCknoW'ledgementof the excellence whichhas been
madepossible to our favoured race [by folloving the
exampleor Christ]; and • • • the circle of life and
mannersis not complete, till ve have admitted into it
the lortiest as vell as the lovest exampleof human
existence - the saint no less than the sinner. 28

Here the didactic function of the ideal vas uppermost, as it vas not in

Masson's definition. Thoughboth cri tics thought in terms of humansub-

limity, Mrs. Oliphant believed that perfection vas "possible" on earth,

as the lives of Christ and the saints bore vi tness, vhile Massoncould

find it novhere but in literature, vhere the suspension of time and .

the removalof constraining conditions madepossible vhat vas imPossible

in the vorld of reality'. Thequal!ties vhich the idealist embodiedin

his characters vere certainly present in humannature, but vere never

tu.ll.y realised amidst the limitatioos and complexities of the material

vorld - they represented an unfulfilled potential. Thus, Massonvas

both less pragmatic than Mrs. Oliphant in his conception of literature,

since he did not attribute to it BIlY'moralpover, and morepessimistic,

since he relegated pure virtue to the realms of fiction.

27 See above, p. 1'1.
28 Black\.rood's,January 1855, lxxvii, 96.



Another important difference betve:enthese tvo critics vas that, whereas

Hrs. Oliphant regarded the ideal as synonymousvith moral perfection,

Masson's understanding of the term encompassednot only those of Dickens's

characters from vhoma lesson could be drav.nbut also the novelist's

comic creations, whovere not easil1 adapted to such a purpose. It vas

nonsense, he claimed, to say of Dickens's personages, intending the

observation as praise, that they vere life-like:

Theyare nothing of the kind. Not only are his serious
or tragic creations - his Old Humphreys,his Maypole
Hughs,his little Nells &c. - persons of romance; but
even his comicor satiric portraitures do not comevithin
the strict boundsof the real. There never vas a real Mr.
Pickwick, a real Sam Weller, a real Mrs. Nickleby', a real
Qu1lp, a real Micavber, a real Uriah Heep, or a ""realToots,
in the sameaccurate sense that there has been or might be
a real MajorPendennis, a real Captain Costigan, a real Becky,
a real Sir Pitt Cravley, and a real Mr. Foker • • • •
(Dickens's] characters are real only thus far, that they
are transcendental renderings of certain hints furnished
by nature. Seizing the notion of someoddity as seen in
the real vorld, Mr. Dic.kenshas run avay vi th it into a kind
of outer or ideal region, there to play vi th it and vork it
out at leisure as extravagantly as he might choose, vi th-
out the least impedimentfrom any facts except those of
his ownstory. 29

Including in the ideal such figures as Quilp and Toots, Massonvas

perhaps using the term at this point to refer to the depiction of

ideas rather than thincs. This latter supposition is supported by

tho account of Dickens's creative processes in the samecritic's book,

British Novelists and their Styles (1859) :

There never vas a Mr. MicaW'berin nature, exactly as he
appears in the pages of Dickens; but MicaW'berismper--
vades nature through and through; and to have extracted

29 North Br!tish RevieW',74 - 5.
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this quality fromnature, embodyingthe full essence
of a thousand instances of it in one ideal monstro si ty,
is a feat of invention)O

Acharacter such as Mlcavbermadeno pretence of being a portrait of a

real-Ufe pauper. Rather, he was an embodimentof the ~ of irrep-

ressible poverty, a summing-upof that spirit of hopet'ul impecuniosity

vhich existed in actuality but, Uke the sublimity' captured by

Shakespeare, could not be separated, except in the imagination, from

the other characteristics vblch vould norma.l.lyaccompanyi t:or from the

effects of external conditions. Mlcavberrepresented not Micavber, a

particular man, but the abstract concept ofnMicavberism",isolated

fromall qualifYing features and alloyed unlimited scope for expansion,

by translation to a region where the 1avs of the vor1d did not operate

with the rigidity necessary in realistic fiction. Instead of condemn-

ing the novelist, as JohnMooreCapesdid, for constructing his figures

froma single attribute, Massontransformed this practice into an

advantage. Eachof the characters of·Dickensgained general re1eva.."lce

by concentrating within itself the essence of one widespreadhuman

quali ty. Onceagain, the moral possibill ties of the ideal vere ignored,

Ha.sson'suse of the vord "essence" carrying with it no implication that

the idealist perceived the essential portion of man's existence, but

simply referring to the process of simplification vhich vas carried

out by this type of art.

Hassonvas undoubtedlymotivated in his championshipof Dickens's

right to depart from absolute truth to nature by a sense of confinement

within the details of realistic fiction. Thecharacters of '1l1ackeray,

he vrote in 1851, vere kept "vithin the limits, and rigidly true to the

features, of real existence.n3l ThoughNassondeclared that he liked

.30 British Novelists, pp. 251 - 2.
31 North British Reviev, 74.



"both styles ve1l,,32, expressions such as "vithin the limits" and

"rigidly true" indicated that he desired, as a balance to such fiction

as Thackeray's, a prose literature vhich vould offer limitless liberty.

Yet this Romanticimpulse tovards freedomand space vas severely cur-

tailed by' the neo-classical tendencies of his criticism, vhich stressed

the selective rather than the creative faculties of the artist.

Dickens's characters vere not emanationsfrom the brain of the novelist,

but 'renderings of certain hints furnished by nature". Micavber.·did

not spring tull-grow from the author's head, but vas a combination

"of a thousandinstances" fromlife. Masson's ideal, in fact, vas

not, as he claimed, "transcendental" - it vas a continuation of the

empirical ideal of the eighteenth century, involving the abstraction

of ideas from the vorld of sense and the synthesising of these into one

perfect form. Therefore, although he noted that ill this style of art

"the conception or intention supplied by' the painter" vas morein evi-

dence than in BIr1 other 33, and thoughhe granted the "ideal region"

autono~,' calling it Ita vorld projected imaginatively be,yondthe real

one, or inserted into the midst of the real one, and yet imaginatively

moatedround fromitn34, he nonetheless remainedclose~ dependentupon

objective and immediatereality for his notion of the idealist's material.

While the realist alv~s asked himself, "Hovvould this actually be in

nature; in vhat exact setting of surroundirgparticulars vould it appear?",

the question asked by' the non-realist vas :

Whatcan be madeout of this, vith vhat humanconclus-
ions, ends, and aspirations can it be imaginati vely
intervoven, so. that the vhole, thoughattached to

32 Ibid., 77.
33 llii., 69 - 70.
34 Br!tlsh Novelists, p, 250.
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nature by' its origin, shall transcend or overlie
nature on the side of the possibly' existent -
the might, could, or should be, or the might, could
or should have been?-.35

Thecharacters of a writer like Dickens, so far from being subjective

expressions ot their creator's state of mindor abaolute fantasies,

vere representations of quail ties vhich vere inherent in life itself

and vhich the artist's genius had separated from the "surrounding

particulars" vhich norma.ll.yobscured and qualified them. The "ideal

region", unlike that or the Romantics, remained "attached" to the

present vorld, as if by' an umbillcal chord.

Furthermore, in spite of his vindication of Dickens's methods,

}~sson's interest in the ideal sprang primari~, as his mention of

Shakespearehinted, from a vish for "sublime" images of humanity, and

this also restricted the scope vhich he alloved to imagination. As

his general summaryof the state of the modernnoval at the conclusion

ot British Novelists madeclear, the realist's"affection for mean

social detailn36 vas associated for himYith the cynical belittlement

ot man, and the idealist's spaciousness vith bellef in the divine

ordering of the universe. This opposition, he thought, vas best

presented in the conflicting viewpoints of }Iephistopheles and the.

three Archangels in the Prologue to Goethe's Faust.37. After quoting

the song of Raphael, Gabriel andMichael in praise of God's governance

of the four elements, Massonvent on, in the closing pages of his book,

to remarkupon the contrasting tenor of the devil' s speech, in vhich

manvas madeto seemno larger than a grasshopper and no nobler than a

beast rooting in the dirt. These tvo moodsappeared in the literature

of all ages, fromHomerdovnvards , and there vas no reason t.rhy the com-

paratively recent novel form should not be eq~ capable of including

35 Ibid., pp. 250-1
36 !£!.!!., p. 306.
37 .w..g.
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both, though, at the momentNassonwrote, it vas inclining dangerously,

he thought, tovards the less poetic :

Nomore than our metrical Poetry-must this form of
literature be permitted to degenerate into a cease-
less variation of the speech of Mephistopheles, that
menare as miserable as ever and that the world is all
in a mess. It maybe that the representation of social
reali tY'is, on the whole, the proper business of the
Novel; but even in the representation of social reality
the spirit maY'be that of the far-surveying and the
sublime. I believe, however, that there maybe vindicat-
ed for the literature of prose phantasy the liberty of
an order of fiction different from the usual Novel of
Social RealitY', and approaching more to vhat has alvay's
been alloyed in metrical poesy, and that, accordingly,
those occasional prose fictions are to be welcomedwhich deal
with characters of heroic imaginary mould, and which remove
us from cities and the crowdedhaunts of men. 38

Theidealism vhich Massonmost admiredvas not that of Micawberbut of

epic and romance, in which the ideas abstracted from realitY' and allowed

unlimited developmentYere those of unqualified humanvirtue and courage,

forming the strongest possible contrast to the realist's portrayal of

the socially determined and meaneraspects of man's li.fe. Theconnotat-

iona of perfection vhlch surrounded the ideal, though never employedfor

didactic ends such as those of Mrs. Oliphant, laY'alvay's in Masson's

mind. He commented,for instance, in 1851, on the fact that the protago-

nist of Greek tragedy vas not Ita puny 'manand brother, I resembling our-

selves in his virtues and his foibles, but an ancestor and a demigod,

large, superb, andunapproachable.n39 Thesameconcern with elevated

38 ~., p. 308.
39 North British Reviev, 75.
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subjects which motivated other critics impelled Masson in this

return upon Promethean semi-divinitY' (without Promethean self-assertion).

Unable to find heroic stature in the ordinary world - he agreed with

Thackeray's glooIllY'estimate of the human condition 40 - he was driven

for emotional satisfaction into tho realm of higher possibilities pro-

vided by literature, in which the gods and heroes vhon life could not

supply- were alone to be found. His distinction between the real and

the ideal \las the direct outcome of a conflict within himself between

deep-rooted pessimism based on experience and the need for a vie\l which

was brighter even if purely imaginative.

Thackeray was easily- enough identified with Hephistopheles. In

the early- 50' s, Charlotte Bront641 and ThomasPowell 42 had both

likened him to the sneering fiend, while Lewes had defended him from

the charge of being a "mocking Mephistopheles" 4.3. Most important of

all, Masson himself had drawn the parallel in 1851, whenhe referred

to the same speech from Faust as a summaryof the sceptical views held

both by Pen - "He is, like Mephistopheles, a pococurante" - and, to some

extent, by Thackeray (though the latter vas also allowed to show, through

George Warrington, some fiashes of the spirit of Raphael)M.. It vas

also Thackeray who, in the final words of Pendennis, had described his

'hero' as "a man and a brother", the phrase quoted by Masson as a con-

trast to the practice of the Greek dramatists. Both as depicter of

social realitY' and as ~c, Thackeray reiterated the creed of

Mephistopheles. It was impossible, Nas.on felt, for man to appear in a

40 GSee above, p. 17 D •

41 10 January- 1850, The Bront6s (ed, Wise and Symington), iii, 67.

42 Pictures of the Living Authors of' Britain. p. 105.

43 Leader, 21 December1850, i, 929 - 30.

44 North British Review, 86.



heroic light amidst the drab environment of modernism. Noone could

be further removedfrom Oedipusor Orestes, Heracles in the Alcestis,

or (to moveto the epic) fromHomer'sAchilles, Ajax or Diomedes,than

the veale-willed Pen, that Victorian Ulysses/Telemachusvhose only

l<lentor(an allusion madeby Thackerayhimself) was a worldly', self-

centred uncle.

At the sametime the line of descent from the Greek demigodto

Pickwick or Toots was at best a tenuous one (though, fifty years later,

G.K. Chesterton vas not to think so). Whatev3rthe nature of their

victory over time and circumstance, Dickens's comic characters were

not embodimentsof "all that is most sublime in nature", and in their

strongly-marked individualism were very far removedfrom the more

generalised personages of classical literature. It has alreaqy been

noted that Massontended to stress the general rather than the particular

nature of a figure such as Micawber,whomhe sawnot as an exemplar of

the "paglrlself-assertion" justified by' Mill but as a synthesis of human

"Mlcawberism". Hevas not interested in the eccentric personalism of

the Dickensworld, whichhis criticism minimised and even attacked - the

more "grotesque" creatures of the novelist's stories, he wrote, were a

misuse of the idealist's right to hyperbole45• Moreover, these humourous

figures vere no~ set against a backgroundof Londonstreets - Dickens

and Thackeray, said Massonhimself, "might vall be considered as the

founders of • • • 'The British Metropolitan Novel' ,,46 - and this use

of "cities and the crovded haunts of men"had to be ignored almost

entirely if Dickensvas to be established as the presenter of an "ideal

region." Tied to the greyness of the capital on one side and indulging

in the creation of grotesques on the other, Dickens, in the final analysis,

45 Ibid" 76.
46 British Novelists, p.239.
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was an unsatisfactor,y substitute for Aesc~lus, Shakespeare and the
Archangels, but, 'Within the context of mid-nineteenth centur,y fic-
tion, he was the most prominent representative of non-realistic
art, the obvious opponent of the strict attention to social circum-
stances evident in the work of Thacker~.

'Hasson's interest in the sublimitY' of the great dramatists of
whom Dickens, in some measure, was the descendant, still did not lead
him to a moral interpretation of the ideal such as that given by Mrs.
Oliphant. His idealism was un-Victorian in so far as it was credited
'With no apparent purpose beyond that of pleasure. No suggestion was
made that to read of heroic men and virtuous women would produce an
improvement in man's heart or even cause him to aspire towards self-
improvement - such, in any case, could not be the effect of Quilp,
Toots and Micawber. Nor was it implied that the ideal had any actual
existenc9, in however dim and distant a futurity. It simply offered
irresponsible escape from the heav,y dullness of mor,tal cl~ and the
pressures of time and circumstance, and to this extent reflected Masson's
Y'eaming for a realm of poetr,y which, like Shelley's, should be
"unconditioned". Clearly, however, if this idealism was not wholly
Victorian, it was not entirelY' Romantic either. It was firmly
attached to earth by Masson's insistence on the empirically selective
rather than the transcendentally creative talent of the artist. This
neo-classical restraint prevented it from soaring awaY' into the Shelleyan
vagueness of "the intense inane". At the same time, Romantic freedom
was also qualified in Masson's work by the pessimism \Thich it was called
into life to oppose. He was always conscious of the reality depicted
by" a writer like Thackeray, whose dark world of knaves and fools he
admitted was no distortion of the real world. He never claimed that
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Dickens showed a more essential level of human experience than his
fellow-author, but instead treated the two viewpoints as compUmentary.
Mephistopheles and the "Novel of Social Reality", he recognised, passed
observations upon life which his OW'll observation confirmed. It was as
a refuge from this experience that he sought the ideal, but he never
turned his back upon the actuality from which he sometimes desired relief.

(iii)

It is impossible to determine the exact influence that Masson's
comparison between the real and the ideal exerted over the critics of
the 50' s and 60' s, particularly since Victorian reviewers vere not in
the- habit of acknowledging indebtedness to their colleagues.

One critic who seemed to make use of the 1851 essay vas Forster,
in his 185.3 notice of Bleak House, but in such a way that :Hasson's
concept of the ideal vas totally altered. The best of Dickens's
characters, he wrote, were each made "to emboqy some characteristic
feature, to personify some main Ldsa , which are ever after found
universally applicable." In this case, hoW'ever, the ideas for imitation,
so far from being the inhabitants of an Itideal region", remained firmly
rooted in the here and noW' to which Forstor had always maintained that
Dickens vas faithful. In a passage whioh oonstituted another oblique
attack upon 'Thackeray, the simplicity of oharacter based on a single
attribute vas justified in terms of ever,yday experience and contrasted
with the attempted subtleties of the psychological novelist:

They knov little hov much there is in any one man's
head or heart who expect to have every character in
a tale laid bare before them as on a psychological
dissecting table, and demonstrated minutely. We see
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nobodyminutely in real life • • • • men touch and
interfere vith one another by the contact of their
extremes, and it is the prcndnences , the sharp

angles, that are most likely to appear in a tale

really vorth telling. Hence it is therefore

••• that the dramatist or novelist is concerned

chiefly vi th the display of salient points in each

one of his characters.47

'!his vas extremely dangerous ground. Allowing his dislike of Thackeray's

motive-hunting to cloud his judgement, Forster naIvely argued, not merely

that art should represent reality, but that it should reproduce life !![

it appeared to menin the actual process of experiencing it. The

novelist vas to makeno attempt to see beyond surface characteristics,

and humannature vas to be taken alvays at face-value. What each man

saw of his neighbour in their public encounters was the yardstick for

character in fiction. Had Thackeray's dissective skills led primarily

to the discovery of goodness instead of self-interest, Forster's

atti tude would almost certainly have been entirely different. His

dislike of psychological anatomyvas inseparable from his hatred of

scepticism.

This QXtremismleft Forster more entirely dependent on present

reali ty than Masson. While arguing that the method of Dickens gave a

more essential view of humannature than Thackeray's, because it

focussed the reader's attention on the simplest and most important

points, he also believed that this view of manwas easily obtained in

daily life. The ideas which Dickens selected for portrayal vere firmly

set in the context of ordinary existence, Forster having no intention

of allowing the slightest suspicion of fantasy to mar the absolute

reality which he attributed to his leader's work. More obviously·

47 Examiner, 8 October 1853, 644.
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influenced b.1 l~sson vas a critic signing himself F.E.S., vho, in the

Br!t1~h Journal of 1852, hailed Dickens for his vonderful talent

not only of reproducing the ideas he has acquired in a

form of his owncreation, but of presenting that form

idealized, raised, ennobled, b,y the beautifYing pover

of his genius. Werecognize, indeed, the likeness to
some familiar thing, but ve recognize it as ve never

thought to behold it - purified, spiritualized, and
embellished through the mediumof an intelligence sup-

erior to' 'our own. In this pover lies the secret of the

difference betveen the vri tings of Dickens and those of

the author of' Van! ty Fair - Mr. Thackeray is perhaps even
the closer observer of the tvo, and his descriptive
talent seems actually to place the person or thing des-
cribed, before the reader, but the conception leaves
Mr. Thackerayls mind as it entered it; the dross still
mingling \lith and depreciating the unstamped metal. 48

On the f'olioving page, Dickens vas defended against the charge of caricature:

hovever ideal [hiS] characters may appear, they are

invariably self-consistent; if not realities, theY'

are possibilities; if they' do not exist, theY'might,
and as ve thir.k, ought to do so.49

All of these thoughts bore the imprint of Masson, deriving from his

definition of ideal art as one "of higher possibilities, vherein objects

shall be more glorious, and modes of action core transcendent, than any

ve see". F.E.S.IS remarks thus appeared to refer to Dickensls serious

characters, not to his comedy. Basically, they vere a restatoment, in

hei.ghtened form, of the novelist's genius for eliciting poetry from

the nfamiliar" appearances of commonlife. Adopting the concept of

"ideas" taken trom external reality, F.E.S. did not f'ollov l-1assonin

BUpposingthat the artist combined Ha thousand instances" from nature.

I'

48 RA Fev Stray Thoughts on the Genius of' Dickens", Br!tish Journal,
March 1852, i , 137.

49 Il2!Q., 138.
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Rather the ideal was a transfigured version of someparticular object

in the workaday world, raised into generality by" the mysterious force

of visionar,y inspiration. Dickens was a figure of prophetic stature,

gifted loIith the ability to see into and give physical shape to the

spiritual "possibilities" of the world around him, whereas Thackeray

was lim!ted to the material aspect of things, unable to burn away the

"dross" from the objects and persons he observed and exhibit the purity

of the refined gold which lay at their centre. Thus, even vhile F.E.S.

used muchof Masson's terminology, he treated Dickens ver,y differently,

finding in him a poet of sublime capacities. The point, not made by"

the earlier c:t"itic, that Dickens shoved a more essential level of human

nature than Thackeray, was clearly implied here,though it vas not

claimed that the glories he depicted had an1 existence in real life.

Both F.E.S. and Forster used the Dideas" of Masson for their own

particular purposes, and neither could therefore be said to be his

follot.rer. Nor did his notion of the "ideal region" obtain a great deal::,

of currency amongst Victorian cri tics, perhaps because of its escapist

connotations. The inevitable consequence of entr,y into a closed t.rorld

of art vas, for the practical man, a sense of guilt at his evasion of

the task that lay immediately at hand. Revieving Our Mutual Friend in

1865, the critic of the Christian Spectator vas uneasily avare that a

liking for Dickens vas not compatible with a strict attention to present

responsibilities. Defoe, Fielding and Thackeray, he knev, took a higher

place in the ranks of literature than Bult.rer or Dickens, because of their

fide.lity to life, but honesty compelled him to add that the unreality of

the last-named novelist nevertheless exerted a strong hold over him

The fact is, in reading a book of Dickens we do not
care to inquire' whether it is actua.1ly true, because

ve feel it is amusing. Weare half-vexed whenour
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attention is called to the subject. We prefer to
live in the vorld which he has created, and peopled
with the creatures of his brain and heart.

It is not our vorld; the vorld of our duty,
temptations and hopes; but it is one into which
we are sometimes glad to escape.50

Unable to feel that this second world, here seen as completely subjective,
had ~ merit beyond that of providing entertainment, the reviewer could
not grant Dickens the seriousness of more realistic novelists. Emotion-
ally, however, he felt, with Masson, the need of some outlet for his
imagination, in spite of the sense of irresponsibility which resulted
from succumbing to the spell cast b.r the novelist's fantasies. He
acknowledged the autonomy of the Dickens vorld, though he insisted on
continuing to judge it b.1 reference to external reality. In this applica-
tion of a dual standard he resembled the British Controversialist writer
who, awarding Thacker~ first place because of his faithfUl photographs
of the life around him, yet was aware that there might be another measure
of artistic reality than that of accurate reproduction of familar objects
and persons, and wrote of Dickens's characters: "we are more and more
struck with the reality they embody in themselves, B...'1dthe unreality
they present to aught in our observances of 11fe"5l. Granting them
tru~~ and consistency in terms of the vorld in vhich they appeared,
this critic persisted in looking back to the real vorld as the yardstick
by which art must be measured. Mom accommodating was Ed1 th Simcox,
wr1ling in the Academy in 1870 under the pseudonym of "H. Lavrenny".
She commented on Dickens's characters:

That they are altogether fantastic and absurd does not
of itself affect their right to exist, and it is a
remarkable. ·triumph for their creator, that after a fev

50 Christian Spectator, December 1865, n.s. vi, 721.
51 British Controversialist, July 1858, n.s. vi, 31.
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hours in his loy-life fairy-land they seem as real
and as much in accordance wi th the eternal conditions
of human existence as the most common-place characters
of a conscientious middle-class novel.52

But Edith Siucox vas a devout admirer of George Eliot, and her praise
of the "simple amusementn53 to be ,derived from Dickensian "fair,r-land"
had perhaps the patronising tone of one vho believed that the real
material for a novelist vas to be gathered from the vorld vhich l~
before ever,y man's eyes, the Christian Spectator's "vorld of our duty,
temptations and hopes".

Only the future Laureate, Alfred Austin, contributing to Temple
Bar in 1870, welcomed without qualification the "fantastic" nature of-
Dickens's books:

No realistic writer can b.1 any possibility be a great
writer ••• the gods knov him not. He is at b9st
and highest a literar,r mechanic • • • • Dickens, far
from being a realistic writer, yas one of the most
intensely idealistic writers that ever existed. The
most memorable personages in his novels, instead of
being copies from life, are the ver,r creatures of his
prolific vein • • • • For Dickens vas a man of visions,
and hence his greatness •••• He is, perhaps, the
ver,r last ••• of our great unscientific writers.
He salolmen and things with his ow eyes, and
glorified them.54

The "scientific" vriter vould be one (like Thacker~) who analysed the
motives of his characters and related them to their environment. Austin,
in his desire to escape from the fetters of such accUrate realism,
placed much greater emphasis than Masson had been able to do tventy
years before upon the subjective aspect of Dickens's idealism, stressing
its derivation from creative imagination instead of its selection from

52 Academy, 22 October 1870, ii, 2.
53 lbid.
54 "Charles Dickens", Temple Bar, July 1870. xxix. 561 - 2.
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life. Although, he said, Dickens used "realistic machinery •••

prodiga.l.ly for the mise en sc~nen, he did not employ it at all in the

central content of his stories, the "dramatis personaen55• E~ctively,

the artist vas freed from dependence on external fact, and thus far

Austin's attitude constituted an important break with Victorianism.

However, he retained the distrust of the age for scientific interpreta-

tiona of manand its belief that great literature must glorify hwnanity.

His denial of photographic realism was a development of Victorian

thought as veIl as a reaction from it.

Earlier cri tics did not share Austin's enthusiasm for Dickens's

departures from realism, but were prepared for certain reasons to

countenance it, at least on occasion. TheodoreMartin \lrote in 1853

Thackeray keeps the realities of life always before
his eyes: Dickens vanders frequently into the realms
of imagination, and, if at times he only brings back,
especia.lly of late, fantastic and unnatural beings56,

ve must not forget, that he has added to literature

someof its most beautiful ideals.57

Martin apparently thought of the ideal purely in moral terms. He vas

willing to condone Dickens's V~lt of truth to nature because, at times,

it en&enderedimages of poetic beauty (presumably like Little Nell).

Fancy, though not to be praised whenit produced grotesques, vas capable,

in its gentler moods, of affo~ng an emotional satisfaction vh1ch was

ei ther not to be found in the vri tings of Thackeray or, if found, then

in less copious supply than in the vork of his rive~. A similar viev

seems to have been taken b.1 w.e. Roscoe, though he took more account

of Dickens's come~ :

55 6Ibid., 5 1.
56 }~tin vas plainly thinking of the Bleak House grotesques.

57 Westminster Reviell, April 1853, ns s, iii, 370.
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HallY novelists have, a world of their ow they inhabit.
bckeray thrusts his characters in amongthe moving
every-day world in which we live. We don't say they

are life-like characters; they are mere people •

Dickens creates a race of beings united to us b.r
oommonsympathies and affections, endeared to us b.r
certain qualities, and infinitely amusing in their

• • •

eccentricities. Still, weall knowperfectly well they
are not re~ humanbeings; though they are enough so
for r..is purpose and ours. 58

Whenthe sentimental and humorousappeal of characters was so strong

the relevance of judgements based upon ordinary standards of realism

vas diminished. But neither Martin nor Roscoe followed Hasson in

praising the virtues of non-realistic literature as a genre in its own

right. They only conceded Dickens's right to create rather than observe

whenhe provided them vith pleasant images, serious or comic, which

would increase their "sympathies" vith the humanrace. His tendency

towards fantasy vas something for which allowances had to be made in

view of its successes. As responsible critics, rather than menof

feeling, they would have argued that the novel ought to deal vith

themes and characters of everyday-concern, and that ThackerayIS fidelity

to ordinar,r experience fulfilled this requirement. But Thackerayls

realism vas inseparably bound up vi th his cynicism, which both Martin

and Roscoe deplored, and it vas therefore necessary to turn to Dickens,

whofor all his failure to reflect the actual world was able to ansver

the needs of the heart. Onenovelist was superior in truth to nature,

the other in human!ty.

MartinIs justification of Dickens's flights of imagination in terms

of "beautiful ideals" indicates that for him the ideal vas identified

with perfection. Having cut themselves off from the yearnings of

58
National RevieW',January 1856, ii, 183.
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Romanticism, the Victorians could only fulfil their suppressed longings
for freedom from present realit,y b.1 giving to fancy a touch of moral
purity. Masson's idealism, as has already been show, vas partly held
in check b.1 his insistence upon isolation of the more sublime qualities
of human nature. In the york of reviewers vhose didactic inclinations
vere more in evidence,Romanticism issued in nostalgia for the uncompli-
cated virtues and vices vhich vere made possible b.Y that closed vorld
of romance vhich had been recalled, in 18.38, by Mi1l59• This vas most
evident in critical repudiations of Thackeray's pessimism. "Thackeray's
people", observed Thomas Hood, Jr., in 1864, nwere so true to the ad-
mixture of virtues and failings in this life, that the short-sighted
among his readers sighed for the incomparable Pamelas and double-dyed
villains of the ¥dnerva press, and called this genius a Cynic. n60

Among those vho sighed in this fashion vas Henr,r F. Chorley in the

Athenaetm of 1862, after reading Philip : "The best-natured and most
patient of men, or vomen, tires of keeping shabb,y comp~ ••• and
~ be excused for hankering after Alphonso the Brave and the Fair

61Imogene, or any other impossible Virtue or unmitigated Vice." ~
~, on the same day, looked back to the heroines of Scott for its
examples of romance, complaining that Thackeray: 'possessed an unrivalled
faculty fo~ penetrating the vays of the drawing-room, but could not.
paint a Rebecca or a Flora McIvor : "For the deeper passions, or the
more heroic strength of vonan, such quailties as are evoked b.Y excep-

62tional circumstances of romance, he has no turn." • These vere frank
appeals for a return to a vorld where character vas allowed to develop
to greater heights of nobility (and, for the purpose of moral conflict

59 See above, p.91.

60 "Thackeray and his Female Characters", English'Joman r s
Nar.razine,February 1864, n.s. viii, 160.

61 Athenaeum, 9 August 1862, 174.
62 6John Bull, 9 August 18 2, xlii, 508.

,
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as well as excitement and adventure, to lower depths of infamy) than
were possible in real life. To some extent, this realm of romance
resembled l~sson's "ideal region", since both gave man freedom from
the restrictive laws of the present vozLd, Just as Dickens, according
to l~sson, selected ideas from life, so the Minerva Press novelist could
be said to develop the ideas of good and evil in isolation from all
qualif,ring factors, producing characters yho yere either, as ~sson
said.of Dickens's, "thoroughly and ideal.l.yperfect" or "thoroughly and

. 63ideally detestable" • The advocates of romance, however, were more
interested in the moral advantages of such single-attribute characters
than in ~ theor,y of idealism.

Surprisingly, Dickens's "world projected imaginatively beyond the
real one" did not provide cri tics vi th an example of the romance region
to yhich some of them vished to be temporarily conveyed. There yera
probably several reasons for ~1is. The bias of his york yas too much
towards the grotesque to serve a moral purpose (though this did not
usually hinder his admirers), and even vhen his humorous char~cters
were accepted br·reviewers it vas often only on grounds of simple
amusement, as the Christi~ Spectator notice quoted above indicated.
At the same time, his "ideally perfect" creations vere not to the taste
of ever,y reader, since they revealed, in their original virtue, not
only that self-sufficienc,r to vhich Acton objected but a freedom from
those moral struggles vhich Victorians regarded as an inevitable part
of the battle of life. Hasson· himself, in a passage from his 1851 essay
vhi~ showed that a strain of Puritanism existed alongside his repressed
Romanticism, remarked that Dickens took too little account of moral
heroism and too much of kindness, placing "a facile disposition at the

63 North British Reviev, 75.
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centre of the universe" : "such a man will miss out that great and
noble element in all that is h~~an - the elemen~ of 0ifficulty.n64
TIus was no less important to romance than to realistic narrative, for,.
while in the latter a man should be depicted overcoming the powers:of
darkness Yithin himself and rising from his loW'er nature to his higher,
in the former he should be portrayed in active antagonism to an evil
which was externalised in the person of a "double-dyed" villain. This
\lar-faring conception of virtue, it was felt by some (though not by all,
as the next section will shov}, was not to be found in Dickens, and this
is perhaps a further reason why he did not figure prominently as an

,

exponent of that romance morality which ,was opposed to the mixture of
eood and evil to be found in the characters of Thackeray. Even on this
level the Dickensian "ideal region" was not taken up •.

64 north British Review, Hay 1851, xv , 83. Cf. Carlyle on Dickens :
"His theory of llfe was entirely wong. He thought men ought to
be buttered up, and the world made soft and accomodating for them
•••• nut it was not in this manner the eternal laws operated,
but quite otherwise." (Reported by Charles Gavan Duffy, Conversations
with Carlyle (1892), p. 75). Carlyle also said, on the same occasion,
that" Thackeray had more reall ty in him and would cut up into a
dozen Dickenses", a remark 'Which may indicate the speaker's belief
that, while he was not a hero, Thackeray at least recognised that
life 'Jas not governed by a "facilell'spirit.
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(iv)

In Masson's North British article, Dickens's menand vomentriumphed

over circumstance b.1 being removed from its influence. In the compara-

tive reviev or~Pendennis and Copperfield vritten for the Times in the

following month b.1 Samuel Phillips, they achieved the same victory,

more conventionally, by the exertion of virtue in the face of adversity.

Massonvas driven b.1 pessimism to seek the ideal outside life, vhile

Phillips, with greater optimism, discovered his ideal in life and called

it the real, crediting Dickens with the ability to portr~ moral heroism

and "the element of difficulty" which }fasson denied him. The link

between the two critics was that both desired a prose literature vhich

would transcend the merely social.

It has already been shown that critics such as Roscoe, Bagehot,

Palgrave, and Mrs. Oliphant, regarded Thackeray-as a depicter of man

the social animal. Noneof these vri ters instituted a:ny comparison with

Dickens on this score, though Mrs. Oliphant, in tvo separate articles

contributed to Blackwood's in 1855, provided a basis for one. After

commentingon Thackeray's knowledge of "humannature ••• in its

company dress", in January 1855, she added that he was "not great in

home scenes, vhere the conventional dress is off, and the good that is

in a man expands under the cheerful glov of the domestic fire. ,,65 Three

months later, in her essay-~n Dickens, she referred to that novelist as

"the historian of a class - the 11terary interpreter of those intelligent,
. 66

s:'nsible, warm-hearted households, vhich are the strength of our counnry" •

At the level of the domestic pieties, Dickens, even if, like Thackeray-,

he vas historian rather than poet, vould clearly possess greater·

65 Blackwood's, January 1855, lxxvii, 96.
66

"Charles Dickens", Blackwood's, April 1855, lxxvii, 452.
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awareness than his rival of that essential life which was concealed
by the conventional masks of society and fostered by the sincerity
of the family circle gathered around the hearth. The Leader, in 1857,

while.endeavouring to maintain a balance between the two men, developed
in part the contrast which 11rs. Oliphant did not care to take up, ascrib-
ing to Dickens a wider responsiveness to human nature than was possessed
by the socially orientated Thackeray :

[Thackeray] is characteristically the painter, not of
humanity simply, or of the passions in their most
natural manifestation, but of man as seen in society,
and of the passions as developed under special social
forms. This is, in fact, the main difference between
the two great novelists of the day. With all his
accumulation of characteristic detail, DICKENS is the
poet, not of society, but of hunw.l1ity,; finding in the
lowest walks of common life - amongst the outcasts of
society beneath the rags and filth - something to
reverence and love. TIlACKERAY is the poet of society
looting for the true feeling and manly action that
exist amidst its frivolities and hypocrisies, and

. 67picturing with truthful charity what he finds.
Here both uriters, Qy virtue of their human sympathies, had been elevated
from history into poetry, but the distinction between them was still
clear. The fact that Thackera~dealt with manners was not allowed to
suggest that he could not appreciate genuine feeling. Nevertheless,
though he was cast very much in the mould of .Dickene by this critic
as a seeker of good in evil, the tag of "poet of society" made it
plain that his range of characterisation was bounded by an artificial
line not recognised by Dickens.

An antithesis of this kind between "society" and "humanity", if
carried to its furthest extreme, could support the assumption,

67 Leader. 12 December 1857, viii, 1191.
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Wordsworthian in nature, that the further aw~ from the sophistications
of civi1i~ed life a man was placed the closer he was 1ikel1 to stand to
a state of elemental nature. A fisherman or a shepherd was real, a
duke or a c1u1::manartifical and therefore of lesser importance. From
the more vital area of experience Thackeray's background and taste had
unfortunately cut him off. He only showed the poor in their capacity
as eervanba , complained Francis Palgrave, and had not added to English
literature any' figure to compare with the lower-class dignity of a

68Joseph Andrews or a Jeanie Deans • The photographic method vas more
successful at depicting "the products of art than the masterpieces of
nature"69.

Upon this sense that the realities of human nature could not exist
vithin the circle of fasionab1e life Samuel Phillips founded his 1851
comparison of Dickens and Thacker~. In his 1852 Esmond notice, he
classified Dickens as a creator of "characters of manners" and Thacker~
as a delineator of "characters of nature"70, but a year earlier his
opinion had been exactly the reverse :

Perhaps no greater distinction can be drawn between
[Pendennis and Copperfield] than this, that the one
confines itself to the artifical phase of society,
the other to the real. Allowing this, the Yider
scope:of Mr. Dickens's novel is at once explained.

Dickens, said Phillips, reflected "the whole world rather than a bit of
it". Thacker~,on the other hand, focussed on "draving-rooms • • •
never cottages; fashion rather than nature; in other yords, that second
nature which custom creates.lt71 The explanation for this change of

68 Westminster Review, October 1860, n.s. xviii, 517 - 8.
69 Ibid., 516.
70 Times, 22 December 1852, 8.
71 Times, 11 June 1851, 8.
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attitude between 1851 and 1852 is not far to seek. In the later year,
Phillips had read Bleak House, and disgusted by its monstrosities -
"the strange, the wonderful, the abnormal, and the exaggerated,,72 -
turned away from all the low-life figures of Dickens, not merely Krook
and Smallweed but Sam Weller. The grotesque individuality of the former,
illogically, produced a reaction against the latter, who, since Phillips
called him "a character of manners", was a deterministic figure. In
Copperfield, on the other hand, the plebeians were neither strongly -
marked nor moulded by social custom. They were persons of universal
validity, since they embodied qualities; of nobility and piety which
contrasted with the weakness of Pen. The high lessons inculcated in
Dickens's novel, "such as those of faith in ¥~.Peggotty and resignation
in Ham,,73, were superior to anything in Thackeray's chronicle of Mayfair.
It was for such reasons of morality that Copperfield took precedence over
Pendennis : "we are bound ••• to adjudge the chief merit where the
most universal interest is conciliated and the most exalted teaching
hidden beneath the tale.,,74 The observations of Phillips on Dickens in
his two reviews were alike dictated by moral considerations. Nor was
the difference between his judgements of Thackeray as great as it might
appear. His later claim that the novelist depicted "nature" was only
meant to indicate that Thackeray's portraits were not monstrosities but
recognisable social types. Although belonging to litheartificial phase
of society" and therefore lacking in the essential humanity of the
Yarmouth fisherfolk,his men and women were accurate reproductions from
the life not grotesque self-assertive oddities who, it was to be hoped,
had never existed. They were true to "naturell within the restrictions

72 22 December 1852, 8.
73 11 June 1851, 8.
74 !.h!£.
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imposed b.Y a ver,y narrov area ot Londonexperience.

That Phillips concluded his 1851 revieW'W'ith the verdict, "lhe

epic is greater than the satire", probably indicated the extent to which,

in his mind, Thackeray's concentration on "artificial" manners W'asat

one with cynicism. Copperfield was an epic because it showedall the

W'orldnot a part, but perhaps also because it dealt with menof heroic

and timeless stature, thus encouraging its readers in the W'ayof virtue,

W'hilePendennis, as a satire, dealt with the vices and tollies of a

specific and ephemeral state of society. The simple-hearted Peggottys

represented tor Phillips' not the W'orking-classes but the essential dignity

of universal man, vhich vas excluded from the vulgar drawing-room of

Lady Clavering and stifled b.Y the garish splendours.of the ballroom at

Gaunt House. The purely social vision of Thackeray did not alloW'play

to the finer and larger elements of humannature, only to the smaller and

meaner,· the "frivolities and hypocrisies" mentioned b,ythe Leader.

Ironically, this vieYpOint vas in part as deterministic as Thackeray's

own, since it admitted the power of society to corrupt, even while it

argued for the poW'erof the spirit over circumstances in the persons of

Ha.;n and Mr. Peggotty.

Neither Phillips nor l-fassonexplicitly took up the deterministic

aspects of Thackeray's york, but it is clear from their reactions to

Dickens that both vere looking for a type of literature in vhich man

vas not belittledb,y the suggestion that he vas at the mercy of his
'. 75

environment. Phillips may even have been influenced b,yl-fasson's article •

75 Dudley Flamm,in his bibliography, Thackeray's Cri tics (University
of North Carolina, 1967), writes that Phillips, following Masson's

lead, distinguished the "real and artificial (ideal) approaches"
(p. 68). This is quite clearly incorrect - it is P1:.illips Is "real"
vhich most nearly.:corresponds to }'la.ss~n's "ideal".
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Certainly, both men were interested in distinguishing the social
realism of Thackeray from the wider freedom of Dickens. A similarity
of view was evident in Phillips's claim that Thackeray drew "drawing-
rooms ••• never cottages; fashion rather than nature", and 11asson's
contention that while Thackeray was only at-home in descriptions of
"the charmed circles of rank, literature, and fashion" and of nature .In

a social context - "a park, a clump of trees, or the vicinity of a country-
house with a village seen in the sunset" - Dickens delighted in painting
scenery of all kinds, rural or urban, wild or gentle76• lvIassonproved
.

the point by juxtaposing the descriptions of Lady Clavering' s drawing-
room in Pendennis and the storm in Copperfield77• The connection of
this ldthPhillips's contrast of the "artificial" and the "real" is
obvious, and suggests a probable influence. It must be emphasised,
however, that Phillips did not follow his immediate: predecessor in
recommending Dickens for his "transcendental" outlook. Ham and Hr.
Peggotty remained for him real human beings whose universality flowed
not from translation to an"ideal region" but out of their practical
virtues. Their "faith" and "resignation", like the resolution and
independence of the old Leech-Gatherer, grew from their struggle with
adversity not out of an escape from the conditions of life. Phillips
was continuing the tradition, begun in the 30's, of Dickens as the dis-
cove~er of "Worth in low places" (to recall Hood's useful phrase). The
Peggottys offeroo to men engaged in the battle of life, and endeavouring
to fulfil the great eternal lays, the assurance that humanity vas capable
of overcoming circumstances by the force of its oYn inner integrity.
Equally, Agnes and Betsy Trotwood were not visions of romance perfection
but stocdupon "an eminence which women may and do reach in this world,,78.

76 North British Review. 70 - 1.
77 Ibid., 71 - 4.
78 :c1m!il~, 11 June 1851, 8.
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~lhat for Hasson 'Was ideal constituted for Phillips the real.
Dickens's characters from humble life did not al'WaY3 meet witll

approval, as the response of critics during the 30's and 40's has 31-
reaqy made evident. Phillips himself found no elemental human qualities
in Dickens's fiction 'When the lower orders assumed the shape of Krook
and Smallweed, and Thomas Po'Well, though partly agreeing in 1851 with
Phillips's comparison of the real and the artificial, had grave reserva-
tions to make about the kind of reality 'Which 'Was portrayed by Dickens.
This 'Was hinted at in his contrast bet'Ween the t'Wonovelists

Both are great observers, butthe,y look different
\lays.' The observation of Thackeray is particular,
that of Dickens general; "'hile one is content to
regard only' the artificial, the other narro'Wly
chronicles the natural.79

•

This accorded exactly \lith the vie'Ws of Phillips in his Copperfielg and
Pendennis review, except for the one 'Word "narrowly", 'Which reflected
Po'Well's feeling that narratives of Cockneys and criminals 'Were, in their
'Way, as limited as storie3 of Hayfair. "Ife have a great objection to
this .ternal painting 'With mud," he 'Wrote at an e~rlier point, before
proceeding to a statement 'Which contradicted his classification,of
Dickens's observation as "general". When coarse materials, he thought,
formed the staple of an entire work, the novelist 'Was not representing
life, but only "a particular phase of it"80. A fe'W pages later, Po'Well
complained that 'When Dickens ventured outside his "Dutch pictures" into
"the loftier and more complex phases of human nature", he immediately
betrayed that 'Want of universality 'Which rendered him "one of the most
one-sided delineators of the human family that ever enjoyed a popular
reputation.,,8l The 'Word "natural", as applied by this critic to Dickens,

79 Pictures of the Living Authors of Britain, p. 105.
80 Ibid., 90.81 Ibid., 96.-
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thus seemed to embrace only brute nature, grovelling in the "mud"and

acting by animal impulse. It did not include the soul of man in its

elemental flights. More conscious than Thackeray of "ge."1eral"passions

vhich lay outside the conventions of "artificial" society, Dickens vas

still onlY' the painter of a "particular". area of life. His interpretation

of the vorld, though perhaps less restrained by custom than his contempo-

rary' s , vas bounded by a material and finite horizon. He had failed to

comprehendman in relation to the universe.

Twolater critics acc~Pted more wholeheartedly an opposition

betveen Dickensian generality and Thackerayan interest in ~ely local

social features. The Times, on the occasion of Dickens's death in 1870,

probably recalling Phillips's 1851 notice for the same paper, called

Thackeray "an. able sketcher from artificial types", and comparedhis

characters unfavourably \d th the "real flesh and blood" figures of his

rival, vhich had been accepted "as the true reflection of humannature,

82not merely of manners or costume." An even more appreciative reaction

to Dickens came from the Anglp-Indian critic, David Lester Richardson, in

his Literary Recreations (1852) :

••• Dickens' poetical nature takes him into regions
of universality. He describes humannature. Thackeray
is more at homein describing particular classes ••••

He apprehends thoro~ vhat he actually sees before him,
and copies it in colours of reality. He is at home in the

accidental or conventional. But Dickens creates characters,

and some of them loTilllive for ever. TheY'have the elements
of general, nature in them•. They are not mere transcripts of

. the life of a particular class, or period, or country.

Thackeray deals chiefly in light satire, - Dickens in humour.83

82 Times, 10 June 1870, 9.
83

David Lester Richardson, nDicke~s's David Copperfield and Thackeray's
Pendennis", Literary Recreations (1852), p.243; apparent~ reptd.
from the Calcutta Quarterly Reviev (1851?).
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Richardson's remark that Dickens crea.ted his characters did not mean that

they \lere subjective fantasies spun from their author's ac·:'ive brain, but

that they \lere embodiments of a reality \lhich could not be grasped b.r the

photographer of the commonplace. The historian of social life relied

upon his eyes, and his knowledge vas experiental. The poet of general

nature must employ insight and sympathy, and his knowledge was intuitive.

As usual, the truth which universal art mirrored was possibly that of

humandignity. Richardson's sudden transition to "satire" in the final

sentence above, suggested, as Phillips's use of the same vord did, that

a preoccupation with social manners was inseparable from a concern with

humanveakneas and vice. Thackeray bell ttJ.edman, firstly by supposing

that he had no identity except that imposed upon him by his accidental

position in time and space, and secondly by focussing attention upon

the baser and (it was argued) more transient part of his character.

Dickens was both more conscious of the essential nature o.r.man, which

existed independently from class or country, and more cheerful. It is

not, however, clear whether Richardson had Dickens's comic figures in

mind as well .as his serious ones - his description of the novelist as a

humourist voul.d imply that he did. In this case, "the elements of

g.enera1 nature", while they would include the Cl:ualities of heroism and

goodness, would correspond to the ideas envisaged by Masson and so voul.d

impartially include Micawberismas well as the endurance of a Hr.

Peggotty or the original virtue of a Nell. Whatever the precise

meaning of Richardson's account of Dickens, the difference bet\l6en

Dickens's \lork and Thackeray's remained clear. One novelist was able

to separate from the circum3tances which had surrounded them in any

particular time or place the characteristics shared by men in all ages,

the other understood only the side of humannature \lhich was governed

by material conditions.
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The opinion of Richardson and Phillips on the relative merits

of tha two authors was precisely the reverse of th3.t held by James

Hannayand John Moore Capes, \lith Yhich this chapter began. Both sets

of critics maintained that the artist was most fittingly engaged on

the depiction of general rather than particular traits, but.one group

argued for the superiority of Thackeray in this respect and the other

for that of Dickens. In fact their interpretations of the terms

"general" and "particular" would not have been the same, since their

attitudes proceeded from diametrically opposed motives. Hannay, Capes

and S.F. Williams attacked Dickens because of the individuality of his

hll1ll~OUS personages. Their dislike of his work was based on a mistrust

of that highly developed selfhood which revealed itself also in his

mannerism and in the self-sufficient godlessness ·of his characters.

Thackeray was more true to general humannature because his menand

women,vhile they were individuals, vere also recognisable social types,

faithful to ordinar,y ~erience and in no vay unrepresentative of the

mass of humanity. Such characters, on the other hand, seemed to

Phillips and Richardson - as to Roscoe, Bagehot, Palgrave and Hrs.

Oliphant - merely the slaves of extern~ imposed conventions in a

particular society. Reacting egainst this deterministic outlook -

the very reverse of the individualism attributed to Dickens by Hannay,

Capes and Williams - these critics supposed that beyond the local and

accidental features of life in the material vozLd, which could be
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photographed qy the realist, there lay an area of essential and

universal characteristics which all menhad in commonand which, as

Roscoe said, linked them either to heaven or to hell. Masson, in his

ownw~, also drew a contrast between beneral and particular, distin-

guishing the elementalism or epic and drama from the restriction of the

novel of social reall ty, though refu:ling to state that one was more

valid than the other. In the work of Phillips and Hasson, the com-

parison of the artificial and the real, and of the real and the ideal,

was a continuation of that between pessimism and optimism, empiricism

and faith. While Hannay and Capes took exception to a particularity

which, like Mill's "pagan self-assertion n, looked back to Romantic

individualism, Richardson, Phillips, Ha.ssonand F.E.S. were guided by

a desire to escape from the entirely different particular! ty of empirical

determinism, which insisted that manwas the puppet of whatever society

he happened to find himself born into and that he had no wider frame of

reference by yhich to define himself. In the work of these latter

critics, the division between optimism and pessimism was extended into

that betyeen prosaic realism and a poetic art which either (as for

Phillips) dignified the real or(according to Nasson) voyaged into

the ideal. The romance of reality and pure romance, as was suggested

in the first chapter of this York, were more popular than fidelity to

life of the kind practiced by '1ha.ckeray, just as optimism found more

supporters than scepticism.





CHAPTERSIX

DICKENS AND THACKERAY, 1871 - 1922 a CONTINUITY

AND CHANGE

~th the death or Dickens in 1870 it vas to be expected that the

. habit or placing the wo authors in conjunction vould be less rrequently'

practiced. As the century drev to its close, nev l1terar.r debates super-

seded that between the real and the ideal. The romancesor Stevenson,

the realistic riction or Gissing and Moore, the imported naturalism ot

Zola, de Maupassantand the Goncourts, the dramas or Ibsen, the aesthet-

icism ot Wilde and the 90's, involved nev creeds and controversies, the

impact of vhich cert~ produced a change or attitude tovards the great

nanea or the early' and mid-Victorian eras. Nevertheless, the Dickens-

Thackersy comparison continued to interest more traditionally' minded

critics - ma.ny' or vhom, ot course, vere simply mid-Victorians grown

older - until the end ot the century. Indeed it survived into the

tventieth, vhere, in the bands ot Arthur Machen(1902) and G.K. Chesterton

(1906), the distinction betweenpoetry and photograp~, madein the 50' s

and 60's, vas revived, in a ditterent torm, under the pressures ot a new

realism more stringent and more"drab than that tormerly represented by

Thackeray. Thepurpose ot this present chapter is to outline both the

survival in the latter decades ot the nineteenth centur,r ot conventional

oppositiona, and the in.fluence ot nev artistic theories upon the practice

ot considering the novelists side by side.

(i)

Although, as this chapter vUl later shov, the period from 1870

to 1906 saW'the beginnings ot Thackeray's loss or reputation, it vas also

273
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the high point of his fame. Not only was he seen to be holding his
place among the leading English novelists, but also to be growing in
popularity. A critic in Knowledge, Richard A. Proctor, wrote in leSS:

"Of the tyO writers Thackeray occupies far the higher position. His
true place is daily becoming more clearly recognised."l The Athenauem
supported this optimistic viey of Thac!ceray's fortunes, claiming in lS79
that: "Thackeray is the only novelist of his time, it may safely be said,
whose popularity is increasing. vlhile his rivals are suffering from the

"2reaction that always follows success, he has been steadily gaining ground.
Towards the end of the century, the same magazine, reviewing the Biographical
Edition (1898) of Vanity Fair, reiterated its feelings about his continu-
ing appeal : nThacker~ is read,' we imagine, to-day almost as wide~ as
he has ever been since the first appearance of 'Vanity Fair'. rather more
than half a century ago.1I3 The A~adem~r, on the same day,was even more
certain of Thackeray's status: "of the early Victorian reputations, the
two which tend to survive, to become classic, are those, firstly,'of Thackeray,
and secondly of (Charlotte Bront~ J. ,,4 Among the reputations which this
critic suggested had passed ay~ - Bulwer, Trollope, and possibly George
Eliot - no mention was made of Dickens. !iimilarly, 'the American critic,'
W.O. Brownell, excluded Dickens from his Victorian Prose Hasters of 1901,
but devoted his opening chapter to Thackeray, of whom he felt able to say:
"The vogue of Thacker~ has steadily increased since his death •• • •

5He is already a classic." The word "classic" was endorsed by W.J. Dawson

"Dickens and Thackeray", KnowledO'e,
2 Athenaet~, 20 September 1879, 365.
3 Athenae~1 30 April 1898, 559.
4

26 June 1885, vii, 538.
1

"The Reputation of Thackeray", Academy, 30 April 1898, liii, 463.5 Victorian Prose Hasters (1902 London ed.), p.3.
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in TheMakersof English Fiction (1905)6, vhile Frederic Harrison wrote

in 1903: "Thackeray is eminent~ a classic. It is safe to predict that

no prose vri ter or the nineteenth century will retain a more steady,

even, and general popularity, and be for ages one of the typical facts

in the histoq or English letters."~: Thus, by the middle or the rirst

decade or the nev century, at the veq momentwhenhe vas about to be

banished into the wilderness, Thackeray seemedto many readers to be

established beyonddispute.

It vas widely agreed, hoW'ever,that his popular fame, as distinct

from bis critical reputation, could never equal that or Dickens.

"Thackeraywill probab17never be as wide~ popular as Dickens," wrote

R. McWilliamin 1891, "though by a limited class or readers he maybe
8morebighly valued." '_.To the Gentleman's Magazinecritic, Henq S.

WUson, in 1886, Thackeray's restriotion to a select class vas matter

tor praise. Hevas ·whoUy too great tor popularitY', especiallJr for

that immediate reverberation or reputation vhich is von by somewriters

vhose claim to lasting fame is questionable." Instead, his triumph would

be "the sloW'quiet result of recognition beginning with the cultured

and strengthened by criticism,,9. In the eyes ot Wilson, the applause

or the masses - he probably intended to imply a comparisonwith the

"immediate" acclaim bestoved upon Dickens in 1836 - vas no true guide

to artistic merit. Other critics believed that a change in the educa-

tional standards of the population at large, raising the mobabove their

present tastes, wouldbe a prerequisite tor the wider appreciation or
(

6 '!heMakersof English Fiction, p.65.
7 "Thackeray" (1903), rptd. Memoriesand Thoughts (1906), p. 137.
8 "Dickens and Thackeray", Longman'sHandbookor English Ltterature

(5 vols., 1888 - 90), v, 84.
9 "Madamede Florae", Gentleman's Magazine, June 1886, calx, 575.
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so cultivated a novelist as Thackeray. The Dnblin Review, in 1871,
envisaged this alteration taking place at the expense of Dickens:
"In the time to come, when the classes who are noy ill-educated, and
who do read Mr. Dickens but do not read Mr. Thackeray, shall be well-

"10educated, they will read both, and reverse the popular verdict.
~ 1897, Herbert Paul of the Nineteenth Centurr felt confident in
claiming that an improvement in intellectual standards had already'
benefitted Thackeray: "The great glory of Thackeray is that the spread

. \ 11of education has continually widened the circle of his readers."
But it vas never supposed that his vorks might achieve a wider currency
without the aid of education. All critics yere agreed that he could
only be enjoyed b,y the more discerning and criti~ equipped reader.
"Dickens wrote for everyone, Thackeray wrote for the lettered class",
declared Paul.

The supremacy of Thackeray among this "lettered class" therefore
had little effect on the popularity of Dickens. Clement K. Shorter,

.Yri ting like Paul in 1897, admitted that:
It is the fashion to call Dickens the novelist of the
half-educated .•••• the name of William }~epeace
Thackeray has entirely eclipsed his in the minds of
a certain literary section of the community. Thackeray
stands to them for culture, Dickens for illiteracy.12

But, Shorter also believed that, in spite of this, the latter vas "still
. 13

beloved b,y the multitude" and that his audience had' "multiplied tW'ofold" .,

10 "Two English novelists: Dickens and Thackeray", Dublin Reney,
April 1871, n.s. xvi, 322 - 3.

11 "The Apotheosis of the Novel under Queen Victoria", Nineteenth
Centu!"V',Hay 1897, xli, 774.

12 Victorian Literature Sixty Years of Books and Bookmen, pp. 43 - 4.
13 lli9.., pp. 44, .42.
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an assertion ~1ich, although unsupported by any concrete evidence,
accurately reflected the legendar,y aura which surrounded Dickens. He
was felt to have secured, by his benevolence and humour, a permanent
place in the heart of the ordi nary Englishman. The qualities of.
Dickens - "heart ••• mirth ••• observation ••• high spirits. • •

loathing of vrcng" - would, in the opinion of Andrew Lang, make him

fet ever "the darling of the English people."14 Thackeray, said Lang,
"wrote, like the mass of authors, for the literar,y class", yhereas

, ""If ever any man wrote for the people, it yas Dickens." Therefore
"We cannot expect for Thackeray, we cannot even desire for him, a
popularity like that of Dickens"15. In the first decade of the new
cent.ury the situation remained Wlchanged. "Readers of all classes
appreciate Dickens", stated Lewis Melville, "it is rare tha"~an admirer
of Thackeray's yorks is found among the unlettered". He added: "The
admirers of Thackeray and the Yorshippers of Dickens are as a regiment

16to an army." Not only yere the audiences of the tyO novelists
different, but the response to their york also. Dickens yas loved
and worshipped, Thackeray admired, the old division of heart and head
persisting until the comparison ended17•

Melville's claim that Dickens was read by "all classes" suggests
that it was not only the multitude but the critical reader too.who
continued to find satisfaction in his writings. Though "too gutter1y

14 "Dickens", E3SayS in Little "(1891), p. 131; rptd. from Good Words,
April 1888, xxix, 237.

15 '"Thackeray", Essays in Little, p. 116; Good l·lords,January 1888,19.16 Some Aspects of Thackeray (1911; rptd. from earlier articles), pp. 243 - 4.
17 Cf. "He Yorshipped Charles Dickens, honoured Thackeray", Charles L.

Reade and the Rev. Compton Reade, Charles Reade, A Memoir (2 vols.,
1887), ii, 130.
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gutter" tor tastidious membersot the younger generation, as AndreW'Lang

s~ reportecrS, and in spite ot reposing, according to William Samuel

1.1117 in lS9S, "undisturbed on the shelves ot libraries in countr;r

houses" and never being seen "in the hands ot our youngmenat publlc
19 .

schools or universities· ,Dickens's W'orks,sustained by' aftection both

public and private, vere still lddely' read, at all levels ot society.

Frederick Locker-Lampsonperhaps understated the situation vhen he vrote :

Perhaps, just noW'(1883), Thackerar ~ be a little in
the ascendent, especially' with the rising generation;
but the fashion ot things passes ayBJ', the ebb and floll
ot opinion as regards literature is one of its lavs. So

20Dickensvill again have his turn ••••

At least amongperiodical journalists, Dickens continued, even at the

time ot this passage, as this chapter will makeclear, to "have his turn".

At no time did he fall into oblivion, vhatever the standing ot Thackeray.

(ii)

The reasons advanced during this period for the superiority of

Thackerayover Dickens vere often exactly' the sameas those of the mid-

Victorian era. Hevas still, for example, accounted the better stylist.

Anthony'Trollope vrote in his Autobiography (1883) I

Of Dickens's style it is impossible to speak in praise.
It is jerky, ungrammatical, and created by' himself in
defiance ot rules • • • • Noyoungnovelist should ever
dare to imitate the style of Dickens. It such a one

21wants a model for his language, let him take Thackeray.

Trollope vas still inhabiting a world of classical authority, where

18 "Phiz", Lost Leaders (1892), p! l26.
19 Four English HumOuristsof the Nineteenth Centur;y;,p. 32.
20 MY Contidences (1896), p. 330.
21 An Autobiography. Ch. xiii (W'or1d1sClassics, Oxford, 1947), p. 227.
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vrlters formeda style by adherence to "rules" and by' imitation of

great men, not under pressure from the inyard necessity of their per-

sonal vision. There existed an abstract entit,r called "style" vhich

took precedence over all personal tastes and vhims. Clear~, Thacker~,

as an educated man, vould be in a better position than Dickens to absorb

the tradition. Nor could such an untutored vr1ter as Dickens be expected

to create a texture of classical and li terar,r allusion. "The charmof

association is entire~ vanting in Mr. Dickens's vorks,,22, commentedthe

Dublin Rerlev in 1871, in explanation of Thackerq's greater appeal for

the educated reader. Even so sympathetic a Dickensian as AndrevLang

implied that Th.acker~'s class and education had assisted him.in the

cultivation of perfect style I .

Thacker~ vrites like a scholar, not in the narrov sense,
but rather as a student and a master of all the refinements
and resources of language. Dickens copies the chaff of the
street, or he roamsinto melodramatic, "drops into poetry" -
blank verse at least - and touches all vith peculiarities,
ve might s~ mannerisms,of his ow. 23

This contrast vas in part one of class and education. Thackerayvrote

with the cultured ease of a gentleman, obedient to established standards,

vhile Dickensdrewon the lower classes and the Londontheatre for his

meansof expression. At the sametime there lingered in Lang's comparison

elements of the mid-Victorian distinction betweenpur!ty of diction and

self-consciousness. Both he and Trollope remarkedon the highly individ-

ual nature of Dickens.s language, though the word "mannerism",reiterated

for thirty or fort,r years, had doubtless becomesomethingof a clich6 by

the 80's and 90's, used because it was traditionally associated vith

Dickens, rather than because it held ~ deep-rooted significance for

22 Dublin RerleY, April 1871, n.e. xvi, 323.
23 "Thackeray", Essays in L1ttl2, p. 106; GoodWords, Januar;y1888,15.
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Lang as an upholder ot objective moral truth. 7he Rusldnian background

to the term, never explicit in Victorian criticism, vas by' this time

proba~ an even more shadowyinfluence.

As in the mid-Victorian period, the restraint ot Thackeray's style

continued to be parallelled, for somecritics, by the quiet realism of

his pathos. Lang could not allOY Dickens's "conscious pathos"24 to be

the equal of his humour: "One still laughs as heartily as ever with

Dick Swiveller; but whocan cry over Little Nell?" Such "gloating over

a child's death-bed" comparedunfavourabl1 vith the true sentiment of

Colonel Newcome's°Adsum"or ofOthe diary' of Clare furia Forey" in

Richard Feyerql25. Lang regarded Thackeray's treatment ot Colonel

Newcomeas the embodimentot genuine unpretentious feeling. In Dickens's

pathos, he obviously felt, there were traces both of theatricality and

of morbidi~. Other critics found it no less excessive. A.B. DeMille,

in his Literature in the Centurx (1900), commented:

Of the tvo Thackeray possessed the truer poise; his tine
taste never over-steps the bounds of due reticence; and
thus it is that his pathos is far more real than that of
Dickens. Witness the death of Colonel NeW'come,for one
example. The pathos never verges to the least degree

26upon the fatal borders of gush • • • •
Later literary historians agreed vith this estimate. Dickens's sentiment,

said W.J'. Dawsonin 1905, vas artiticial and me1odramatic, whereas

Thackeray's shoved "no striving atter effect" and was -quite effortless,

but as potent as Nature herse1t."27 Harold Williams, in 1911, felt that

Thackeray's pathos emergednatur~ trom events like that of "the york-

a-day vorld", Dickens's vas studiously prepared tor: °He does not throv

24 Lost Leaders, p.126.
25 Letters to DeadAuthors (1886), pp. 17-18.
26 11terature in the Century, pp. 18.5-6.
27 TheMAkersof English Fiction, p. 83.
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avay his opportunity at a deathbed, and elaborates to satietl'a scene

vhich Thackerayvould have dismissed in a sentence, movingus more

deeply.n28 In spite of a distance of over half a century these judge-

ments in no respect differed from those madeb.r the first critics of

Vanity Fair, except that the element of sel£-display, vhich had caused

someVictorian revievers to condemnDickensf s pathos, vas less in evi-

dence. It vas the excessive quality of his emotionalism that vas in

question rather than his ahovmanahfp,

Thackeray's fidelity to the operations of nature vas apparent also

in his treatment of character. Evenif Dickens vas, as G.B. Smith

supposed in an EdinburghReviev article of 1873, true to life (or at

least to the lover-class portion of it), 1et his truth lay only on the .
. ,

surface:
. 29

"Thackeray takes us belov the surface" • This keener in-

sight into motivation vas also noted by AmeliaB. Edwardsin the

ContemporaryReviewof 1894, but for her Dickens's characters vere com-

pletely unrealistic:

Dickens vas essenti~ a caricaturist. Trollope vas
an admirable portrait-painter. Thackerayvas a clair-
voyant. Or,. to put it differently, Dickens depicted
his fellow-men as they are not: Trollope presents
themas they appear to the llorld; Thackerayreads them
. 30
through and through.

Thackeray, this critic continued, possessed "the inmost secret of the

art of the novelist, sincerity." Nostory-teller could makehis readers

believe in characters in vhomhe did not believe hims~l. Dickens,

presumably,did not have this genuine faith and so produced only incredible

28 'IVoCenturies of the English Novel, pp. 188 - 9. . .
29 "TheWorksof Thackerayn,.Edinburgh Review, Januar,r1873, .cxxxv1i, 116.
30 "The.Art of the Novelist", ContemPOraryReviev, August 1894, lxvi, 236 - 7.
31 Ibid., 239.
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caricatures. Trollope, though able to create beliet in the minds ot

. his readers, vas true (as had often been said of Thackeray) to accfd-

ental characteristics alone. ~ Thackerayrendered his personages

credible by' representing their internal as vell as their external

quali ties, and this he vas able to do because he had full.y entered

into their identities. A similar point vas madein 1885 by' Richard

Proctor in Knov1edge,wo accused ntckens of not living amonghis

characters. Hadhe done so, he vould never have been able to alter

their final fate at the suggestion of friends. Thackeray, by' contrast,

never madehis figures incongruous or departed "from that natural

saquence of events vhich the developmentof his stories • • • suggested

to him. ,,32 By virtue of knoving his characters thoroughly, he never

lost sight of the action vhich vould arise naturally out of their

personalities. Therewas no question of his alloYing outside influences

to affect the integrity of a vork•. Nor had he attempted, as mckens

had, to imposean artificial form upon life by "the. construction of

an attractive plot, after the old-fashioned manner". Instead of ending

his novels vi th a marriage, and showingvirtue rewarded and vice punished,

he attempted simply to give "pictures from rea1life"33. His fictions,

since they vereMalices from real life", did not cometo a neat conclusion,

because' "real life" moved"ever on'W'ardn34•In his refusal to interfere

32 Knov1edge,26 June 1885, vii, 538.
33 Ibid" 12 June 1885, 493.
34 ~., 26 June 1885, 538. Thackeray's avoidance of endings, as a

meansot furthering the illusion of real! ty, had often been noted
in the mid-Victorian era, but no comparisonhad been madevith mckens,
vhose vork was in general regarded as equall.y careless of structural
principles (see above, P.to~),and continued to be treated as formless
in the latter decades of the centur,r. Thegeneral viev of both novel-
ists was summedup by' the Dublin Reviev: "Ne!ther }.fr. Thackeray.nor

Mr. mckens excelled in the construction of plots" (Apri11871, n.s.xvi,341),
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with experience he revealed himself as a completely objective observer

whoseonly concern was with the reflection of truth. Very slightly,

in his anxiety over the integrity ot character and narrative - its

treedom to develop according to its owninherent nature rather than

in accordance with external demands- this critic inclined more to

Taine's vieW'ot the artist.3; than to Ruskin's.

AmeliaEdW'ard'stheoI7 of artistic love, on the other hand, was

totally Rusldnian. In spite of her praise for Thackeray's ability to

read mennthrough and through", which seemedto endorse his motive-

seeking activities, she also tound it necessary to torce him into the

moral mould, claiming that the art of the story-teller had alW'aYsgone

"hand in hand-':withhonour and valour and greatness of soul" and that

Thackeray, in his appreciation of "the sanctity of love, of honour, of
, .36

truth", had nobly upheld this tradition • The sympathy'which she

attribllted to the novelist would thus appear to have been that of the

"open, loving heart", and his merits those ascribed by other critics to

Dickens. Her remarks makeit .clear that all whoadmired Thackeray, or

praised him as a realist, did not necessarily do so entir~ because

they respected him tor presenting an uncompromisingaccount ot human

nature. Sir AlgernonWest, whothought him "the greatest novelist of

~ that I have ever read", did so partly trom delight in seeing the

world he himselt had knownreproduced in the pages of a book, but largely

because he so often found himself shedding a manly tear over "pictures ot

noble generosity ••• kind acts ••• lotty hopes and protound beller.37,

features W'hichearlier critics had not otten tound in Thackeray's W'ork.

To the Scottish RevieW',in l88.3,the very truth to life of Thackeray's

.35 See above,pp. 54- - 5 .

.36 Contemporag RevieW',226, 2.39•

.37 Recollections. 1832 - 86 (2 vols., 2nd ed., 1899), i, 99.



characters was an indication of his moral soundness: "there is not one

character perhaps in Dickens that a practical mancould hope to take as

an example. Hehas not created one hero or heroine. Thacker~'s

characters are flesh and blood, Dickens's are Phantoms.,,3S Realism,

still na!vel1 equated with descriptions of familiar objects and persons,

was chiefly useful as a didactic veapcn, Lessons could more easily be

inculcated through personages in vhomthe reader could see a direct

resemblance to himself - exactly the opposite assumption to that made

by those cri tics vho sighed for a return to the clear-cut moral dis-

tinctions of romance. Thacker~ camenearer, in this critic's viev, too

the realities of present duty, vhi1e, for AlgernonWest, he vas a figure

of loving kindness. Both of these vri ters invoked traditional Victorian

values, showingno Yillingness to accept Thacker~'s exposure of human

behaviour.

In the Academyof 1S9S, on the other hand, a more "modern"attitude

vas adopted:
In manyrespects Thacker~ makesa greater appeal to ~e
nedern mind than he did to the first generation of his
readers •••• in hoy many va:ysmust not the author of
Vanity Fair have knockedup against the prejudices of an
age vhese ideals of fiction vere founded upon the romance
of Scott and the sentimentality of Dickens? For, since
the tradition of Jane Austen had faded av~, T.hacker~ vas
the first of the realists; and our mothers fought a
little shy of realism: the best of themwere idealists,
and the bulk were sentlmental1sts.39

!he samecritic declared:

largely oYing to Thacker~ himself, 11terary ideals have
changed. Weno longer fear to look on things as theY'are,

,38 "Charles Dickens", Scottish Reviev, December18S3, iii, 146.
39 Academy,30Apri1189S, uu, 463.
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no longer vish themenveloped in the sentimentalist's
rosy mist. And, therefore, Thackeray's realism no .
longer offends: he speaks to us vith our ow tongue.
If anything has lost savour, it is rather the moments
vhen he, too, appears to approach the sentimental • • 40• •

It is not clear from these passa.gesvhether the realism vith vhich

Thackerayva.s credited included his dissection of motive. Thereference

to Jane Austen vas more in keeping vi th a defin1tion which embraced

simply'tidelity to everrdq experience, although the tact that earlier

readers had disliked Thackeray's truth to lite seemedto suggest that

his york contained elements ot the unpleasant. In the age ot Moore,

Gissing and Zola, the "morbidanatomy"of the earlier novelist vould
. .

certainly no longer seemso harsh. A complete reversal ot values was

evident in the repudiation of sentiment, though there vas no improvement

in cri tical perception. - TheVictorians had accused Thackerayof cyn1c-

ism, the modernsvere to damn him as a sentimentalist, neither group

recognising that the most characteristic teature ot his york vas its

mixture of sarcasm and emotion, each qualifying the other and so closely

connected that it vas impossible to separate them. Interpretation ot

his vork vas to be as one-sided as before, 'noM thstanding changes in

the literary climate.

Thoughthis particular passage offered a nev vievpoint, it seems-.

evident from the remarks of other cri tics quoted in this section that

very 11ttle vas added to the Dickens-Thackerayopposition in the forty

years folloving Dickens's dea.th (or, for that matter, to criticism of

either novelist considered in isolation). This is. only par~ true,

since nev treatments of the comparisonvere made, but it is largely

true at the level of periodical journalism, and of literary histories.

Old opinions, deprived ot muchof the force vhich had once animated them,

40 Ibid., 464.
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vere reiterated as standard observations. Magazinearticles on the

tvo novelists, vhich had never reached ver,r impressive heights in the

50' s and 60' s , grev even less adventurous from the 70' s onvards, vhile

the various histories of English literature and of the novel, vhich

began to appear touards the end of the Victorian period, by providing

potted versions of accepted judgements, added to the general impression

of drear,y stagnation. In spite of the fairly large numberof contrasts

draw betveen Dickensand Thackerayin this period, there vas ample

proof that the traditional comparisonno longer possessed vital reference

to the issues of the day. But in several articles, discussed in the

following section, it retained somethingof·its old life, though the

fact tha.t all these essays vere published in the 70's and early 80ls

merely confirms that, as the centur,r drev nearer to its close, interest

in the polarity of Dickensand Thackeraydeclined.

(iii)

In his Life of Dickens (1871- 73), John Forster attacked Leves

and Taine for "concedingthe great effects achieved by the writer, but

disputing the quail ty and value of his art."41 In the final year of the

centur,r, Allee Heynell noted ,disapprovingly'the continuance of this same

phenomenon:

Menstill have the habit of saving their reputation as
critics by' aioavowingthe literature of Dickens, even
"'hile they confess the amplitude of its efrects. There is
laughter for his humour,tears for his pathos, praise
for his spirit, and contemptfor his authorship. The
least ever,r manholds himself boundto say is that he

41 TheLife of Charles Dickens (ed. J.W. Ley, 1928), p. 716.
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need not say he prefers Thackeray.42

As FOrster and Meynel1both remarked, cri tics found that, though Dickens

maintained a strong hold over their hearts, he did AOtappeal to their

minds by intellectual ability or technical mastery. Similarly, hovever,

they discovered that Yhile Thackerayspoke to their minds he did not

fulfil the needs of the heart. Thus, even if they did say that they

preferred Thackeray, they alYays returned to his rival for emotional

satisfaction. Neither novelist could offer total fulfilment. This

gave reneyed energy to the comparisonbetyeen them, since they continued

to represent opposedparts of the individual consciousness, heart and head.

This suspension betyeen contraries markedthe 1871 essay on the tyO

novelists in the Dublin Rev1ey. Thehumourof Dickens, "llhich simply

amuses,which is merel.7quite deUghtf'ul", was set beside that of his

contemporar,y,vhich involved "profpund intellectual satisfaction"

beoause of the reader's recognition of "the truth of his delineations".

This seemedto indicate a preference for Thackeray, on the grounds of his

greater seriousness, but immediately,.the statement had to be qualified.

His humour,oontinued the oritio, "has, for all its pcver and extent,

such a monotonousrefrain, that it does not rest or refresh" :

It taxes the mind, and lIhile lie recognize the great
gift, and its cultivated and lavish use, it no more
cheers one's spirits or turns one's thoughts out of .
a york-a-da1 groove than a come~ of Moliere does.

Dickens's taste for oddities, on the other hand, gave "relieflf from

life's "Yearlness,,43. Intellect had its limitations, at least in the

vork of the cynical Thackeray, while Dickens's high spirits, for all

their superfioiall ty, liberated the heart. TheDublin revieyer could

42 "Charles Dickens as a Writer", Pall Mall Gazette, 11 January 1899,
lxviii, 3.

4.3 Dublin RevieY,April 1871, n.s. xvi, .325.
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give his allegiance to neither author. He could merely balance one

against the other.

The samedivided response vas evinced by a vri ter for the llifr!
MonthlyHagazine in 1875, who, in an essay' on Dickens, declared that

the novelist did not possess that "grasp of his subjects, and complete

master.r of them" which distinguished both Scott and Thackeray':

In his knowledgeof varieties of manners, of types of
character, of humannature, (he] fell beloW'his two pre-
decessors, in the samewalk of literature. Dickens vas
wanting in their precision of thought and commandof
language; he had not their clearness of vision, their
concentration of purpose directed to o~e grand object. 44

This verdict was repeated in the samecritic's article on Thackeray,

which followed immediately:

In markedcontrast to Dickens's kindly vorks are those
of Thackeray. There can be no question that the latter's
genius greatly surpassed that of the former. 'Thackeray',
too, vas muchbetter informed, movedin a higher social
circle, had seen more of the mannersand customs of
different nations, had a keener insight into human
nature, vas less prone to run into cari·aature.45

Atter these appreciative commentson Thackeray there folloved the in-

evitable change in direction: "But in Thackeray there is muchundis-

guised cynicism". He did not "lead the thoughts upvarda so that good

is insensibly done", and in this he vas clearly inferior to Dickens :

Thackerayvas, it mar be argued, truer to the infirmities
and meannessesof humannature than Dickens. His charac-
ters maybe more perfect, because more like real life;
they arouse our sympathyless poW'erfullythan do his,

44 "Dickens", NeW'HonthlyMagazine, September1875, viii, 276. This critic
vas, of course, inaccurate in calling Thackerayone of Dickens's
~redecessorslt.

45 "Thackeray', ibid., 277.
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because more truthful reflections of what we

daily and hourly see around.46

Thacker~'s merits, it was evident, were not sufficient to give him un-

rivalled supremac.y. Hepossessed a finer style and a morepenetrating

knowledgeof character, both deriving from his social advantages over

Dickens, but he did not commandlove, though he earned the greatest

respect. X[ckens, whoselack of understanding of manand society was

traceable to his want of birth and education, had never undergone the

process of selt-cultivation which had formed the gentlemanly Scott and

Thackeray, both as menand as artists. Yet he could weavea spell over

even the intelligent reader because he was endovedwith the gift of being

able to excite "sympathy". Finally, the NewMonthlY'critic was compelled

to bring Dickens and Thackeray together as complementaryhalf-men rather

than mutually exclusive opposites: "Thackeray completes Dickens. The

former gives humannature with fev redeeming features. The latter omits

the dark shadows, and paints everything with the bright colours of the

rainbow. 'Ihe one corrects the other."47 Neither novelist could there-

fore exist, at least in the consciousness of this writer, without the

other. Theyembodiedconflic~g but equa.ll.y valid vievs of humanity,

which must somehowbe brought together by the manwhowould see lite as

a whole. Optimismmust be qualitied by scepticism, the heart by the head,

but the reconciliation vas an uneaq one.

The dramatic critic ot the Times, Movbrq Morris, in an article on

D1ckenstor the Fortnightly Reviewin 1882, vas similarly unable to

choose between the novelists, though tor him Thackeray's intellect took

the shape ot technical skill rather than pessimism. In treating Dickens's

46 Ibid., 277-8.
47 Ibid., 278.
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position as "artist", evaluating "the quality of his vorlananship"and

considering him "arehitectonieally", he vas Dinevitablyn remindedof the

greater c~pacities of Thackerar in this respect. Thenfolloved a passage

of shifting vievpoints, as Morris movedfrom side to side in indecision:

Profotmdas is my admiration for Thackeray, and ever
fresh the pleasure with vMeh I go back again and again
to his vritings, it seamsto meimpossible to deny that
Dickensvas the more abundantly gifted of the two; he had,
I mean, a larger proportion of the gifts which go to make
the vri ter of fiction, and those [vhich] he had in llhich
the other vas vanting, or possessed, at least, in a less
degree, are precisely those vhieh'commendthemselves
most immediately and vividly to the majority of readers,
llhich take soonest hold of the popular imagination and
sympathy,and keep thamlongest. But the true artist's
touch, the sense of limitation, of symmetry,the selt-
control, the sure perception, in a word, of the exact
momentwhen"the rest should be silence," vhich so
poverfully impresses us in Thackeray's best vork •••
ve never, or hardly ever, find in Dickens. Andis it not
by this quality, in this secret of consummatevorkmanship,
that the novelist has, after all, the best chance of48surviving • • • ?

Thequail ties vhich HOrris here ascribed to Thackerar substantially

corresponded to those described by the NewMonthlr vriter. Both critics

agreed on the novelist's self-control and direction of his talents to

one fixed purpose. That the Itgifts" whichDickens, according to

Morris, had received in richer measure than his contemporary, included

the "sympat~" praised by the earlier essayist vas further apparent

fromMorris's later exclamation: "But vho would speak harshly of

Dickens, of that 'soul of good-nature and kindnessl,,,49 In the

48
"Charles ntckens", Fortnightly Review,1 December1882, n.s.xxxii,
0.13. xxxviii, 76B.

49 Ibid., 773.
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passage quoted above, l-Iorrisveered betveen intellect and emotion,
betveen his responsibilities as a critic and his feelings as a man.
He vas unable to decide yhat constituted a great york of art. Was it·
those quail ties of "imagination and sympathy" by vh!ch the uncritical
"majority of readers" (with yhom, to begin with, he identified himself)
judged a novel's effectiveness, or the assured artistr,r vhich could per-
haps be appreciated by a select fey? Morris felt obliged as a man of
letters to state fin~ - but onll tentatively - that ·consummate
vcrknanshtp" vae the prime requisite, but he also knev that he derived
greater emotional fulfilment from york which was less perfect and more
obviously human. Powerless to unite "art" and "effects" in one author,, .
he hovered betveen two and drifted into inconclusion. Had Thackeray
been more good-natured, or Dickens more of an artist, his problem voukd
have been resolved.

The same kind of uncertainty' was evident in the reacti.ons of
G.H. Lewes. As Forster's attack in the ~ indicated, Lewes was the
most glaring example in England of the critic who attempted to divorce
Dickens's "effects" from "art". Puzzled b.1 the apparent discrepancy
between the crudeness of the novelist's technique and the undoubted
appeal which his work had even for the cultivated reader, Lewes devoted
his 1872 FortnightlY Reviev paper, "Dickens in Relation to Criticism",
.to explaining yby' an author whom critics rated so loyly could yet so
poyerfully move all sections of the public, critics included. The real
but unconfessed purpose of the essay was one ot selt-examination. Lewes
wanted to discover, and rationalise, the reasons tor his ow guilty
enjoyment ot this low-brow entertainer. He tirst had recourse to his
cele.br.atedtheor,r of hallucination, which enabled him to avoid BIIY com-
promise ot his intellectual status at the level of waking consciousness:
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When he imagined a street, a house, a room, a figure,
he sav it. • • in the sharp definition of actual
perception, all the salient details obtruding them-
selves on his attention •••• So definite and in-
sistent vas the image, that even vhi1e knolling it
vas false ve could not help, for a moment,.being
affected, as it vere, by his hallucination. 50

Momentarily suspending disbelief under the spell of the non-realistic
Dickens vor1d, Leves vas irritated to find that he could accept persons
Bad situations vhich his reason told him vere "false". Positing the idea
of hallucinatory participation in the author's land of dreams, he absolved
himself from all serious responsibility for the temporar,r abnegation of
his more intelligent self. He vas almost, in fact, setting up a nev
dichotomy, betveen the conscious and unconscious parts of the mind,
but this vas an aspect of Dickens criticism vh1ch vas only fully developed
in the tventieth century. B.1 discussing Dickens's vision as a hallucina-
tion, Leves sought to minimise its importance.

No doubt, in forming this explanation of Dickens's pover over the
reader, Leves had in mind primarily the grotesque side of the novelist's
art. Susceptibility to the gentler Dickens vas more easily accounted for:

• • • Dickens's figures are brought vithin the range
of the reader's interests, and receive from these
interests a sudden illumination,vhen they are the
puppets of a drama every incident of vh1ch appeals
to the sympathies. With a fine felicity of instinct
he seized upon situations having an irresistible hold
over the domestic affections and ordinar,y s,ympathies
•••• even critical spectators vho complained that
these broadly painted pictures vere artistic daubs,

51,could not vholly resist their effective suggestiveness. .:
"

50 Fortnightly RevieW', 1 Febru.ar;r1872, ns a, xi, o.s. xvii, 145.
51 Ibid., 146 - 7.
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Obviously, Lewes vould have had to number himself among these "critical
spectators", on both counts. A few pages later he returned to the same
point, remarking that all men were moved "by pictures of common suffer-
ing and common joy", and would respond emotionally to any author who
could paint such subjects:

That Dickens had this skill is undisputed; and if
critical reflection shows that the means he employs
are not such as will satisfy the technical estimate,
and consequently that the pictures will not move the
cultivated mind ••• ve must still ~mber that •••
it requires prodigious force and rare skill to impress
images that will stir the universal heart •••• The
cultivated and uncultivated were affected by [his talents] .52

Leves appeared to contradict himself here, first claiming that Dickens
could not move the educated reader, then admitting that he affected all

men alike. However, a distinction should be drawn betveen "mind" (or
head) and "heart~ the one easily impressed by achievements which the
other declared second-rate. It was only on the lower level, common to
all, that the man of taste and discernment vas conquered. But this
only served to emphasise the existence of division in the critical con-
sciousness. Refusing to acknowledge the presence in Dickens's work of
any technical merit - though in the passage above he did concede the
novelist's "rare skill"- Leves was hopelessly torn between "cultivated"
and "uncultivated" reSponses. Indulging his sentiments on the one hand,

\

he must deliver a reasoned and unfavourable judgement on the other. He
. . . .

knev that Dickens offered him emotional satisfaction beyond the range
of other writers, and yet he believed that these others gave a more
truthful picture of life and vere more intellectually and artistica.l.ly
accomplished : "Compared with that of Fielding or Thackeray, his vas

52 !E!£!., 150 - 1.
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merely an animal intelligence, i.e. restricted to perceptions."53

Yet it vas of Dickens that he chose to write, not Thackeray, for the

less sophisticated author offered a challenge to himwhiehhe had to

take up. As a thinking man, he ought to prefer Thackeray, but he

could never escape trom the emotional needs whichweremet b.r Dickens, and

so his tinal yords upon the latter yere ones yhich stated but did not re-

solve the diehotomyot intellect and feeling: IfFor the reader ot

cultivated taste there is little in his yorks beyondthe stirring of

their emotions - but what a large exceptionln54

Onecritic yho vas prepared to let his "emotions" outyeigh his

"cultivated taste" vas Robert Buchanan,best knowntor his attack on

the Pre-Raphaelites in "TheFleshly School ot Poetrylf (1871). Writing

in the samemonththat Leyes's essay appeared, Buchananexalted the

imaginative aspects of Dickens's vork in a manneranticipating that of

Chesterton: "Hewas the creator of HumanFairyland. Heyas a magician,

to be boundby none of your commonplacelaW'sand regular notions55• That

there vere glaring faults in the Dicltensyorld Buchananadmitted, but the

delight to be extracted from it madehim reluctant to dvell upon these :

WeknOY vell enough• • • that it contains muchsham
pathos, atrocious bits of psychological bungling, a
li ttle fine writing, and a thimbleful of twaddle; Ye
knov ••• that it is peopled, not quite b.r human beings,
but by Ogres, Monsters, Giants, Elves, Phantoms,Fairies,
Demons,and Vlll-o'-the-Wisps •••• For that diviner
oddity, vhich revels in the Incongruity of the very Universe
itself, yhich penetrates to the spheres and makesthe very
Angel of Death share in the vonderful laughter, ve must go

53 Ibid., 151.
54 Ibid., 154.
55 "The 'GoodGenie' of Fiction", St. Paul's Magazine,February 1872, x, 133.
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elsewhere - say to Jean Paul. Of the Satire, vhich illu-
minates the inside of Life and reveals the secret beating
of the heart, Wich unmasksthe Beautiful and anatomizes
the Ugly, Thackerayis a greater master; and his tears,
vhen they do nov, are truer tears. But for meremagic,
for simple delightfulness, commendus to our goodGenie
(WhO]whenmost needed ••• brightened all life, and
transformed this awful Londonof ours - vi th its start-
ling facts and awful daily phenomena- . into a gigantic
Castle of Dream.56

Like earlier cri tics wo had allowed themselves to succumbto the charms

of Dickensian fairyland, Buchananfound nothing in the non-realism of

this art other than entertainment and escapism. To read a story by

Dickenswas to be treated to·a transformation of harsh actuality into

romantic dream. Noserious conclusions about humannature could be

draw from such "magic" and "delightfulness". Thevork of Jean Paul

Friedrich Richter vas more cosmic, the fiction of Thackeraymore subtle

and psychological. 1'ha.ckerqhad too the advantage of avoiding "sham

pathos". But, unlike earlier critics, Buchananwas prepared openly to

admit that he felt the need for sheer fantasy as a refuge from the drab-

ness and the horrors of nineteenth century London. He did not, however,

follow Alfred Austin in treating non-realistic art as the highest type.

Theanatomising practiced by Thackeray, whichAustin wouldhave distrusted

as scientific, vas accepted as perfect17 valid by' Buchanan,and indeed as

more relevant to humanexperience. The two authors vere so entirely

different that they inhabited separate parts ot the consciousness, the

heart and the mind, each ot whichhad its due time of operation. Thus,

while implicitly acknowledginga division of the kind evident in Lewes's

article, Buchanan,perhaps as the result of lesser sensitivity, was not

prey to the uncertainties which beset the other writer.

56 ~., 147 - 8.
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In the work ot Lewes and other critics discussed in this section,
the relationship between the Dickens-Thacker~ comparison and the
Victorian contlict ot emotion and intellect, though not commented upon
by the writers themselves, was actually more obvious than in the 50's
and 60's. The New Monthly Magazine's declaration, "Thackerar completes
Dickens", was a clearer statement of their interrelationship, as head
and heart, than s:ny made in the mid-Victorian epoch. At the same time
the attd.tudea of a bookman such as Andrew Lang, in the late 80's, in-

dicated that this aspect ot the opposition was of diminishing importance.
The two novelists certai~ existed side by side in Lang's consciousness,
but rather because he regarded them both in an equa.1ly emotional light,
than because he saw in one the embodiment ot feeling and in the other
the disciple of science. He delighted in them as creators of a gallery
ot immortal characters who lett "hapP.1 memories" in the reader's mind57,
and although he recognised the continuing life of the comparison for
other men he found that for him it had little personal significance:

every Englishman vho reads ~ be said to be a partisan
of [Mr. Dickens] or of Mr. 'lhacker~. Why should there
be s:ny partisanship in the matter; and vhy, having two
such good things ••• should ve not be silently happy
in the possession? ••• I take no side, and attempt to
enjoy the best ot both.58

Lang at least vas completely free from the inconsistencies which troubled
other writers in their discussion of the novelists' relative merits, but
this in itself was a sign of the deficiencies of his criticism. His
ability to enjoy both authors alike - vhich, said LelolisMelville, made
him "a notable exception" to the general rule59_ was only possible

57 "Thacker~", EssaYs in Ltttle (1891), p.l13; Good Words. January 1888, 18.
58 Letters to Dead Authors (1886), pp. 10 -ll.
59 Some Aspects of Thackeray (1911), p. 243.
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because or the vague emotionalism with vhich he regarded them. His

ess~s madeno pretence at original insight, but vere merely the rond

musings or the bookman- that essentially late nineteenth century

rigure - over the contents of his library. Such vriting vas or no

literary value, and lacked completely the sense or mental activity vhich

characterised the articles of those to vhomDickens and Thackerayvere

still diametrically opposed antagonists, neither ot vhomcould supply

a totally balanced picture or lire. The shirting viewpoints ot these

earlier critics gave to their vork a vitality vhich Langls vas tar

rrom possessing.

(iv)

As the passages alreaqy quoted rrom the Dublin Reviewin 1871 and

the NevMonthlxMagazineor 1875 have shown, Thacker~ vas still regarded

as a cynic, the opinion or him as a novelist whobelittledhuman nature

persisting until the end or the century. In the 70's this traditional

posi tion vas held by his old rriend, EdwardfitzGerald, whohad never

been a great admirer or Vanity Fair or Pendennis. In 1850, he had

vri tten: "His Pendennis is ver:!' stupid, I think: Dickens's Copperrie1d

on the vhole, ver:!' good. He a1v~s lights one up somehow.n6O Arter

Thackerayls death a waveor nostalgia ror the days or his youth had

kindled in fitzGerald a newregard ror the works or the man whosellving

voice he 'WOuldnever hear again, and, as late as 1872, he could vrite

appreciatively' or IThackerq's monumentalFigures ot 'pauvre et triste
. ~

Humanit" ••• HumanitY'in its Depths, not in its superficial Appearances.'

60 Letter to F. Tenqrson, 7 March18;0,.Letters and LiterarY Remains
or EdwardFitzGerald (7 vols., 1902), i, 292•.

61 ToMiss Anne Bldde1l, 22 Febl"U8.1"11872,lli2,., lii, 17.
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This accorded with the pessimism of the Rubafy~t, but, two years later,
his mood had once more changed: "I have been sunning myself in Dickens

62•••• I must look on Dickens as a might,r Benefactor to ~~nd."
By 1879, Dickens, in a famous remark, had become "a little Shakespeare -
a Cockney Shakespeare, if you will", and had again taken precedence over
Thackeray: "had I to choose but one of them, I would choose Dickens I

hundred delightful Caricatures rather than Thackerayls half-dozen
terrible PhotograPhs.,,63 Dickensls fertile fanc,y was infinitely more
attractive than Thackerayls narrow and cynical insistence upon those
Locak and material features of life - the exact opposite of the
"Depths" which, a few years before, had supposedly formed his subject-
matter - which could be captured b.r the lens of the social photographer.
TY~months after this, Thackerayls works had apparently been placed on
the shelf for good, while Dickens was still undergoing a process of re-
reading which seems to have stretched over a period of years during the
latter half of the 701s: "am now with Dickens, who delights me almost
as much [as Scott) in a ver,y different way. I cannot revert to Thackeray:
he is too melancholy and saturnine: we are old enough to prefer the sUlllV

side of the wall now.n64 Approaching death, fitzGerald took the brightest
available view of the human condition, returning to his former mistrust
of Thackeray's scepticism. In the letters of this member of an older:;
generation, the comparison, as might be expected, retained its tradi tiona!
polarity.

In the 801s, W.E. Henley, an ardent Dickensian, vas another who
evinced distaste for Thackerayls account of mankind:

62 To Fanny Kemble, 24 August 1874, ibid., 128.
63
64

To the same, 25 April 1879, ibid., iv, 51.
To F. Tennyson, 21 June 1879, ~., 69.
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Esmond apart, there is scarcely a man or a vonen
in Thackeray's vorks whom it is possible to love
unreserve~ or to thoroughly respect. That gives
the measure of the man, and determines the quality
of his influence.65

Later critics, who held no brief at all for Dickens,\lere similarly
distressed by Thackeray's dark interpretation of 11fe. In the mid-
90's, Frederio Harrison echoed Henley's Judgement:

in all these twenty-six volumes and hundreds of men
and women portrayed, there is not one man or one woman
having at once a noble charaoter, perfect generosity,
poW'erful mind, and loveable naturei not one man or one
\loman of tender heart and perfect honour, but has some
trait that tends to make him or her either laughable
or tedious. It is not so with the supreme masters of. 66the human heart.

In the same year that this verdict was published in Harrison' s Studies
in Early Victorian Literature (1895), there also appeared a new volume
on Thackeray by Adolphus A. Jack, in which the charge of cynicism was
brought once more. Jack, for instance, complained that: nThe company
brought together in 'Vanity Fair' is an outrage on the constitution of
the world.,,67 The old belief that an artist must mirror the world in
its entirety still persisted, kept afloat by the desire to see in
fiction images of human goodness and heroism Which, it was argued, must
be included in any novel purporting to reflect the whole range of human

65 Athenaeum. 12 November 1881, 624; rptd. Views and Reviews (1890), p.15.
Ostensibly, Henley was reporting, at this point in his essay, the
opinions of Thackeray's detractors; but his tone throughout left
little doubt that he was in agreement.

66 Studies in Early Victorian Literature (1895), pp. 132 - 3; rptd.
from the Forum (Ne\lYork) of the previous year.

67 Thackeray. A Study (1895), p. 189.
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experience.

Twoyears af'ter the booksof Harrison and Ja~, the comparisonbe-

tveen Dickensand Thackerayas exemplars of optimismand passimism, love

and knovledge, faith and science, lias stated for the last time in

Victorian criticism. Ironically, this lias the first occasion on Yhich

~ effort vas madeto see in the conventional opposition a reflection

of larger divisions tdthin the century itself. Lookingback to the dawn

of the century, Dr. MontaguGriffin, in the Irish Monthlyof 1897, re-

called that: "Theinflux of the tide of Democracyinto England, together

tdth that of the critical movementin Ge~, subsequent to the French

Revolution, vorked a sudden changein the history of English Literature. It

Producing first the democratic genius of Wordsllorthand Coleridge on the

one hand, and the critical spirit of Byronand Shellq on the other,

this dual influence had later revealed itself in fiction, in the persons

of Charles Dickens, "the philanthropist, the ardent and expansive lover

of men, Yomen,and children", andWilliamMakepeao.eThackeray, "the cynic,

the satirist • • • Yholly devoted to censuring mankindin generalll6S•

Griffin proceeded to develop this distinction betweenthe two novelists :

Herein lies the contrast: Dickensis an idealist, a
manvho believes in the highest possibilities for his
fellowmen;his highest philosopher maybe a pedlar, like
Wordsilorth's, or his greatest hero [Sidney Carton] mq be
a drunkard; given the divine flame of charity and of .love,
and there is no height to yhich a manmaynot attain.
Thackerayis a cynic, a searcher into motives, a critic
of humanactions, yha yould often fain rob themof their
nobility by referring themto ugly sources •••• His
books are the Etiology and Pa.thologyof moral diseases;
and his instruments of demonstration are the scalpel,
an1 the microscope.69

68 "AStudy.of Thackeray", Irish Monthly, January 1897, xxv, 27 _ 8.
69 ~., 28 - 29.
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This passage provides a perfect summaryof certain Victorian attitudes.

Griffin, standing at the very end of an era, saw more clearly than had

perhaps been possible for the mid-Victorians, the kind of significance

which the antagonism of Dickens and Thackeray had held in the context of

nineteenth centur,y thought, though he did not fully bring out the back-

ground to the latter novelist's work. The difference between the two

writers which he observed was actually closer to that between Wordsworth

and Benthamthan to that between Wordsworthand Byron, but the similarity

of the Benthamite philosophy to Thacker~'s discovery of self-interested

"motives" at the root of all behaviour remained always below the surface

in Victorian criticism, implicit in the phrased.ogy applied to his methods,

but never ope~ stated. The association of his work Yith the empiricist

and anatomical tendencies vhich the Victorians had learned to distrust

\laS latent in the sameway in Griffin's essay, even though it \laS not

made explicit. Wordsworthian trust in "Worth in low places" vas offset

by' Benthamite analysis of evil in good. Griffin, however, was not far

enough removed from the mid-Victorian period to see that the establi~

ment of a comparison betweDnthe two novelists had itself sprung from

the existence Yithin the consciousness of critics of a tension between

fat th in humannature and doubt. Nor vas he himself able to regard the

conventional contrast Yith objectivity. He followed his predecessors

in approving more of one author than of the other. Charity and love

vere more to his taste than the explorations of the motive-seeker and

the instruments of the dissector.

This article represented the virtual end of the Victorim approach

to comparisons of Dickens and Thackeray, though, as this chapter has

·occasiona.J.ly show, traditional attitudes naturally survived into the

early years of the twentieth century, In spite of the supposed reaction

against Dickens and in favour of Thackeray in the latter decades of the
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century, it is evident that Dickens still excited much interest ~uring
these years. He continued to be read and enjoyed even br those critics
who felt that they owed a duty to the greater intellectualism of Thackeray,
while by Griffin and FitzGerald he vas openly preferred. At the same

~
time that his artistic mastery was disputed, his appeal to the affections
kept him alive' in men's hearts, and his sympathy remained a necessary
counterbalance to the sterner outlook of his contemporary. Moreover,
vithin a few years of Griffin's article, Dickens's cause vas to receive
the support of Arthur Machen and G.K. Chesterton, both of whom were to
make repeated'use of the contrast with Thackeray, to the latter's
disfavour. The comparison, llke Dickens, was as yet far from dead.
But in the vritings of Chesterton and l-fachen,though many of the points
made arose out of the attitudes of the previous centur,r, the world-view
which supported them would not have been possible for Victorian critics.
In the work of George Gissing too the opposition of the two novelis~s
was to serve a purpose totallihostile to the Victorian outlook.
Chesterton and Gissing came at the beginning of new developments in
the criticism of fiction. Griffin, therefore, stood as the last ex-
ponent of an unchanged tradition, in vhich Dickens featured as the spirit
of intllitive love and Thackeray as the voice of empirical scepticism.

(v)

Griffin had seen in Dickens's work a democratic spirit which had
its origins in the French Revolution. All men, regardless of birth and
circumstances and: even in despite of their ov.n failing$,were potentially
equal, since there was "no height to which a man [might] not at~ain",
if his heart vere onlY. open to "the divine ••• flame of love". This
bellef in "Worth in low places" and the "soul of goodness in things evil"
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meant that for Griffin equality was inseparable from the doctrine of
general human perfectibility. Democracy YaS primarily a moral concept.
In G.K. Chesterton's Charles Dickens (1906), on the other hand, Dickens's
connection Yith the French Revolution l~ outside the realms of morality.
He had expressed in his novels, Chesterton thought, the real and original
spirit of the Revolution, producing stories that vere "a carnival of
liberty", and encourEging "anybody to be anything". He represented the
"humane intoxication and expansion"70 of a vanished vor1d, qualities
which the modern age, in its sadness and disillusionment, could not
appreciate or enjoy7l. A writer like George Gissing, according to
Chesterton, vas o~ likely to be pleased by Dickens vhen the novelist
was at his least high-spirited, and would thus only be able to enjoy one
of Dickens's poorest books, Little Dorrit, because it was "something a .
little modern and a little sad" vhich dealt Yith the wasting away of a
man (William Dorri t)72. It \\laS as an opponent to this drab realistic out-
look that Chesterton looked on Dickens, considering his true greatness
to stem, not from an ability to depict the collapse or men under the
burdens or time and circumstance, but from his Yilllngness to allov his
characters infinite space for the expansion of their unique personalities,
and from his championship of their right "to be anything" they pleased.
In his fiction, every man was free to be himself, no matter to what
extremes of peculiarity, grotesquerie; or monstrosity he proceeded. There
vere no limits set to the assertion of identity, and the greatest of
Dickens's creations vere always gods, living "statically, in a perpetual
summer or being themselves." Time and circumstance, which had power over
William Dorri t, and, as Chesterton might have pointed out, over a

70 Charles Dickens (1906), p.14.
71 ~., pp. 19-20.
72 Ibid., p. 229.
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character like Edwin Reardon in Gissing's New Grub Street (1891), left
the comic figures of Dickens unimpaired: nIt vas not the aim of Dickens
to shov the effect of time and circumstance upon a charactern7.3.
Chesterton did not wish to read of human beings crushed and altered b,y

the trials of life, but rather to be told that menmight be as gods - not
in anY' moral sense, but simpl1 in their freedom from all restraints. He
vas an upholder, in his ovn highlY' idiosyncratic fashion, of "pagan self-
assertionn, and it vas in the belief that every man had the right to un-
restrained individuality that his democratic faith chiefly- consisted.
Equality, for him, ws synonymous, not with general perfectibility, but
with individual liberty. Desiring some escape, like Masson fifty years
before, from the trammels of immediate reality, he treated the Dickens
world (as Buchanan had in the 70's) as a realm of ogres, elves and
fairies, and emphasised the strange personalism of the humorous characters,
which Masson had obscured b,y his neo-classical insistence upon the
artist's selection of general ideas from life.

Because he vas embattled against the realistic tendencies of such
vriters as Gissing, Moore and Zola, Chesterton found the comparison
vith Thackeray of great use and interest, discerning in the novels of
Dickens's contemporary', rather than the motive-seeking disliked b,y

Griffin, an earlier type of the determinism vhich played so large a
part in the depressing chronicles produced by modern authors :

Things in the Dickens story shift and change onlr in
order to give us glimpses of great characters that
do not change at all. If ve had a sequel of Pickldck
ten years afterwards, Pickwick vould be exactl1 the
same age. We knov he \lould not have fallen into that
strange and beautiful second childhood W'hich soothed
and simplified the end of Colonel Nevcome. NeW'come,

7.3 Ibid., p.87.-
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throughout the book, is in an atmosphere of time :
PickYick, throughout the book, is not. This will
probably be taken b.1 most modern people as praise
of Thackeray and dispraise of Dickens. But this
only shovs hov fev modern people understand Dickens.
It also shove hov fev understand the faiths and the
fables of mankind. The matter can only be roughly
stated in one vay. Dickens did not strictly make
a literature; he made a mythology.74

A character like PickYick, standing outside time, vas a god, eternaJ.1y
himself, vhile the personages created by ThackerS1 grev old, tired and
disillusioned, and vere broken b.1 circumstances. Hovever, the latter
author vas by no means a complete modern, since the effect of time upon
Colonel Nevcome vas "beautiful" not sordid. Thackeray, declared
Chesterton in an Introduction to selections from the novelist's vork
in 1909, vas an artist vho delicately hinted at the "melancholy" of
life vithout ever suggesting - as a "dirty modern" vould - its despair75•
It vas not gloom vhich distinguished his outlook from that of Dickens
so much as the soft glov of this "melancholy". Dickens, vi th his "love
of large jokes and long stories and brown ale and all the vhi te roads
of England" 76, concentrated upon man in his strength. He had, said
Chesterton in 1906, all the vigour ot the living l-l1ddleAges, represented
b.1 Chaucer, and had escaped that taste for "the strange sunset tints of
Lippi and Boticelli· vhich had characterised the dying Middle Ages and
fascinated Ruskin and Pater.77 This same liking for "sunset tints",
rather than for the bleak and barren winter landscapes of modernism,
plainl1 characterised Tha.oker~, for his novels vere bathed in a "rich

74 Ibid., pp. S2 - 3.
75 Introduction to Thackeray (}~sters of Literature Series, 1909), p.xx1ii.
76 Charles Dickens, p. 160.
77 Ibid., 161 - 2.
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emotional autumn78• The association of his Yritings Yith dying mediaeval-
ism vas made explicit in the 1909 Introduction :

We ~ therefore sq Yith truth that Pendennis is an
epic, because it celebrates the universal man. But it
is also a mediaeval epic, and even a late mediaeval epic:
because it celebrates not the strength of man but his
'Io1ealmess.79

Chesterton had a considerable admiration for Thackeray, but placed him
far below Dickens, precisely because of this insistence upon the little-
ness of mankind. In comparison Yith the gloom of the moderns his dis-
illusionment vas pervaded by a civilised pcd.gnancj- 'Io1hichlq beyond their
range, but nonetheless in comparison Yi th the expansive freedom of
Dickens it anticipated the later pessimism.

The central contrast between Thacker~ and Dickens, to Chesterton's
mind, lay in the difference betveen this melancholy and a boundless
optimism. Thacker~' s state of mind, he claimed in his 1911 collection
of Prefaces from the Everyman edition of Dickens, could be summed up in
the title of Vanity Fair, his greater contemporary's in that of Grea.t

80Expectations • But this comparison, naturallr enough, fell into
difficulties 'Io1henChesterton came to consider the later novels of Dickens.
Like most critics of the nineteenth and early t'W'entiethcenturies, he
observed in the books of the 1850's and 60's a decline from the great
days of the 30's: "To the level of 'The Pickwick Papers' it is doubtful
if he ever afterwards rose."8l It 'W'asimpossible to claim for Bleak
House the "humane intoxication" of the early york. This deterioration
Chesterton explained by supposing that from Dombey on'W'ardsDickens,
Lnstead of remaining true to the sources of his genius, had partially

78 Charles Dickens, p. 291.
79 Thackeray, pp. xiv-xv.
80 AppreciatiQns and Criticisms
81 Charles Dickens, p. 79.

of Charles Dickens (1911), p.Sl.
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succumbed to the influence of the more realistic Thackeray (and also
of George Eliot, though this could only have been a later influence,
a fact yhich Chesterton did not mention)82. Little Dorrit and Great
EKPectations (in spite of its title) vere the novels to shaY this change
most obviously. No longer vas Dickens creating self-sufficient charac-
ters, yha vere alyays themselves. Instead, Chesterton clearly thought,
he vas shoYing men in the everyday vorld, vern dovn by time and cir-
cumstance, in the manner of Thackeray's personages. William Dorri t vas
a case in point, yhile in Great E1cpectations Dickens had attempted fla
stuQy in human veakness and the sloy human surrender", producing the
most Thackerayan of his yorks, vldch spoke vith "the soft and gentle
cynicism of old age,,83. Chesterton even vent so far as to say that in
this latter novel "Dickens vas trying to be Thackeray,,84. Yet even here
there was evidence of Dickens's supremacy, for Thackeray, though he could
have depicted the weakness of Pip, could never have captured the vigour
of Trabb's boy. The prime attribute of Dickens was vitality, yhich
enabled him to bring "even to,this moderate and modern story ••• an
incomparable energy vhich (vas) not moderate and yh1ch (vas] not modern.,,8;
And, rather oddly, in Our Hutual Friend, Chesterton found what he vas
looking for, "a happy return to the earlier manner of Dickens ••••

86a sort of Indian summer of his farce." It was almost as if he had made
up his mind that his narrative of Dickens's progress must end Yith the
novelist reaffirming the standards of his youth. If he had been led
astray- in the second halt of his career, it vas essential that he die
the hero of his ow story, an opponent of modernism to the last.

82 Ibid., pp. 181 - 2. See also p.238 : "Dickens learnt to describe
daily llfe as Thackeray and Jane Austen could describe it".

83 Appreciations and Criticisms, p. 197.
84 !!?!.!l., p.20l.
8; Ibid., pp. 201 - 3.
86 ll21.!l., p.207.
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. .
The myth-making faculty which Dickens manifested in Pickwick was,

for Chesterton, a sign of his democratic sympathies, not only because
it showed his concern for the individual's right to selfhood, but also
because it was a proof that he understood, as 'the moderns did not, the
mind of the ordinary man, as it revealed itseli' in "the fa!ths and fables
of mankind". There 'Were t'Wotypes of 11terature, the modern variety which
dealt with men as they 'Were and 'Was produced by a small group of,educated
men, and an older kind which consisted of myths showing men as greater
than they were and which was originated qy. common men8? Thackeray's
'Work clearly belonged in the first category. His art 'Was:neither demo-
cratic nor fabulous, since it 'Was based on the accurate copying "of the
manners of the modern world,,88: "Thackeray's creation 'Was observation:
Dickens's 'Waspoetr,r, and is therefore permanent.,,89 Addressing himself

/ to the hearts of the people and grounding his fantasies in the robust and
timeless dreams and fears of the common man, Dickens vo ul.d survive the nine-
teenth century, but Thacker~ 'Would pass away with the social 'World he had

reflected. Fancy voul.d endure, fact die90•
In treating Thacker~ ,asa photographer of society and Dickens as the

creator of a more poetic truth,'Chesterton followed the Victorians in di~-

tinguishing between accidental and elemental reality. But in his' "pagan
self-assertion" he broke away from the belief in authority and self-
denial llhich had characterised a great deal of Victorian llriticism. At
the same time, he denied the mimetic bias of most Victorian commentaries
on Dickens, and claimed for the artist complete freedom from theories
of imitation. Hasson, for all his insistence on the importance of
imagination, had considered the novel only in terms of selection from

8? Charles Dickens, pp. 83 - 4.
88 Ibid. , 293.p.
89 Ibid. , p. 295.
90 ~., p. 291u
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life (vhich had also led him to emphasise the general rather than the
individual nature of Dickens' s characters), btlt Chesterton confidently
asserted that the ver,r greatest art did not dray upon life at all. The
importance of his Charles Dickens vas that, for almost the first time,
Dickens vas hailed as the creator ot an autonomous vorld, sustained by
its own Lavs and owing no allegiance to external realities. His art
vas only life-like, Chesterton declared, in the truest sense of the vord,

for, like life, it cared for nothing outside itself, and 'Was utterly
nirresponsible" and nincredible", producing lnOnSters like Captain Bunsby
in Dombey just as life produced an extravagance like the rhinoceros9l.
It 'Was not nov the function of the artist to mirror humbly the glorious
creation, but rather to vie with it in fertility and resourcefulness.
In repudiating realism and responsibility Chesterton snapped the artist-
ic and moral chains 'Which Victorian criticism had endeavoured to impose
upon literature. The dream-yorld yhich he had built from the stories
of Dickens 'Was not, ho'Wever, the nightmare realm 'Which critics of the
1940's, 50ls and 60's 'Were to discover in Dickensian myth. Unconventional
as his viell of the novelist 'Was, he still regarded him, as admirers in
the previous centur.y had done, as one from yhose work comfort could be
drawn. It vaa this factor which undoubtedly led Edmund Wilson, in 1939,
to dismiss as "pseudo-poetic boozinessn9~ much of the 'Work of the critic
vho had in fact, 'Whatever his weaknesses, been among the first to attempt
a vindication of Dickens entirely in terms of poetic, as distinct from
imitative, truth.

Continuing the opposition of optimism and pessimism, poetry and
photography, Chesterton looked back to the Victorian age. Setting myth
above surface truth, he gave to the traditional comparison a new

91 lli!i., p.17.
92 "Dickens: The Two Scrooges" (1939 lecture), The Wound and the Bow

(Houghton ~aff1in, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1941), p.3.
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significance, looking forward to the developments of the post-Wilsonian
era. He this stood betyeen tyO critical traditions, belonging to
neither. The same vas to some extent true of Arthur l-fachen,vhose
Hieroglyphics (1902) turned to ney purpose the conventional antagonism

I •

of intuition and empiricism. "You knov that there are, speaking very
generally, tyO solutions of existence", commented the imaginary literar.r
"hermit" yhose observations formed the book's content, "one is the mater-
ialistic or rationalistic, the other the spiritual or mystic."93 For
the most part this vas the standard nineteenth century vieY, except for
the yord "mystic". In another version of the same contrast, the phrase
"myths and symbols" likeYise indicated an alteration in the artistic
climate:

Van! ty Fair is information, yhi1e PickYick is Truth;
one tells you a number of facts about Becky Sharp and
other people, yhi1e the other symbolises certain ete~
na1 and essential elements in human nature • • • • All
the profound verities yhich have been revealed to man
have come to him under the guise of myths and symbols
••• and truth in the form of a mathematical demon-
stration or a "rational" statement is a contradiction
in terms.94

The opposition betyeen Dickens and Thacker~, appearing throughout
Hieroglyphics, played a central r~le in Hachen' s anti thesis of truthful
symbol and superficial fact. He sup~osed that there yere incorporeal
areas of experience - no longer moral as in the Victorian era, but
nevertheless lying at the heart of human existence - vhich could not be
captured b.r the methods of the mimetic writer, since they vere only
to be expressed in terms of primal myth. The chief quailty of all

great art vas its ability to deal yi th "the,unknown", "the mystery of thlngSn95•

93 Hieroglyphics (1923 'Caer1eon ed.), pp. 63 - 4.
94 T,.,-4A 142 _ ~.~., pp. oJ

95 ~., pp. 18, 42.
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This led lIJ.8.chento espouse the notion that literature should draw upon
the subconscious, "that shadowy double, that strange companion of man,
who walks ••• foot to foot with each one of us, and yet his paces are
in an unknown world." Of this second world Thackeray was ignorant 96,

whereas in Pickwick the hero, like Ulysses, journeyed into "the unknovn'",

creating "an overpowering impression of 'strangeness', of remoteness, of
withdrawal from the common ways of life.n97 Machen, reacting as Carlyle
had done against materialism and empiricism, placed his fa! th not in un-

conscious intuitions of man's spiritual nature but in the wanderings of
the subconscious, which opened up the illimitable world of dream shapes
and whispered intimations of immortality through the metaphor of an end-

less journey into the "strangeness" of the human mind. The vistas of
the inner landscape replaced those of the Ruskinian "heavenly land".
Machen made explicit that division between layers of the mind which
Lewes, in his theory of hallucination, had glanced at in 1872. Like
Chesterton, he subverted Victorian ideas of objec~ive truth by' stressing
the subjective origins of great art, and in his interest in the sub-
conscious richness of "myths and symbols" he anticipated, to an even
greater extent than Chesterton, the attitudes or later criticism.

A later critic who maY' have been influenced by' the approaches to
Dickens's \lork of Machen and Chesterton was John Cowper Powys, vriting
in 1915. Here mythology was turned to sinister purposes, in an essay
which contained the first hints of a 'dark' Dickens, far removed from
the intoxicated fantasist beloved b,y Chesterton :

Dickens's world is a world of gnomes and hob-goblins,
of ghouls and of laughing angels. The realist of the
Thackeray school finds nothing but monstrous exaggeration

96 Ibid., p.42.
97 ~., pp. 50 - 1.
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here - and fantastic mummery. If he were right,
pardieu! If his sleek "reality" were all that there
was - "alarum!" ••• But no •••• Dickens ls
right. Neither "realist" or "psychologist" hits
the mark, when it comes to the true diablerie of
living people • • • • The surface of things is the
heart of things; and the protruded goblin-tongue,
the wagging head, the groping fingers, the shuffling
step, are just as significant of the mad play-motif
as any hidden thoughts. People thinlc with their
bodies, and their looks and gestures; nay! their
very garments are words, tones, whispers, in their
general Confession.98

Powys moved in two apparently contradictory directions in this passage,
towards fantasy on the one hand and materialiem on the other. Taking
Chesterton Is fairy-land, he rendered it in a diabolical light, trans-
forming gods and elves into ghouls and gnomes. It was this interest in
the grotesque features of Dickens's fiction that led Powys to emphasise
its dependence on physical characteristics. The dark current of the
twisted inner llfe could only be expressed in terms of the twitching
movements of the body. Man became a marionett9, whose tangled strings
jerked him hither and thither with apparent aimlessness. Thus, while
Chesterton undermined Victorian concepts of realism, Powys subverted
completely the ideal of human greatness, which Chesterton, in his own
highly individual manner, still cherished. By insisting upon the
relation of the Dickens world to "living people", Powys made life it-
self alarming and terrible. Fantasy was used, not as a refuge from
reality, but in order to increase the strangeness and horror of the
actual. The repudiation of Victorian values was complete.

For Powys, Thackeray scarcely existed except as an adjective de-
noting the outlook of the practical, dow-to-earth, unimaginative, self-

98 Visions and Bavis10PS (New York, 1915; rptd. London, 19551 pp.97 - 8.
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satisfied man. The first two decades of the new century prized an

insight into the "mystery" of life, in whatever form, and realism of

the type which Thackeray was believed to represent, based upon the

accurate repro~uction of social·manners, had no place. Nachen, for

example, complained in 1908 that Thackeray had been content simply to

observe "the societY' about him with. • • the nicest accuracy", and

so had heard "no message from the eternities" : "he was never inspired

to sing the inexpressive song ••• neither dawn nor dusk made for him

any sacrament of mystery ••• the Yoice of the fairy birds never

penetrated to his cosy and wall-arranged stUdy.,,99 Walter de la Hare,

in 1911, also invoked "mystery" ,though not of a "fairy" kind, in his

judgement of Thackeray, comparing him unfavourably with Tolstoy and

Chel;tlQV,andquestioning the value of his "astonishingly lifelike panorama

of the social London of his day" :

what is the meaning of it all to the mind fretted
by the deeper riddles of life? Against yhat back-

ground of mystery, of the beyond, do these puppets
enjoy, or rebel against, their being?lOO

Similarly, George Noore, in his Avowals of 1919, criticised the novelist

for being "interested only in the drift and litter of social lifeolOl

and "unable or unwilling to look into the depths." He did not, said

l-foore, possess "that sense of the -e.ternal which gives mystery and aye
. lO2

to a york of art" • WhenEdmundGosse, HooreIs unfortunate intorlo-

cutor Ln Avowals, ventured to suggest that Thackeray had at least had

sufficient knoY1edgeof the "depths" to be able to hint at them1

which lay below the surface ot social life, his remarks vere tossed

99 "The Art ot Dickens", Academy, llApri1 1908, lxxiv, 664.100
IfThe Complete Works of Thackerayll, Times Literary Supplement, 29 June

1911, 241; rptd. in a revised form in Private VieW'(1953), p.43.
101·'

Av.owa1s(1919), p.78.
102

Ibid" p. 77.
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aside in scorn: nAndwhat terrible thing was Thackeray running ayay

from? An adultery in HayfairJ nl03 The "depths" into which Hoore gazed

were not those of moral obliquity (or of what was deemed such by

artificial society) but rather of the cosmic "mystery". For l-fachen,

de La lI.a.reand Noore aJike, although their definitions of this "mystery"

would have differed, Thackeray was lacking in poetic insight. There

was nothing in his work, said Oliver Elton in 1920, to compare 'With the

scene in War and Peace of "Prince Andrey lying vounded after Austerlitz,

'With his sense of the secret of the infinite skies above himnl04•

Thackeray's characters lived "under a low sky", 'Without the "spaciousness"

of the Russiansl05• Dickens, though Elton would not have dreamed of .

comparing him 'With Tolstoy, vas at least "in essence a poet", and this

consti tuted the differenCe between him and Thackerayl06. It vas this

element of poetry in Dickens's work which helped to keep him allve

during the first forty years of the present century, whenhis reputation

liaS very 1011 in many quarters and at a time whenhis former rival had

slipped almost entirely from favour. While Thackeray was stil1 deemed to

be limited to the delineation of social manners, Dickens vas felt, as he

had been by such cri tics as samuel Phillips and David Lester Richardson,

to be closer to the essential and elemental regions of the human spirit,

even though conceptions of 'essence' were no longer bounded b.1 morality.

(vi)

The reaction against Victorianism, evident in the lIork of Chesterton,

Hachen and PO\olYS,had commencedlIithin the Victorian age itself, though

103 Ibid., p.80.
104 A Survey of English Literature. 1830 - 1880 (1920), ii, 254.
10;

Ibid., p.2;;.
106 Ibid., p.216.
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in a different form from belief in myth and symbol. From the mid-
80's onwards, novelists who were prominent a.tthe turn of the century -
notably Henry James, w.n. Howells and George Gissing - advocated a new
aesthetic of fiction which was in conscious opposition to the values of
the mid-Victorian era. In their hands, the juxtaposition of the names of
Dickens and Thackeray assumed, as a consequence of this revolt against
the past, an entirely novel shape.

In the criticism of Chesterton and Hachen, the two novelists con-
tinued to be regarded as opposites, because they conveniently embodied
the antagonism of imagination and realism in which these later critics,
battling against prosaic modernism, were interested. Elsewhere, however,
the traditional assumption of a dichotomy had disappeared, as H.G. Wells,
looking back on the 1890's from the vantage point of 1934, indicated

The predominance of Dickens and Thackeray and the
successors and imitators they had inspired was
pasaing •••• For a generation the prestige of
the great Victorians remained like the shadow of
vast trees in a forest, but now ••• it was

107lifting ••••
No longer were the authors treated as opposed or complementary. In
Wells's eyes, they were twins not rivals. He did not say, as readers
had done since 1850, "Dickens represents ~ outlook upon life and
Thackeray that, and either the two views are incompatible or they must
somehow be reconciled if a total understanding of life is to be achieved",
but rather, "Dickens and Thackeray together exemplify the attitudes' ot

their time, which our own has left behind." The phrase "Dickens and
Thackeray" had become convenient shorthand for the immediate past, and
the decline of their reputation was inseparable from the death
of Victorianism itself. It was not merely these two writers in particular

107 Experiment in Autobiography (2 vols., 1934), ii, 506.
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whose "predominance" had passed awa:y, but, as Wells went on to make
clear, the yhole array of nineteenth century novelists, yho could not
meet the needs of a rapidly reorganising society.

This habit of regarding the tvo novelists as twin exemplars of
their period vas widespread. To Henry James, for example, in the early
80's, they typified that lack of self-cons~ious technique in earlier
English fiction Yhich he himself, as the novelist of a more sophisticated
time, vas endeavouring to repair. The mid-Victorian novel, he claimed,
had "had no air of having n theory, a conviction, a consciousness of
itself behind it" :

it would take much more courage than I possess to intimate
that the form of the novel as Dickens and Thackeray
(for instance) saw it, had any taint of incompleteness.
It was, however, naIf •••• therewas a comfortable, good-
humoured £eeUng abroad that a novel is a novel, as a
pudding is a pudding, and that this was the end of it.10S

Though it 'Was quite true that the earlier novelists had not discussed
their york in the far-reaching manner of James, this absence of written
theory did not necessarily mean that their practice 'Was unsophisticated.
What James vas attacking, though he did not clearly see this, vas not
"Dickens and Thackera::r"so much as the state of mind of many of their
contemporaries, as it had manifested itself in the largely "ndf"
criticism accorded to fiction in the mid-Victorian age. The t'Wo names
yere again shorthand for the limitations of an entire epoch.

Apart from their lack of interest in theory, there vere matters of
execution (presumably arising out of that deficiency) on 'Which James
criticised Dickens and Thacl{era:y. Congratulating Wells on Kippe in

1905, he observed that this york 'Was the first "consistently ironic or
satiric novel", since it 'Was free from "the sentimental or conventional

lOS "The Art of Fiction", L~neman's HaenzineL September lBS4, iv, 502; rptd.
in a slightly different form in Partial Portraits (lBSS), p.376.
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interferenc~ ••• of which Thackeray is full", and the first depiction
of the lower middle classes to be without "the picturesque, the grotesque,
the fantastic and romantic interference, of which Dickens, e.g., is so mis-
leadingly • • • full. ,,109 Though James differentiated between' the novelists
here, he found them both gull ty of the same crime, that of "interferencelf•
1~a,y had intruded themselves between the reader and their subject. The
similarity of this verdict to Victorian accusations of obtrusiveness was,
however, only superficial. That James should accuse Thackeray pf being
a sentimentalist not a cynic reflected a complete change of attitudes
towards the rele of the artist, for this interference was not, as for
Ruskin, a distortion of the beauty of Godls creation. In common with
many writers and critics of the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies James had a strong faith in the duty of the novelist., not to up-
hold religious faith, but to remain true to the events and the evaluations
'which would arise naturally out of the characters and the situation which
presented themselves to him as the starting-point of his story. There,
must be no ali;.erationfor purposes of didacticism, of sentimentalising or
of vulgar anusement. In this certainty that the artist must never sacri-
fice the integrity of his subject to the requirements of his audience, the
Ruskinian ideal of morally orientated love gave place to Taine's concept
of disinterested passion of the kind evinced by Dalzac for Valerie }~rneffe.
The indebtedness of James to the French critic was evident in an essay of

1905:
Balzac loved his Valerie then as Thackeray did not
love his Becky • • • • All his [Balzac IS) impulse vas
to la f::tirevaloir, to give her all her value, just as
Thackerayls attitude was the opposite one, a desire
positively to expose and desecrate poor Becky - to
follow her up, catch her in the act, and bring her

109 19 Uovember 1905, Letters (ed. Percy Lubbock, 2 vols., 1920), ii, 41.
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to shame.. • • • ilie English wi ter vants to
make sure ••• of your moral judgement; the
French is willing ••• to risk, for the sake
of his subject, your spiritual salvation. Hme
l1a.rneffe ••• is "exposed", so far as anything
in life, or in art, may be, by the working-out of
the situation and the subject themselves ••••.
We do not feel, very irritatedly, very lecturedly
••• that she has been sacrificed.110

While Balzac allowed his characters to act out their personalities to
their logical end, Thackeray vas always concerned with making a moral
point and so "sacrificed" a vital creation such as Becky to ethical
considerations. The French novelist was obedient to the inner laws of
his narrative, the English thought always of his public. Thus, in
James's criticism, the concept of objectivity excluded the moral aim

which for the Victorians had formed its very basis.
. Out of this ney interpretation of the artist's relationship to his

mterial gre\l the notion that Dickens and Thackeray had enslaved the.m-
selves to their audience, neglecting their responsibilities to art. One
manifestation of this vas in the vcrk, of W.D. Hoyells, vho , although he
made no comparison betyeen them on this point, criticised them both,
in his Heroines of Fiction (1901), for shaping their material to meet
the expectations of their readers. Dickens, in killing off Dora and so
allowing David to achieve the traditional happy ending with Agnes, had
consulted only "the reader's comfort" not the likely course of events
in real lifelll• Thackeray had severely adopted towards Becky, "a voman
badly born, and reared in dependence and repression", the "old

no "The Lesson of Balzac", Atlantic Honthl;r (Boston and New York),
August 1905,.xcvi, 176-7; rptd. The House of Fiction (ed. Leon Edel,
1957), p. 78.

ill Heroines of Fiction (London and Ne\l York, 1901), i, L4.7; rptd. from
tlnrper's Bazaar (1900).
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conventional morality" 'Whicha "later and subtler time" had improved
112upon , 'While in the case of females of another type, Amelia Sedley

and Rachel Cast.Levood, his adherence to the standards of his time had

issued in sentimentality:

he 'Wasthe Ciscoverer ••• of the fallibility of angels;

but he had not the courage of his facts, quite, and 'When
he had allo'Wed the defects of their qualities to be seen

he felt bound to colour these qualities to a yet more
heavenly hue, and so 'Wasin danger of undoing all the
good of his discovery.1l3

This again constituted a reversal of the standard Victorian position.

Formerly Thackeray had been taken to task for rendering virtuous 'Women

un'Worthyof reverence b.r the introduction of fla'Ws into their goodness;

nov he 'Waspitied and patronised ("a simple soul", Ho'Wellscalled

himll4) because of his supposed inability to free himself, even though

he sail its falsity, from the tradition of the pure domestic angel. No

more than his predecessors did Ho'Wells'ac1Olo'Wledgethat the tension

betileen irony and sentiment, exemplified in the narrator's mingled

criticism and adoration of good 'Women,intentionally dramatised a

division in the humanconsciousness bet'Waenintellect and emotion. The

Victorians rated Thackeray for his cynicism, the 'moderns' for his fail-

ure to remain true to his scepticism. Both groups ldshed that he had

112Ibid., 194 - 5; rptd. from Harper's Bazaar (1900).
113 Ibid., p.203. Ho'Wellshimself did not have "the courage of his

facts", for he condemnedthe relationship bet'WeenRachel and Esmond

on the grounds that: "It does not seem either nice or true" (ibid.,

p.209). A thorough-going realist 'Wouldnot have asked if it vas
"nice" as well as "true". There 'Wereapparently certain doubts
which ought not ba cast even on angelic purity. In this revulsion

from what seemed distasteful, Howells allowed emotion to overcome

intellect, and showedhimself to be not impervious to Victorian values.
Ibid., 194.114
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stressed one side of r~s vision at the expense of the other, and both
were therefore equally limited in their appreciation of his work.

Both Howells and James had in their youth fallen under the spell
of Dickens and Thackeray. They were "the creators of superior life" to
whom the young James had owed' most during his boyhood in ~1e 50'sl15, and
tvo of the three or four "divinities" of whom Howells had been the
"hypnotized devotee" during his lifetimel16• As late as 1832, the latter
could write: "I always t.houghb myself • • • quite unapproached in rrry

appreciation of the great qualities of Dickens and Thackeray •••• I

suspect that no Englishman could rate them higher than I do.nl17 This
declaration, however, was offered in mitigation of his comments made
earlier in the same month in the Century: "The art of fiction has, in

.fact, become a finer art in our day than it was with Di.ckena and T'nackeray
•••• These great men are of' the past - they and their methods and
interestslll18• It seems possible, from the inconsistency of these remarks,
that Howells's repudiation of the two novelists did not express his feel-
ings in full, and that his true state of mind combined admiration and
impatience. It was precisely because the influence of Dickens and
Thackeray had been so strong in his adoleScenc~ and lingered thereafter,
that his reaction against them was so strongly emphasised~ He needed to
place great weight on the faults of the Victorians, ignoring their merits,
in order to free himself. from their spell and to form his own tictional
creed. To escape trom "Dickens and ThackerB.1· was a necessa1'7 part ot

escaping trom his own immaturity. The same vas probably true ot James.

115 Notes of a Son and Brother (1914), rptd. Autobiogra~hy (ed. F.W.
Dupee, 1956), p • .324.

ll6 See My Literary Passions (1895), pp. 1.36, 9.3.
117
118

nLlterar,r Gossip",Athenaeum, 25 November 1882, 700.
"Henry James, Jr.", Century, November 1832, n.s. iii, o.s. xxv, 28.
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Arnold Bennett's irritation with the Victorians, on the other
hand, does not appear to have been motivated by any such personal
need to outgrow his own boyhood, since at the age of 32, in 1898, he
could still claim (perhaps not with complete truth) that: "Of Dickens
••• I know nothing.n1l9 It was partly the self-conscious elaboration
of the "big Victorians" which most displeased him, their lack of
stylistic "simplicity and powern120 and their tendency, wluch he
characterised as "the Dickens or Thackeray grossness" to "shout and
weep all over the placelll21• He disliked also their taste for "strongly
marked character". When Wells objected to the vagueness of the heroine's
characterisation in Bennett's Leonora (1903) and compared it to the
clearness of "some of the people of Thackeray and Dickens" of whom it
could always be said, "How like Becky (or whoever it is) to do that,,122,
he received a speedy rebuke from the author: "You still cling to the
Dickens-Thackeray standards, & judge by them • • • • Would you say
'How like Eugenia Grandet, or Madame Bovary, or Maisie'?" Bennett
believed that the novelist was better employed in "the expression of
general moods ••• a constant 'synthetising' of emotion", than in the
depiction of types123• He plainly felt that human nature was too

119 Letters (ed. James Hepburn, 3 vols., Oxford, 1966 - 70), ii, 104.
120 1 July 1901, ibid., 158.
121 4 October 1902, ibid., 175.
12220 August 1903; text from Arnold Bennett and H.G. Wells (ed.

Harrison Wilson, 1960), pp. 93 - 4.
123 24 August 190'3, ~., pp. 95 - 6; Letters, u, 179. But cf.

Bennett's completely opposed verdict in a journal entry for 11
September 1924: "Question: Does a novelist want his characters
to remain in the mind of the reader? Some novelists don't. But
I do, for one. Dickens's characters remain in the mind. They may
perhaps be too conventionalised, too simplified. _Same for Thackeray -
Dobbin and Amelia. But they remain in the mind." (The Journals of
Arnold Bennett. 1921- 28, ed. Newman Flower, 1933, p. 52.)
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subtle a thing to be captured b.r the delineator of surface peculiarities.
Character vas a question not of highly defined individual features, but
of imprecise and shadowy "moods" and "emotions". In this concept of
personality, Bennett showed himself to be at least in some measure of
harmony loTith James among older and Laurence and Woolf (who considered
that her theor,y vas exactly opposed to Bennett1s) among later novelists.
Ever,ything, he thought, was made obvious in Dickens and Thackeray.
Nothing was delicate or fine. Becky Sharp and the characters of Dickens
vere further evidence of the vulgar Victorian tepdency - already shown to
be manifested in their style and their excessive emotionalism - to
extravagant outward effects.

Nothing could be more typical of the post-Victorian practice of
yoking the novelists together than Bennett's blanket phrase, "the Dickens-
Thackeray standards". Ha shared too loTith James and Hoveils the sense
that the Victorian novelists had sacrificed art to external requirements.
"It is notorious", he commented in 1920, "that Dickens, like Thackeray,
often urote under self-imposed conditions (especially conditions of

•
~aste) which made real artistic integrity impossib1e."l24 Clearly, he
was referring to their choice of serial publication, Yhich had resulted
in a constant battle against time. Many of their faults could doubtless
be traced to this circumstance. George Gissing, however, believed that
the demands imposed b.r the three-volume format upon Victorian authors
had been a more important factor than serialisation, and so welcomed the
change to one volume - which occurred in the 80's and 90's - as enabling
the writer to dispense with the elaborations of the preceding age:

124 To the Editor of the Nation, 22 Harch 1920, Letters, iii, 125.
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Thackeray and Dickens wrote at enormous length, and with
profusion of detail; their plan is to te11 ever,ything,
and leave nothing to be divined. Far more artistic, I
think, is the later method, of merely suggesting, of
dealing with episodes, instead of writing biographies.
The old novelist is omniscient; I think it is better
to tell a stor,y precisely ao one does in real life,
hinting, surmising, telling in detail what ~ be told
and no more. In fact, it approximates to the dramatic
mode of presentment.125

In view of the fact tha t Dickens and Thackeray did not write ,-liththe
'three-decker' in mind, Gissing could not specifically charge them
with having waived "artistic integrity" in favour of external "conditions".
His essential objection here was to what James later called "interference",
for it was his firm conviction that the novelist should dramatise more
than he should relate, not manipulating his characters but allowing
them to unfold naturally.

There were also, Gissing implied, areas of personality which could
not be made explicit, but could only be hinted at, not because they were
too shocking for presentation, but as a consequence of the complexity
of human nature. James, Gissing and Bennott would all have agreed that
these finer shades of consciousness, upon which they themselves wished
to concentrate, had not been contained in the "old" novel. Intensity
of insight, not expansiveness of canvas, was the necessar,y tool for such
delicate work. The fictional personage must be presented by means of a
few concentrated experiences; if an attempt was made to portray his
whole life, then his essential aspects - again more mysterious than the
moral ones ascribed to him b.r the Victorians - were lost in the midst of
a variety of character and event. One who disagreed with the modern

125 To his brother, late August 1885, Letter~ of Geor~e Gissing to
Members of his Familv (1927), p. 166.



trend was l1rse Blake, the eminent novelist characterised in Vernon
Lee's essay "On Novels" in Baldwin (1886). She telt that it the novel
was to become a pyschological study, then there vas an end to it "as a
york ot art" : "The perpetual preoccupation ot ps,ychology has pretty
vell got rid ot all real interest ot plot and incident, and is rapidly
getting rid ot all humour; a comic character like those ot Dickens, and
even those ot Thackeray, \dll soon be out ot the question. ,,126 These
old-tashioned vievs did not, hovever,represent the opinions ot Mrs.
Blake's creator, vho put into the mouth er her 'hero', Baldwin, a
partial defence of the modern methods.

Gissing's strictures about the 'three-decker' reflected a feeling
that Victorian writers of tiction, as yell as lacking the modern 's
subtle knowledge of the hunan soul, had compromised their "artistic
integrity" by surrendering to the demands of circulating libraries,
whose only concern was profit, and to the expectations of the public,
which had no', interest in art and merely wished to be entertained for
as:~ong as possible during its leisure houra, In Charles Dickens (1898)

and in his Prefaces (1898 - 1900) to the Rochester edition ot Dickens,
Gissing showed himself to be as concerned as James and Hovells with the
relationship betveen the writer and the pressure of public opinion.
Using the letters ot Dickens to Forster and T.haclcer~'s Pretace to
Pendennis, he showed that both novelists had been avare of the restrict-
ions which obedience to popular moral! ty placed on art. But at this
point it became clear that Gissing, unlike his contemporaries, wished
to dray a distinction between the two men:

126 )Baldwin (1886 , p.193.
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Thackeray, we may be sure, thought much more on the
subject, and in graver mood; a~d as a result, he
allowed himself more liberty than Dickens - not
without protest from the many-headed. There existed
this difference bet'Ween the two men. Thackeray had a
kind ot strength not given to his brother in art.127

Gissing thus contrasted the novelists on a point where others could see
only similarity. A few pages later, the nature of Dickens's veakness

was made clearer, with a comparison of Lizzie Hexam and F~ Bolton.
Dickens had idealised his lower-class heroine, whereas Thackeray had
drawn "one of the truest characters in all fiction, - so unpleasantly
true, that readers ignorant ot her class might imagine the author to
have drawn her in a spirit ot social prejudice."128 Thackeray, here
at least, had been fal thful to his art and to lite. He had not con-
cealed the tacts, however mean, and had refused to romanticise for the
sake of making his readers comtortable. It was for glossing over 'What
was unpleasant that Gissing felt he must censure Dickens: "Avoidance'
ot the disagreeable, as a topic uncongenial to art - this is Dickens's
principle."129 The late Victorian realist could not approve of such
obedience to the susceptibilities ot potential readers, which constituted
another form ot James's "sentimental interference". It was almost cer-
tainly the greater "strength" of Dickens's rival in this respect which
led to Gissing's private confession in 1898 that "Thackeray •••
appeals to me much more strongly,,130, and to his later statement that:
"In certain directions, Thackeray may be held the greatest 'realist' who

127 Charles Dickens. A Critical Study (1903 ed.), p. 76.
128 I!2i,g., p. 87.
129 Ibid., p.90.
130 Quoted by Edward Clodd, Memories (1916), p. 170.
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artistic responsibility which he held in common Yith other novelists of
the period, Gissing continued to see the Dickens-Thackeray comparison
in terms of opposition rather than res~blance.

But, although he felt that Dickens was lacking in "literary con-
scientiousness, as we understand it,,132, he also saw that the author
of Pickwick had been, for his day, a realistic, almost a revolutionary,
writer, preparing the way for later developments. In his Preface to the
Rochester Oliver, he recalled Thackeray's criticism of that novel and
agreed that it contained sufficient faults to arouse such a man's
"native scorn of the untrue and feeble". But, he continued:

It was undoubtedly Dickens's conviction that,
wi thin limits imposed by decency, he had told the
truth, and nothing but the.truth, about his sordid
and criminal characters •••• Think what we may of
his perfectly sincere claim, the important thing, in
our retrospect, is the spirit in vhich he made 1t.
After a long interval during vhich Engllsh fiction
vas represented by' the tavdr,r unreal or the high
imaginative ••• a nev writer demands attention for
stories or obscure llves, and tells his. tale so
attractively that high and 10101 give ear. It is a step
in social and poll tical history; it. declares the
democractic tendency of the new age.133

Though amused by Dickens's contention that he had drawn his characters
as such people really were, Gissing yet realised, as the novelist's
earliest readers had done, that the 1830's had marked a change in

131 Preface to Oliver Tt.rist(1899), rptd, The Inunortal Dickens (1924;
rptd. 1969), p.75.

132
133

Charles Dickens, pp. 51 - 2.
The Immortal Dickens, pp. 75 - 7.
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literary taste. Dickens, the pioneer of realism of subject-matter
if not of treatment (this place would probably have been reserved for
Thackeray), had opened up new areas of experience to the writer of
fiction. Sketches bv Boz had brought "a refreshing breath of reality
into the llterary atmosphere,,134, and Nicholas Nicklebv had boldly
taken as its hero a "penniless youth of the everyday world" :

He was opening in truth a new era of English fiction,
and the critic of our day who loses sight of this,
who compares Dickens to his disadvantage \dth
novelists of a later school, perpetrates the
worst kind of injusticel135

This was a broad-minded vindication of Dickens Is work, but an unsatis-
factory one in that it was made on historical not artistic grounds.
It supported rather than denied the suggestion that Dickens was outmoded,
part of an England and of an ethos which had passed away.

Nevertheless Gissing was b.7 far the most flexible of the late
nineteenth century novelists in his approach to Victoriar~sm. Not
only lid he endeavour to make allowances for Dickens by placing him in
historical perspective, he also did justice to the genius which had
created such a character as Hrs. Gamp. His remarks upon avoidance of
"the disagreeable" (which he called "idealism" or "idealization") were
intended for the serious figures - for Lizzie Hexam, or for Alic,e
Harwood in Dombey, for instance - not for the comic, in whom idealism was
put to good purpose. Leaving out all that would have been vile in a real-
life Sairey, Dicke!ls retained her essential vulgarity, whereas in the
idealisation of Alice he had carried out a process not of omission but

134 Preface to Sketches (1900), ibid., p.34.·
135 Preface to Nickleb.v (1893), ibid., p. 94.
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of' "substitution of' falsity". The nurse was an example of' "true
idealism", the fallen woman vas built up out of' "attitude and shalO,,136.
ThUs Gissing, again unlike his contemporaries, differentiated between
the good and bad portions of Dickens's work, and reached a more balanced
view of his achievement.

In spite of'his preference for Thackeray, Gissing avoided a f'inal
verdict on the relative merits of the two authors. TO\m.rds the end of
Charles Dickens I he denied the value of any discussion of the matter:

Twenty years ago a familiar topic for debating
societies was a comparison of' the literar,r charac-
teristics of' Dickens and Thacker~ - or of
Thackeray and Dickens, I f'orget which. Not
impossibly, the theme is still being discussed
in countr,r towns or London suburbs. Of course,
it was always an absurdi tJ', the points of' diff'er-
ence between these authors being so manif'est •
that debate in the proper sense there could be
none. As to which of' the two was the "greater·
novelist", the question may be 1ef't for answer
to those who are capable of seriously propounding
it.137

• •

The habit of' comparison, Gissing.f'elt, was as cre~Clng and antiquated
as was Dickens himself in many respects. It had no place in serious
literary discussion and could only interest the ignorant middle-class
amateur. This did not prevent him from making use of it himself' when
it was convenient to do so. Thackeray was the realist who had respect
for his art, Dickens the idealist who aimed at giving his readers
pleasure - this was the central opposition between the two men, in

136 Charles Dickena, pp. 102 - 5.
137 Ibid., p.260.
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Gis sing ,s mind. On these grounds Thackeray would certainl.y be the
greater. There may even have been, in the somewhat ambiguously
worded refusal to enter into comparisons quoted above, a hint that,
since Thackeray was so much the stronger minded of the two, there was
little point in giving lengthy consideration to a question of superior-
ity Yhich was so ea5,1 of decision.

Yet, if Gissing had volunteered an explicit statement of their
relative overall merits, it would perhaps, finally, not have been dis-
similar to that he delivered on Dickens and Balzac. The latter, he said,
was Ha stronger intellect, but b.1 no means a greater genius."138 Intellect
could no more provide complete satisfaction for Gissing than for earlier
writers. What helped to keep Dickens alive in his mind vas in fact
puzzlement as to how a popular author could also, at least on occasion,
be a great one. By normal standards, Dickens should never have been a
genius: "Few really great men can have had so narrow an intellectual
scope."1.39 He had not been an educated man, he had not been possessed
of a realistic vision, and, vorst of all, he had occupied a position with
respect to his public vhich had not been that of the conscientious
modern artist. Why had these shortcomings not utterly ruined his art?
Gissing felt a greater affinity with Thackeray, but it vas Dickens who
engaged his attention •. This was partly due to the fact that his work on
the latter vas commissioned, but at the same time a novelist like Dickens
could not fail to interest him deeply, because the career of such a
writer touched directly upon his own central preoccupation - dramatised
in the characters of Edwin Reardon and Jasper ~~lvain in New Grub Street -
with the relationship between serious art and popUlar fame.

1.38 Ibid., p. 264.
139 Ibid., p. 26.
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It is clear from certain passages quoted in this section that one
cr-eed 'Was shared by James, Ho'Wells and Gissing, hovever much their res-
pective artistic productions varied. The vie'Ws of Oscar Wilde on the
artist's duty 'Were extreme, but they reflected the general mood of the
anti-Victorian reaction :

Popular authority and the recognition of popular
authority are fatal. Thackeray's Esmond. is a
beautiful vork of art because he 'Wrote it to please
himself. In his other novels ••• he is too con-
scious of the public, and spoils his 'Work by appealing
directly to the sympathies of the public, or by

directly mocking at them. A true artist takes no
notice 'Whatever of the public. The public are to
him non-existent.140

Gissin~for one, placed more emphasis on the novelist's responsibility
to the facts of external experience than did Wilde - vhose 'Vivian' in
"The Decay of Lying" rebuked Dickens for his "depressing" concern Yith
contemporar,r social problems14l - but the t'Women had in common the
faith that art vas not to be compromised by obedience to (or, in
Wilde's theory, even b.1 satire upon) the values of the public. It
'Was this belief that united the men of the 90's against Victorianism,
and determined their attitudes to'Wards Dickens and Thackeray. From
their basic asswnption that art vas autonomous and must be true to itself
f10ved the attacks upon the sentimentality and moralising of both authors
and the sudden concern, at the turn of the century, Yith a matter 'Which,
surprisingly, had not much concerned the Victorian~, the supposedly

140 "The Soul of Han under Socialism", Fortnightly Review, 1 February
1891, xlix, 312; rptd. The Artist as Critic. Critical Writings of
Oscar Wilde (ed. Richard E]lmann, 1970), p. 280.

141 "The Decay of Lying" (1889), The Artist as Critic, p, 300.
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intrusive addresses of Thackeray to his audience ("he forgets the impartia-
lity of the artist," alleged Charles Whibley in 1903, "and goes about bab-
bling with hi~ own puppets"142). In the urgent need ~ch later writers
felt to break entirely with the past, the extent to which Thacker~ had
offended the susceptibilities of his time was often lost sight of, and he was
regarded as an upholder of the moral conformity With which Dickens, ~/ his
Victorian admirers, had always been associated. The distinction between the
two men disappeared, for all except Gissing (and even he referred to "Dickens
and 'Ihacke'ray" as mutual exemplars of the omnisc.i.ertmethod). The effect of
the revolt against Victorianism - which might have been expected to pr9duce
more contrasts like Gissing's, between Dickensian morality and Thacker~an
realism, in the latter's favour - was in fact to destroy the basis of comparison.

(vii)

The decline of Thackeray, and with him of the traditional comparison,
was completed in the year of his centenary, 1911. The issue in that year
of a new edition (the Centenary Biographical) of his complete works - the
last such edition, as it transpired - seemed to set a seal upon the reputa-

Ition which W.C. Brownell and Frederic Harrison had earlier hailed as
"classic". But it was Dickens, and not Thacker~,who was to survive.
George Saintsbury, as early as 1895, had seen a fa1ling-off in respect
for the latter's work143, and Chesterton, in 1911, finalised this proc,ess,
when he took the word "classic" and transformed it into a label for art
that was enshrined in the past, admired ~ut not loved, preserved but not

I

living : "Thacker~ has become classical; but Dickens has done more:

142 William Hakepeace Thackerat (1903), p. 93.
143 Corrected Imnressions, rptd. Collected Essats and Papers (3 vols.,

1923, ii, 188 ~ 9.
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he has remained modern. ,,144 Thackeray's essentially nineteenth century
world, "that universe of ranks and respectabilities in comparison with
which Dickens was called a caricaturist", was "breaking up like a
c.Ioudl.and", and only the caricatures of Dickens remained "like things
carved in stonen145• W:Lthin a year of this separation between "classical"
and "modern" - the latter word used qy Chesterton, for once, non-
pejoratively - three periodical writers, from their various viewpoints,
had endorsed the truth of the~e remarks about the relative merits of
Dickens and Thackeray. Blackwood's declared the former "free of all the
world", but thought the latter's appeal very limited:

His tiresome habit of obtruding himself, the furious
rage with which he takes moral shies at the Aunt
Sallies of his own creation, his ready subservience
to his own place and time, will limit his apprecia-
tion to the land of his birth.146

Chesterton's comparison reappeared here in terms of the 'modern' object-
ions raised against Thackeray (and Dickens too). He had been the slave
of Victorian society, interfering with the autonomy of character in
the interests of morality. Something of the sarnofeeling may have dicta-
ted the London Quarterly Revie\f's remark in the following year that
"his easy indifference • • • to any other leading characters t~an are
ready to his hand in the puppet box" had "confined his popularity to
England, and in England to a comparatively restricted set of readers".
Distaste for the manipulation of character and a sense that Thackeray
dealt only with the manners of a "restricted" section of .society were

144 Appreciations a~d Criticisms, p. xiii.
145 Ibid., pp. vii - viii.
146 "HuSings without l-Iethodlf, Blackwood IS, June 1911, clxxxix, 851.
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perhaps combined here. This critic added: "For English literature's
most genuine and permanently established citizen of the world, it is
to Dickens that we must go.,,147 However, Dickens and Thackeray would
nperhaps, finally be pronounced as the two greatest novelists who have
at any time w-ritten in the English languagen148• The Nineteenth Century,
a month later, continued the idea that Thackeray's appeal was more limited
than that of his contemporary. Dickens's forte was "creation", Thackeray's
and George Eliot's "compilation"; the first was timeless, the second,
because of its fidelity to immediate real! ty, was approachable only
through its ow age149• Bumble and Pickwick, ille the characters of
Homer and Shakespeare, vere not realistic figures, but "splendid, or,
lt ve vill, exaggerated, example Cs] of what Lite could be if ve were
content to trust It.,,lSO This final phrase clearly derived from a read-
1ng of Chesterton. The divine freedom of the Dickens fairy-land vas once
more being celebrated at the expense of the localised observation of fact
vhich was presumed to constitute the achievement of Thackeray.

At the beginning of the next decade, the 1920's, the fall of Thackeray
vas further confirmed. In 1922 - a year after Percy Lubbock had condemned
Thackeray's intrusiveness on Jamesian grounds - John Uiddleton l1urry, in
the Times, declared that since 1914 there had been a strong revival of
interest ln Dickens among the young: "While Thackeray is decideiU.ytar-
nished since he vas put on the shelf, the splendour of Dickens, I fancy,
nov that he has been taken down again, shines as bright as ever. nISI

147 T.H.S. Escott, "Charles Dickens", London QuarterlY Review, January
1912, 5th sere lli, o.s. cxviii, 33.
Ibid., 29.
Darrell Figgis, "Charles Dickens", Nineteenth Century, February
1912, lxxi, 277.
Ibid., 275.

148
149

150
151 "The Dickens Revival", Times. 19 May 1922, 16; rptd. Pencillinras

(1923), pp.3l - 2.
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One of the pieces of evfdencs cited by }furry in support of his claim for

a Dickens revival was George Santayana's essay in the ~ of the previous

year. This, though }iurry did not mention the fact, had contained another

indication of the slump in Thackeray's prestige: "It is usual to compare

Dickens vith Thackeray, which is like comparing the grape with the goose-

berry; there are obvious points of resemblance, and the gooseberry has

some superior qualities of its own; but you can't make.r-ed vine of it.n152

In Santayana's eyes, to write about the differences or similarities be-

tween Dickens and Thackeray would have been a waste of time, since there

was clearly no equality of status between them. Thackeray, and with him

the comparison itself, had dwindled into a gooseberr,r.

Dickens's comic genius was one factor which guaranteed his con-

tinuing appeal. Another was his passion for social reform. Shaw, in

1911, detected in Hard Times the spirit of "Karl Marx, Ruskin, Horris,

Carpenter, rising up against civilization itself as against a disease"153.

The voice of revolution was heard also in W. Walter Crotch's The Secret

of Dickens (1919), though this critic saw Dickens very muchin the nine-

teenth century role of father to the poor, while Shawenvisaged as

desirable the total abolition of the system '_"'h1chmade this paternalism

possible. Dickens, said Crotch, had been "the supreme witness for the

commonman, the great revolutionary", but Thackeray had know nothing of

the world outside l1ayfair and had passed by "the greater society, the

humanfamily, which comprises ostlers as well as earls ,,154. The poli ti-

cal tendency of Dickens's fiction, whether regarded as democratic or

152 Soliloquies in En~land (1922), p.70.

153 Introduction (written 1911) to Hard Times, for the Waverley

Edition of Dickens (1913 - 5), p. vii.
154 The Secret of Dickens (1919), p. 152.
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revolutionary, made it relevant to contemporal~ concerns. At the same
time, it contained elements of poetry and "mystery" vhich found an echo
in the modern mind, and Yhich could be discerned through the vulgarities
and imperceptiveness vhich so often disfigured his york. In Powysls
account of the Dickens vorld, as in Shav's treatment of Hard Times, the
complete critical respectability of Dickens in the post-Wilsor~an era
vas foreshadoved. Thackeray, however, vas neither revolutionary nor
mystic, and, in the absence of such saving graces, fell into neglect,
in spite of the prognostications of certain critics in the late nineteenth
century. His habit of intruding himself into his work and his subser-
vience to the morality of his time destroyed his claim to artistic 1nteg-
r1ty, his lim! ted social outlook made him seem a tigure trom the past,
and his tailure to comprehend the depths and heights of the soul shoved
him to have a ver,y narrow understanding ot human experience. When one
member of the traditional partnership vas so discredited, and even the
survivor's reputation vas still far from certain in ~ quarters, there
vas little interest in making comparisons between them. During the
second and third decades of this century, the practice passed into almost
total obeyance, but in the 30ls and again in more recent criticism it
was reneved, on a more limited scale, and once more provided a reflect-
ion of current artistic and philosophical preoccupations.



CHAPTER SEVEN

'l".IE l-fODERN PERIOD: FROH THE 1930'S TO THE 1970'S

It was noted at the conclusion of' the previolls chapter that two
factors, apart f'rom humour, contributed to the survival of' Dickens in
the first three decades of' this centur,r - his social attitudes and his
avarenesa of'human "mysteI7". In the period:.from the 40' s onwards these
have been the dominant concerns of' Dickens criticism, and this is re-
fleeted in the use, limited though it has been, which has been made of
the comparison with Thackeray during this time.

In the criticism of' James, Howells and Gissing it was envisaged
that the artist would be true to his inspirat~on by remaining free
f'rom the morality Df' his age. Later, this belief' led to the formula-
tion of a more violent creed, wl1ich required that the artist set himself'
in active rebellion again.st the pressures of' the society in which he
lived. This concept of literature was expressed in an ess~ of 1936

by sean 0'Fao1lln :
We have broken with tradition both in literature and
in life, and if we are to receive any inspiration it
will not be from [Dickens 1. It will be from those
who broke with tradition before and after him, those
individual wanderers out of the orderly procession in
which he, like a general, brings up the rear - those
scouts and guerillas of the disorganised rebellion of'
our times.1

1 "Dickens and Thackeray", The English Novelists (ed. Derek Verschoyle,
1936), p. 151.
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For this writer, the function of the artist vas exactly the opposite
to that allotted him in the Victorian era. He was to be a leader of
the revolt against established authority. Dickens, in spite of his
genius, had refused this responsibility and had "hitched his star to
the wagon of conventional thought and conventional morality": "He
becaae the novelist of bourgeois. thought •••• the creature of his
times •••• He is, in short, the great comforter of the nineteenth

:2century". Therefore his reputation voul.d decline, while that of
Thackeray vould increase ("though - because Dickens ~ immense - it is
t:nlikely if they will ••• ever meet"), for Thackeray, said O'Faolhln,
had not been "sold to his timesll to the extent of Dickens. Though he
vas "no aberrant", being "too much of the commune" for that, yet he had,
in a gentlemanly small vay, done what Hardy and Lawrence after him did:
"he slapped smug English morality in the face." He was even fit to
rank \lith certain of the Continental masters:

The man who wrote a Novel without a Hero and almost
made a heroine of Becky Sharp, is ••• near enough
to l·1s,upassantwho made a heroine out of Boule de Suif,
to be company for lurgenev or Flaubert: possibly not
very good company and they would have quizzed him a
great deal, but let that pass.3

./ .Though patronising Th&ckeray, O'Faol8in nevertheless achieved a more
accurate understanding of his work than those 'Who claimed that he had
been completely bound to the conventions of his age. It should be pointed
out, however, that it vas the subversive qualities of Becky that this
critic stressed, not those of the weakly rlrtuous Amelia, whom he would

:2 Ibid., pp.U 7 - s.
3 Ibid., p. US.
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probably have regarded as the epitome of the sentimental Victorian
morali ty from Yhich he himself had broken ayay. His rendering of
justice to Thackeray vas only partial, and was, moreover, achieved
only at the expense of injustice to Dickens~ As in the Victorian
period, it seemed impossible to appreciate both authors equa.lly.

The standards appUed to the nineteenth century' novelists by

O'Faolatn were substantially those used by Shav, but the verdicts were
entirely different, since Shaw came dow heavily on the side of Dickens,
distinguishing, in a 1937 Introduction to Great Expectations, betveen
the bourgeois vho looked on the existing social system as basica.lly
right and in need only of occasional reforms and the revolutionary who
wished to sweep aw~ the entire structure :

We have only to compare Thackeray and Trollope wi th
Dickens to perceive this contrast •••• Thackeray
and Trollope were received and approved b.7 f~onable
society with complete confidence. Dickens, though able
to fascinate all classes, vas never so received or
approved except by the goodnatured or stupid ladies
and gentlemen yho trere incapable of criticising any-
one who could mruce them laugh and cry • • • • Trollope
and Thackeray could see Chesney Wold; but Dickens could
see through it.4

The great artist was he who ripped apart the fabric of a corrupt society,
and did not timidly conform to it. To Shaw, Thackeray was the representa-
tive of a conventional and outmoded bourgeoisie (a favourite word of
denigration in modern criticism) which must be eradicated from the
earth, and Dickens was the clear-sighted socialistic man who saw the
necessity for such violent remedies.

This concern with the artist as rebel vas the foundation - stone

4 Introduction to Limited Editions Club Great EXpectations (Edinburgh,
1937), pp. viii - ix.
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of the re-assessment of Dickens's reputation Yhich commenced in the
40·s. In 1940, George Orwell, measuring Dickens b.Y socialist criteria,
found many limitations in his social philosophy, Yhich vas essentially
middle-class not proletarian or revolutionar,y wld did not proceed
beyond the desire for a change of spirit rather than of structure. In
the work of Edmund Wilson, on the other hand, as in that of Shaw,
Dickens vas treated as a subversive Yriter. O'Faol~n's "great
comforter of the nineteenth century" was established by Wilson as the

man least bound b.1 Victorian coaes, "the poet of that portiered and
upholstered world who saw clearest through the coverin~s and the
curtains."5 vIilson drew no comparf.son with Thackeray in his famous
essay, "Dickens: The Two Scrooges", but it is clear from a comment made
in 191",7that he saw in 'li1ackeraya "bourgeois" and "Old i-Torld"novelist6

Vtl0 lacked Dickens's modernity of social perception: "He cannot see
society as a vho'Le as Dickens was able to do, with all the paradoxes
involved in its structure and the dislocations caused by its growth.,,7
There was no attempt on Thackeray's part to mount an attack on society
or to attain to a vision of the distortions which it imposed on the
individual. T'nerefore, for vlilson (applying criteria no less dogmatic
or limiting than those brought to bear upon art b.1 the Victorians), he
did not warrant serious attention.

'"Although Wilson's essay cast Dickens in the twin roles of "the
criminal" and "the rebel"8, one of its centres of interest lay in the
tension between these and a more conventional, optimistic Dickens.

5 "Dickens: The Two Scrooges", The Wound and the Bow (Cambridge, Hass.,
19l.J.), p.9.

6 "An Old Friend of the Fa~ily: Thackeray", New Yorker, 8 February
1947; rptd. Classics and Commercials (1950), p. 358.

7 Ibid., p. 357.
8 The Wound and the BOi-!,p. 15.
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The novelist became "the victim, of a manic-depressive cycle", unable
to balance "the opposite impulses of his nature,,9. It is this concept
of psychological division which has fascinated later critics. Morton
Dauwen Zabel, for instance, say in Dickens a man torn betyeen rebellion
and confonni ty: "the principle of revolution which Dickens feared in
its political and social consequences", he wrote in 1957, "had deeper
roots in his make-up than his moral sentiment could openly admi t"lO. It
was doubtless this conflict between public conventionality and private
disorder which endoyed A Tale of Two Cities, in Zabel's eyes, with "a
stronger modern relevance than Thackeray's HenEY Esmond or George Eliot's
Romola"ll. The spectacle of a man divided against himself, avoided by .
the Victorians, has been dwelt upon b.r modern readers:

He came later, at the time of his readings from Oliver
Mst, to have a clear and horrifying awareness of his
split personality; he dreaded himself, and the possibility
that he might be exiled by his own doing into the world
of the murderer and the socialloutcast.12

••• Tom [Grad~rindJand Stephen (Blackpool] express
'DickensIs inner conflict - his moral revulsion from a
society whose laws are a prison,and his equally strong
counter-revulsion (a rebellion compounded with guilt)
against those who break its laws.13

These two passages are especially typical, relating to the Dostoievskian
preoccupation which critics have shown with the idea of Dickens's "guilt".

9 Ibid,! pp.. 61u..6.4 •.
10Craft and Character (1957), p. 68.
11.!!21!!., p. 64.
12 (John Bayley, "Oliver Twist"; Dickens and the Twentieth Century ed.

John Gross and Gabriel Pearson, 1962), p. 53.
13Taylor Stoehr, Dickens: The Dreamer's Stance (Cornell University

Press, Ithaca, 1965), p. 175.
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Both Jack Lindsay and }~rk Spilka have insisted that he was tormented
by a sense of guilt arising,in the latter critic's words,out of an
"incestuous longing for his sister Fanny and for the childlike Nary
IIogarth,,14,and numerous critics have explored the criminal implications
, ,

of Great Exnectations, discovering in Orlick's attack on }~s. Gargary,
and in the figure of J.1agyitch arising from t!le grave of Pip's fathar,
mirror-images of the hero's own guilty, violent and suppressed desires15•
The idea that behind the ordinary appearances of society lie violence
and criminality, frustrated passion and longing, which strain for release
and drive men into neurosis, has been of major importance in work on
Dickens in the post-war period.

This willingness to discover in the great men of the ~ast manifesta-
tions of internal dualism ought also to have benefitted Thackeray, but
in fact, although some critics have recognised the divided nature of his
consciousness, it has not endeared him to them. Lambert Ennis began his
biographical stuqy of Thackeray in 1950 with the statement: "The most
important of all Thackeray's 'ambivalences',- to use that currently
popular term - is the opposition within him of cynicism and sentimental-
ity.,,16 But the remrlnder of this book, sofar from making a claim for
Thackeray as a great novelist on this score~ seemed inclined to be-
little him, while J.Y.T. Greig, writing in the same year, and tracing
all Thackeray's shortcomings to a mother-fixation, was quite as

14 Ha.rk Spilka, Dickens and Kafka (1963), p.53; Jack Lindsay, Charles
Dickens (1950), passim.

15 See,e.g., Spilka, op.' cit., p.ll1; Julian l-ioynihan,"The Hero's Guilt:
The Case of Great Expectations", Essays in Criticism, January 1960, x,
(jJ-79; Karl P. Wentersdorf, "Hirnr-Images in Great Expectations",
Uineteenth Century Fiction, December 1966, :xxi, 203-2!~.

16 Thackeray: The Sentimental Cynic (Northwestern Universityfress,
Evanston, Illinois, 1950), p.l.
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irritated as the Victorians br the novelist's refusal to adopt a fixed
outlook on life:

\fuat he lacked was a stable and undeviatine mind.
To the men of his mmday he was enigmatic and dis-
turbing; to men of ours he appears hesitant, irrita-
ting in his vacillations, even poor - spirited.17

It vas because of this indecisiveness, Greig thought, that he had
exerted less of a hold than Dickens over the Victorians:

the sage of Chelsea spoke for the majority- of his
contemporaries vhen he called Thackeray 'very
uncertain and chaotic'. Dickens \lith his gusto,
and despite much cheap jollity and still cheaper
pathos, did more to shake the Victorian complacency
than his saturnine, disjointed rival. Dickens hung

18together, Thackeray did not.
Yet Greig himself had admitted that the latter had exerted over his
time a "disturbing" spell, which must have been more insidious in its
effect upon "complacency" than the more open methods employed by Dickens.
By placing himself in the position of the Victorians, Greig indicated
that he too found Thackeray not merely "hesitant" but "irritating" in
the manner experienced by the novelist's first readers. In this perhaps
lles one reason for Thackeray's failure to re-establish himself during
tho 50' s and 60' s as a living author. The dual nature of his narrative
voice, it may be hypothesised, continued to play upon the nerves of
readers. The pathological morbidity ascribed to Dickens (though not b.1

Greig, 'Who treated Dickens in a rather old-fashioned yay) vas perfectly
acceptable, because it dramatised the eruption of dark forces through the
surface of civilised life, a characteristic preoccupation of tventieth

17 Thackeray. A Reconsideration (1950, rptd. 1967), p.2.
18 Ibid., p.lOl.
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century literature, and, later, of criticism. The varfare embodied in
Thackeray's narrator, on the other hand, vas not one of turbulence ,and
terror but of weakness and melancholy, qualities vhich recommended them-
selves neither to Greig, nor to critics, like Wilson and Zabel, vho
valued the struggle of the revolutionary and the criminal against the
pressures of society more highl7 than they did the vacillations of senti-
men t and irony.

The interest vhich critics have shown in the double life of Dickens,
his outvard existence as respectable bourgeois and.his inner rebellion,
also points to a possible ~xplanation for the lack of interest shown in
the comparison With Thackeray during the past three decades. It would
have been easy enough fo~ a contrast to be set up between the supposedly
conformist Thackeray and the subversive Dickens, but this has never
become an established feature of modern criticism, and the reason would
partly appea.r to be that it has never been necessary. Dickens perfectly
represents within himself the opposition of middle-class respectability,
and revolutionary disturbance, so that, in an age which accepts, and
even relishes, the existe~ce of mental fragmentation, there has not
been the need to externalise this polarity. The moderns have found in.
the idea of the half-man divided against himself, avoided ~/ Victorian
reviewers, an ideal image for the dark discontents which underlie. the
superficial complacena,y of society - an image more suitable to their
purpose than the antagonism of tyO separate men.

(ii)

The emphasis laid qy criticism on the depths which lurk beloy'the
placid surface has a more than social significance. It is in man f s



,

subconscious also that darkness rules, and it is for his contact with
this lower region that Dickens has been most admired in recent years.
Robert Morse wrote in 1949:

Dickens has gone underground to that region where
the mists of unnameable anxieties and the smoke of
infantile terrors prevail.
for the source of emotional vitali ty he draws on the
deepest mythology of mankind •••• 19

And J.O. Reid in 1961 I

Dickeris is able to do something different from his
contemporaries. He can, while writing a social
commentar,y and a novel, also write a parable that
calls up deep-rooted traditional responses, and he
can, through archetypal images, maintain a link
with the depth of the subconscious, reflecting the .
terro~s and tensions of the human soul.20

~Wth and symbol have become'for the modern critic the means b.r which the
artist reaches down, not to the exuberant source of creation, as in
Chesterton, or even to nstrangeness", as in l-1achen,but to "terrors"
which the conscious mind of man cannot deal with and often seeks to
avoid. Yet, although a direct line can be traced from the late nineteenth
century creed of artistic freedom, through the artist-rebel of Shaw and
0'Faolhln, to the bourgeois-cum-revo1utionary of the 50' s and 60' s , no
such clearly marked line exists between Chesterton and Machen and the
myth-making of later readers, since the approach which wac made to
Dickens's work b.Y these two writers in the first decade of the century
was not developed during the 20's and 30's, and the attitudes of

19 "Our Hutual Friend", Partisan Review (NellYork), ~t3.rch1949, xvi,' 278, 286.
20 The Hidden Horld of Charles Dickens (1961 lecture, publ., University of

Auckland, 1962), p. 22.
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Chesterton yere explicitly repudiated ~ Edmund Wilson at the outset
of the Dickens revival. It is nevertheless plain that similarities
exist between the two groups, and that Machen, in particular, with his
interest in the subconscious, anticipated later developments.

Thackeray, more at home with classical allusion than with primord-
ial terrors, offers little scope for this type of criticism. Dorothy

•
Van Ghent, in her chapter on Van! ty Fair in The Enelish Novel (1953),
attempted to discover in the novel certain images of horror, finding,
for instance, in the spectacle of Jos Sedley offering his neck to the
razor of his valet - though for shaving purposes only - Ha complex image
of a kind of fear so muddied, an image of a psychological state so
profoun~ irrational, that we react to it with an impulse of horrified
laughter", and claiming that during the last senile illness of the
elder Sir Pitt the serving-girl who nursed him had "full amplitude'
to scream obscenities and mruce faces at him"21. The interpretation of
the first episode is, perhaps, a matter of subjective responses, but that
of the second, on reference to Chapter 40 of Vanity Fair, is a distort-
ion, since the nurse screams, not "obscenities", but simply "Hold your

22tongue, you stoopid old fool" • 91Ss Van Ghent tried to modernise
Thackeray to on extent he will not bear, and, because of his failure to
meet her needs, her essay vas often hostile to him. She criticis'ed him
for, as she supposed, qualifying the "frighteningn world of Becky with
tho sweetness of Amelia, and ridiculed: the final dismissal' of Amelia.

and Dobbin to "solvency and neighbourhood prestige and a good middle-class
house with varnished stalrcases.n23 She wished that, like Balzac, whom

21 )The English Novel : Form and Function (lIewYork and London, 1953 ,
pp. 146, 151.

22 Centenary Biographical Works, ii, 60.
23 The Em:lish Novel, p.142.
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she praised, Thackeray had shown that virtue was not triumphant and had
allowed evil greater sway. Vanity Fair, as a whole, did not contain
the horror which she sought. Tne varnished staircase - her own emblem
of respectability, not Thackeray's - was presented b,rthe novelist as
having a positive value, rather than as undermined by the amoral, animality'
of BeckJr. Any serious vision of the depths was eschewed in favour of
conventional comfort.

Paradoxically, one feature of the modern belief that the essential
truths of hunan nature lie in the darkness which the Victorians strove
to .corquer-, in "the terror that would seem to be more real" than
"ordinary li~e"24, has been that, instead of insisting on the little~ess
of man, Dickens critics have developed a new sense of humanity's romantic
potential. Graham Greene's reading of Oliver Twist - nth~ nightmare
fight between the darkness where ~e demons walk and the sunlight where
ineffective goodness makes its last stand in a condemned world"25 -
illustrates the poetic strangeness found in Dickens's work. If the
contrast between Becky and Amelia had been conceived in these terms,
Vani ty Fair would, almost certainly, have won a 'Wide following from the
40's onwards. l~ths of the beast, the demon and the ab,rss enable man to
think of himself in cosmic terms, but the weak vacillations of a Pendennis
and the sneaking viciousness of a Barnes Newcome are, perhaps, of little
or no inte~est to, and might even discomfort, those who do not care to
be reminded that man may be petty as well as bestial, feeble as well as
vicious, and that all human indignity may not be of the poetic order. In
a w~ different from that of the Victorian era, Thackeray may still be

24 This quotation from Kafka's notebooks appears in Julian Symon's
Charles Dickens (1951; 2nd ed., 1969), p. 90.

25 "The Young Dickens", The LOJt Childhood (1951), p.56.
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regarded as a novelist "'ho shovs man as less than he is.

Again, there have been few comparisons between Dickens' and Thackeray

in this area of myth, concentration being focussed on the clash of

"sialllght" and "darkness" in the novels of a single author. During the

60's, hoyever, two contrasts yere made 'Whichdid suggest that it vas
\

possible for Dodern critics to see in the t",o men representatives of the

tyO halves of the humanmnd. The first to see in the opposition a

p:r,rchologic31 sienificance of this kind YaS Keith Hollings",orth in

The Neur1'ateNovel (1963) :
Both (131.11wer]and Dickens are interested in the criminal

as representative of black evil erupting from the depths

of a hunan nature which is shared by all •••• In the
Oliver Mst preface, .speaking of nancy, Dickens uses

the phrase, "our COmDonnature." Bulwer can imaginatively
1i!0ntify himself vi th Eugene Aram; Dickens can do the same
Yith Sikes •• ' •• Bulwer and.Dickens ••• 'Workedfrom
springs of intuition 'Whichmade them sometimes aware of

the shocldng affinity Yith the enemy. The man [Thackeray]

yho opposed them vas a daylight teoperament; for his art,

he had not yet drawn from his own depths. In his on-,
s1aught upon tho other two, in 1840, he was reason

chasti::::ing tho irrational. He could not sympathize

vith vhat they were doing, nor could they explain it
to him. Their artistic effort, despite its fabric of
realism, was symbolic and myth-onkine; Thackeray Is
effort vas realistic.26

lIolllIl[;sworth voiced the modern viel-tpoint on Dickens's criminals, though

he oueht to have pointed out that vhen the novelist talked of nancy Is

share in "our commonnature", he was thinldng as much of the manner in

26 The ncvp;atc Novel, 1330 - It7 (t-layneState University Press, Detroit,

1963), pp. 224 - 5.
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~hich she retained some spark of original God-given virtue as of her
unde~orld life of prostitution. The doctrine of a "soul of goodness
in things evil", so important to Dickens himself, ~as lost sight of in
this passage, obscured by" a concern Yith the "black evil" which lay
beneath all human conduct.

Hollings~orth's antithesis betwGen myth and realism recalled the
distinction between Dickens and Thackeray made by both Chesterton and
Machen, while his opposition of irrational intuition and reason looked
back to the comparison between the subconscious and conscious in the
vork of Hachen in particular. .The Freudian possibilities of this latter
contrast were r;torefully :brought out by" James H. \fueatley in his Patterns
in Thackergz's Fiction (1969), discussing Thackeray's intelligence:

Nore intelligent, we must say, than Dickens, in the
usual senses of flintelligent". I.fwe ask, as the
Dickensians are likely to do, whether Thackeray is
as psychologically interesting, and especially
whether his unconscious self vas as poverful and
"articulate" as vas Dickenst., the ansver to at
least the latter question must be no •••• Yet
if Dickens was in his generation the poet of the
Id and Superego, Thackeray vas the poet of the Ego:
of the self' scrutinizing itself • • , , 27

This is a restatement of the conflict between instinct and an~sis,
couched in twentieth century terms. Hollingsworth hinted that the
later work of Thackeray, like the early Dickens, drew upon its author's
"own depths", This misleadingly Gugge:sted that Vanity Fair, f'or instance,
sprang from the same "springs of intuition" that produced Oliver,
~leatley, more precisely, saw that Thackeray's descent into his own
personality was fully conscious, and that it led rot to the making o.f
my.ths but to the dissection o.fmoods and motives, based upon self-
lcnowledge. Both authors were subjective, but Dickens's material was

27 Patterns in Thackerav's Fiction (Hassachusetts Institute of
.TElchnoloF':Yt Cambridt"e. Ha~~ __ m".~ T""l&n_~1C1.:':.O..L.......... t:



the darkness of the unconscious, Thackeray's the "daylight" (to borrow
Hollingsworth's metaphor) of the conscious. Their methods, Wheatley
implied, were equally valld, yielding insights of a different kind, so
that appreciation of the one did not necessarily preclude acUniration for
the other. In fact, since Ego and Id were contained in every man, it
could still be argued that, as in Victorian times, the novelists reflected
the co-existence of two interpretations of human experience, not in-
compatible since both were in some measure pessimistic, but nevertheless
addressed to separate portions of the mind. The point waJ not developed
b.1 ~1eatley and has not been taken up b.1 any subsequent critic - for
though Juliet Hcl!aster in her 1971 'l'hackeray.The Hajor Novels gives
deserved attention to Thacker~ as a self-conscious artist, ~he does not
consider his relation to Dickens in this respect - but Dickens and
Thackeray might, even in the 1970's, be treated (without denigration of
either) as half-men, whose viewpoints must be combined in order to attain
to a complete understanding of life. For tl11s to occur, however, as
much importance would have to be attached b,y critics to one part ,of.the
mind as to the other, and this, to judge by the imbalance between the
number of studiea produced on Dickens in the past ten years and those
published on Thackeray, is not, at the present moment, very probable.

Several factors have-affected the standing of Thackeray during the
last three decades. At least in the 40's ru1d early 50's, for instance,he
was criticised - by such critics as Edmund llilson and Dorothy Van Ghent -
for intruding his own sentimental and moralising personality upon the
autonony of his stoif3 (in particular, upon the vi tality of Becky, which

28 See Wilson, "Who Cares 'Who Killed Roger Ackroyd?", Ne," Yorker.J.20
Jan~~ 1945, ~td.,Classics and COmMercials (1950), p. 262; Van·

Ghent, OPe cit., pp. 139 - 40.
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was suppose~ subordinated b.r her wholly Victorian author to the milk-
and-water domesticity of Amelia). For the purpose of the present work,
however, attention has been given only to that aspect of modern criticism
which links Thackeray with Dickens, its preoccupation with the knowledge
"that life within the daylight world is precariously balanced over un-
fathomable ab,rsses.n29 In this concern with the depths of society and
of the individual consciousness seems to lie an explanation, not necessarily
the only one, for the almost complete disappearance of the Dickens-
Thackeray comparison. Because critics of the 401s, 50ls and 60Is have
discovered in the psychological tensions of Dickens1s character and work
a reflection of social conflict and of darkness concealed b.r the surface
of the mind, they have not been interested in externalising divisions
which can best be dramatised in terms of a single entity torn apart b.r

inner repression and turmoil. Dickens holds vithin himself the "fierce
30 .encountersn which now excite most interest. It should be added that,

no less than in the nineteenth century, the emphasis has been placed more
on one side than the other. No modern critic, for example, identifies
himself with the bourgeoisie or suggests that the ordinar,r world is more
real than that of the hidden terrors, any more than the average Victorian
critic adopted the viewpoint of a cynic. Nor can it be said that the
"daylight" world is even granted equal importance vith its blacker
counterpart. It could therefore be claimed that the ideas of mid-
twentieth century criticism, for all their greater sophistication, are
often, philosophically, as rest~icted as the na!vet6s offered b.r so many
reviewers between 1836 and 1900.

29 J. Hillis Miller, Charles Dickens. The World of his Novels (Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1958), p. 321.

30 See Leslie Stephen, pp. 4 - 5 above.
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'"Dickery and Thacldns til, Frederic Harrison informed a friend with
some relish in the latter half of the 1850's, "are certainly undermining
our principles. III He was thinldng specifically of the two authors.'
social satire - of the Circumlocution Office and of the "wholesome"
ridicule of "kings and nobl.es" offered by Thackeray in his lectures
on The Four Georl"es (1856 - 57) - but his remarks bore a wider applica-
bility than that which was intended. Diclcens's descents into low-life,
his taste for grotesquerie, his vision of an animistic atomistic world,
his self-displaying mannerism; Thackeraj's cynical undercutting of all
pretensions to virtue, his refusal to acknowledge that man was anything
but a socially detcrnined ~~mal, his subjectivism; the disregard for
traditional notions of fictional form, and the lack of religious and
moral principle, evidenced in the work of both men - each of these
features struck at established authority, and united the novelists in
common subversion of the public opinions of their time. Their similar-
ity in this respect was one conclusion which could have been drawn from
comparisons between them. Certainly Thomas Powell hinted that the cynic.and the painter of the grotesque vere alike in their distortion of
human nature: "Becky is as cold and wicked - as Quilp is a monstrous
abortion.1I2 This perception of a resemblance remained, hovever , one
of the few exceptions, and throughout the nineteenth century - and,
indeed, during the whole history of the comparison - the emphasis was
placed on antithesis rather than parallel •

. As vas suggested in the Introduction to this York, one reason for
this choice was the comfort which could be derived, in the Victorian era,
from the enactment of evil's expulsion by good. The pairinG of two

1 Quoted Autobio,r;rn.phicNemoirs (2 vols., 1911), i, 184.
2 Pictures of the LivinG Authors of Britain, p. 105.

J5l
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negative sets of attributes would plainly not serve the moral purpose
of a clear-cut distinction between negative and positive characteristics,
~J which whatever was unacceptable in the work of one novelist could be
corrected b.r reference to its opposite in the work of the other. Thus,
instead of supposing that both Dickens and Thackeray, in their different
fashions, threatened conventional standards, Victorian reviewers, in
general, used the comparison to show that one of them was an upholder
and the other an opponent of.accepted truth. In this manner, pessimism,
weak-willed dilettantism, subjectivism and social determinism, represented
in the fiction of Thackeray, were ousted by hope, duty, objectivity,
poetic universality and the freedom of the ideal, embodied in the novels
of Dickens, while self-assertive ecce:'1tricityof charatter and stylistic
mannerd.om, faults of Dickens's writings, were balanced b.r the truth
.to general experience of TI.ackeray's social types and b.r the well-bred
puri ty of his diction. Nor lolasthe habit of viewing one writer in
positive and the other in negative terms confined to the nineteenth
century alone. For Chesterton, no less than for his prede~essors, the
comparison was one of antagonism, the liberty and poetry of Dickens
rising superior to the circumstantial realism of Thackeray. And, when
it came to be conceived that a moral obligation was imposed upon the
artist to rebel against his environment, the contrast could still be
enlisted on the side of dogma, as Shaw and O'FaolUn - drawing differ-
ent conclusions about the relative merits of Dickens and Thackeray from
similar premises - showed. For critics of both centuries a comparison
between the two authors proved useful as a means of setting out the
antagonism between the virtues they approved and the vices, failures
and shortcomings of which the,r disapproved.

It was also suggested in the Introd'.lctionthat the practice of
juxtaposing these two men sprang from the existence of suppressed
tensions within the critical mind itself as well as from external clashes
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of opinion. Hasson, it maybe surmised - and the argument is strength-

ened by his insistence on the "co-existence," of Dickens and Thackeray -

would not have been so ready to champion the idealism of Dickens had the

pessimistic realism of Thackeray, f~om which it provided a release, not

found an echo in his 0..'!1 experd ence, Even Chesterton perhaps was'

impelled to his defence of Dickens by the sad knovl.edge that, as

Gissing and Thackeray had shown, man was, in reality, the subject of

time and circumstance. TI1esupposition that the two 'novelists were in

unreconciled and uneasy "co-existence" in the minds of their readers is

suppor-ted by such points as the vacillation of Robert Bell in l81r8

between umrilling admission of lithe depths of a loathsome truth",

revealed IiI Thackeq:y, and hopeful clinging to the Dickensian faith in

"some redeeming feature lurking somewhere, under rags or tinsel"]; the

anatomical imager,y of TIl0masPoyell in 1851 - "One has most head, the

other most heart,,4 - and the seasonal similes of spring and autumn in

the EnrrUsh Revie~.fof 18485, both of which implied that the authors yere

naturally and irrevocably connected parts of a single organism; and,

most explicitly, the decisive claim of the NewHonthl! Hrtgazine in 1875
- 6

that "Thackeray completes Dickens". The "loathsome truth", which Bell

confessed that "the best of us are willing enough to evade if we can'",

was present in'the thoughts of Victorian reviel.J'ers in the shape of doubts

about the dignity of man. Cri tics of the 50 I S '7' Theodore Hartin, for

instance, and J.R. Findlay7 - granted reluctantly that human g;odness

was invariably cankered, but \Tished that Thackeray had not brought the

matter so persistently to their attention. Dickens, as the Familv

Herald recognised in 18688, expressed the views which men were happy to

3 See abovej pp, ~"o - 1. 4 See above, p. 'I 9 5 .
5 See above, p. 1"5 . 6 See above, p. 1.8? •
7 See above,pp. 11+-;· 8 See above, p. ~9 If-.
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speak aloud, Thacker~ voiced the secret thoughts they did not care to
utter. The work of each embodied a portion of the total consciousness
of the age.

Each of the areas of early Victorian tlrlnldng outlined in the first
chapter vas reflected in the differences Yhich critics discerned between
the two novelists throughout the entire century, but, on many occasions,
as this dichotomy between public atf1rmation and private questionings
vould indicate, the oppositions which were pointed out can be traced
back to the antagonism of optimism and pessimism which lay at the heart
of the Dickons-Thacker~ comparison. ~lhen Thackeray, for example, vas
accused of self-c~nsciousness (in varying guises), the charge was in-
distinguiahablo from that of cynicism, since the flaw which marred the
objective clari~ of his mirror was his tendency to seek out the
blemishes that marred every human happiness and virtue. The antithesis
between objectivity and subjectivity vas, as in Ruskin, inseparable from
moral issues of love and blunted feeling, good and evil.

Similarly, all of the thre'e major comparative reviews of Copperfield
and Pcndennis published in 1851, though each was written from a different
vie~oint, reflected an awareness of the split between an interpretation
of life lased upon a sense of human potential and one founded upon a

\ .

preoccupation with human imperfection. The anti-Romantic interest of
the 30's and 40's - manifested in the Dickens criticism of that time -
in subjects trucen from everyday life, together with the modifYing
belief in the romance of reality ("Worth in low places" and the "soul .
of goodness in things evil"), led in the criticism of Samuel Phillips to
admiration of the homely but sublime lessons of faith and endurance
embodied in the lower-class figures of Hr. Peggotty and Ham, and this
faith in human nature was opposed to Thackeray's deterministic depiction
of man as a creature of the conditions of artificial society. In the
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Prosnective Review also the emphasis was (by implication) upon the
practical virtues of the Dickens world, the domesticity and dutiful-. '

ness of Copperfield being preferred to the weakness of Pendennis. ,In
this essay Thackeray was associated not so much with the analytical
methods or the materialism of the empiricists as with the sighings of
lwmantic introspection (albeit in a form less vital than that popularised
by Byron)~ but the contrast between his work and Dickens's was neverthe-
less linked to the central anti thesis of pessimism and optimism. In the
person of his 'hero' man was represented as less than he was, while in
Dickens's there was shown the reassuring possibility of self-discipline
within the iron framework of objective law. Hasson, on the other hand,
though criticising Dickens for his failure to comprehend the Puritan
element of "difficulty", was not interested, at least in terms of the
comparison with Thackeray, in t~e responsibilities of the immediate
world, which concerned both Phillips and the Prospective reviewer.
Instead he showed (in a form repressed by neo-classical doctrines of ,
selection) the Victorian tendency to move on from the romance of realit,r
to the purity of absolute romance, tacitly admitting that the ideal was
not, after all, to be found in the real. This division, between the real
and the ideal stemmed. from a pessimistic response to life, but was not,
all the 'same, totally dissimilar from the contrasiB seen by l'.a.sson's
contemporaries in the work of Dickens and Thackeray. Precisely because
he did not look to life for human perfection, he desired an escapist
type of literature which would offer pictures of men set free from the
restrictions of time and circumstance, and perhaps even from the claims
of present duty. His idealism, a refuge from determinism, .differed'from
that of Phillips ~d the Prospective Revie,,,,in that it was biassed to-
wards imagination rather than morality, and sprang from an emotional
need which was at odds with authoritarianism, but at the same time ha
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yould have agreed with his fellow-critics, on very general lines, that
Dickens enabled his readers to take 'a larger and more encouraging view
of mankind than vas allowed by his more circumscribed rival. In this
separation of the novelists, he too created, in his Olnl fashion, a dis-
tinction between the optimism of the one and the pessimism of the other.
The opposition of ideal and real, like that of objectivity and subject-
ivity, or the real and the artificial, or duty and sighing dilettantism,
related to the clash of faith and doubt.

There Yere, as the second chapter of this work shoyed, m~ occasions
on vhi.ch Dickens also - and this vas as true during the 50's and 60's as
in the 30's and 40's - compelled his public to gaze into depths which
they 'Would have preferred had r-emafned unplumbed. This fact vas ignored
when comparisons yere made - it yould have destroyed the basis of com-

\parison to have suggested that both novelists were pessimists - but
it did appear in the disguised shape of the charge of mannerism.
Objections to the contortions of Dickens's style probably reflected a
revulsion from the darker, more grotesque aspects of his outlook, as·
much as (if not more than) a dislike of intrusion, though this yas'never
consciously stated. The accusation of mannerism yas thus a doubly moral
one, and Thackeray's purity of style, severed from the impurity of its
content, yas endowed with an almost moral purpose. Dislike of Dickens's
deformity of language was a tacit co~fession of his pessimism, but,
because the comparison with Thackeray yas made at the level of style
alone, the publicly declared dualism of Dickensian optimism and
Thackerayan scepticism remained unaffected.

This interest in mannerism was one indication of the extent to
which the Victorianism formulated during the 30's and 40's was reflected
in the periodical criticism of the early and mid-Victorian periods •. At.
the same time, the fact that condemnation of mannerism probably often
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arose from a distaste for the grotesque animism of Dickens's matter
suggests that the full implications of the term had not been grasped.
The intrusiveness of Dickens was'obscured by dislike of his distortions
of human natura, which were regarded as false but not explicitly
ascribed to the subjective quality of his vision. The relation between the
mind of the artist and the external world was never adequately CO:1-

sidered in Victorian criticism of his novels. By choosing to dwell
upon mannerism, reviewers neglected the wider question of subjectivity_
Similarly, the self-consciousness occasionally attributed to Thackeray
varied in kind from critic to critic, and no full definition of what,

'.
constituted self-consciousness was attempted. Indeed, the almost
total lack of concern over the first-person intrusions of a narrator
whom the Victorian reader did not distinguish from Thackeray himself
shows that for the majority of reviewers the concept of sUbjectivism
did not even arise. They were always more intent upon the effect -
moral impurity - than upon the cause - substitution of an individual
outlook for the high objective truths of man's experience. Neverthe-
less, there was clearly a feeling in the air that s~lf-consciousness
was to be reprobated, even though there was no full understanding of
its nature or of its precise perils. The attitudes of Ruskin and Carlyle
were tween over - probably in many cases by men who had never read their
works - and applied with no great degree of awareness to the authors of
the day. It was generally accepted that certain qualities were good,
others bad, and no need was felt to explain why this was so or to esta-
blish a frame of refer.ence (whether personally conceived or derived
from the philosophy of other men) qy which critical verdicts were
validated. James, when he repudiated the practice of authorial in-
trusion, had reasons, both moral and aesthetic, for doin~ so. In fail-
ing to develop their reasons, Victorian writers on fiction were, in
James's own word, "naIf".
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Nalvet6 was also a characteristic of the Prospective critic, who,
adopting the faith in self-forgetful duty and in the attainment of the
ideal through the real, turned his back entireliupon the self-questioning
restlessness vnich was inseparable, in Carlyle, from any search for truth.
Yearning Romantic introspection and speculative inquiry were subordina-

, .
ted by Carlyle to objective values and to certainty, but werenoneliheless
the tendencies which determined the typical tone and style of his work.
In the Prospective essay, on the other hand, dogmatism was untroubled
by such whirling undercurrents of thought and feeling, so that the
reflection of Carlyle took into account only the end of his philosophy,
not the means by which it vas reached. Moreover, by suppressing the
turbulence of the mind in favour of stern Puritanism, this critic denied
completely the general relevance of inner division, though he did not
deny that this was completely unknown in the modern age. This reluct-
ance to recognise that man might be at war vithin himself vas vide-
spread in criticism of the Victorian era. Willing enough to viev the
struggle, whether internal or rendered in external form, of faith vith
doubt, god vith beast, ending in the triumph of the principle of good,
revievers vere less eager to look on man as torn betveen tvo opposing

,
states of mind vhose conflict remained unreconciled and vhose importance
vas equal. The york of Dickens was at least as pessimistic as it vas

,c

optimistic, but this co-existence of tvo interpretations of life vas
never publicly noticed. As much attention was certainly paid to one
half of his outlook as to the other, but each part ~was considered in
isolation rather than in organic connection vith its opposite. It vas
novhere stated that Dickens was a man in whom scepticism and hope, Quilp
and 11.ttle Nell, vere in tension. In criticism of Thackeray some regard
at least vas given to the presence in his'novels of two moods. The
Spectator, for instance, on the occasion of his death, remarked that
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"the key-note of his genius" vas "the yearning to believe, the diffi-

culty in believing, that-there is anything deeper than human desires,

anything vhlch should limit our grief and mortification at their

habi tual disappointment." 9 .Doubt and the 'W'ishto believe in something

beyond the confines of the material vorld combined, according to this

critic, to produce in T.hacker~ a state ot yearning dissatistaction

vhich vas (though, as usual, the connection vas not made) akin to that

ot Byron and Shelley. But such attempts to see in Thackeray's mingling

of satire and sentiment the expression of a total personality vere few.

It vas generally assumed that, if his character had tvo sides, one

vas more valuable than the other and could be separated from it vithout

violence. Just as reviewers avoided the perception of similarity be-

tween Dickens and Thackeray, so they seldom sav dn either man, con-

sidered singly, an embodimentof the clash of opinions vhich vas

externalised in the comparison betW'eenthem. This too vould have

destroyed the basis of comparison, for had the uncertainties of mind

vhich brought forth the habit of contrast been given open expression

there vould have been no necessity to embo~ them indirectly in the

rivalry of the tvo novelists. Whenthe existence of the half-man,

divided against himself, is not only admitted, but actually forms

part of the thought of an epoch, as has been suggested is the case-

at the present time, the need for comparison dies.

As yell as this failure to give due prominence to the internal

dichotomy of each author, Victorian criticism also evidenced a lack

of understanding of the background to the antagonism of pessimism and

optimism, doubt and fal th, intellect and emotion. Just as discussion

of self-consciousness made no mention of Romanticism or Germanmetaphysics.

9 "Thackeray's Place in English Literature", Spectator, 2 January IS64,
xxxvii, 11;;
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so attacks upon Thackeray's cyn;i.cism,in spite of the frequent imagery
of dissection and analysis, and the reference3 to his habit of tracing
virtue to diseased sources, made no link betveen his practice and that
of science or Benthamism. Yet the similar! ty should have been evident.
Nor, vhen Thackeray vas set beside Dickens, was there any effort to

relate the opposition betveen them to the dualism of intellect and love,
empiricism and belief, vhich characterised the Victorian era until at
least the lS70 Is, even though this should have been equal.ly'apparent.
Whatever the reasons for these omissions, they are further proof of the
lack of sophistication in Victorian criticism. At no time, in the
articles considered here, was the novel brought into explicit connection
wi th contemporary currents of thought. This might have been an advant-
age, had it meant that literary criticism W'as practiced in freedom
from rigid categories of moral philosophy, but it is abundantly evident
that the very reverse in fact obtained. The lack of open relationship
betveen criticism and other modes of thought W'as an indication not of
freedom but rather of the manner invhich the values of early Victorianism
had been unconsciously absorbed b.r periodical journalists to such an
extent that they W'ere used, without thought, as the yardstick b.r Which,
in one form and another, all artistic production must be measured.
The influence of Carlyle, Ruskin and Maurice had been drunk in by their
lesser successors as naturally as the air itself, so that men W'ho 1m-
perfectly comprehended, or comprehended not at all, the· philosophical
problems of the century, and felt the need for certainties without ad-
mitting the existence of crisis, employed dogmatically concepts W'hieh
represented solutions to problems they themselves did not realise but
in W'hich, as inhabitants 'of the same era, they nevertheless shared •.
The "spirit of the age" exerted a pressure upon them, even though at a
secondary level. Perhaps the most depressing effect of this pressure
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vas that certain ideas, once taken in, vere repeated without variation

until the very end of the century, their reflection of living thought

becomingmoreand moreshadovy, TheVictorian period vas not, after

all, one of stasis, but was continually evolving and changing. Oscar

Wilde and HenryJamesdiffered substantial..ly, even radically', from

, GeorgeEliot,' and she in her turn was a later manifestation of the

Victorian spirit than Dickensor Thackeray. In criticism of the tvo

latter novelists considered sing~ or in comparison,'on the other hand,

approaches barelJr changedat all. Leaving out of account the comments

of a Jamesor a Gissing, it vas perfectly possible to hold the same

opinions in 1900 that vere advancedin 1836. MontaguGriffin had the

advantage of historical perspective, but his summationof the differences

betweenDickensand Thackeraywouldhave been perfect~ in place in any
reviev of the previous fifty years. Journalistic criticism hardened

within the encasing marble of an ethos whichvas rigidly imposedbut

the reasons for whichwere rarely understood.
\ (

Perhaps, at all times, criticism is a secondar,yactivity. There

maybe only a difference of degree, not of kind, betweenthe nineteenth

and twentieth centuries in this respect. Theaverage Victorian reviewer

caught trom'the air around himvarious notions 'Whichhe applied, without
.

explanation or analysis, to llterature. ThemodernDickenscritic, a

more conscious creature, is no less restricted b.r waysof thinking which

are derived trom outside art - fromphilosophy and psycho1o€Cr,for

example. Jack Lindsay and Julian Symonshave draw copi.oualyupon

Freud; J. Hillis Miller's Charles Dickens (1958) tied the novelist

closely to modernphilosophy, while his morerecent essay on Dickens,

"TheFiction of Realism" (1971), takes its impetus from the linguistics
"

of RomanJakobson; and there have been many and various socialistic
I

andMarxist interpretations of Dickens's vork,'of vhich John Lucas's
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The Melancholy Man (1970) is the latest example. A close reading of
modern criticism would almost certainly reveal a dependence upon social,
political and moral values, no less close and possibly quite as restrict-

,
ive as that to be found in Victorian magazines. It certainly seems to be
true that just as Victorian reviews tended more and more to reiterate well-
tried judgements, which s~on became clichas, so·modern Dickens studies
have turned in upon themselves. Whereas Edmund Wilson, Mo;ton Dauven
Zabel and Jack Lindsay, even though they themselves formulated no new
philosophy, possessed at 'least the merit of or;iginality in their app1icat-, '

ion of twentieth century ideas to Dickens, m~ o~ the most recent writers,
rather than drawing directly upon the ideas themselves, vould appear to be
guided b,y their predecessors, whose material they merely reW'ork into a
slightly different pattern. The bias ,of these \lorks is therefore primarily
in one direction, and the sense of disagreement to be found in Victorian
revieW's - albeit based on acceptance of similar moral criteria - is not to,
be found. at the present time. "I have been listening to this discussion,"
remarked George Ford at a Dickens symposium, of which he was a member, in
1962, "and it seems so extraordinarily amia.ble •••• There seems to be
hardly ~ point for a disagreement. And it alarms me a little.nlO This
alarm is perhaps not without foundation, for, 'While at this date it is not
necessary that there should be controversy over the overall and undeniable
greatness of Dickens, a 'Wider range of treatment than that at present

" .
accorded him would be healthy. Too great a degree of concord between
critics argues that modernism, like Victorianism, is in danger of rigidify-
ing, and it is to be hoped that the attitudes of the 19401s, unlike those
of the 18301s, will not, be struck with small variation throughout the
remainder of the century.

10 Dickens Criticism; Past. Present. and Future Directions (ed. Noel C.
Peyrouton, Charles Dickens Reference Center, 1962), p;52." The other

\ .
members of the symposium were Hillis Hiller, Edgar Johnson and Sylv~re
Honod.;
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Because the Dickens-ThaCker~ comparison embodied a polar opposi-
tion which 'Was of central importance in the early and mid-Victorian
decades, it is of especial value in detemining the exact relationship
between criticism and other kinds of thought during that time, since,
in such a vital area, the reflection of contemporary preoccupations
could be expected to be most obvious. The very fact that a comparison
between the novelists became an accepted feature ot the l1terar,y scene
shovs that critics vere aware, at some level of consciousness, ot the
unreconciled tensions within their age. It also suggests, however,
tha t they did not care to consider these tensions directly, choosing,
though not v.1th knowledge of what they vere doing, to externalise them
in the persons of two separate men rather than to treat them, as Hasson
almost alone among Victorian critics did, as co-existent portions· of the
human mind in general. This supposition is ftrengthened by the absence
of expllci t philosophical background in the revievs of the period, and
particularly by the failure to establish a parallel betlleen the v.1der
conflict of love and empiricism and the respective characteristics of
Dickens and Thacker~. Doubtless this omission was due in part to failure
to see the connection or even to complete ignorance of the issues in-
volved, but it is not improbable that it sprang also on occasio~ from
unllillingness to face tensions llhichthe critic had not admitted
even to himself, and the existence of vhich in the Carlylean ethos had
not passed into current coinage along with the absolute values vhich
Carlyle set up as bulwarks against chaos. The Dickens-Thacker~ com-
parison vas a representation in miniature of a larger 9PPosition, and
this is one aspect of its interest. But it vas also an imperfect and
coarse representation, revealing that, vhile various ideas had filtered
down to the level of periodical journalism at vh1ch most critiques of.
Dickens and Thackery vere composed, the,r vere not derived from a direct-,



reading of Carlyle, Ruskin, Ha.urice and other major nineteenth century
writers or, if they were so derived"were not based on careful rea.ding.
Often, it may be surmised, ideas which can be traced to Carlyle or
Ruskin came to critics out of the air which composed that intangible
entit,y, the "spirit of the age". This would not be true of men of the
calibre of Nasson, Lewes, Bagehot or Patmore, who would have read the
major works of their period and in whose criticism Victorianism was
often combined with originality and insight, and sonetdmea with uncon-
ventionality - Bagehot1s 1864 essay on "Sterne and Thacker~", for
instance, though in no way departing from Victorian standards, remains
one of the most stimulating studies of the latter novelist, while the
tendency of Masson's 1851 article, being away from realism towards
the "ideal regionlt, was also away from strict morality to some measure
of artistic freedom. In the main, however, insight and individuality
were in short supply in Dickens and Thackeray criticism. The comparison
between the two authors is of interest because of its relationship to

the clash of instinct and empiricism, and because it reflects the changes
in fiction in the 1840's, particularly that, dimly perceived b.r those
critics who contrasted mannerism with p~~ty, and subjectivit,y with
objectivity, from a mimetic to a more expressive and self-conscious
concept of fiction. But it is also interesting because of the light
which it casts on the intellectual lim! tations of the average Victorian
reviewer, who was never alive to the full import of the antitheses he
discussed.
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The Authorship of "Popular Serial Literature", North British
Review, May 1847

Traditionally, the ascription or this article has been to Coventry
Patmore, though the identification has never been absolutely positive.
The Wellesley Index cites two authorities, J.C. Reid's bibliography in
his .rhe Hind and Art of Coventry Patmore (New York, 1957), pp. 332 _ 8,
and Frederick Page's "An Ess~ towards a Bibliographical List of Coventry
Patmore's Prose Contributions to Periodical Literature", in his edition
of Patmore, Courage in Politics and Other Essays (1921), pp. 20) _ 10.
In the latter of these, however, the attribution is followed by a ? ,
a practice adopted both by the Wellesley Index and qy Philip Collins in
the New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature, iii.

Dudley Flamm, in his bibliography, Thackeray's Critics, on the
other hand, assigns the article to David Masaon , without qualirication.
The evidence ror this would seem to be Thackeray's mm letter to Masson
in ~1ay1851, in which, before commenting on the comparative notice or
Pendennis and Copperrield in the North British Review of the same month,
he asked: "Did I not once berore see your handwriting, in a note wh•
pointed out to me a friendly notice of Vanity Fair - then not very well
known or much cared for, and struggling to gain a place in the world?
Ir you were the author or the article to wh• Iallude, let me thaclryou
for that too; I remember it as graterully, as a boy remembers his 'tipsl
at school, when sovereigns were rare & precious to him." (Letters, ii,
771.) In explanation of this, Donald Hawes and Geoffrey Tillotson
(Thackeray. The Critical Heritage (1968), p. 128) add the rootnote :

"The rirst three numbers of Vanity Fair were briefly reviewed in
IPopular Serial Literature', North British Review (Nay 1847) • • • • "
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This letter is hardly conclusive proof of Masson's authorship.
Thackeray made no explicit reference to the title of the review he
had in mind or to its place of publication, and he was not even sure
that it had been Masson who had drawn his attention to it. Nor,
even if he was referring to "Popular Serial Literature", was he
certain that Hasson himself had been the critic in question, though
it seems more likely that V..assonshould have communicated with the
novelist about his own article than about one by another man.
Thackeray began this letter ; "I received the till Review and am very
glad to know the name of the critic who has spoken so kindly in my
favour." This would appear to indicate that Masson himself had sent
Thackeray a copy of the issue containing the Pendennis/Copperfle1d
article, so that it was not improbable he should have done the same

in 1847.
However, none of this constitutes firm proof. Nor does the

internal evidence of the review itself offer any positive aid to
identification. If Thackeray was referring to "Popular Serial
Literature", the epithet "friendly" was not an accurate one. The
reviewer praised Thackeray's "Quietness" of style and emotion and
his freedom from caricature, but also mounted an attack on his pro-
saic handling of everyday material (see p. 159, above). Nevertheless,
this latter point did link the article with Masson's desire to escape
from "the Novel of Social Reality" in the 50's. There were several
other similarities of viewpoint. The earlier' critic's comparison
between Thackeray's greater purity of "thought and expression" and
"far severer taste" and Dickens's higher "power in delineating human'.
feelings" anticipated Masson's contrast of Thackeray's "Horatian
strictness and strength ••• which satisfies the most cultivated
taste" and Dickens's keener susceptibility "to passion" (British
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Novelists, p. 240). TIleinterest which the 1847 critic showed in the
maturing of Florence Dombey "in the school of deep affliction", and
his objection to the absence of Chtistian religion in the depiction
of her sufferings, also sprang from the same source as Masson's con-
cern that Dickens was unaware of "the element of difficulty" in life,
but much the same points were made by Thomas Cleghorn in the NBR of
May 1845, and were hardly peculiar to any single Victorian critic.
The same may be said of the condemnations of serialisation which
appeared towards the beginning of the 1847 and at the ,,;veryend of the
1851 article. It would be dangerous to argue for ~hsson's authorship
on this resemblance, since other journals, notably the Spectator,
criticised pUblication by instalments throughout the 30's and 40's.

Taken singly, none of these similarities would be sufficient
to justify the ascription of "Popular Serial Literature" to Masson.
Considered together they may nevertheless be taken ,to indicate a strong
possibility of his authorship. Moreover, there appears to be no connec-
tion between this article and the known views of Patmore, represented by
"Fielding and Thackeray" in the mill of 1855 (see pp. 186 -:7;' above].•
His opinion of Thackeray would certainly have had to improve considerably
in those eight years, but this is by no means improbable, and it might
equally be said that no hint of Maaaon Is championship of the Dickensian
"ideal" - except that contained in the objections to Thackeray's want
of imagination - was evident in the 1847 critic's remarks on Dombey.

It remains impossible, therefore, to give a definite judgement
on the provenance of this review, though it may be felt that the
balance of evidence, both internal and external, inclines in Masson's
favour rather than in Patmore's.
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All articles and books containing comparisons quoted in the text are
listed in Section 4A, while those which include comparisons not quoted
appear in 4B. The items listed in 40 represent, not a comprehensive
bibliography of writings about the two novelists or of the wide range

r

of work consulted for the purposes of this stuqy, but a selection of
the more interesting secondary material. Each of these three lists is
presented chronologically, and items in B and 0 from which non-compara-
tive passages are quoted,in the text are marked with an asterisk.
Unless otherwise stated, the place of pUblication for all books is
London.
The abbreviations which appear after certain periodical notices cited
in 4A, D, C, refer to the works reviewed, as follows:

AN American Notes LD Little Dorri t
AP The Adventu!"es of Phili2 IM Lovel the Widower
BH Bleak House :HO Hartin Chuzzlewit
EL The Battle of Life HPB Hrs. Perkins Is Ball
BR BarnaJ?l: RucUze NeW' .The Nevcones
CC A Christmas Carol NN Nicholas Uicklebv
Ch The Chimes OOS The Old CuriositI Sho~
CH The Cricket on the Hearth ONF Our J.1utualFriend
CTC From Comhi11 to Cairo OS Our Street
DB Doctor Birch OT Oliver Twist
DC David Co££erfield Pen Pendennis
00 DombeI and Son PI Pictures from ItalI
ED Edwin Drood PP The PickwickPa£ers
GE Great EXPectations SB Sketches £I Boz
HE Henrz Esmond TTO A Tale of Two Cities
11M The Haunted Han VF VanitI Fair
HT Hard Times Vir The Virginians
KR The Kicklebur;rs on the Rhine
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'. Chc.mbers's Edinmt!,fI'hJourn.u, 17 Janu:lry 1846, ns s , v, 44, - 8. (CH)

• Hacphr-til's Edinbl.tl':;h Ecclesi".stical Journal', February 181,,6, i,
, 71 - 5. (CH)

lIii "Charles Dickens's Christmas Books't, Union l.far;a?:ine, February 1846,

i, 223 - 36•

• Times, 1 JtU1e1846, 7. (PI)

"The Works of Charles Dickens", Nonthly Prize Essavs, AUv"'Ust1846,
· 244, - 53.

*~lYTOUN,W.E.] "Advice to an Intending Serialist", B1ac~.J'00dls,

November 1846; lx, 590 - 60~.
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Spectator, 5 December 1846, xix, 1172. (DS)
• Economist, 12 December 1846, iv, 1622 - 3. (DS),
• [FORSTER] Examlner, 26 D~cember 1846, 820 - 2. (BL)

Athenaeum, 26 December 1846, 1319 -21. (BL)
~ "Christmas Books", Dublin University }fagazine, January 1847, xxlx,

134 - 40. (BL, NPB)
• (THACKE&tr] "A Grumble about the Christmas-Books", Fraser's

Magazine, January 1847, xxxv, 125 - 6.' (BL)'
Times, 2 January 1847, 6. (BL)
• (HICKSON, William E?] "'I'lleProvin~e of Tragedy - Bulwer and Dickens", .

Wel'ltminsterRevimT, April 1847, xlvii, 1 - 11. (DS)
Christian'Remembrancer, December 1847, xiv, 347. (DS)
StID, 13 April 1848. (DS)
Sharpe's London Magazine, May 1848, vi, 200 - 3. (DS)
• (EAGL~ , John] "A Few Words about Novels - A Dialogue", Blackt-Tood's,

October 1848, lxiv, 459 - 74.
• Times, 21 December 1848, 8. (RH)
Athenaeum, 23 December 1848, 1291 - 3. (BM)
• John Bull, 30 December 1848, 838 - 9.' (m·O
Tait's Edinburgh Hagazine, January 1849, xvi, 57 - 61. (EH)
• "Dickens's New Christmas Booktl, Hacphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical

Journal, January 1849, vi, 423 - .n. (EM)

(b) Books.

BAJU1ETT, Elizabeth, Elizabeth Barrett to ~liss ¥~tford (ed. Betty
Hiller, 1954).

---- and BRm-mUm, Robert, Letters of Robert Brownlnr; and
Elizabeth Barrett Barrett. 1845 - 46 (2 vo1s, 1900)~.

~ COCKBUJU~, Lord, Life of Lord Jeffrey (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1852), ii •
• ESlIER, Viscount (ed.) The Girlhood of Queen Victoria, a Selection

from her Diaries. 1832- 40 (2 vols., 1912), ii •
• HORNE, R.H., A New Spirit of the Age (2 vols., 1844), i, 1 - 76.
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• KINGSLEY,Charles, Alton Locke (1850), Works (1880 - 9), iii.

• HAHTINEAU,Harriet, A HistoT.""Jof the Thirty Years' Peace, 1815 - 1,,6
(1878), iv, 4.39.

• ~rrTFOR.D, Nary Russell, &ili (ed. A.G. L'Estranee, 1870), iii, 78.

• HOHLE'I, John, Recollections (1917), i.

" RU3KIU,Jo!:m, vlorks (ed. Cook and Uedderburn), xxxvt , 26.
---- Praeterita, ii (1886), vIorks, xxxv , .303.

(il) TIlackeray, 1846 - 48.

(a) Periodical articles.

Athenaenm, 24 January 1846, 89 - 91, 118 - 20. (eTC)

Suectator, 24 January 1846, xix, 88 - 9. (cm)

Exa'11iner, .31 January 1846, 68 - 9. (cm)

• Al'11ana.ckof the Honth, February 1846, i, 106 - 7. (CTC)

"1-1ichae1Angelo Titmarsh in the East", New.Honthly;Haliazine, February

1846, lxxvi, 240 - .3. (CTC)

Tablet, 7 February 1846, vii, 88 - 9. (eTC)

Horning Post, 9 February 1846, 6. (ere)

Dally New8. 14 February 1846,- 7. (cxe)
Tal t 's &linburgh Har;8.zine, Barch 1846, n, s. xiii, 199. (cTC)

Spectator. 2 January 1847, xx, 19~ (VF)

• (eIIOIU.EY,Henry F.] Athenaeum, 24 July 1847, 785 - 6. (VF)

.. Douelas Jerrold's ''''eekly NewlPaper, 1 January 1848, 13 - 4. (OS)

Examiner, 1 January 1848, 4. (OS)

• !'!orninN'Chronicle, 5 JmlUary 1848,3 - 4. (os)

• Athenaet~, 8 January 1848, 36 - 7. (OS)

John Bull, 15 January 181.8, 4.3. (OS)

• [FOlWTERJ R~aminer, 22 July 1848, 468 - 70. (VF)

¥ (HIUTOUL,R.S. J 3nectator, 22 July 1848, xxi , 709 - io, (VF)
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,. [LE'vlESJ Athenaemn, 12 A~lYUst 1.8/~8, 794 - 7. (VF)

• [BELL, Robert] F:!"'aser'sNa,'"':azine,September 1348, xxxviii, 320 _
33. (VF)

"

[RIGBY, Elizp.beth] Q,lrl'rterlyReview, December 1848, lxxxiv, 153 - 85. (VF)

Rambler. Nay 1849, iv, 48 - 51. (Pen) .

(b) Books.

Bl1ONTE, Charlotte, Preface to Jane Erre (2nd eel., 18,~8).
Jf (ed, T.J. t'liseand J.A. Symington), The Brontf.!~.

Their Lives, Friendships and Correspondence (4 vols., Shakespeare
Head Bront~, 1932).

(iii) Dickens, 1850 - 70.

(a) Periodical articles. '

Snectator, 23 November 1850, xxiii, 1119 - 20. (DC)
Athenaeum, 23 November 1850, 1209 - 11. (DC)
Fraser's ~~gazine, December 1850, xlii, 698 - 710. (ne)

Dally News, 2 December 1850, 2. (DC, Pen)
[CHORLEY, Henry F.] Athenaemn, 17 September 1853, 1087 - 8. (BH)
[B~nIT.EY, George J Spectat~r, 24 September 1853, xxvi, 923 - 5. (nu)

Illustrated London Uews, 24 September 1853, xxiii, 247. (BH)
Bentley's Hiscellaw, October 1853, xxxiv , 372 - 4.' (BH)'
Bentley's Honthly Revie"" October 1853, i, 220 - 7., (BH)
Eclectic RevieW', December 1853, xcviii, 665 - 79. (BH)
Enltomist, 1854, i, 202 - 4. (HT)
[STO'l'HERT,Janles Augustine] "Living Noveliststt, Rn.mbler, January

1854, n.s. i, 41 -51. (BH, HE)
"Living Literati. Sir ~•.Bulwer Lytton and ~tr. Charles Dickens",
. RnjJWlJ" gisc~J J;:uU~,January - February 1854, 19 - 25, 174 - 88.
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Athenaeum, 12 AUu7llst1854, 992. (HT)

[FOJSTERl ~a1"lline:':",9 September 1854, 568 - 9. (HT)

[3D-iPSON,Rlchard] Ra.11lbler,October 1854, ns s , ii, 361- 2. (HT)

8nectator, 1 December 1855, xxviii, 1246. (LD)

TAllIE, Hippolyte, "Charles Dickens, son talent et ses oeuvres", Re~le-. . ...

des Dell_.'{!-londes, 1 February 1856, Znde p6riode, i, 618 - 47; rptd.
Histo:tre de la Lj_tt~ratu~e anglaise (Pari·s, 186.3 - 64), translated ..

by, H. Van Laun, RistO!"'l of English L1terature, (Edinburgh, 2 vols.,

1871), ii, 338 - 66. '

(STEP:Ell, James FitzJames] "Nr. Dickens as a Politician", S:J.turday

Review, 3 January 1857, iii, 8 - 9.

[FOl.1.u""Y'I'H,William] "Literary Style", Fraser's }L'lO'azine,Harch

1857, lv, 260 - 3.
(IL\J.::LEY,E.D.] ItRemonstrance with Dickens", Blackwood's, April 1857,

lxxxi, 490 - 50.3.

Athcllo.81tT!l,6 June 1857, 722 - 4. (LD)

V~Ilc1er, 27 June 1857, viii, 616 - 7. (LD)

(STEPlu::r, J.F. J "The Licence of Hodern Novelists", Edinbllrr-h Review

July 1857, cvi, 124 - 56.

Gatnro3.,r nevi 0t-l, 1. July 1857, iv, 15 - 16. (LD)

[HOLLnrG3ImAD, JOM] "Hr. Dickens and his Critics", The Traln, August

1857, iv, 76 - 9.

(STEPHE!l,J. F?] Sa turci8.Y Revi",'IJ, 8 Nay 1853, v, 474 - 5. .(RevieYing

Librar,y Edition of Works.)
(tL~siGned) 19 June 1353, v, 636. (Reviewing Dickens's

readings.)
(unsiGned),17 December 1859, viii, 741 - 3. (TTC)
[3'rEPlt~r?1 23 February 1861, xi, 194 - 6. (UncoMMercial

Tr~veller, reprint of pp)
[sTEPirr:::i?)20 July 1861, Y..ii, 69 - 70. (GE)

(CHO;:'J.~-Y, H.F.] Athen~p.nm, 13 July 1861, 43 - 5. (GE)

( FOH.31'E1] Examin er, 20 July 1861, 452 - 3. (GE)

Sre~tato~, 20 July 1861", xxxiv, 784 - 5. (GE)

L::J~j.e'3CO'flpo.nionand Nonthly Hao;azine, 1861, xx, 218 - 20. (GB)
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rDALLAS~'E.S.] ~, 17 October 1861, 6. (cs)

Dublin University IIap;azine, December 1861, lviii, 635 - 93. (GE)

British Q1.larterly Revie'(.1,January 1862, Xx:xV, 135'- 59. (GE)

.. [CAPES,John Hoore, and ACTON,J.E.E.n.] Ram~, January 1862,
n.s. vi, 274 - 6. (GE)

[OLIPHANT,Hargaret] "Sensational Novels", BlactnTood's, Hay 1862,
xci, 564 - 84.

!IE [HcCARTHY,Justin] "Hodern Novelists: Charles Dickens", Westminster
Revie'l, October 186/., ns a, xxvd, 4lL~- /~.

"The Repor~er in Hr. Dickens", SDectator, 27 Hay 1B65, xxxviii, 575 _ 6.

London Review, 28 October 1865, 467 - 8. (OHF)

(FORST''&'1.]Examiner, 28 October 1865, 681 - 2. (OHF)

[CHORLEY,H.F. J AthenaeUJn, 28 October 1865, 569 -,70. '(Ol-IT)

Snectilto1', 28 October 1865, xxxviii, 1200 - 2. (OHF)

Eclectic Review, November 1865, (lxxii, 455 - 76. (OHF)

Saturday Rev!ew, 11 November 1865, xx, 612 - 3. (Ol-lF)

[DALLAS,'E.S.) Times, 29 N~vember 1865, 6. (OHF)

[ JANES,Henry] NA:tion, 21 December 1865, 786 - 7.

Westminster R§view, April 1866, n.s. xxix, 582 - 5.

(ClW)

( Cl,iF)

Graphic, 9 April 1870, i, 438. (ED)

"Death of Charles Dickens", ~, 10 June 1870, 12. ,

• "Charles Dickens", Spectator, 11 June 1870, xliii, 716 - 7.

"The Death of Hr. Dickens", Saturday Review, 11 June 1870, xxtx, 760 _ 1.

, "The Late Charles Dickens", Illustrated London News, 18 June 1870,
lvi, 639.

~IDTTON,R.H.] "The Genius of Dickens", Spectator, 18 June 1870,

xliii, 749 - 51.

" "Charles Dickens", Fraser's Hap;azine, July'1870, n.s.ii, 130 - 4•

• [AUSTIN,Alfred] "Charles Dickens", ''l'emple Bar, July'1B70, xxix,
554 - 62.

(TROLLOPE]St, Pau~' s Ha,O'azine, July 1870, vi, 370 - 5.
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SaturdayReview, 17 September 1870, xxx, 369. (ED)

[mJTTON?]Spectato1", 1 October 1870, xliii, 1176 - 7. (ED)

Illustrate~ Review, 14 October 1870, i, 1 - 4.

, [SHrCOX,Edith J (tH. Lawrenny') Academv, 22 October 1870, ii,

,1- .3. (ED).

(b) Books. ,

• IIAH, J. Panton, Parables of Fiction A- l1emoria..l Discou:r.se on
I

Charles Dickens (1870).

}1A.:1TINEAU, Harriet, AutobioO'raphy (.3 vols., 1877; written 1855), ,

ii, .377 - 9.

• RUSIITN, Works, xxxvii, 7.

• STANLEY,A.P. (Dean), Sermon in Westminster Abbey, 19 June 1870,
SermonElon Suecia1 Occasions (1882), pp. 127 - .37.

WA.B.D,A.W., Charles Dickens (Nanchester, 1870), Lecture v of Science

LectQres for the People, 2nd series.

(iv) Thackeray, 1850 - 70.

(a) Periodical articles.

HorninO' Chronicle, 3 January 1850, 4. (Pen)

[FORSTER] "Encouragem~nt of Literature by the State", Exruniner,

5 January 1850, 2. (Pen)

(FORSTER.] IfThe D:igni ty of Literature", E>:arniner, 19 January 1850, 35.

[HASSON]npendennis - TIle Literary Profession", North British Review,

August 1850, xiii, 335 - 72.

• [CHORLEY,H.F. ] Athenaeu.TTI,7 December 1850, 127.3 - 5. (Pen)-

• [FnmLAY~'.rohn R.] Scotsman, 18 December 1850, xxxiv , 3. (Pen)

• (RIlfTOUL, R.S. ] Snectator, 21 December 1850, xxiii~,1213 - 5.' (Pen)

'.,[LEllZS] Leader, 21 December 1850, i, 929 - .30., (Pen)

[mmr, Lei~h] "Hr. Thackeray's Lectures", Sn8ctator, 24 Hay 1851,

xxlv ,: 493 - 4. (F,n;;Hsh Humo~lrists)
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* Dublin University Hagazine. August 1851, xxxviii, 193 - 206. (Pen)

[~~DYN, D. Owen] Athenaeum. 6 Novomber 1852, 1199 - 1201. (HE)
[~JES] Leader. 6 November 1852, iii, 1071 - 2. (HE)
[BRINLEY,George] Spectator, 6 November 1852, xxv , 1066 - 7. (HE)
Literary Gazette. 6 and 13 November 1852, XXA~i, 823 - 5, 839 - 40 (HE)
"Esmond and Basil", Bentley's Hiscellany, December 1852, xxxii, 576 - 83.

"Mr. Thackeray's Esmond", Fraser's l-1agazine, December 1852, xlvi,

622 - 33.

Irish QuaIterly Revieu, December 1852, ii, 849 - 70. (HE)

(AINSWORTH,W.H.] Nm"Monthly Ma'"{azine. December 1852, xcvi ,

483 - 96. (HE)

(RUSSELl,Charles W.] "The Novels of 1853", Dublin Review, Barch 1853,

xxxiv, 174 - 203. (HE)

!If [SENIOR, Nassau] "Thackeray's Works", Edinburgh Revie,.,. January

1854, xcix, 196 - 243.

Leader. 6 January 1855, vi, 17.

Athenaeum. 4 August 1855, 895 - 6. (New)

Spectator, 18 August 1855, xxviii, 859 - 61. (New)

~, 29 August 1855, 5. (New)
" [ELWIN, Whitwell] Quarterly Review, September 1855, xcvii, 350 -

78. (New)

• [FORSTERJ Examiner, 1 September 1855, 548 - 9. (Ney)

• [HA1~rAY, James] Leader, 8 September 1855, vi, 870 - 1. (Ney)

~ew Quarterly RevieW', October 1855, iv, ~.23 - 8. (New)

"The Writings of W.M. Thackeray", Hogg's Instructor, December 1855,

3rd sere v, 425 - 37.

[BURNE-JONES, Edward] "Essay on The Newcomes", Oxf'ord e.nd Cambridge

lfugazine, January 1856, i, 50 - 61.

[OAKELEY,Fre'derick] Dublin Review, June 1856, xl, 299 - 309. (Ney)

0RACROFT,Bernard) "Thackeray and Currer Bell", Oxford and Cambridr.e

Ha~azine, June 1856, i, 323 - 35.



[HANHAY,James J Athenaeum, 3 October 1857, 1229 - 31. (Hiscella...l1ies)
Leader, 7 november 1357, viii, 1072. (Vir)

~)IXON,Hepworth] Athenaeum, 23 Octobel' 1858, 515 - 6. (Vir)

[SI.UTH, Goldwin] ilinbu_rr:h Revte\T, October 1859, ex, 438 - 53. (Vir)

Dublin Universi ty HD.t:;azineI November 1859, li v, 630 - ~.O.

Examiner, 3 December 1859, 772. (Vir)

[DALLAS,E.S.] Times, 16 December 1859,7. (Vir)'

Daily News, 30 December 1859, 2. (Vir)

"Orders of Nerit", Saturday Rev1.eH. 12 Nay 1860, ix, 596 - 8.
(Rotmdabout Pa'l)ers)

~ (PAI,GRAVE,Francis Turner] "U.H. Thackeray as Novelist and Photographer",

t1e8tmi~ster Reviel1, October 1860, n.s. xviii, 500 - 23.

"Novels and Novelists", London Quarterly Revie .., I July 1861, xvi ,

281 - 313 •

• IIUr. Thackeray's Satire", Spectator, 30 November 1861, xxxiv, 1313 - 4.

* [JE'.lSBURY, Geraldine ] Athenaeum t 7 December 1861, 758. (Ltl)

"Satire and Satirists : Hr. Tha.ckeray-If, Eclectic Revie ..,. January
1862,c:\."V, 1 - 16. (Four Georr;es, Ltl)

• [CHORLEY]Athenaeum, 9 Allt,fY1lst1862, 174. (AP)

• John Bull, 9 'A1lo"1lst1862, xlii, 508. (AP)

• [B.AGEHOT]Spectator, 9 AUo"1lst1862, xxxv, 835 - 6. (AP)

Daily l1e~·1S, 1-+Septenber 1862, 2. (AP)

lTestninster Revim.f, October 1862, n.s. xxii, 533. (AP)

• (DALLAS] Tines, 5 December 18e2, 6. (AP)

Saturday Review, 27 December 1852, xiv, 775 - 6. (Roundabout Papers)

"Death of llilliam K'l1wpeace Thackeray", fuily 11e'/3, 25 December

1863, 4.
"Death of 111'. Thackerayll, TiP.l8S. 25 December 1863, 7.

[FORS TE.;.1.] IIThe ~oa th of Hr. Thackerayll, Examiner, 26 December 1863,

817 - 8.

"Wm.Halcepeace Thackeray", Atheriaeu.1"J.,2 Janu1.1'Y1804, 20.
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rVEnABLES, George] "1'.r. Thackeray", Saturday RevimT, 2 January

1864, xvii, 9 - 10.

,. "Thackeray's Place in English Litera.ture", Snectator, 2 January

1864, xxxvii, 9 - ll.

[B?..oOKS, Shirley] Illustrated London News, 9 JanuarY 1864~ xliv,
33 - 4.

_DICICEZlS.' "In Hemorian", ComhilI Har,azine, February 1864, ix,

129 - 32.
, TROu.oPE, tt}l.H. Thackeray", Corn.lrl.ll, February 1864, Lx, 131+ - 7 •

.. (HOOD,Thoma.s,Jr.] "Thackeray and his Female Characters", .
En{",lishHornn's ,Domestic lhgazine, February 1864, n.s. viii, 157 - 64.

" (BAGEHOT]"sterne and Thackeray", National Review, April 1864,
xviii, 523 - 53.

"Thackeray the Preacher", Eclectic Review, ~fuy lS64,cxix, 562 - 93.

• [BE:Ul·rORE,Septimus] "Thackeray", Westminster Review, July 1364,
n.s. XA1ri, 172 - S5.

• HA!mA!, James, IIStudies on Thackeray", Broadway, Septe!Jlber -
December 1868, n.s. i, 38- 45, 138 - 44, 291 - 7, 324 - 9, rptd.
Studica on Thackera;z (London and !lew York, 1869).

• "On Thackeray's Place among English Writers", Honth, June 1869,

X, 513 - JO •.
-

• l1ACKAY,'vlilliam, "Thackeray and Sterne", neH' l'lonthl;z Har,azine,

December 1869 and February,1870, cx1v and cxlvi, 623 - 44, 182 - 94.

• 11ACKAY,William, "'l'hackeray's Later Hanner", new Honthly Na'jazine,

Hay 1870, cx1vi, 579 - 84.

(b) Books.

ArarOLD, lhtthew, Letters to Arthur Hu,,;hCIOll,;h (Oxford, 1932).

C:U3PZ, Thomas E., Thackeray, Humorist and Srttirist (1857).

ELIOT, George, Letters (ed. Gordon S. Haight), ii, '349.

GILFILLAN, George, "Thackera.y", A Third Gallerz of Portrai. ts

(Edinburgh, 1854), pp. 261 - 77.
HA.1TI!mAU,rIarriet, Autobio'7,re:ohy (J vols., 1S77; written 1855), ii,

375 - 7.
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HAU;:rrCZ,F.D., The Conscience (issa),

H&.1EDITI-I,George, Lette!'s (ed, C.L. Cline, 3 vols., 1970).

¥m~:..n:AH,J.H., Letters and Diaries (ed. C.S. Dessain, 1961- ).

II REID, T. ~{enyss,Life, Lettera and Friendshins of Rich3.rd lronckton
}alnes (1890), ii.

ROSSETTI,1.f.l!. (ed.), PreRaphaelite Diaries and Lettel"D (1900; rptd,

1971)•

• p..uSlaU, Hodern Painters, iii, l-lorks, v , 213n.
.. The Storm - Cloud of the Nineteenth Cent1l!"Y(1884), t-lorlcs,

:ood.v, 72.

TAlLO]" Theodore (Jolm C. HOTTEN), Thackeray : '1'11e Humourist and the

Hm of Letters (London and NeW'York, 1864).

VAUGHAN, Robert A., IIT'ilackeray I s Esmond", Essays and Remains (2 vols.,
lS58), ii, 311 _ 20. . J

(v) Dickens, lS71 - 1922.

Ca) Periodical articles.

"Charles Dickens", Gentlem<m's Har;azine, l~rch 1874, n.s. xii, 301 - 16.

"Bulmir and Dickens", Temple Bar, January 1875, xliii, 168'.- 80•.
[P..AlWS, v.n.] Contenporary Revim-T, January 1880, x:ocvii, 77 - 85.
----- "From Faust to Hr. Pi ckvl ck" , ibid., xxxviii; 162 - 76e

"The Tendency of Dickens's Worksn, Ar~osy, October 1885, xl, 282 -92.

"Dickens and Daudet", Comhill Magazine, October 1891, n.s. xvi1, '

400 - 1.5.

HENLEY,W.E., ·Charles Dickens", The Outlook, .5March 1898, 1, 134 - 5•

•Charles Dickens : The Anti-Decadent", Favourite Maga.zine, October

1898, ill, 229 - 32.

LANG, AndreW', "Charles Dickens", Fortnightly RevieW', December 1898,
lxx, 944 - 60.

HElIT.EY,Pa1ll1al1}hgazine, August 1899, xviii, 573 - 9.

"The C:lildlike Character of Dickens's Genius", Speaker, 26 Au.:,rtUst
1899, xx, 208.
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SIBI3ALD,William A., "Charles Dickens Revisited?, llestr.linster Review,
January 1907, clxvii, 62 - 73.

WA.W, Josephine, "The Realisn of Dickens", Dnblin Revieu, October

1907, cx1i, 235 - 95.
B"'LTU.O~l, George, If The Genius of Dickens", Contenporn.pr Rcvieu,

Uovenber 1903, xciv, 542 - 62.
~!EYl{ELL, Alice, "Notes of A Reader of Dickens", Dublin Revim.f,

April 1912, cl, 370 - 84.
Boo1m!>.n,1914 (a special Dickens issue including contributions by

CIIESTERTOU,SHA:-l,Uilliam de HOTIGAJI,~Ufred noYES).

"Is Dickens a 'Washout'?", Strand Ha~azine, November 1918, lvi,

338 - 41.

"Threo Dynrunitards", Socialist Review. October - December 1919,
380 - 93.

(b) Books and essay~.

DAVY,Samuel, D<1.I,.,in. C'ar1yleand Dickens (1876), pp. 121- 56.
WILDE, Oscar, "The Decay of Lying" (1889)

"A New Book on Dickens", Pall Mall Gazette, 31 Harch

1837, xlv.
- Doth included in The Artist as Cri tic, Cri tica.l "Tri tinr:s of Oscar

\-alCoa (ed, ill.chard EllIlann, 1970).
~JG, Andrew, "Phiz",' Lost Leaders (1839), pp. 121 - 7.

CAZMrrA!l, Louis, Le ROMan Social on An~leterre. 1830 - 50 (Paris,

1904), pp. 210 - 314.
BZERBOIlI-!,Hax, "Dickens by Gurge Unrell, A Christmas Garl~d

(1912), pp. 179 - 85.
SIMW, Introluction (dated 1911) to Hard Times, in Waverley Edition

ot Dicken~ (1913 - 15).
SAINTSBURY, George, "Dickens", in Crunbridee History of English

Liter~ture (1916), xiii, 303 - 39.
LEACOCIC,Stephen, ~ssaY'~ Md Literary Studies (London and New York,

1916), pp. 159 - 88.
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YEATS,.r.B., Lette"'s to Hs Son 1-1.B. Yeats and Others, 1869 -1922
(ed. J. Hone, 1944).

LA}~rCE, D.H., Selected LiterarY Criticism (ed. Anthony Beal, 1955).

lvi) Thackeray, 1871 - 1922.

(a) Periodical articles ,

JAMES,Hcnr'/, ~Thackeraynna", Nation, 9 December 1675, xxi , 376.

"Contemporary Books", Contemnora:ry Review, July 1879, nxv, 768 - 9.
"Thackeray", Snecta tor, 6 September 1879, Iii, 1130 - 2•

• Athen~eurn. 20 September 1879, 365 - 6•

• ~ITJrr, W.E., Athenaeum, 12 November 1881, 623 - 4.
"'I'hllckeray and Romanticism", Saturdt:w ReviE'lo', 11 October 1884,
lviii, 473 - 4.

"Thackeray' s }a~cellaneous Essays", Saturib.y Review, 17 October 1885,
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